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 Abstract 
 
 
The aim of this thesis is the visual analysis of the corpus of Viking Age Scandinavian 
memorial stones that are decorated with figural images. The thesis presents an 
overview of the different kinds of images and their interpretations. The analysis of 
the visual relationships between the images, ornamentation, crosses, and runic 
inscriptions identifies some tendencies in the visual hierarchy between these 
different design elements. The contents of the inscriptions on runestones with 
images are also analysed in relation to the type of image and compared to runestone 
inscriptions in general. The main outcome of this analysis is that there is a correlation 
between the occurrence of optional elements in the inscription and figural images in 
the decoration, but that only rarely is a particular type of image connected to specific 
inscription elements.  
 
In this thesis the carved memorial stones are considered as multimodal media in a 
communicative context. As such, visual communication theories and parallels in 
commemoration practices (especially burial customs and commemorative praise 
poetry) are employed in the second part of the thesis to reconstruct the cognitive 
and social contexts of the images on the monuments and how they create and 
display identities in the Viking Age visual communication.
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Chapter 1. Introduction: Approaching runestones 
 
 
1.1 Introduction 
It is well known that the design of the Viking Age memorial stones of Scandinavia 
generally consists of decoration and runic text. On a relatively small group of 
monuments (6%) this decoration includes figural images. The function of these 
images in the communicative context of the memorial stone is the subject of this 
thesis. This first chapter offers a general introduction to the runestones and their 
general function and perception. The specific corpus of memorial stones with images, 
the interpretations of these images, and the inscriptions on these monuments are 
discussed in the following chapters. This introductory chapter further provides an 
overview of previous research that is relevant to the research questions of this 
thesis. The theoretical frameworks and the methodologies that are used to answer 
these questions are also introduced. Alongside this, the structure of this thesis is 
explained and some terminology is discussed at the end of this chapter.  
 
 
1.2 Introduction to the material 
In Scandinavia, people of considerable economic standing commissioned stones to 
be carved with runes and decoration in commemoration of mainly deceased family 
members during the Migration Period, the Viking Age, and the early Middle Ages.1 
These monuments are generally called runestones, named after the runic inscriptions 
                                            
1 The Scandinavian Middle Ages are asynchronous with the European Middle Ages. The latter are 
divided into the early Middle Ages (fifth-tenth century), the high Middle Ages (eleventh and twelfth 
centuries), and the late Middle Ages (thirteenth-early sixteenth century). The Scandinavian Middle Ages 
consist of the early Middle Ages (c. 1050-1350) and the late Middle Ages (until the Reformation c. 1530), 
which are preceded by the Viking Age that began in the late eighth century. 
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on most of them, but there are also monuments with decoration only.  
This thesis is mainly concerned with the memorials that are dated to the 
Viking Age. The monuments are dated on a combination of their runological, 
linguistic, and ornamental features, and where possible on their archaeological 
context.2 Approximately three thousand complete and partial stone monuments of 
this kind have survived in Scandinavia.3 Two fragments were found in the Baltic 
region and one runestone on the Berezanj island in the Black Sea.4 Just over thirty 
Viking Age stones inscribed with a Scandinavian memorial inscription remain in the 
British Isles, next to a handful of fragments that may have belonged to similar 
memorial stones.5 In addition to this, carved stones and fragments thereof are still 
(re-)discovered regularly.  
The memorial stones are not distributed evenly over Scandinavia, 
chronologically or geographically. There are several pre-Viking Age runestones, the 
oldest of which are in Norway. Tenth-century Denmark saw the start of runestone 
raising as it was practised during the Viking Age. Currently, approximately 230 
monuments are known from this area.6 From there, the fashion seems to have 
spread to Sweden, where it reached its peak in the eleventh century. More than 
2700 stones are known from Sweden, while in comparison Norway accounts for 
roughly fifty Viking Age runestones. 
 Approximately half of the Swedish stones were raised during the eleventh 
                                            
2 The dating of the monuments is included in the information in the Samnordisk runtextdatabas. 
Because this database is regularly updated with new datings, I have followed this database, with a few 
exceptions. 
3 See Chapter 2.3. 
4 X FiNOR1998;14; X LtRR1987;248; X UaFv1914;47. The monuments and inscriptions in this thesis are 
referred to by the sigla they have in the Samnordisk runtextdatabas. DR = Denmark; G = Gotland; Gs = 
Gästrikland; N = Norway; Nä = Närke; Öl = Öland; Ög = Östergötland; Sm = Småland; Sö = Södermanland; 
U = Uppland; Vg = Västergötland; Vs = Västmanland; BR = British Isles; IR = Ireland; Jä = Jämtland; X = 
other regions, including the Baltic.  
5 Roughly twenty-five in the Isle of Man (on grave slabs and crosses), four in Scotland, two in Ireland, 
two in Shetland, one in London (Page 1983; Holman 1996, 7; IR, 1, 53-59; Barnes and Page 2006). The 
memorials with figural decoration among these are discussed briefly in Chapter 2.2.2 and 2.3.1.  
6 This includes Skåne, Halland and Blekinge, which today are part of Sweden, but were Danish in the 
Viking Age. 
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century in the Mälar valley, making this a region with an extremely high density of 
such monuments. Roughly 1250 stones are known there from this period. At that 
time, at least forty thousand people lived in this valley in approximately four 
thousand farmsteads.7 Consequently, there was roughly one stone to every three 
farmsteads in this region, which means that not every person who owned a 
ĨĂƌŵƐƚĞĂĚ ‘ŚĂĚ ?Ămemorial stone. In fact, the figure is brought down somewhat 
more by families that commissioned more than one monument. With so many 
runestones around, however, the majority of the community living in the Mälar 
valley might have seen one or more of these monuments regularly.  
Throughout the Viking Age, a few other areas in Scandinavia were just as 
densely populated as the eleventh-century Mälar valley, but most significantly less, 
and nowhere else were as many monuments carved. Consequently, all other regions 
of Scandinavia saw fewer memorials per head of population. Even considering that 
there were more memorial stones in the Viking Age than are known now, many 
Viking Age Scandinavians in all probability never saw a runestone at all. People who 
travelled, on the other hand, possibly had the opportunity to see more, provided 
such monuments were along their chosen route. 
The location of a monument dictated largely who its audience was. For some 
stones this would have been only a small number of people, for example when it was 
placed in a family burial ground behind a farmstead. A memorial stone that also 
functioned as a border stone would have been seen mainly by the households of the 
two adjacent farmsteads. A monument attracted a larger public from all over a 
certain region when it was placed at an important political, social, or cult place, such 
as an assembly site or burial mound. Stones situated along much-travelled roads 
were seen by many passers-by, including possibly people from outside the 
                                            
7 Sawyer and Sawyer 1993, 40. 
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community and even from abroad when the road led to an important trading place. 
The first impression these monuments makes on its audience is shaped by a 
combination of their location and their dimensions. A tall standing stone in an open 
field is strikingly visible from afar, as long as it is not surrounded by trees. Even a 
relatively small stone that is raised in an open field can stand out more from a 
distance than a much larger carving on a rock wall, unless the latter was more 
brightly coloured.8 When the colour faded, however, a monument such as the latter 
lost more of its visibility than a standing stone did. Raised stones, on the other hand, 
are less stable and less durable. Monuments carved on outcrops, especially when 
rather low to the ground, are the least visible and are also more prone to wear by 
weather, moss, and traffic. On the other hand, they cannot be transported and used 
for other purposes as raised stones can and were. Finally, monuments that consisted 
of two (paired) or more (grouped) stones naturally had a larger visual impact than 
single stone monuments. 
If a carving could not be recognised as a monument from a distance by 
standing out in the landscape, for instance when it was made on a rock wall or 
outcrop, it would have to be painted in brightly to attract attention from afar. Colour 
would have made the monument as a whole more distinctive from a distance. It 
would also have added to the visibility of the individual carving elements. On 
approaching the runestone, it would be easier to distinguish the various parts of the 
text and the decoration if they were coloured in to enhance the contrast with the 
stone and with each other. A notion of the size and complexity of the carvings is the 
next impression a memorial stone leaves, even without colours. Some idea about the 
economic wealth and social importance of the people involved in producing the 
monument could already be formed on the basis of the elaborateness of the 
                                            
8 For archaeological and textual evidence for colour on runestones, see Jansson 1987, 153-159. 
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carvings, before the details of the decoration and the contents of the runic writing 
are visible enough to interpret them. 
On approaching most runestones, the decoration can be discerned before 
the runes can be deciphered. The runes are only very rarely so large that they can be 
read before the other carvings are appreciated in full detail. Runestones from the 
early phases of the Viking Age, and from earlier periods, generally lack elaborate 
ornamentation. Their inscriptions were carved between several straight lines, 
generally vertically. This developed into bands, which evolved into the well-known 
serpent ornamentation of the later runestones.9 dŚŝƐ ‘ƌƵŶŝĐƐĞƌƉĞŶƚ ?ŽĨƚĞŶĨŽƌŵƐĂ
complex pattern with smaller snakes and/or quadrupeds with serpentine features. 
On the majority of the later monuments a Christian cross is also part of the design, 
but only a handful is decorated with a Þórr's hammer. Roughly 6% of the runestones 
are carved with one or more depictions of human figures, quadrupeds, birds, ships 
and other objects. These images and their role in the runestone design and in Viking 
Age visual communication in general are surveyed in detail in the following chapters. 
Next, if one could read runes, the names of the people involved and their 
reasons for commissioning the monument were generally revealed in the inscription. 
Usually, the names of the initiator and the commemorated person were mentioned, 
and sometimes that of the carver too. Most inscriptions on Viking Age runestones 
state that someone had the monument made ĂĨƚ ?ƈĨƚ ?Ăƚor æftir someone else.10 
Inherent in this act are the two objectives of commemoration: preserving an event or 
person in memory and at a later moment prompting to recall them to remembrance.  
Additional functions of these memorial stones have been explored recently. 
The formulas on many of them show that especially the Swedish runestones could 
                                            
9 See Chapter 2.2.2.a. 
10 Although these prepositions may have had different connotations oĨ ‘ŝŶŚŽŶŽƵƌŽĨ ? ? ‘ĨŽƌ ? ?Žƌ ‘ĂĨƚĞƌŝŶĂ
ƚĞŵƉŽƌĂůƐĞŶƐĞ ? ?ƚŚĞǇĂƌĞĂůůŐĞŶĞƌĂůůǇŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚĞĚĂƐ ‘ŝŶŵĞŵŽƌǇŽĨ ? ÞdŚĞĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶĐĞŝŶŵĞĂŶŝŶŐŝƐ
difficult to reconstruct and the choice of preposition in the inscriptions seems to have depended on 
regional and temporal custom, and possibly on stylistic reasons (Peterson 1995). 
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ĂůƐŽŚĂǀĞƐĞƌǀĞĚĂƐ ‘ŝŶŚĞƌŝƚĂŶĐĞĚŽĐƵŵĞŶƚƐ ? ÞǇƌĞĐŽƌĚŝŶŐƉƵďůŝĐůǇƚŚĂƚƐŽŵĞŽŶĞŚĂĚ
died, the initiator of the monument, almost always family, showed their relation to 
the deceased and thus their claim on the inheritance.11 Furthermore, runestones 
seem to have been used by the initiators to confirm and propagate their new 
Christian religion.12 However, whether the inscription on a Viking Age carved stone 
consists of only a name, or whether it contains an elaborate description of how a 
person lived and died, it is generally concluded that the primary function of 
runestones was as memorials.13 In fact, it has been argued that an inscription is not 
necessarily a prerequisite for a stone to be a memorial, but that it merely enhanced 
the commemorative function of the monument.14 It can be added to this that 
recording the commemorative act was another important function of runestones. 
The inscriptions do more than just commemorate a deceased person, since 
not only they, but also the initiator(s) and regularly also the producers of the 
monument are named. Just over a third of the surviving inscriptions also record more 
specific information about the, often high-status, activities and the economic and 
religious background of the people involved. It is mentioned for instance that 
someone was a steersman on a ship, went on pilgrimage, died on certain 
expeditions, and how much land they owned. The religious background of the people 
involved was explicitly referred to by including Christian prayers and invocations to 
Þórr in the inscription. Occasionally, comments about the function, future, and 
features of the monument are made.15 
It is clear from the discussion above that the message that is communicated 
by means of a runestone is not conveyed by the inscription alone. The material of the 
                                            
11 Sawyer 2000, esp. Ch. 3. 
12 Three runestones explicitly state the conversion to Christianity (DR 42, Jä 1, N 449) and many others 
are decorated with Christian crosses, contain Christian prayers or other Christian expressions in the 
inscription. 
13 e.g. Jesch 2005a, 95; Spurkland 2005, 117; Düwel 2001, 95; Palm 1992, 45-46. 
14 Holman 1996, 289.  
15 The various optional inscription elements are discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. 
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memorial, its location, and the overall layout of a runestone reflect different 
statements the initiator or carver wished to convey to their contemporaries and to 
posterity. The fact that these monuments were carved in stone shows that they were 
intended to last for a long time.16 Whether the carvings were made on a rock wall, 
outcrop, or boulder, or rather on a raised stone cut especially for this purpose and 
moved to a particular location, may have been significant too. To situate a 
monument close to an assembly place or cult site, the burial mound of illustrious 
ancestors, or a road that already played an important role in the community, further 
reflected the status and influence of the initiators. The size, complexity, and contents 
of the carvings likewise expressed and created an identity of the deceased and of 
those who commissioned the monument.  
These factors give an impression of the background of the monument, even 
before the observer has approached a runestone close enough to see the carvings in 
good detail and read the runes. How the decorative and textual carving elements 
then communicate more specific and more elaborate information is explored in this 
thesis. In the following section, previous research on the function of images on Viking 
Age memorial stones is reviewed. 
 
1.3 Runestone images in previous research 
The attention of scholars has traditionally been directed initially, and regularly 
practically only, at the inscriptions of runestones. The process of transcribing, 
normalising, and translating runic inscriptions results in a horizontal linear 
representation of the text. This disregards information that was communicated 
ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚƚŚĞŵŽŶƵŵĞŶƚ ?ƐŽƌŶĂŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ ?ŵĂƚĞƌŝĂůŝƚǇ ?ĂŶĚƚŚĞǀŝƐƵĂůƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶƐ
between the various carving elements are lost. Focussing primarily or solely on the 
                                            
16 Jesch 1998, 464; 2005a, 95. 
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texts creates an incorrect impression of how the monuments functioned, since 
reading the runes was one of the last steps in approaching and interpreting a 
runestone. Also within the inscription some elements are more eye-catching than 
others as a result of their place on the stone or they may be highlighted visually in 
other ways. As a consequence, those parts may be read before the memorial formula 
ǁŝƚŚǁŚŝĐŚƚŚĞŝŶƐĐƌŝƉƚŝŽŶŶŽƌŵĂůůǇ ‘ďĞŐŝŶƐ ? Þ17 Moreover, the inscription may not 
always have been read or understood completely by all members of the 
contemporary audience. If a runestone is reduced to its inscription, the 
communicative function of the monument for people who could not read runes and 
of memorials without inscriptions is disregarded. 
Initially, the scholars who published on runestones were antiquarians and 
later mainly philologists and runologists.18 The descriptions of the monuments in 
Sveriges runinskrifter ŐĞŶĞƌĂůůǇĚŽĚŝƐĐƵƐƐƚŚĞŵŽŶƵŵĞŶƚ ?ƐƐĞƚƚŝŶŐŝŶƚŚĞlandscape. 
Where possible, the archaeological features of the surroundings are related to the 
memorial. Unfortunately, less attention is paid to the decoration on the stones. 
Some of the older volumes of Sveriges runinskrifter contain a paragraph on 
ornamentation in their introductions, in which mainly the characteristics of the runic 
serpents and of the crosses are described, often in relation to carvers and regional 
varieties.19 Some figural decoration is also mentioned, mostly in an art-historical 
context. Figural images tend to be discussed especially in relation to Old Norse 
mythology in the descriptions of the individual stones. Particularly in the older 
volumes, however, the images are often only mentioned in passing, regarded as a 
doodle without content and meaning, or are altogether omitted.20 In Danmarks 
runeindskrifter, the different types of decoration that occur on Danish monuments 
                                            
17 Spurkland 2012, 233; Bianchi 2010, Ch. 3. 
18 An overview of developments in runestone studies up to the twenty-first century can be found in 
Zilmer 2005, 38-61 and more succinctly in Andrén 2000, 7-9. 
19 Sö, Sm, Vg. 
20 Examples of this are given in the course of Chapter 2.2.3. 
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are listed in the glossary. The images are generally placed in an art-historical context 
and where possible interpreted in a mythological context. The first volume of Norges 
Innskrifter med de yngre Runer contains a supplement in which images and 
ornamentation on the six decorated Norwegian runestones are described in detail. 
This overview focuses on the chronological development of the Scandinavian styles 
of runestone decoration and less on interpretation.21 The separate monument 
entries refer to this supplement with regard to the decoration and do not go into 
more detail themselves. Although these corpus editions do not always discuss the 
decoration in much detail, they do contain photos or other depictions of the 
monuments which are indispensible for any study of runestone design. 
When the corpus editions offer interpretations of images on the monuments, 
they are generally seen as scenes or symbols from pre-Christian Old Norse myth or 
legend, as Christian symbols against the background of European art history, or as 
representations of the commemorated person or aspects of their life. This was also 
the approach in the monographs of the great runologists of the nineteen-seventies 
and -eighties. Erik Moltke stated in the mid-ƐĞǀĞŶƚŝĞƐƚŚĂƚ ‘ŝůůĞĚĨƌĞŵƐƚŝůůŝŶŐĞƌŶĞƉĊ
folkevandringstidens og vikingetidens runesten har intet med indskrifter at gore, men 
ĞƌĂůůĞŚĞŶƚĞƚĨƌĂŵǇƚĞƌŶĞƐŽŐŵǇƚŽůŽŐŝĞŶƐǀĞƌĚĞŶ Þ ?22 With this, he seems to have 
voiced the general attitude towards figural decoration on runestones among 
runologists of his time. Sven B.F. Jansson, too, focussed on depictions of scenes from 
myth and legend.23 Klaus Düwel took an interest in some of the images and was more 
cautious of interpreting them as scenes or motifs from Old Norse myth and legend, 
but also he considered images on runestones to be of secondary importance to the 
                                            
21 Hougen 1941. 
22 DŽůƚŬĞ ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? Þ ‘WŝĐƚƵƌĞƐŽŶDŝŐƌĂƚŝŽŶWĞƌŝŽĚĂŶĚsŝŬŝŶŐŐĞƌƵŶĞƐƚŽŶĞƐďĞĂƌŶŽƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶƚŽƚŚĞ
ŝŶƐĐƌŝƉƚŝŽŶďƵƚĂƌĞŝŶǀĂƌŝĂďůǇĚƌĂǁŶĨƌŽŵƚŚĞǁŽƌůĚŽĨŵǇƚŚ ? ?ƚƌĂŶƐů ÞWĞƚĞƌ&ŽŽƚe in Moltke 1985, 252. 
23 Jansson 1987, 144-152. He does mention U 855 with a hunting scene as an exception, but omits other 
non-mythological motifs.  
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inscriptions.24  
Studies that focus primarily on the decorations on runestones appear from 
the nineteen-eighties onwards, when art-historians and archaeologists started to 
participate in runestone studies more substantially. At the same time, a significantly 
more balanced view of Viking Age pre-Christian religion as a less structured collection 
of beliefs had developed. The prominent role of major deities was being questioned, 
and the importance of other spiritual beings and of magic was being considered.25 
The significance of mythology in Viking Age iconography is likely also to have been 
overestimated and consequently the images are better interpreted in light of the 
commemorative function of the monument and its broader social context. 
The traditional runologists separated images from inscriptions and ascribed 
different functions to these elements. They also tried to interpret most decoration in 
light of Old Norse myth and legend. In contrast, the focus of the later 
interdisciplinary approaches to carvings on Viking Age memorial stones has shifted to 
the social context and the commemorative function of the monuments.  
The first to focus on the figural images in runestone decoration was Signe 
Horn Fuglesang, who has published several art-historical surveys of the most 
common elements of the iconography on these memorial stones and offers 
interpretations of their function as well as their meaning. She approaches figural 
scenes and motifs in the context of the monuments as manifestations of power, 
fame, and status and interprets them with reference to other Viking Age art, 
archaeology, and Old Norse literature. Individual images are explained as referring to 
the social power and/or physical strength of the deceased. Fuglesang further argues 
that even when the precise meaning of certain images is not clear, a more general 
                                            
24 Düwel 1986, 229; 2001, 95-152. 
25 e.g. DuBois 1999. 
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function as symbols reflecting status, power, and heroism can be assigned to them.26 
Sue Margeson argued that the images on the Manx crosses, on the picture stones of 
Gotland, and on some runestones with images from the legend of Sigurðr Fáfnisbani 
 ‘ĐŽŶƚĂŝŶƌĞĨĞƌĞŶĐĞƐƚŽƚŚĞůŝǀĞƐŽĨƚŚĞĐŽŵŵĞŵŽƌĂƚĞĚƉĞŽƉůĞ ?ďǇƌĞĨůĞĐƚŝŶŐƚŚĞŝr 
status and wealth or by referring to their deeds by means of a mythological or heroic 
scene.27 She also proposed that some of the images of human figures may represent 
the commemorated person. Anders Andrén has interpreted the images from myth 
and legend ŽŶsŝŬŝŶŐŐĞƉŝĐƚƵƌĞƐƚŽŶĞƐŽŶ'ŽƚůĂŶĚƐŝŵŝůĂƌůǇĂƐ ‘ŵĞƚĂƉŚŽƌƐƐŝŐŶŝĨǇŝŶŐ
ƚŚĞŚŽŶŽƵƌŽĨĚĞĂĚŵĞŶĂŶĚǁŽŵĞŶ ? ?ĂŶĚƐŽŵĞƚŝŵĞƐĂƐƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚŝŶŐƚŚĞĚĞĂĚŵĂŶ
himself.28 
An art-historical approach to other aspects of Swedish runestone decoration 
was taken by the archaeologists Anne-Sofie Gräslund and Linn Lager in their 
respective surveys of the serpent decoration and the crosses. Gräslund devised a 
relative chronology based on the details of the serpent ornamentation on the 
Swedish memorials.29 Lager devised a way of analysing and categorising crosses that 
is more flexible than the earlier categories that were distinguished by Claiborne 
Thompson.30  
/Ŷ^ŝŐŵƵŶĚKĞŚƌů ?ƐƌĞĐĞŶƚŽǀĞƌǀŝĞǁŽĨĂŶŝŵĂůŝƐƚŝĐĂŶĚĂŶƚŚƌŽƉŽŵŽƌƉŚŝĐ
figures on runestones, the iŵĂŐĞƐĂƌĞĚĞƐĐƌŝďĞĚĂĐĐŽƌĚŝŶŐƚŽWĂŶŽĨŬƐǇ ?ƐŝĐŽŶŽůŽŐŝĐĂů
method.31 An overview of previous interpretations is also provided. Although this 
ƵƐĞĨƵůĐĂƚĂůŽŐƵĞŝƐŶŽƚĐŽŵƉůĞƚĞĂŶĚĨŽĐƵƐĞƐŽŶ^ǁĞĚĞŶ ?KĞŚƌů ?ƐƐƚƵĚǇǁĂƐƚŚĞŵŽƐƚ
comprehensive until the corpus for the present thesis was compiled. Oehrl includes 
fragments and despite the primary focus on animals and human figures, other figural 
                                            
26 Fuglesang 1986, esp. 184, 187 and 2005, esp. 75-79, 81, 84-88. 
27 Margeson 1980, 208-209 and 1983, 105. 
28 Andrén 1993, 41, 43, 45, 48-49. 
29 Gräslund 1991; 1992; 2006a. See Chapter 2.2.2.a for a more detailed discussion. 
30 Lager 2002; Thompson 1975, 30-32. The most recent study of crosses on runestones is Zilmer 2011. 
31 Oehrl 2006. 
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ŝŵĂŐĞƐĂƌĞĂůƐŽŵĞŶƚŝŽŶĞĚ ÞKĞŚƌů ?ƐĚŽĐƚŽƌĂůƚŚĞƐŝƐƚŚĂƚĨŽůů ǁĞĚƚŚŝƐDĚŝƐƐĞƌƚĂƚŝŽŶ
studies the quadrupeds on Swedish monuments.32 He interprets most quadrupeds 
and several other images as part of a Christian symbolic language. With this he 
follows in the footsteps of scholars such as Henrik Williams, Anders Hultgård, and 
Anne-Sofie Gräslund, who ascribe to (Swedish) runestone images a function in 
expressing and teaching a Christian world view during the Swedish missionary 
period.33  
A recent development in the history of medieval art is that the focus has 
changed from art history to individual images and from the circumstances of their 
production to their reception.34 This reception or perception is often discussed in 
ƚĞƌŵƐŽĨ ‘ƌĞĂĚŝŶŐŝŵĂŐĞƐ ?ĂŶĚ ‘ǀŝƐƵĂůůŝƚĞƌĂĐǇ ? Þ35 Unlike the traditional runestone 
studies that took text as the starting point and treated images as separate entities of 
secondary importance, this new approach in Medieval Studies treats images and text 
as equal and inter-related elements that both have visual and verbal aspects.  
WĞƌŶŝůůĞ,ĞƌŵĂŶŶ ?Ɛrelatively recent volume of articles on literacy in medieval 
and early modern Scandinavia unfortunately lacks a chapter on runestone 
decoration, despite its aim to focus on the Viking Age and include communication 
through images and the developments in the study of visuality of runestones.36 Leslie 
tĞďƐƚĞƌ ?ƐĐŽŶƚƌŝďƵƚŝŽŶŽĨfers a theoretical approach to the role of images and text in 
early medieval societies that focuses in more general terms on what information the 
complex decoration on Anglo-Saxon metalwork conveyed and how that message was 
constructed, rather than received. Her observations about the role of visual 
language, its nature of revealing and concealing, and the role of runic inscriptions 
                                            
32 Oehrl 2010, 16n23 contains some additions to his 2006 catalogue. See Chapter 2.2.3.b for a more 
ĚĞƚĂŝůĞĚĚŝƐĐƵƐƐŝŽŶŽĨKĞŚƌů ?ƐǁŽƌŬ Þ 
33 Hultgård 1992; Williams, He 1996a, 298-301. Williams seems to go from identifying Christian imagery 
on runestones in 1996b to interpreting all images on runestones in a Christian framework in 1996a.  
34 See Caviness 2006, 65 with references for an overview. 
35 e.g. Mostert 2005 with references. 
36 Hermann 2005, 12, 14. 
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therein are also valuable for Scandinavian Viking Age material.37  
Approaching the memorials in an interdisciplinary way allows best for taking 
the different aspects of these monuments into account. New ways of looking at 
these memorials that focus on their communicative function have been pioneered by 
Judith Jesch. She has pursued the implications of the interplay of text in the design of 
the runic inscription and the materiality of the monument for its meaning as a 
whole.38 She discussed how information was communicated through the medium of 
carved stone against the background of the emerging large-scale literacy in a 
predominantly oral society. Her work focuses more on the inscriptions, however, 
than on stones with figural images.  
Anders Andrén also takes a communicative approach in his study of Viking 
Age picture stones on Gotland.39 He compares the structure of the images to 
structures of communication in Viking Age poetry and burial customs. More recently, 
he argued for a more inclusive, holistic approach to runestone carvings.40 Again, 
comparisons with skaldic poetry are drawn, this time regarding the interpretation of 
serpent ornamentation and word crossings. Andrén suggests that words were 
intentionally placed opposite each other in the curving inscription band, at the head 
or claw of an animal, or touching arms of a cross, to add emphasis and employ 
another layer of meaning. While the validity of his hypothesis is recognised ?ŶĚƌĠŶ ?Ɛ
methods have been criticised for being too speculative.41 Indeed, when this 
hypothesis was tested through systematic analysis of a larger corpus, it could not be 
confirmed that connections between cross arms and certain words were created 
intentionally nor that the location of the carver signature indicated (family) ties 
                                            
37 Webster 2005, 21-23, 27, 38-43. 
38 Jesch 1998. Spurkland 2012, 229 also stresses the importance of considering the medium stone itself 
when studying the communicative function of runestones. 
39 Andrén 1993, 34, 39-40, 43-46. 
40 Andrén 2000, 13-22, 26.  
41 Bianchi 2010, 52-53. 
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between the commissioner and the carver.42 Instead, when such seemingly 
meaningful connections occur, they are more likely to be the result of coincidence 
and over-interpretation on our part. This is not to say that in individual cases such 
visual resources were never applied consciously. Furthermore, even though they are 
not the result of conscious decisions about the design, the results of such 
coincidences may still have influenced the visual reception of the monument.  
ZĞĐĞŶƚƐƚƵĚŝĞƐďǇDĂƌĐŽŝĂŶĐŚŝĂŶĚ<ƌŝƐƚĞůŝůŵĞƌĨŽůůŽǁ:ĞƐĐŚ ?ƐĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚ
and consider the monuments as multi-faceted media of communication.43 This is also 
the approach that is taken in this thesis. Much of their research was in fact done 
simultaneously to that presented this thesis. Bianchi and Zilmer discuss questions of 
reception, authorship, and various aspects of multimodality, such as the visual 
qualities of inscriptions. Although figural images are not the primary focus of these 
ǁŽƌŬƐ ?ƚŚĞǇĂƌĞƚŽƵĐŚĞĚƵƉŽŶ ÞƐƉĞĐŝĂůůǇŝĂŶĐŚŝ ?ƐƐƚƵĚǇŽĨƚŚĞĐŽŶŶĞĐƚŝŽŶďĞƚǁĞĞŶ
particular inscription features and images of mask-like faces and ships, and ZilŵĞƌ ?Ɛ
observations about the visual language that was employed on runestones, are 
referred to in various places in this thesis.  
 
  
1.4 Research questions 
The above-mentioned recent studies explore how information was communicated 
through the visuality and materiality of specific groups of Viking Age memorial 
stones, mainly with regard to the inscription, animal ornamentation, and crosses. 
This raises the question what role the figural depictions of humanoids, animals, and 
objects played in this visual communication on the monuments. 
There is a range of possible relations between the inscription and the figural 
                                            
42 Respectively Zilmer 2011, 78-80; Källström 2007, 169-175. 
43 Bianchi 2010 (see also Spurkland 2012); Zilmer 2010; 2012. 
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decoration on a runestone and it seems unlikely that they were not related to each 
other at all. Ɛ^ƉƵƌŬůĂŶĚƐƚĂƚĞƐ P ‘DĂŶĂŶĞƌ ? ? ?ĂƚƌƵŶĞŝŶŶƐŬƌŝĨƚog bilde(r) inngår i en 
høyere enhet ƐŽŵƐĂŵůĞƚƵƚƚƌǇŬŬĞƌƌŝƐƚŶŝŶŐĞŶƐďĞƚǇĚŶŝŶŐƐŽŵ ‘ƚĞŬƐƚ ? ?ǁŚŝĐŚ
illustrates how far runestone studies have progressed.44 The choice for carving 
particular images and inscription elements on the memorial stones must have been 
made with a certain motivation. That only 6% of the monuments are decorated with 
figural images also shows that to include these images in the design must have been 
a conscious decision, because it was not the convention to do so. Although particular 
images occur more often in certain regions than others, they are still not part of the 
standard runestone design.45 Different combinations of the following motivations 
may have had a role in the choice of images for a memorial:  
x how their meaning interacted with the information in the inscription;  
x how they related to the commemorated person(s) and/or the initiators of 
the monument;  
x how they fitted on the stone;  
x what was current in the area at the time;  
x what the specialty of the producer was.  
Generally speaking, however, the choice to include images and what they should 
depict was ultimately the result of what message the monument should 
communicate.  
The subject of this thesis, then, is both what was communicated by carving 
figural images on memorial stones and how this visual communication worked. To 
answer these questions, the images are categorised and a detailed visual analysis of 
how various design elements are combined is presented. The results of this analysis 
indicates that there were certain patterns in the use of images on the memorial 
                                            
44 Spurkland 2012, 234. 
45 See Chapter 2.3. 
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stones. Secondly, the monuments are in this thesis considered as part of the wider 
Viking Age visual culture, which allows a comparison with the visual language of 
other media in the context of death and commemoration, creating memory, and 
expressing identity. This approach sheds light on how images communicated part of 
the monument ?ƐŵĞƐƐĂŐĞ ÞdŚĞƚŚĞŽƌĞƚŝĐĂůframeworks and methodologies that are 
used to identify the role of images in this Viking Age visual communication are 
introduced in the following section. 
 
 
1.5 Theoretical frameworks 
The memorial stones can be regarded as a multimodal text, that is to say ƚŚĂƚ ‘ŝƚƐ
ŵĞĂŶŝŶŐŝƐƌĞĂůŝƐĞĚƚŚƌŽƵŐŚŵŽƌĞƚŚĂŶŽŶĞƐĞŵŝŽƚŝĐĐŽĚĞ ? Þ46 On runestones, these 
codes are of a linguistic (the verbal text) and a visual (the layout and its decorative 
element) nature. In addition to this, the act of making the carvings and the material 
used for the monument are semiotic resources in themselves.47 Finally, the location 
of the memorial adds to its meaning as well.  
This thesis focuses on the use of the figural images in the visual 
communication on runestones and their role as one of the semiotic resources 
employed on these monuments. The aim is not to provide a conclusive interpretation 
of individual images in the sense of what they mean, but rather discusses how figural 
images in general function in visual communication.48 An important aspect of how 
images mean is how they were seen and perceived. The description of how these 
multimodal monuments were approached and interpreted in Chapter 1.1 is based on 
the features and characteristics of the monuments themselves. In order to gain a 
                                            
46 Kress and van Leeuwen 1996, 182. This approach is also taken by Jesch 1998; Bianchi 2010 and Zilmer 
2010; 2012 (see Section 1.3). 
47 Kress and van Leeuwen 1996, 230. 
48 Some new interpretations are nevertheless put forward, e.g. in Chapter 2.2.3, Chapter 5.4, and 
Chapter 6.2. 
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more in-depth insight into how visual communication in the Viking Age functioned, 
evidence from a broad range of disciplines and sources is combined in the rest of this 
thesis. 
Modern theories of visual communication that are concerned with the visual 
reception of multimodal media that combine image and text, including perception 
theory and semiotics, can reconstruct how an image means without necessarily 
knowing what it means. Layout and design principles can form the code for 
interpreting visual elements.49 This is explained in more detail and applied in Chapter 
2.4-2.10. In addition to design principles, neurological processes govern how 
multimodal media are perceived. The human brain interprets text and images 
differently and especially foƌƚŚĞůĂƚƚĞƌ ‘ĚƌĂǁ ?Ɛ ?ŽŶƉĞƌĐĞƉƚŝŽŶ ?ŵĞŵŽƌǇ ?ŝŵĂŐŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ
ĂŶĚůŽŐŝĐ ? Þ50  
Besides a psychological process, looking is also a cultural practice.51 This 
cultural aspect of the cognitive context of Viking Age visual culture is explored in 
Chapter 4. In addition to modern visual communication theories, early medieval 
treatises on how vision worked are discussed. They are mainly concerned with the 
extent to which the viewer played an active role in seeing an object or image. The 
modern and medieval theories are combined with analysis of textual references to 
seeing in Viking Age sources. There are no Viking Age theories of vision recorded as 
such, but a small number of Viking Age skaldic poems contain first-hand accounts of 
the skald seeing images. These poems form a source for how such images functioned 
in Viking Age visual culture. The small number of runestone inscriptions that refer to 
the interpretation of the monument are also taken into account there.  
The visual language that is employed on memorial stones has parallels in 
                                            
49 Moriarty 2005, 236 table 15.2; Kress and van Leeuwen 1996, 146, 155, 181-182. 
50 Barry 2005, esp. 54-56; Williams, R. 2005, 194. See also Chapter 4.2. 
51 Biernoff 2002, 4.  
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funerary performances and in skaldic poetry. Carved stone monuments, burials, and 
praise poems are all concerned with commemoration, expressing identity, and 
shaping memory. In this thesis, how the images work in the visual communication on 
Viking Age memorial stones is studied partly on the basis of the connection with 
these other two practices and partly on the basis of their role in the runestone design 
itself. 
 
 
1.6 Methodologies and structure of the thesis 
The next chapter, Chapter 2, explains how the corpus material was collected. An 
overview of the figural depictions on the monuments follows on that. To facilitate 
visual analysis, the images are classified in several categories. This classification is 
done on the basis of the features of the depicted figure, animal, or object. As part of 
this classification, previous identifications and interpretations of individual images 
are discussed. The visual analysis, then, focuses on the images as visual elements in 
relation to the other carvings on the monuments. This analysis identifies patterns in 
the position, proportion, and discernability of the images, ornamentation, and text. 
The relationship between the images and the contents of the inscriptions is 
analysed in Chapter 3. The elements of the inscriptions on runestones with figural 
images are explained and discussed. A comparison with the occurrence of these 
elements in runestone inscriptions in general shows a relation between certain 
optional inscription elements and the presence of figural decoration. There is, 
however, no strict one-on-one relation between particular images and specific 
elements of the inscription. There was not such a close connection between the two 
that one must be explained by the other and that they cannot function without each 
other. Yet a connection between a small group of particular textual and figural 
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carving elements seems to have existed in certain regions.  
As mentioned above, a small number of Viking Age texts is analysed in 
Chapter 4. After a critical evaluation of the Old Norse poems in which the poet is said 
to refer to images he sees, it is concluded that only four of these poems actually 
mention images. From the way the skalds describe the images and recount 
connected stories it is deduced how they might have perceived the images. The 
eleven runestone inscriptions that mention the act of interpreting are analysed to 
establish what part(s) of the monuments is/are referred to. The connotations of the 
expressions that are used in the poems and in the inscriptions are discussed on the 
basis of their etymology and their use in other Old Norse texts. In combination with 
modern visual communication theories and with the results of the visual analysis of 
the monuments, these texts give an impression of how the different carvings on 
runestones functioned. 
Chapter 5 explores how the figural images that are depicted on memorial 
stones relate to objects and animals that were used in (pre-)Viking Age Scandinavian 
mortuary practices. Especially the occurrence of weapons in graves and on 
runestones is analysed. It is also discussed how the objects, stories, and people that 
played a role in funerary performances and other rituals may be reflected in 
runestone imagery. Not a trained archaeologist myself, I rely in this section on 
information from secondary studies of Iron Age archaeological material, rather than 
from archaeological reports. Several of the studies that have been consulted as 
background reading on methodology and theory of (Scandinavian) burial archaeology 
are not referred to directly in the course of this thesis.52  
Several studies that discuss aspects of runological methodology have 
                                            
52 ^ĞŵƉůĞĂŶĚtŝůůŝĂŵƐ ? ? ? ? ?ŝŶƉĂƌƚŝĐƵůĂƌĞǀůŝŶ ?ƐĚŝƐĐƵƐƐŝŽŶŽĨthe concept of memory, which has had 
a significant impact on early medieval burial studies in recent years ĂŶĚZƵŶĚŬǀŝƐƚ ?ƐŽǀĞƌǀŝĞǁŽĨƚŚĞ
current state of research in Scandinavian burial archaeology and its theoretical focal points in this 
volume; Artelius and Svanberg 2005. 
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contributed to the runological part of this thesis in Chapter 3, but are not referred to 
directly.53 The same is true for some of the background reading on Viking Age art 
styles and ornamentation.54 Furthermore, only a few chapters from the Handbook on 
Visual Communication are mentioned in this thesis, but the whole book has provided 
a relevant introduction and point of reference.55 The various chapters in A 
Companion to Medieval Art: Romanesque and Gothic in Northern Europe and the 
editorial entries in the anthology Reading Medieval Images have helped to relate 
these various visual communication theories to medieval art and visual culture.56 
The variety of sources and disciplines that are employed in this thesis 
illustrate how broadly visual communication extended throughout Viking Age 
culture. Elements of the same visual language are found on wall-hangings, armour, 
weaponry, memorial stones, in burials, and even in poetry. These strands come 
together in Chapter 6. This concluding chapter presents a case study that illustrates 
how the combined results of this thesis reflect the function of figural images in the 
visual communication on runestones and the place of these monuments in the visual 
culture of Viking Age Scandinavia.  
The corpus material for this study comprises 111 stones on which a total of 
202 images are carved. This material is presented in a database that consists of two 
appendices to this thesis. What information the database contains and how it can be 
used is described and illustrated in Chapter 2.4. A Catalogue with images of the 
monuments is also included.57 The stones are listed in the database and the 
catalogue by the numbers assigned to them in the national publications of runic 
inscriptions and picture stones in Denmark, Norway, and Sweden, or the reference to 
                                            
53 Williams, He. 2007; Jesch 1994; Meijer 1992; 1995; 2002. 
54 Karlsson 1983; Nielsen and Vellev 2002. 
55 Smith and others 2005. 
56 Conrad 2006; Sears and Thomas 2002. Also Müller 2003. 
57 The Catalogue can be found printed as thumbnails after the Appendices. The images are included on 
the DVD in large format and often in colour. 
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their publication in other sources.58 They are arranged in the alphabetical order of 
the common abbreviations of their regional codes, with the Swedish provinces listed 
separately.59 These sigla also correspond to those used in the Samnordisk 
runtextdatabas. The catalogue contains images of the memorials that form the 
corpus material for this thesis (listed in the Appendices and discussed in Chapter 2.2). 
Images of other monuments or objects are included as illustrations in the text. 
 
 
1.7 Terminology and language 
 
1.7.1 Runestones  
dŚĞƚĞƌŵ ‘ƌƵŶĞƐƚŽŶĞ ?ŝƐ ?ĂůƚŚŽƵŐŚƚŚĞŵŽƐƚǁŝĚĞƐƉƌĞĂĚ ?ŶŽƚŶĞĐĞƐƐĂƌŝůǇƚŚĞŵŽƐƚ
appropriate term for the monuments discussed in this thesis. ĞĐĂƵƐĞ ‘ƌƵŶĞƐƚŽŶĞ ?
literally means  ‘ĂƐƚŽŶĞĐĂƌǀĞĚǁŝƚŚƌƵŶĞƐ ? ?this term is technically not accurate for a 
stone that is carved with decoration only. Moreover, as demonstrated in the 
following Chapter, when images occur on these monuments, these decorations are 
generally more prominent than the runic inscription, suggesting that it might be 
ŵŽƌĞĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞƚŽƐƉĞĂŬŽĨ ‘ƉŝĐƚƵƌĞƐƚŽŶĞƐ ?ǁŝƚŚ ?ŽƌǁŝƚŚŽƵƚ )ŝŶƐĐƌŝƉƚŝŽŶƐ when 
discussing runestones that are decorated with images.  ‘ĂƌǀĞĚƐƚŽŶĞŵŽŶƵŵĞŶƚ ?ŝƐĂ
both a neutral and precise term that cŽǀĞƌƐĂůů ‘ƌƵŶĞƐƚŽŶĞƐĂŶĚƉŝĐƚƵƌĞƐƚŽŶĞƐ ? Þ/ƚ
also avoids calling stones without an inscription to state their commemorative 
ĨƵŶĐƚŝŽŶ ‘ŵĞŵŽƌŝĂůƐƚŽŶĞƐ ? Þ ‘ĂƌǀĞĚƐƚŽŶĞŵŽŶƵŵĞŶƚ ? ?ŚŽǁĞǀĞƌ ?ŝƐŵŽƌĞĂ
description than a term. For the sake of readability and because of the widespread 
ĨĂŵŝůŝĂƌŝƚǇŽĨƚŚĞƚĞƌŵ ‘ƌƵŶĞƐƚŽŶĞ ? ?ƚŚŝƐƚĞƌŵŝƐĂůƐŽƵƐĞĚŝŶƚŚŝƐƚŚĞƐŝƐ Þ ‘ZƵŶĞƐƚŽŶĞ ? ?
                                            
58 ^ĞĞ ‘ŝďůŝŽŐƌĂƉŚǇ PĚŝƚŝŽŶƐĂŶĚƚƌĂŶƐůĂƚŝŽŶƐ ÞZƵŶĞƐƚŽŶĞƐ ? 
59 DR = Denmark; G = Gotland; Gs = Gästrikland; N = Norway; Nä = Närke; Öl = Öland; Ög = Östergötland; 
Sm = Småland; Sö = Södermanland; U = Uppland; Vg = Västergötland; and Vs = Västmanland 
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then, is used more to denote the genre rather than to describe the phenomenon 
exactly. As such, it is on occasion used for a collective that may include stones 
ǁŝƚŚŽƵƚƌƵŶŝĐŝŶƐĐƌŝƉƚŝŽŶƐ Þ ‘DĞŵŽƌŝĂů ?Žƌ ‘ŵĞŵŽƌŝĂůƐƚŽŶĞ ?ŝƐĂůƐŽƵƐĞĚ ?ďƵƚ
predominantly for carved stone monuments of which the memorial nature is evident 
from the inscription or other features, or again for a collective. Since the main 
function of runestones is memorial (see Chapter 1.1), these terms are to a large 
degree interchangeable. 
 
1.7.2 Surfaces 
The memorials come in different shapes, sizes, and materials. When a carving was 
made on the surface of a large rock wall or on a flat stone in the ground, the 
memorial naturally has only one surface. Standing stones and boulders, on the other 
hand, provide more places to carve on. On most raised stones, the carved surface is 
largely the same as the surface of that side of the stone. This is because the runic 
band, which is generally the border of the carved surface, mostly follows the 
contours of the surface. On carvings in the living rock, the surface is often larger than 
the part of it that is carved. Also in these cases, the space inside and including the 
runic band is considered the carved surface. On monuments without a band that 
defines the borders of the carved surface, the whole surface of that side of the stone 
is taken into account when determining what proportion of it is occupied by the 
image.60 
It is not always straightforward which of the carved surfaces is to be 
regarded as the front, especially when an equal amount of ornamentation and text is 
carved on them. Traditionally, the surface that contains the majority of the 
inscription and usually its beginning is seen as the front, but only when this is not the 
                                            
60 Luckily this is not the case for any of the carvings in the living rock in this corpus, for it would be 
difficult to determine where the surface ends in such cases. 
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most narrow face. This is also the case for boulders that have several carved surfaces 
of similar dimensions. Which face of a stone is regarded as the front can also be a 
result of its position in relation to a nearby road or of the fact that one face was 
visible to the modern audience for longer, for instance when it was found embedded 
in a wall.  
Several terms are used in this thesis to describe the location of a carving on a 
stone with more than one surface. The surface opposite to the front face is the back 
or reverse face of the stone. The other two surfaces are called the sides, whether 
they are as broad as the front or back or whether they are the narrow sides of a thin 
standing stone. The top of a stone is the more or less horizontal part between the 
highest points of the front and back, connecting the sides or edges. Depending on its 
shape, a boulder or outcrop can also have more or less a front and back face, one or 
two sides and a top. The contours of a surface or of the stone are referred to as 
edges. When an inscription band follows the shape of the surface it is carved on, for 
instance, it follows the contours or is carved along its edges. The terms that are used 
more specifically to indicate the position of a carving element on the surface are 
listed in the legends to the Appendices.  
 
1.7.3 Scenes and motifs 
If a particular piece of decoration is the only one on a stone or if it occurs isolated 
ĨƌŽŵĂŶǇŽƚŚĞƌĚĞĐŽƌĂƚŝŽŶ ?ŝƚŝƐƌĞŐĂƌĚĞĚĂƐĂ ‘ŵŽƚŝĨ ? Þ/ĨƚŚĞƌĞƐĞĞŵƐƚŽďĞŝŶƚĞƌĂĐƚŝŽŶ
between that piece of decoration and another, it is considered to be an element in a 
 ‘ƐĐĞŶĞ ? Þ61 A spear, for instance, is considered a motif when it appears on its own, but 
it is an element in a scene when it is held by a warrior. That warrior can be a motif 
                                            
61 dŚĞĚĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶŽĨ ‘ƐĐĞŶĞ ?ŝŶƚŚĞKŝƐ P ‘ǀŝĞǁŽƌƉŝĐƚƵƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĞĚƚŽƚŚĞĞǇĞ ?ŽƌƚŽƚŚĞŵŝŶĚ )ŽĨĂ
ƉůĂĐĞ ?ĐŽŶĐŽƵƌƐĞ ?ŝŶĐŝĚĞŶƚ ?ƐĞƌŝĞƐŽĨĂĐƚŝŽŶƐŽƌĞǀĞŶƚƐ ?ĂƐƐĞŵďůĂŐĞŽĨŽďũĞĐƚƐ ?ĞƚĐ Þ ?ĂŶĚ ‘ŶĞƉŝƐŽĚĞ ?
situation, etc., forming a subject ŽĨŶĂƌƌĂƚŝŽŶŽƌĚĞƐĐƌŝƉƚŝŽŶ Þ ?AMŚƚƚƉ P ? ?ŽĞĚ ÞĐŽŵAN ?ĂĐĐĞƐƐĞĚ ?EŽǀĞŵďĞƌ
2008]. In order to be regarded as a narrative, though, there has to be an element of temporal 
progression in time in or between scenes (Amory 1980, 391-392). 
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too and it can be part of a scene when he is combined with other elements. Two or 
more motifs combined do not necessarily make a scene, however, there has to be a 
degree of interaction for that.  
 
1.7.4 Language 
Because this thesis discusses runic inscriptions from Denmark, Norway and Sweden, 
and Old Norse poetry, the runic inscriptions are given here in the standardised Old 
West Norse for the sake of consistency and comparison. Names of carvers, poets, 
and mythological, literary and historical figures are presented in the same format. 
Sometimes a transliteration, or part thereof, of a runic inscription is also given (in 
bold typeface). Generally, the readings, transliterations, transcriptions, 
normalisations, and translations are taken from the Samnordisk runtextdatabas, but 
with additional discussion of alternative readings or interpretations when relevant. 
 
Before proceeding to the visual analysis of runestone design, the following chapter 
first provides a description of the images that are the subject of this study and of the 
memorial stones they are carved on. This forms the starting point of the exploration 
of their role in the wider Viking Age visual culture.
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Chapter 2. Runestone images and their visual context 
 
 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter explains how the research material was collected and which monuments 
are included in the corpus. The different kinds of images that occur on these 
memorials are described and their chronological and regional distribution is 
discussed. The distribution of monuments with images seems to correspond to the 
distribution of runestones in Scandinavia in general. The individual image types, 
however, show their own regional and chronological distribution. It is also discussed 
to what extent images can be linked to specific carvers.  
The second part of this chapter presents the results of the analysis of the 
visual relationships between images and the other carving elements, such as crosses, 
inscription, and serpent ornamentation. Several tendencies in the use of specific 
image types are identified. Some of these cannot be linked to regional and 
ĐŚƌŽŶŽůŽŐŝĐĂůĨĂƐŚŝŽŶƐŽƌƚŽĂĐĂƌǀĞƌ ?ƐƉĞƌƐŽŶĂůƐƚǇůĞ Þ/ŶƐƚĞĂĚ ?ƚŚĞǇŝŶĚŝĐĂƚĞƉĂƚƚĞƌŶƐ
that are the result of the interplay between images, crosses, and text in visual 
communication on runestones. 
 
 
2.2 Research material 
 
2.2.1 Collection 
The research material for this study was collected with help of the depictions and 
descriptions of the monuments in Sveriges runinskrifter, Norges Innskrifter med de 
yngre Runer, and Danmarks runeindskrifter and Moltke 1985 as a supplement to the 
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latter. Also of use was :ĂŶKǁĞ ?ƐRunbibliografi, which lists all runic carvings found 
up to 1995 (although the cover says 1880-1993). Where these finds are not published 
in the corpus editions, references are given to the journals Fornvännen and Nytt om 
Runer in which new runic finds are published,62 to other relevant publications, or to 
archival reports. The online version of Nytt om Runer for the years 1995-2003 (these 
ĂƌĞƚŚĞǇĞĂƌƐƉƵďůŝƐŚĞĚŽŶůŝŶĞƐŽĨĂƌ )ĂŶĚ:ĂŶKǁĞ ?ƐSvensk Runristningsförteckning 
from 2005 have been used to identify ŶĞǁĨŝŶĚƐĂĨƚĞƌƚŚĞƉƵďůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶŽĨKǁĞ ?Ɛ
Runbibliografi. 
KĨƚŚĞŶĞǁĨŝŶĚƐůŝƐƚĞĚŝŶKǁĞ ?ƐRunbibliografi and Svensk 
Runristningsförteckning as many of the references given there and in the Samnordisk 
runtextdatabas as possible have been followed up to find a satisfying description of 
the stone and/or a picture.63 When a runestone or fragment is in the collection of the 
Historiska Museet in Stockholm, digital photos of this material can be accessed 
online.64 The online database of Danish runic inscriptions from the Nationalmuseet 
includes new finds and the images that are provided are currently being updated.65 
Most of the new runestone finds, however, I have found to be not relevant for this 
study, because the stones had no or no relevant decoration. The new finds for which 
I could not access the report or other literature consist of fragments, and I do not 
expect to have missed any relevant images there. Finally, the catalogues by Sigmund 
Oehrl and Birgit Sawyer have also been useful tools for collecting my research 
material.66 
                                            
62 In Fornvännen, new finds of (Swedish) runic inscriptions were published from 1966 to 1992, while 
from 1985 finds of Scandinavian runic inscriptions are published in Nytt om Runer. 
63 That is to say, without having full access to Scandinavian archival information. During a research visit 
in September 2008, kindly sponsored by the Viking Society for Northern Research and the Christine Fell 
Fund, I have been able to consult several reports in the archives of the Riksantikvarieämbetet (then in 
Stockholm). The main purpose of this trip, however, was to examine runestones with figural decoration 
that are still in their original position, rather than archival research. 
64 http://mis.historiska.se/mis/sok/start.asp 
65 http://runer.ku.dk/Run 
66 Oehrl 2006, with additions in Oehrl 2010, esp. 16n23; Sawyer 2000, 191-262. 
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2.2.2. Selection 
This thesis discusses the role of figural images in runestone decoration in the context 
of Viking Age visual communication. A few stones that predate the Viking Age are 
decorated with similar images. U 877 from Möjbro was carved around 500 AD. This 
memorial stone contains a picture of a warrior on horseback, a name, and an 
uninterpreted sequence of runes. U 1125 in Krogsta, carved during the second half of 
the sixth century, is decorated with an image of a human figure with its hands spread 
next to its face. This monument also contains a runic inscription, of which the first 
part is uninterpreted and the second part possibly reads stainaz  ‘ƐƚŽŶĞ Þ ?KƚŚĞƌƉƌĞ-
Viking Age monuments with similar images to the Viking Age memorial stones are 
found on Gotland. The Gotlandic picture stones, of which many are contemporary to 
the memorials of of mainland Scandinavia, are discussed in Section 2.3.1. 
Furthermore, monuments in the runestone tradition were carved into the 
Middle Ages. At this time, they were more often placed over graves in burial grounds 
and churchyards, whereas the Viking Age memorials are generally not connected to 
one particular grave.67 The earliest medieval recumbent grave slabs are also carved in 
the runestone style with a runic inscription in a (serpent-shaped) band along the 
edges and decoration in the centre. They are cut to be more rectangular than the 
Viking Age runestones. Early Christian grave monuments (previously called Eskilstuna 
cists) were constructed from several carved stone plates that form a kind of chest to 
place over the grave and came in use from the mid-eleventh century (Figure 1). 
These monuments are further removed from the runestones in shape, but they are 
carved in the same style and sometimes even by the same carvers.68 Early medieval 
grave monuments were often carved in relief and in a more Romanesque style than 
                                            
67 Gräslund 2002, 40-41. 
68 Ljung 2009, esp. 147-149, 178-180, 195-200; Kitzler Åhfeldt 2012; 2009, 96. 
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runestones. When only fragments are found, however, it can be difficult to 
determine of what kind of memorial stone from this transitional period they were 
part.  
 
Figure 1. Early Christian grave monument. 
 
The pre-and post-Viking Age memorial stones and grave monuments that are 
decorated with figural images are not included in the corpus material for the analysis 
in this chapter, but they are listed in Appendix 1.c. An overview of the images on 
these monuments is given in Section 2.3.1 and several of the medieval images are 
also discussed in Chapter 5.4.4.  
Several of the Viking Age carved stone monuments in the British Isles and 
Ireland are inscribed with an Old Norse runic inscription and are considered 
Scandinavian memorials in the runestone tradition.69 From those in England, only Br 
 ?ĨƌŽŵ^ƚWĂƵů ?ƐĐŚƵƌĐŚŝŶ>ŽŶĚŽŶ ?ǁŚŝĐŚǁĂƐƉƌŽďĂďůǇĂŚĞĂĚƐƚŽŶĞ ?ŝƐĚĞĐŽƌĂƚĞĚ
with a figural image: a quadruped in the Ringerike style. In Ireland the fragment IR 2 
is decorated with a human figure with spread arms, possibly a crucifixion.70  
Of the eighteen carved stone monuments on the Isle of Man (crosses and 
slabs) that are decorated with figural images, ten are also carved with (parts of) an 
Old Norse memorial inscription.71 Anglo-Saxon or Anglo-Scandinavian hogbacks, 
                                            
69 See Chapter 1.2 with references.  
70 For the latter see IR, 53-56. 
71 With inscription: BR Olsen;193B Bride, BR Olsen;184 Andreas 2, BR Olsen;185B Andreas 3, BR 
The images have been removed from the online 
version of this thesis. A hard-bound copy is available in 
Nottingham University Library, or contact the author. 
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grave slabs, and crosses elsewhere in Britain also display Scandinavian or Hiberno-
Norse influence in their decoration. Several of these monuments are decorated with 
similar images as the Viking Age runestones. Although they are memorial stones in 
the same tradition, these monuments are not Scandinavian runestones, so the 
images on these monuments are discussed only in Section 2.3.1. 
There are many Viking Age memorial stones with figural images that are 
damaged or of which only fragments survive and several that are now lost. Detailed 
and reliable records of the complete stone are available for some and these are 
included in the main source material for this thesis.72 For most of the damaged or 
lost monuments, however, it is unknown with certainty what other carvings the 
image was combined with. Often the image is not even preserved completely. Where 
the visual context of the image cannot be established, the damaged stones and 
fragments cannot be used in the analysis in this chapter. For this reason, they are not 
found in the main database in Appendix 1.A, but are listed separately in Appendix 
1.B. 
 
2.2.2.a Decoration that is not included 
Because this thesis is concerned with figural images, monuments that are decorated 
only with abstract ornamentation and/or crosses are not taken into account. When a 
cross is held by a human figure, however, it is simultaneously a figural representation 
of an object and a symbol. For instance, the rider on U 691 Söderby holds a small 
cross on a staff. Crosses as individual symbols also occur regularly on monuments 
with figural images. They are part of the visual context of the images and as such 
                                                                                                                   
Olsen;200B Jurby, BR Olsen;205B Maughold 4, BR Olsen;215 Kirk Michael 3, BR Olsen;217A Kirk Michael 
4, BR Olsen;217B Kirk Michael 5, BR Olsen;218A Kirk Michael 6, BR Olsen;219 Kirk Michael 8. See 
Samnordisk runtextdatabas or Page 1983 for inscriptions. 
Without inscription: Andreas 121 (95), Bride 124 (97), Jurby 119 (93), Jurby 125 (98), Malew 120 (94), 
Maughold 97 (66), Maughold 98 (72).  
72 Gs 19, DR 282-286 and Öl 19. 
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their occurrence is noted in the database (Appendix 2). How the two elements, 
image and Christian cross, relate to each other visually is analysed in Table 1 in 
Appendix 2 and discussed in Section 2.6 below. The combination of a cross and a bird 
where the bird perches on top of the cross occurs relatively frequently.73 It can be 
argued that they may be regarded as one motif together, but for the sake of 
consistency the crosses and images of birds are analysed as separate visual elements. 
In Appendices 1 and 2 it is noted where this particular combination of bird and cross, 
with bird sitting on the cross, occurs. 
The ornamentation that consist of serpents and snakes is likewise only taken 
into account when figural images are also part of the design. The rigid bands in which 
the runic inscriptions were originally carved became curved in the tenth century to 
follow the shape of the stone. Next, heads began to be carved at one end of the band 
and the other end became a tail, turning the inscription band into a large snake.  
This development was most prominent in Sweden, where different style 
groups with a relative chronology have been identified by Anne-Sofie Gräslund 
(Figure 2).74 Three different styles of serpents were in use as inscription bands more 
or less simultaneously during the first half of the eleventh century. In the most basic 
ǀĞƌƐŝŽŶ ?ƚŚĞƐŝŵƉůĞƚƌŝĂŶŐƵůĂƌƐŶĂŬĞ ?ƐŚĞĂĚŝƐƐĞĞŶĨƌŽŵĂďŝƌĚ ?ƐĞǇĞƉĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞ Þ
Apart from eyes and sometimes a tongue, there are no additional features on the 
head, nor limbs on the body. This is 'ƌćƐůƵŶĚ ?ƐƐƚǇůĞŐƌŽƵƉ&Ɖ ?ĨĊŐĞůƉĞƌƐƉĞŬƚŝǀ RďŝƌĚ ?Ɛ
ĞǇĞƉĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞ ?. In the other two style groups the heads are carved in profile and 
have more pronounced features, such as upturned noses and protruding lips and 
ears (Pr1 and Pr2). The serpents in Pr2 can have a tuft on the neck, an extra thumb at 
the end of their tails, and in a few cases one or two short legs with round feet. In 
exceptional cases, smaller snakes accompany the large serpents with the inscription 
                                            
73 As on Sö 270 and the fragments Sö 245, Sö 247, U 576, U 111. 
74 Gräslund 1991; 1992; 2006a. 
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and a quadruped is sometimes carved in the centre of the stone. During the second 
half of the eleventh century, the serpents developed through style group Pr3, with 
feet on one or two short legs and occasionally additional smaller snakes, and style 
group Pr4, with feet on longer, sharply bent legs with clearly pronounced heels and 
commonly with extra snakes, into style group Pr5. Two different types of stylised 
heads occur in this last group. The legs are long, with sharp joints and pointed feet. 
Sometimes a foot also occurs at the end of the tail and there are always additional 
snakes. This chronology is used to date the Swedish runestones in Appendix 1.a-b. 
  &ŝŐƵƌĞ ? ÞĞƚĂŝůƐĨƌŽŵĐĂƌǀŝŶŐƐŝŶ'ƌćƐůƵŶĚ ?ƐƐƚǇůĞŐƌŽƵƉƐ Þ 
Left: a-ď ?ŝƌĚ ?ƐĞǇĞǀŝĞǁ ?c-d = Pr1, e-f = Pr2. Right: a-b = Pr3, c-d = Pr4, e-f = Pr5. 
 
In modern English terminology tŚĞǁŽƌĚƐ ‘ƐĞƌƉĞŶƚ ?ĂŶĚ ‘ƐŶĂŬĞ ?are used in 
descriptions of runestone decoration. These words have very similar meanings. Also 
in a wider context, bŽƚŚĂƌĞƵƐĞĚƚŽĚĞŶŽƚĞƚŚĞƌĞƉƚŝůĞĂŶŝŵĂů ?ƚŚŽƵŐŚ ‘ƐĞƌƉĞŶƚ ?ŝƐ
often used as another word for a large snake. Both words also have a rhetorical 
ŵĞĂŶŝŶŐĂƐĂƐůǇŽƌƚƌĞĂĐŚĞƌŽƵƐƉĞƌƐŽŶ ?ďƵƚŽŶůǇ ‘ƐĞƌƉĞŶƚ ?ŝƐƵƐĞĚĂůůĞŐŽƌŝĐĂůůǇĨŽƌĂ
mythological or symbolic snake such as Satan or Envy.75 /ŶƚŚŝƐƚŚĞƐŝƐ ? ‘ƐŶĂŬĞ ?ĚĞŶŽƚĞƐ
                                            
75 K P ‘ƐĞƌƉĞŶƚ ? ? ‘ƐŶĂŬĞ ?AMŚƚƚƉ P ? ?ŽĞĚ ÞĐŽŵAN ?ĂĐĐĞƐƐĞĚ ?ĞĐĞŵďĞƌ ? ?  ? ? Þ 
The images have been removed from the online 
version of this thesis. A hard-bound copy is available in 
Nottingham University Library, or contact the author. 
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a realistic animal, i.e. a long reptile without ůĞŐƐ ?ǁŚŝůĞ ‘ƐĞƌƉĞŶƚ ?ŝƐƵƐĞĚƚŽĚĞƐĐƌŝďĞ
an unrealistic animal with a snake-like body shape. Because a serpent is a snake that 
does not exist in reality, it can have various features that actual snakes do not have, 
such as feet, protruding ears, a drooping lower lip, and a tuft at the neck. 
The serpent ornamentation on Viking Age memorial stones  is generally seen 
as an aesthetic carving element that by the late Viking Age had lost any original 
meaning it might once have had.76 Symbolic meanings that are nevertheless 
attributed to this aspect of runestone decoration range from the Miðgarðsormr to a 
symbolic protector of the family involved in the raising of the monument.77 
Although serpent ornamentation as such is not examined in this study, 
serpents and snakes that interact with images of human figures or animals are taken 
into account as part of the figural imagery. On the stones that depict episodes from 
the legend of Sigurðr Fáfnisbani, for instance, the serpent with the inscription is 
stabbed with a sword by a figure interpreted as Sigurðr and so the serpent 
represents the dragon Fáfnir.78 On other stones human figures seem to be attacked 
by snakes or serpents or interact with them otherwise. 79 In these cases it also seems 
the meaning of the serpents and snakes goes beyond the purely aesthetic. The 
serpent ornamentation that occurs on stones with figural images is mentioned in 
Appendix 2. How these types of decoration relate to each other is analysed in Table 2 
of Appendix 2 and discussed in Section 2.7.  
The quadrupeds that are sometimes part of the serpent ornamentation in 
style group Pr2 are an element of runestone decoration that is difficult to classify. 
The heads of these animals are similar to those of the serpents, but their bodies are 
not long and curving. They are more compact and they have four legs, while the 
                                            
76 E.g. Karlsson 1983, 75. 
77 Zachrisson 1998, 136-138; Johansen 1997, 224. 
78 Sigurðr imagery is discussed in Chapter 2.2.3.a.ii. 
79 See Chapters 2.2.3.a.iii. 
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serpents have two at most. The distinction between serpents and serpentine 
quadrupeds lies not in the their facial features or the presence of limbs, but in the 
shape of the body and the number of limbs it has. This difference in appearance 
coincides with a difference in function. Serpentine quadrupeds do not function as the 
inscription band, but feature in the centre of the stone. The quadrupeds with 
serpentine features are here regarded as an extension of the serpent 
ornamentation.80 As such, they are only taken into account when they are combined 
with a figural image. Considering their frequent occurrence on runestones, especially 
from late Viking Age central Sweden, they are relatively seldom combined with 
figural images. They interact with these images even more rarely (only on Sö 190 and 
U 692).  
One reason for not also studying crosses, serpent ornamentation, and 
quadrupeds with serpentine features as decorative elements in their own right is 
that they have been quite thoroughly studied as a group, unlike most of the figural 
decoration.81 Furthermore, to include all these types of decoration would mean to 
include almost all runestones, which would be too much for this research project.  
 
2.2.3 Classification and identification 
The following are excluded from the corpus: runestones with only an inscription, or 
with a cross or serpent ornamentation as only decoration, memorials that are lost, 
damaged, or fragmented, carved stone monuments that do not fit into the runestone 
tradition, that date from before or after the Viking Age, or that originate outside 
Scandinavia (or on Gotland). This leaves a corpus of 111 complete Viking Age 
memorial stones with figural images from Scandinavia that form the source material 
                                            
80 Oehrl 2010, on the other hand ascribes the same function and meaning to the serpentine quadrupeds 
as to the quadrupeds without serpentine features, see Section 2.2.3.b. 
81 See Chapter 1.3. 
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for the visual analysis in this chapter.82 
Some of these monuments have minor damage to the edges, which does not 
affect the decoration. On others, a missing part can be reliably filled in. For example, 
a piece of the cross is missing on U 920 Broholm and on U 969 Bolsta, part of the ship 
is lost on Vs 17 Råby, and on U 584 Husby-Lyhundra, U 691 Söderby, U 920 Broholm, 
and Vg 4 Stora Ek a pĂƌƚŽĨƚŚĞĂŶŝŵĂů ?ƐƚĂŝůŝƐŐŽŶĞ Þ^ŵĂůůƉarts of the images are 
missing on Vg 56 Källby ås (the end of the snout, belt and head-tendrils) and on Vg 
103 Håle ödekyrkogård (the end of the beak), but without major consequences. The 
upper parts of the horses on Sö 222 Frölunda and U 746 Hårby are missing, but since 
no legs are shown on their bodies, it is clear that there was no rider depicted here. 
The images on two sides of Vg 119 Sparlösa are damaged as well, but a large part of 
them remains. Since the third side of the monument, which contains the most 
images, is intact, this stone is included in the survey. Lost stones which are included 
because there are good enough records of their original carvings are Gs 19 Ockelbo, 
Öl 19 Hulterstad, and DR 282, DR 285, and DR 286 of the Hunnestad monument. 
These 111 monuments contain a total of 202 images. They consist of: 
x five images of hammers83  
x sixteen of ships84  
x twenty-five of birds85  
                                            
82 Three memorials had initially escaped my attention and are therefore not included in the studies in 
this thesis: DR 123 Glenstrup, U 951 Säby, and U 989 Funbo k:a. These runestones are listed at the end 
of Appendix 1.A and photos of them are included in the catalogue. It is my estimation that their 
inclusion in the visual analysis would not have altered the results significantly. Furthermore, U 529 Sika 
is counted as a medieval carving, while it should have been included as a late-Viking Age one. Finally, Vg 
119 Sparlösa is included here as an early-Viking Age runestone, but recently a dating to the eighth 
century has been pointed out to me (Norr 1998, 214-216). This dating, according to which the 
monument should have been considered as pre-Viking Age, seems to be followed by Swedish 
archaeologists, but not in the Samnordisk runtextdatabas.  
83 Z ? ? ?ƚǁŝĐĞ ) ?^Ƃ ? ? ?^Ƃ ? ? ? ?sŐ ? ? ? Þ ?ůƐŽŝŶXſƌƌ ?ƐŚĂŶĚŽŶh ? ? ? ? Þ) In addition, the damaged DR 120 
ĂůƐŽŚĂƐĂƐŵĂůůXſƌƌ ?ƐŚĂŵŵer carved in the runic band. 
84 DR 77, DR 271, DR 328, DR EM85;523B, Ög 181, Ög 224, Ög MÖLM1960;230, Sö 122, Sö 154, Sö 158, 
^Ƃ ? ? ? ?^Ƃ ? ? ? ?h ? ? ? ? ?sŐ ? ? ?sŐ ? ? ? ?sƐ ? ? Þ ?ůƐŽXſƌƌ ?ƐďŽĂƚŽŶh ? ? ? ? Þ )/ŶĂĚĚŝƚŝŽŶƚŚĞƌĞĂƌĞƐĞǀĞŶ
fragments or damaged stones with ships: DR 119, DR 220, DR 258b, Sö 351, U 979, U 1001, U 
Fv1955;222.  
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x nineteen of mask-like or naturalistic faces86  
x sixty-six of anthropomorphic (humanoid) figures 
x sixty-two of quadruped animals. 
ŝŐŚƚŝŵĂŐĞƐĂƌĞĐůĂƐƐŝĨŝĞĚĂƐ ‘ŽƚŚĞƌ ? PƚŚĞĚĞƉŝĐƚŝŽŶƐŽĨKƚƌĂŶĚƚŚĞŝŵĂŐĞƐŽĨƚŚĞƚƌĞĞ
on Sö 101 Ramsundsberget and Sö 327 Näsbyholm; the Nativity/Adoration scene on 
N 68 Dynna; the building structure on Vg 119 Sparlösa; a spearhead on U 999 Åkerby; 
and a sword on Vg 124 Ryda.87 The human figures and quadrupeds are divided 
further into subcategories below. All these images can be found in the catalogue. 
Some of the images are composite. For example, the images of riders consist 
of a depiction of a horse and a humanoid figure. This is regarded as one image and 
the horses in such composite images are not counted separately. The antlered animal 
being attacked by a bird on U 855 Böksta is also counted as one single image and not 
as one image of a bird and one of a cervine quadruped. Such composite images are 
classified under the main element, in this case under cervine quadrupeds and not 
under birds. Another example is the Sigurðr figure on U 1175 Stora Ramsjö, which is 
regarded as one image together with the two smaller figures that flank him. These 
two other figures are smaller than the depicted Sigurðr and do not have attributes of 
their own. Similar combinations of Sigurðr with two figures occur on U 1163 Drävle, 
Gs 9 Årsunda and Gs 19 Ockelbo. The figures on U 1175 Stora Ramsjö, however, are 
placed much closer to the Sigurðr figure than the comparable figures on the other 
three stones. The figures on these other stones are also larger and depicted with 
                                                                                                                   
85 Gs 19 (twiĐĞ ) ?E ? ? ?ĂůƐŽŽŶƌŝĚĞƌ ?ƐĂƌŵ ) ?^Ƃ ? ? ? ?^Ƃ ? ? ? ?^Ƃ ? ? h ? ? ? ?h ? ? ? ?h ? ? ? ?h ? ? ? ?h ? ? ? ?h
599, U 629, U 692, U 746, U 753, U 855 (also attacking antlered animal), U 920, U 1071, U 1161 (also on 
ŚƵŵĂŶŽŝĚ ?Ɛshoulder), U Fv1955;219, Vg 103, Vg 119 (2 pairs), Vg 150. Fourteen fragments or damaged 
stones also contain an image of a bird: Gs 2, Ög Hov 24, Sö 245, Sö 247, U 31, U 257, U 521, U 574, U 
576, U 633, U 694, U 713, U 874, U 1112, and possibly also Sö 290, Sö Sb1965;19, and U 485. 
86 DR 62, DR 66, DR 81, DR 286, DR 314 (twice), DR 335, DR Aud1996;274, [DR] DK MJy 69, Nä 34, Sö 86, 
Sö 95, Sö 112, Sö 167, Sö 367, U 508, U 824, U 1034, Vg 119. In addition there are seven fragments or 
damaged stones with faces/masks: DR 258a, Ög Hov 24, U 78, U 128, U 670, U 1150, Vg 106, and 
possibly also Sm 103. 
87 dŚĞƐƉƵƌƐĂŶĚƐƚŝƌƌƵƉƐŽŶƚŚĞĚĂŵĂŐĞĚh ? ? ?ĨĂůůŝŶƚŚĞĐĂƚĞŐŽƌǇ ‘ŽƚŚĞƌ ?ĂƐǁĞůů Þ 
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attributes of their own and are hence seen as separate images. Composite images 
can also consist of two images of the same type, for instance the dogs on U 855 and 
both pairs of birds on Vg 119 (two on the mast and two entwined on the other side). 
Such pairs are also counted as one image. It should be clear from the descriptions in 
the database if it concerns a composite image.  
dŚĞŚĂŶĚĨƵůŽĨŝŵĂŐĞƐŽĨXſƌƌ ?ƐŚĂŵŵĞƌƐƚŚĂƚĂƌĞĐĂƌǀĞĚŽŶƌƵŶĞƐƚŽŶĞƐĂƌe 
ŝŶĐůƵĚĞĚŝŶƚŚŝƐƐƚƵĚǇ ?ĞǀĞŶƚŚŽƵŐŚƚŚĞŚƌŝƐƚŝĂŶĐƌŽƐƐĞƐĂƌĞŶŽƚĂŶĚƚŚĞXſƌƌ ?Ɛ
hammers are often considered their counterpart. This symbol refers to the god Þórr, 
whose attribute was the hammer Mj۠llnir, but it may also represent the hammer as a 
ritual object, which is discussed further in Chapter 5.4.1. As an analogy to the 
ŚƌŝƐƚŝĂŶĐƌŽƐƐĞƐ ?ƚŚĞXſƌƌ ?ƐŚĂŵŵĞƌĐĂŶĂůƐŽďĞƌĞŐĂƌĚĞ ĂƐĂƌĞĨĞƌĞŶĐĞƚŽƚŚĞƉƌĞ-
Christian Nordic system of beliefs.88 On U 1161 Altuna, the hammer is actually 
ĚĞƉŝĐƚĞĚŝŶXſƌƌ ?Ɛhand.89 
Textual and archaeological sources show Þórr in different roles.90 We see him 
as mighty protector who kills his opponents straightforwardly with his hammer or 
uses cunning and wisdom to achieve his goal. He is also the fearsome thunder god 
and at the same time a trustworthy protector of the people, who would turn to him 
for favourable wind when at sea. In addition to this, he is an entertaining and 
sometimes comical character. This variety of roles makes it hard to say why Þórr is 
referred to on these runestones, but if the images of Xſƌƌ ?Ɛ hammers had largely the 
same function as the textual invocations to him on several other runestones, it is 
likely this was to call upon a protective power in an apotropaic manner. 
The images of ships on are carved with a varying degree of detail. They are 
                                            
88 Hultgård 1992, 94. It has been pointed out that the Xſƌƌ ?ƐŚĂŵŵĞƌƐŽŶ^Ƃ ? ? ?ĂŶĚ^Ƃ ? ?ƌĞƐĞŵďůĞd-
crosses (Williams, He. 1996a, 301).  
89 dŚĞŚĂŵŵĞƌƐŽŶ^Ƃ ? ? ?ĂŶĚ^Ƃ ? ? ?ĂƌĞŶŽƚXſƌƌ ?ƐŚĂŵŵĞƌƐ ?ďƵƚƉĂƌƚŽĨƚŚĞƚŽŽůƐƚŚĂƚŝĚĞŶƚŝĨǇƚŚĞ
smith Reginn, see Section 2.2.3.a.ii. 
90 Boyer 1997, 153-156; Bæksted 1984, 76-102; Davidson 1964, 73-91; Ljungberg 1947, 121, 133; Perkins 
2001, 1-52. 
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interpreted in a mythological, Christian, or socio-cultural context and as such their 
suggested meanings vary from the vessel that transports the dead, to a symbol for 
Ragnarök, and from a reflection of the importance of ships in society, to a symbol for 
ƚŚĞŚƵƌĐŚ ?ĚĞƉĞŶĚŝŶŐŽŶǁŚĂƚĂƐƉĞĐƚŽĨƚŚĞŵŽŶƵŵĞŶƚ ?ƐĐŽŶƚĞǆƚŝƐĨŽĐƵƐƐĞĚŽŶ Þ91 
The boat on U 1161 Altuna is different in that it is used by Þórr to go fishing for the 
Miðgarðsormr. The other images of ships on memorial stones are compared to the 
use of ships in burials in Chapter 5.4.1. 
The faces on the Danish stones and on Sö 122 Skresta, Sö 167 Landshammar, 
Sö 367 Släbro are carved in the distinct interlacing Mammen style.92 The other faces, 
which occur mainly in Södermanland and Uppland, are more individual and less 
decorated. Both types of faces are mainly thought to have had an apotropaic 
function and interpretations range from the face of Christ, Þórr, Óðinn, or demons, 
to masks that represent especially the latter two.93 The role of masks in a 
performative context is discussed in Chapter 5.4.3. 
The several subcategories that are distinguished among the images of human 
figures and of quadrupeds are introduced next. The different kinds of birds that are 
depicted on runestones are also discussed below. The following descriptions focus on 
the most essential features of the images and only the most relevant interpretations 
are discussed.  
 
2.2.3.a Human figures 
dŚĞĚĞƐŝŐŶĂƚŝŽŶƐ ‘ŚƵŵĂŶŽŝĚĨŝŐƵƌĞ ? ? ‘ŚƵŵĂŶĨŝŐƵƌĞ ?ĂŶĚ ‘ĂŶƚŚƌŽƉŽŵŽƌƉŚŝĐĨŝŐƵƌĞ ?ĂƌĞ
used in this thesis for any depiction of a homo sapiens (or anatomically modern 
                                            
91 e.g. Jesch 2001, 134; Crumlin-Pedersen and Munch Thye 1995. 
92 Also on the damaged Vg 106. 
93 e.g. Snædal Brink and Wachtmeister 1984, 39; Hultgård 1992, 89; see also Oehrl 2006, 16-18 with 
references. Such faces are also among the decorations on the objects in the Oseberg grave (Hultgård 
1992, 85). Also in these cases a protective function is possible. The similar faces in the Mammen style on 
the late tenth-century Cammin and Bamberg chests of Danish manufacture are part of the Christian 
 ‘BildprogƌĂŵ ? of the four evangelists and represent Matthew (Stæcker 2008).  
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humans). Even when they seem to have superhuman or supernatural features, they 
are classified under the human figures. This is mainly because a naturalistic-looking 
human figure can represent a mythological character. This is for instance the case for 
Þórr, depicted fishing for the Miðgarðsormr with his hammer on U 1161 Altuna and 
for the possible figure of the hunting god Ullr on U 855 Böksta. These figures are 
identified as mythological characters by their attributes and the scene they are part 
of and not by any supernatural features in their appearance. Conversely, the human 
figures that are depicted with supernatural features (with two heads on Sö 40 
Västerljung; with an animal head on Vg 56 Källby ås; and with an animal body on U 
860 Måsta) cannot be identified as a mythological god. These images are all 
discussed in more detail below. A large variety of humanoid figures is depicted on 
the memorial stones, but many of them can be classified on the basis of their 
attributes, appearance, or pose.  
 
2.2.3.a.i Horsemen, hunters, and warriors 
Among the human figures on horseback, a distinction can be made between armed 
and unarmed.94 The latter category is discussed here first, before moving on to 
hunting and warrior scenes.  
The three unarmed men on horseback on N 68 from Dynna are identified as 
the three horse-mounted Magi on their way to adore the infant Christ.95 The figure 
with its feet touching the star that is carved above the horsemen is likely to 
represent the Christ Child. A building with three figures in it is carved vertically on the 
lower part of the stone.96 This image represents the stable or grotto with the holy 
                                            
94 Armed: U 678 (twice), U 691, U 855, U 1161, Vg 119. Unarmed: N 61 (twice), N 68, U 375, U 448, U 
599. Riders are depicted on the following fragments and damaged stones: N 66 (possibly armed), Ög 
Hov 22-23 (with a spear), Sö 239 (upper part is missing so unclear whether armed or not), Sö 272 
(damaged so unclear whether armed or not), U 1003 (unarmed), U Fv1973;194 (unarmed). 
95 Strömbäck 1969, 12-16. The three Magi are one composite image. 
96 A similar house or grotto with three figures in it is carved on the damaged N 66, among other images. 
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family; the infant Christ is assumed to be present in the manger. A third and larger 
figure in the house that bows and offers a horn to the holy family is interpreted as 
one of the Magi. The kneeling horse that is carved vertically on the other side of the 
floor of the stable (and thus outside the stable) might belong to the Magi, but is 
counted as a separate image. 
A smaller figure is carved between the top and the middle horse, sitting back 
to back with the middle rider. This figure is not explained in any reading of the 
carvings on the monument.97 This image is here counted as part of the composite 
ŝŵĂŐĞŽĨĂĐŽŵďŝŶĞĚEĂƚŝǀŝƚǇ ?ĚŽƌĂƚŝŽŶƐĐĞŶĞ ?ǁŚŝĐŚŝƐĐůĂƐƐŝĨŝĞĚƵŶĚĞƌ ‘ŽƚŚĞƌ ? ÞIn 
front of the larger horse on the lower part of the runestone, a human figure with an 
axe over his shoulder can be made out. Unlike the other images on the stone, the 
outlines of this figure are only incised shallowly and not carved, rather like a sketch. 
Martin Blindheim, who discovered the lines, suggests this man represents an 
unusually active  ‘Joseph the carpenter ? as part of a Nordic version of the Nativity.98 
The figure matches the style of the other images on the stone, but it has not been 
dated otherwise to contemporaneous with the rest of the carvings or been identified 
as a latter addition. Since this figure is not carved as the other images and possibly 
represents Joseph, it is also counted as part of the composite images of the 
Nativity/Adoration. 
The two unarmed riders on N 61 from Alstad have a different context than 
those on N 68. The upper one has a bird on its arm, while the lower holds a tapered 
object. This object is compared to a club in N, but it is also stressed that it is not 
closed at the top. Another possibility is that it represents a horn. It is not clear what 
                                            
97 Strömbäck 1969, 10-11 is the most complete reading. Later discussions, such as Düwel 2001, 152 and 
Spurkland 2005, 105 do not mention this figure either. It is mentioned in N, 162, but not explained. 
Similar images of a smaller man with spear behind the rider occur on helmet plates from Valsgärde 
grave 2 and 8 and the Sutton Hoo burial (Sundkvist 2001, 156). On the Sutton Hoo helmet plate the 
smaller figure holds the same spear as the primary horseman. 
98 Blindheim 1977, 147-150. This figure is not mentioned in e.g. Düwel 2001, 152 and Spurkland 2005, 
105. 
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ƚŚĞǀĞƌƚŝĐĂůůŝŶĞĂĐƌŽƐƐƚŚĞƵƉƉĞƌƌŝĚĞƌ ?ƐďŽĚǇƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚƐ ?ƉŽƐƐŝďůǇĂƐƉĞĂƌ )ŽƌŚŽǁŝƚ
relates to the rider.99 The horsemen are accompanied by dogs and an extra horse 
ǁŝƚŚŽƵƚĂƌŝĚĞƌ ÞdŚĞŚƵŶƚŝŶŐďŝƌĚŽŶƚŚĞƵƉƉĞƌŚŽƌƐĞŵĂŶ ?ƐĂƌŵƐhows this is a 
hunting scene. A larger bird is carved above the other images, which is discussed in 
Section 2.2.3.c.  
Three other unarmed horsemen are found on Upplandic monuments. They 
are combined with images of a bird, possibly also forming a hunting scene.100 
Although these horsemen are rather stylised, without much detail, there is some 
variety in their facial features. The only facial features of the figure on U 375 in Vidbo 
are his beard and an eye indicated by a dot in the stone.101 His horse is depicted with 
reins and a mane. The rider on U 448 in Harg is similarly stylised, but instead of a 
round head he has a pointed head and a round eye, which may indicate he is wearing 
some kind of headgear. The rider on U 599 in Hanunda lacks even these details; no 
facial features can be discerned on its round head.102 One arm is depicted which is 
ƌĂŝƐĞĚƚŽƚŚĞŚŽƌƐĞ ?ƐŶĞĐŬ Þ
One of the several armed riders is also part of a hunting scene. The 
horseman on U 855 in Böksta is armed with a spear and his hunting bird is attacking 
the prey, a large antlered animal. As on N 61 Alstad, dogs accompany the hunter and 
a larger bird is depicted somewhat separate from the hunting scene.103 Another 
human figure is part of this scene. He is depicted on skis holding a bow and arrow. 
This image fits the description of Ullr as the god of the hunt, an archer, and a skier, as 
recorded by Snorri.104 It is also possible, however, that this figure represents another 
hunter. In light of the possible identification of the archer as Ullr, it has been 
                                            
99 N, 160; Christiansen 1997, 155. 
100 See Section 2.2.3.c 
101 The unarmed horsemen on the damaged U Fv1973;194 and the fragment U 1003 are similar to the 
one on U 375, but even more basic in that their arms are not depicted and there are no reins. 
102 On the photo in U vol. 2, pl. 143. 
103 See Section 2.2.3.c. 
104 Gylfaginning 31, Skáldskaparmál 14; Silén 1983, 88. 
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proposed the horseman with his spear might represent Óðinn.105 There is no 
necessity for both figures to be mythological, however; the addition of the image of a 
hunting god to an otherwise secular hunting scene is also appropriate. 
How these hunting scenes might have functioned on the monuments is 
discussed by Christiansen, with N 61 Alstad as starting point. Christiansen argues that 
because in Scandinavia hunting became an elite sport only later in the Middle Ages 
(and that it was simply a necessity before that), the depicted hunting scenes cannot 
have been realistic for that time, but must be the result of a foreign, probably insular, 
influence on the iconography. If not only the motifs, but also their meaning was 
transferred from antiquity through Insular iconography into Viking Age Scandinavia, 
they would have functioned as status markers.106 Whether the hunting motif also 
functioned as a motif of transition in early Christian tradition, as it did in the British 
Isles, is considered less likely for the Scandinavian monuments with this imagery 
because neither U 855 Böksta nor N 61 Alstad is explicitly Christian.107 However, 
these were probably erected in a Christian context, and the combination of a status 
symbol and a religious motif fits well in the runestone tradition. 
One other horseman is armed with a spear, on the back of U 678 in 
Skokloster. A rider armed with a sword is depicted on the front of the same 
monument. Riders with swords are further depicted on Vg 119 Sparlösa, on U 1161 
Altuna, and on U 691 Söderby. The latter rider also carries a cross on a staff, while 
ƚŚĞŽƚŚĞƌĨŽƵƌŚŽůĚƚŚĞŝƌŚŽƌƐĞƐ ?ƌĞŝŶƐ Þdhe horse on U 691 has no reins, but is 
depicted with a saddle. The horseman on DR 96 at Ålum church, finally, holds a shield 
and a triangular object on a stick. In the light of the shield, it is likely that he is 
                                            
105 Silén 1983. Wessén (U vol. 3, 510-511) suggests that this hunting scene may have related to the 
commeŵŽƌĂƚĞĚƉĞƌƐŽŶ ?ƐůŝĨĞ Þ:ĂŶƐƐŽŶ ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? )ƌĞŐĂƌĚƐƚŚŝƐĂƐ ‘ƐŝŵƉůǇ ?ĂŶĞůŬŚƵŶƚŝŶǁŝŶƚĞƌ Þ 
106 Christiansen 1997, 159-167. Åkerström-Hougen 1981, on the contrary sees birds of prey in graves 
and depictions of falcon hunt on runestones as indications that hunting with birds was already practised 
in Vendel Period Sweden. 
107 Christiansen 1997, 199-200. 
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holding a vane.108 Consequently, this figure represents some kind of warrior. Since he 
is depicted with a defensive weapon, the shield, he is classified as an armed rather 
than as an unarmed horseman. 
Of these armed riders only those on U 678 Skokloster and the one on DR 96 
Ålum ĂƌĞƐĞĞŶĂƐ ‘ũƵƐƚ ?ǁĂrriors. For the others, additional meanings have been put 
forward. The rider on U 1161 Altuna has been called a valkyrie,109 and, in the light of 
the figure of Óðinn on the same stone,110 Weber suggests that the rider might be an 
ĂƚƚĂĐŬĞƌŽĨƚŚĞŐŽĚƐŝŶMĝŝŶŶ ?s vision of Ragnarök, or a fallen warrior riding to 
Valhalla as a parallel to such scenes on Gotlandic picture stones (however, there the 
rider is usually greeted by a woman with a horn).111 The rider on Vg 119 Sparlösa has 
also been compared to the Gotlandic images of horsemen. The image has also been 
connected to the historic figure of Theoderic the Great and his legendary alter ego 
Dietrich of Bern in the context of a (mythical) hunt and the images on this monument 
have also been interpreted, not on all points convincingly, to relate to the god Freyr 
(and/or Ullr). 112 Because of its cross-staff, the horseman on U 691 Söderby is seen as 
a Christian controller of evil forces, represented by the quadruped with serpentine 
features that is carved below him.113 Of all these additional interpretations of the 
armed riders the one of U 691 has the most basis. Whether any of these additional 
meanings, even the more plausible ones, can indeed be ascribed to the individual 
armed riders remains uncertain. In either case, riders with swords (and on U 678 also 
with a spear) are primarily warrior figures, which is how they are classified in this 
thesis.  
In addition to these armed figures on horseback, there are six images of 
                                            
108 DR, 132. 
109 By von Friesen and Lundberg as quoted in U vol. 4, 619.  
110 Section 2.2.3.a.iii. 
111 Weber 1972, 331. He stresses that these are just suggestions, however, and that the identity of the 
rider is most uncertain. 
112 Hyenstrand 1991, 207-208; Nordgren 2009, 164-165; Nielsen 1969, 122-125.  
113 U vol. 3, 207. 
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standing warriors.114 Four appear on Ög 181 at Ledberg church. The upper man on 
the front of the stone is armed with a sword, a spear, and a shield, the lower one 
only with a shield and a sword, and the two depicted on the back do not carry any 
weapons. The upper one of these two unarmed figures is being bitten in the foot by a 
wolf-like animal and the lower seems to collapse. Two other standing men are 
depicted with a long-shafted axe, on Sö 190 in Ytterenhörna and DR 282 of the 
Hunnestad monument. The first man uses his axe as weapon to strike the opposing 
ƋƵĂĚƌƵƉĞĚ ?ǁŚŝůĞŽŶƚŚĞƐĞĐŽŶĚŵŽŶƵŵĞŶƚƚŚĞĂǆĞŝƐĐĂƌƌŝĞĚŽǀĞƌƚŚĞŵĂŶ ?Ɛ
shoulder. 
These images have also been interpreted in a mythological context.115 The 
scene on Sö 190 Ytterenhörna has been interpreted as the god Týr or Óðinn fighting 
Garmr or Fenrir at Ragnarök. The same scene is reconstructed on two stones of the 
Hunnestad monument, by considering DR 282 and DR 285 together. The scene on the 
back of Ög 181 Ledberg is often regarded as Óðinn being devoured by Fenrir at 
Ragnarök, or as Viðarr avenging him.  
This thesis, however, considers the memorial stones in the wider context of 
the Viking Age commemoration and praise tradition. The human figures on Sö 190 
Ytterenhörna, DR 282 Hunnestad, and Ög 181 Ledberg lack attributes or features that 
identify them as specific mythological characters (unlike for instance Þórr on U 1161 
Altuna and the various images of Sigurðr, which are discussed further below). They 
can, however, be identified as warriors, by the weapons they carry and their 
headgear.  
In the same light, the wolf that is biting the warrior on Ög 181 Ledberg can 
be seen as a visual reference to the motif of a beast of battle feeding off the fallen 
                                            
114 DR 282, Ög 181 (four times), Sö 190. The human arms that hold a sword on the fragment of Nä 21 
may also be remains of a warrior. 
115 See e.g. Oehrl 2006, passim for an overview as well as Oehrl 2010, 216-221, 227-230 with references.  
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warriors. In the Old Norse poetic tradition, especially in skaldic praise poems, these 
animals, the wolf, the raven and the eagle, are present on the battlefield to feed off 
the fallen warriors.116 Although the association between Óðinn and wolves is clear, 
his connection with Fenrir specifically seems only to have taken shape fully in the 
ƚŚŝƌƚĞĞŶƚŚĐĞŶƚƵƌǇǁŝƚŚ^ŶŽƌƌŝ ?ƐǁƌŝƚŝŶŐƐ Þ117 The kennings in which wolves function as 
beasts of battle that feed off the fallen warriors, on the other hand, are dated to the 
tenth-twelfth centuries,118 which shows that this concept was defined earlier. For Ög 
181, this interpretation fits the gradual loss of weapons of the warrior figures on the 
front of the memorial and the final collapse of the warrior after he is bitten by the 
wolf on the back. It also does not sit uneasily with the cross that is carved on the side 
of the monument, which a Ragnarök-scene would.119 The image of the ship on this 
runestone fits in with either interpretation, whether it is taken literally as visual 
information about the life or death of the commemorated man, or as a symbol in a 
context of Christianity, Old Norse mythology and/or Viking Age culture in general.  
This social context of runestone images is dicussed further in Chapter 5 and 
this thesis comes back to their interpretation as Christian symbols in Chapter 6.3. 
Images that have been considered as suitable vehicles for the message of Christianity 
in the Swedish missionary period are for example those on Ög 181 Ledberg (in the 
ZĂŐŶĂƌƂŬŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚŝŽŶ ) ?Xſƌƌ ?ƐĨŝƐŚŝŶŐŽŶh ? ? ? ? Altuna, and images from the stories 
about Sigurðr Fáfnisbani.120 
 
                                            
116 This also occurs in Eddic heroic and praise poems, while in more mythological Eddic poems, the wolf, 
raven and eagle appear as mythological animals rather than beasts of battle. These roles can also 
overlap. See Jesch 2002, comp. also Beck 1970. 
117 Pluskowski 2006b, 155. 
118 Pluskowski 2006b, 139. 
119
 Such a combination does occur on the Anglo-Scandinavian Gosforth cross. Several of its images are 
commonly interpreted as Ragnarök scenes, although only Viðarr avenging Óðinn on Fenrir can be 
identified with some degree of certainty (see e.g. Kopár 2012, xix, 75-77, 90-94). The cross is decorated 
with a crucifixion scene on the same side and other scenes (warrior and/or hunting and mythological) 
on the other sides. The pairing of Christian and pre-Christian mythological imagery on this cross 
provides a context of an iconographical program of which there is no evidence on the Ledberg stone. 
120 e.g. Hultgård 1992; Williams, He. 1996a, 69-70. 
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2.2.3.a.ii Images from the stories about Sigurðr Fáfnisbani 
The corpus material includes ten images of Sigurðr.121 This legendary hero is 
recognised by his stabbing of the serpent with his sword and on Sö 101 on 
Ramsundsberget also by his sucking his thumb which he burned while roasting 
&ĄĨŶŝƌ ?ƐŚĞĂƌƚ Þ122 A raised stone in Uppland, U 1163 in Drävle, is decorated with an 
image of Sigurðr stabbing the runic serpent Fáfnir at the top and a depiction of a pair 
of human figures facing each other. The male carries a ring and the female a drinking 
horn. These figures can be identified in light of the stories from the V۠lsung cycle as 
Sigurðr presenting the ring Andvaranaut to the valkyrie Brynhildr (or Sigrdrífa) who 
offers him a drink and shares various kinds of wisdom with him.123 On Gs 9 Årsunda 
the figures of Sigurðr with his sword and with the ring are depicted, but not the 
valkyrie. Two figures also flank Sigurðr on U 1175 in Stora Ramsjö, but here without 
attributes that identify them as Sigurðr and the valkyrie.124 
The pair of Sigurðr with the ring and the valkyrie with the horn, as well as 
Sigurðr stabbing the runic serpent, are also among the images on Gs 19 from 
Ockelbo. This stone was lost in a fire, but there are relatively reliable nineteenth-
century illustrations. The monument was also decorated with the following images: a 
large peacock-like bird, two drinking humanoids playing a board game, a humanoid 
bowing with a small stick-like object, a figure seated in a wagon drawn by an animal, 
a figure holding a stick or spear, a much larger figure of whom now only the legs are 
visible, and a quadruped. There is also a smaller bird on top of the tree-like 
                                            
121 Gs 9 (twice), Gs 19 (twice), Sö 101 (twice), Sö 327, U 1163 (twice), U 1175. On incomplete stones: Gs 
2 (Sigurðr with ring and possibly valkyrie) and the N Tanberg fragment (a sword in a serpent, but no 
Sigurðr). For a detailed overview of the Viking Age and Medieval Scandinavian depictions of scenes from 
the legend of Sigurðr Fáfnisbani, its literary tradition, and cultural significance, see Blindheim 1973; 
Düwel 1986; Margeson 1980; Nordanskog 2006; Liepe 1989; Staecker 2004, 61-70.  
122 Stories about Sigurðr Fáfnisbani are recorded in the VІlsungasaga, several poems in the Codex 
Regius (The Poetic Edda) and the Old High German Nibelungenlied. 
123 Düwel 1986, 239, 243 discusses this interpretation as a possibility, but prefers to see the figure with 
the ring as the dwarf Andvari who made it, even though this gives a less satisfactory interpretation of 
the woman with the horn. 
124 As explained in Section 2.2.3, they are counted here as a composite image. 
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structure.125 There have been various attempts to interpret all the images on this 
monument in the context of the Sigurðr or V۠lsung material, none of which are very 
convincing.126 
The story of Sigurðr is depicted more fully on a rock wall and an erratic block 
in Södermanland, Sö 101 on Ramsundsberget and Sö 327 Göksten at Näsbyholm. 
Both show Sigurðr stabbing Fáfnir, who is represented by the runic serpent, from 
ďĞůŽǁ Þ^Ƃ ? ? ?ĂůƐŽĐŽŶƚĂŝŶƐĂŶŝŵĂŐĞŽĨ^ŝŐƵƌĝƌƌŽĂƐƚŝŶŐ&ĄĨŶŝƌ ?ƐŚĞĂƌƚĂŶĚƉƵƚƚŝŶŐ
his burnt finger in his mouth. We know from literary tradition that as a consequence 
ŚĞŝŵďŝďĞƐƐŽŵĞŽĨƚŚĞĚƌĂŐŽŶ ?ƐďůŽŽĚ ?ǁŚŝĐŚŐŝǀĞƐŚŝŵƚŚĞĂďŝůŝƚǇƚŽƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚƚŚĞ
birds in the tree. This way he learns that Reginn, his foster father who told him to kill 
Fáfnir, now intends to murder Sigurðr too, so he can have the treasure to himself. As 
a result, Sigurðr kills Reginn, who is depicted beheaded and surrounded by his 
ƐŵŝƚŚ ?ƐƚŽŽůƐ Þ127 This treasure was the gold that was given in compensation for the 
ŬŝůůŝŶŐŽĨZĞŐŝŶŶĂŶĚ&ĄĨŶŝƌ ?ƐďƌŽƚŚĞƌKƚƌ ?ǁŚŽŝƐĚĞƉŝĐƚĞĚĂƐĂƐŵĂůůƋƵĂĚƌƵƉĞĚ ÞdŚĞ 
ŐŽůĚŝƐŶŽǁ^ŝŐƵƌĝƌ ?Ɛ ?ĂŶĚŝƚŝƐƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĞĚďǇƚŚĞƉĂĐŬŽŶŚŝƐŚŽƌƐĞ'ƌĂŶŝ ?ƐďĂĐŬ Þ
The images on Sö 327 Näsbyholm vary slightly from those on Sö 101 
Ramsundsberget Þ,ĞƌĞ ?ƚŚĞƌŽĂƐƚŝŶŐŽĨ&ĄĨŶŝƌ ?ƐŚĞĂƌƚŝƐŶŽƚĚĞƉŝĐƚĞĚĂƐƐƵĐŚ ?ďƵƚĂ
figure with a hammer holds an object that is identical to what Sigurðr is roasting over 
the fire on Sö 101. Instead of Sigurðr, however, this person more likely represents 
ZĞŐŝŶŶ ?ŝĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞĚďǇŚŝƐƐŵŝƚŚ ?ƐŚĂŵŵĞƌ ?ĂĨƚĞƌŚĞŚĂƐĐƵƚ ƚŚĞŚĞĂƌƚĨƌŽŵƚŚĞƐůĂŝŶ
                                            
125 Gs 2 is often seen as a possible Sigurðr stone too. Only a small part of this stone has survived and 
there are records for not more than the bottom half, so it is not included in the corpus here. The records 
of this stone show that it was similar to Gs 19 and probably also contained an image of Sigurðr with the 
ring and his partner (who seems to have been empty-handed here). It is unknown, however, whether 
there ever was a depiction of Sigurðr stabbing the runic band (Fáfnir) at the top. This monument also 
seems to have been decorated with a large bird and three figures with spears or sticks. The records of 
this stone also show what looks like a pair of crossed legs and a small quadruped. 
126 See Gs, 35-38, 205-217 for an overview. There are only a few interpretations of individual images, 
e.g. the large bird as pelican, the tree as Yggdrasil, and the figure in the wagon as Þórr (Oehrl 2006, 50-
51).  
127 A head, maybe also decapitated, was also depicted on the lost fragment of U 521, together with an 
image of a humanoid sitting or lying with drawn-up knees at the top where a crouching Sigurðr is 
depicted on the standing Sigurðr stones. There was also a large bird bound by or gripping a snake on this 
monument. 
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&ĄĨŶŝƌ ?ƐďƌĞĂƐƚ Þ128 The headless figure on this monument is also ambiguous. It is 
uncertain whether the round object close to the body (above the bird) or the object 
that resembles ĂĐŽŵďŝŶĂƚŝŽŶŽĨĂŚĞĂĚĂŶĚĂŚĂŶĚƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚƐƚŚĞ ‘ŵŝƐƐŝŶŐ ?ŚĞĂĚ Þ
Unlike on Sö 101, the headless figure is not iĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĞĚďǇƚŚĞƐŵŝƚŚ ?ƐƚŽŽůƐ ?ǁŚŝĐŚĂƌĞ
placed closer to the figure Reginn with the heart. Instead, it more likely represents 
Hreiðmarr, the father of Reginn, Fáfnir, and Otr.129 In the stories that are known to 
us, Hreiðmarr was killed by his two sons for the treasure he received in 
compensation for the death of Otr. Part of this treasure was the ring Andvaranaut, 
which he wears around his wrist in this carving. That Sigurðr is also depicted with this 
ring as he is stabbing Fáfnir could refer to his future possession of the treasure, 
ǁŚŝĐŚŝƐĂŐĂŝŶƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĂƐƚŚĞƉĂĐŬŽŶ'ƌĂŶŝ ?ƐďĂĐŬ Þ 
In the trees on Sö 101 Ramsundsberget and Sö 327 Näsbyholm, to which 
^ŝŐƵƌĝƌ ?ƐŚŽƌƐĞ'ƌĂŶŝŝƐƚŝĞĚ ?ƐŶĂŬĞƐĂƌĞĐŽŝůŝŶŐĚŽǁŶĨƌŽŵďĞƚǁĞĞŶƚŚĞďƌĂŶĐŚĞƐ Þ
Interpretations of these images vary from another depiction of Fáfnir to a reference 
to the Fall of man in a Christian context.130 The trees are ĐůĂƐƐŝĨŝĞĚƵŶĚĞƌ ‘ŽƚŚĞƌ
ŝŵĂŐĞƐ ?ŝŶƚŚŝƐƚŚĞƐŝƐ and on Sö 101 the birds are considered to be part of the tree in 
a composite image. The images of Otr also fall into this category. The human figures 
ŽŶƚŚĞƐĞŵŽŶƵŵĞŶƚƐƚŚĂƚĂƌĞŶŽƚ^ŝŐƵƌĝƌŚŝŵƐĞůĨĂƌĞĐůĂƐƐŝĨŝĞĚĂƐ ‘ŽƚŚĞƌŚƵŵĂŶ
ĨŝŐƵƌĞƐ ? Þ
The monuments with Sigurðr imagery were carved against a Christian 
background. The standing runestones with images of Sigurðr (U 1163, U 1175, Gs 9, 
and Gs 19) are decorated with a (tree-like) cross. Sö 327 is also decorated with a 
cross and the inscription on Sö 101 contains a reference to the good Christian deed 
                                            
128 Liepe 1989, 8-9. 
129 Liepe 1989, 9. According to Christiansson 1974, 67 the decapitated figure on Sö 101 is also 
Hreiðmarr, but this is not generally followed.  
130 Liepe 1989, 10-11; Düwel 1986, 271n189 with references. 
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of constructing a bridge for the soul of the deceased.131 These two monuments also 
seem to contain a Christian reference to the tree of knowledge with the serpent. 
Still, the images of the stories about Sigurðr on these memorials do not 
necessarily have to be interpreted as pre-figurations of Christ or St Michael. The 
Sigurðr and V۠lsung narratives that were carved on late-twelfth- and thirteenth-
century Norwegian stave churches had a function in the context of Christian 
doctrines, church organization, and secular politics.132 This interpretation, however, 
is also applied to the decoration on the earlier memorial stones.133 I would argue, 
with Nordanskog, that these monuments differ too much in function from the later 
portals and that they are a product of a different cultural context.134 Chapter 4.6.1 
illustrates how these images functioned in the commemorative tradition on 
runestones without necessarily having to pre-figure a Christian being. 
 
2.2.3.a.iii Humanoid figures with spread arms and/or interacting with snakes 
Eight humanoid figures are depicted on a runestone standing with their arms 
spread.135 Two of them clearly represent Christ, at the top of N 68 Dynna, above the 
three Magi and the Nativity/Adoration scene, and in a crucified position on DR 42 in 
Jelling. 
The human figure with spread arms on U 1161 Altuna is positioned on a 
structure that may be best described as resembling ĂůĂƌŐĞůĂĚĚĞƌ ÞdŚĞĨŝŐƵƌĞ ?ƐĨĞĞƚ
are on the lowest horizontal line. The next horizontal line is at hip-height and 
coincides with the hemline of its short tunic. The third and highest horizontal line 
                                            
131 See Chapter 3.2.3. 
132 Blindheim 1973, 24-26; Byock 1990; Nordanskog 2006, 221-306; Staecker 2004, 68-70. 
133 Düwel 1986, 264-270. 
134 Nordanskog 2006. 
135 DR 42, Gs 7, N 68, Sö 40 (with two heads), U 313 (twice), U 1161 (on a ladder with a bird), U 
Fv1946;258. Humanoids in similar pose were depicted on the lost U 588, the damaged U Fv1955;222, 
and the medieval U 370. Drawings of the lost fragment of the medieval Vg 147 depict an image of a 
humanoid with its arms bent down instead of upward, so the hands are on its waist or chest. 
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ƌƵŶƐƌŝŐŚƚďĞůŽǁƚŚĞĨŝŐƵƌĞ ?ƐĐŚŝŶ Þ/ƚƐĂƌŵƐĂƌĞƐƚƌĞƚĐŚed out to either side with the 
ĞůďŽǁƐƐůŝŐŚƚůǇďĞŶƚ ÞďŝƌĚƐŝƚƐŽŶƚŚĞĨŝŐƵƌĞ ?ƐƌŝŐŚƚƐŚŽƵůĚĞƌ ?ŚŝƐƉĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞ ) ?ǁŝƚŚ
ŝƚƐďĞĂŬƚŽƵĐŚŝŶŐƚŚĞƐŝĚĞŽĨƚŚĞŚƵŵĂŶĨŝŐƵƌĞ ?ƐŚĞĂĚ Þ
None of the interpretations of this figure, which vary from Heimdallr with his 
hŽƌŶ ?ĂŵŝƐŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚĂƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚĞďŝƌĚ )ƚŽ^ƚMůĄĨƌŽŶ:ĂĐŽď ?ƐůĂĚĚĞƌ ?ŝƐĐŽŶĐůƵƐŝǀĞ Þ136 
tĞďĞƌ ?ƐŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚĂƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚŝƐĨŝŐƵƌĞĂƐMĝŝŶŶŝƐƚŚĞŵŽƐƚƉƌŽŵŝƐŝŶŐ ÞdŚis 
interpretation is supported by two visual elements. Firstly, the structure he is 
positioned on could represent the Hliðskjálf that Óðinn is associated with. This 
Hliðskjálf, which allows the occupant to see into all corners of the world, is 
ŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚĞĚďǇ^ŶŽƌƌŝĂƐMĝŝŶŶ ?ƐŚŝŐŚ-seat. The high-seat (hásæti, öndvegi) was not a 
seat in the sense of a chair or bench or any other piece of furniture, but a part of the 
set-platform that was marked off as a higher-status area. It was framed by the high-
seat pillars, which were probably part of the structural pillars of the main room.137 
Etymologically Hliðskjálf ŵĞĂŶƐĂ ‘ĨƌĂŵĞŽǀĞƌĂ ?ĚŽŽƌ )ŽƉĞŶŝŶŐ ? Þ138 Thus, whether or 
not with high-seat connotations, the frame on U 1161 can be identified as MĝŝŶŶ ?Ɛ
Hliðskjálf. ^ĞĐŽŶĚůǇ ?ƚŚĞďŝƌĚŽŶƚŚĞĨŝŐƵƌĞ ?ƐƐŚŽƵůĚĞƌƐĞĞŵƐƚŽďĞĂƌĂǀĞŶƐŝŶĐĞŝƚŚĂƐ
a straight beak. Therefore ŝƚĐŽƵůĚŽŶĞŽĨMĝŝŶŶ ?ƐƌĂǀĞŶƐ, which also points towards 
the figure being Óðinn.  
The identification of the other five humanoid figures that have their arms in a 
similar position is much less certain. The figure with his arms spread on Sö 40 at 
Västerljung church has two relatively small bearded heads, one facing left and the 
other right. He is wearing a short tunic with something wrapped around his waist 
that bulges out in two loops on both sides. The interpretations of this figure vary 
from two men holding each other, possibly wrestling, to the god Heimdallr with 
                                            
136 For an overview of interpretations, see U vol. 4, 618-619; Weber 1972, 326-327; or Oehrl 2006, 125-
126. 
137 Teva Vidal, pers. comm. 22 October 2012. 
138 Weber 1972, 328-329 (my translation). 
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snakes around his waist, to possibly a giant.139  
 The arms of the figure on Gs 7 in Torsåkers church are spread widely. This 
person lacks facial features other than two dots for eyes and seems to be wearing a 
pleated skirt. Interpretations vary from a representation of the mother of the 
drowned commemorated man, who is mentioned in the inscription, to the Virgin 
Mary. None of these readings is very convincing. This is also Jansson ?ƐŽƉŝŶŝŽn, but he 
is certain that the figure represents a woman, on the basis of the pleats in the 
skirt.140 However, when this garment is compared to the pleated skirts of the warrior 
figures on the above-mentioned Ög 181 Ledberg, the identification of the figure on 
Gs 7 as female also becomes uncertain.  
The figure on U Fv1946;258 in Fällbro has its arms spread too, but they are 
bent at the elbows so that the hands, which are disproportionally large, are slightly 
higher than the head. This humanoid seems to be dressed in a short tunic. The figure 
ŝƐŶŽƚĚŝƐĐƵƐƐĞĚŝŶ:ĂŶƐƐŽŶ ?ƐƌĞƉŽƌƚŽĨŚŝƐŝŶǀĞƐƚŝŐĂƚŝŽŶĂĨƚĞƌƚŚĞĚŝƐĐŽǀĞƌǇŽĨƚŚĞ
carvings.141 Oehrl sees this position as an Adorationsgestus and suggests an 
apotropaic function of the image.142 Apart from the pre-Viking Age U 1125 in Krogsta, 
however, the parallels he offers are removed far from Viking Age Scandinavia in time 
and place. He also does not consider this image together with the figures that are 
depicted in similar poses on the other runestones.  
The two figures on U 313 in Harg are depicted without details of clothing and 
their only facial features are their eyes, which are indicated by dots. They are seen en 
face ǁŝƚŚƚŚĞŝƌĨĞĞƚƉŽŝŶƚŝŶŐƚŽƚŚĞ ?ǀŝĞǁĞƌ ?Ɛ )ƌŝŐŚƚ ÞdŚĞŝƌůĞĨƚĂƌŵƐĂƌĞƐƚƌĞƚĐŚĞĚŽƵƚ
                                            
139 Sö, 30; Christiansson 1974, 70; Oehrl 2006, 107. The latter lists other figures with multiple heads as 
parallels: the tenth-century Gotlandic picture stone Ardre VIII, the twelfth-century weave from Skog, 
and one of the fifth-century Gallehus horns (DR 12). All these figures have three heads instead of two, 
however, and the one on Ardre VIII is kneeling. The other two have a similar pose to the figure on Sö 40, 
but their arms are bent and the figure on the Gallehus horn holds an axe and a horned animal on a 
leash. 
140 See Gs, 70-71 for an overview. 
141 Fv 1946, 258-260.  
142 Oehrl 2006, 81-82.  
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at an angle to one side, while their right arms are bent at the elbows so their hands 
are next to their faces. The band that circles their upper bodies in a horizontal 8-
shape might have had a serpent head on the now badly-worn top of the stone.143  
Three runestones are decorated with humanoid figures that are holding 
snakes, also with spread arms.144 The figure on U 1065 in Rångsta is grabbing the 
upper two loops that are formed by the runic serpents. The serpents overlap the 
figure, which gives the impression it is carved behind them. This figure has a 
pronounced nose and round eyes.145  
The figure on Sö 175 at Lagnö in Aspö socken is depicted in the centre of two 
runic serpents ?ǁŚŝĐŚŚĞŚŽůĚƐũƵƐƚďĞŚŝŶĚƚŚĞŝƌŚĞĂĚƐ ÞdŚĞƐĞƌƉĞŶƚƐ ?ŚĞĂĚƐĂƌĞŽŶ
either side of his face and their mouths are touching his ears. The serpents are 
connected by a union knot above his head and a similar union knot connects his 
spread legs around which the bodies of the serpents curl. This man also has round 
eyes and a long nose. The eyes are further accentuated by lines above and below 
them and he has a luxurious moustache.  
Pů ? ?ĨƌŽŵ,ƵůƚĞƌƐƚĂĚĐŚƵƌĐŚŝƐůŽƐƚ ?ďƵƚĂƵƚŝů ?ƐŝůůƵƐƚƌĂƚŝŽŶƐŚŽǁƐĐůĞĂƌůǇ
that it was decorated with a figure sitting in a similar position, with spread legs and 
ƚŚĞĂƌŵƐďĞŶƚƵƉǁĂƌĚƐ ÞdŚĞƐĞƌƉĞŶƚƐ ?ŚĞĂĚƐĂƌĞĂůƐŽƉŽƐŝƚŝŽŶĞĚŶĞǆƚƚŽƚŚĞĨĂĐĞ ?
though not touching it as on Sö 175. The figure does not grip these serpents, but 
rather holds what seems to be its own long hair that comes down on either side of its 
head, ending in snakes that curl around its arms.146  
                                            
143 Although they are painted in on the photos, these figures are not mentioned in U vol. 2, 27-28. Oehrl 
(2006, 133) also lists no previous interpretations. 
144 The fragment Ög Hov 27 contains an image of a human figure with serpent heads biting the sides of 
his head. The one arm that is visible does not seem to hold the serpent, but to be bound by (serpent) 
ornamentation. 
145 Wessén (U vol. 4, 344) does not offer an interpretation of this figure, but suggests the shape of the 
stone surface may have inspired the carver to carve it. That is a possibility, but not a reason to exclude it 
from interpretation.  
146 The figure on DR 284, which is discussed below in the cateŐŽƌǇ ‘ŽƚŚĞƌŚƵŵĂŶŽŝĚĨŝŐƵƌĞƐ ? ?ŝƐĂůƐŽ
holding snakes. 
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In contrast to the figures who are holding serpents or snakes, the heads of 
the two human figures on U 629 at Grynsta backe in Svarsta are trapped in the claws 
of the runic serpents. One of the figures is wearing a dress or a tunic, while the other 
one lacks details of clothing. Both figures touch the claw around their neck, the lower 
with both hands and the other with one.147  
A small human figure is carved horizontally in the serpent decoration on Sö 
 ? ? ?ĨƌŽŵ^ƚŽƌĂsćƐďǇ Þ/ƚƐůŽǁĞƌďŽĚǇŝƐŚĞůĚŝŶƚŚĞůŽŽƉ ĨĂƐĞƌƉĞŶƚ ?ƐƚĂŝů ÞdŚĞ
ĨŝŐƵƌĞ ?ƐĞǇĞŝƐŝŶĚŝĐĂƚĞĚďǇĂĚŽƚĂŶĚŽŶĞŽĨŝƚƐĂƌŵƐŝƐƚƌĞƚĐŚĞĚŽƵƚĨŽƌǁĂƌĚƐ Þ/ŶŝƚƐ
hand seems to be a stick with possibly a triangle at the end (an axe?), but this is hard 
to make out on the photo in Södermanlands runinskrifter and I have not been able to 
examine the stone in person yet.148  
U 241 in Lingsberg also contains a human figure amidst its serpent 
decoration, this time with a clearly pronounced beard.149 He has his knees drawn up 
and his arms are bent downwards on either side of his body. The man is enclosed by 
the runic serpent on three sides. Although not currently painted in, traces of a line 
from the knee up to the hand above it and another line across the lower waist can be 
observed on the stone.150 This might have indicated a belt, something that is 
discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.4.3.  
In addition to the two-headed figure with spread arms described above, Sö 
40 at Västerljung church is decorated with another image of a human figure. This 
figure is depicted in profile, seated on a low chair with snakes wound around one leg 
and at least one arm, which are stretched out in front of him. KŶĞƐŶĂŬĞ ?ƐŚĞĂĚŝƐ
                                            
147 Wessén is of the opinion that the two figures have no particular meaning but are only an artistic 
game of the carver (U vol. 3, 66). The same is said of the bird above them that carries the cross on its 
back.  
148 This figure is not mentioned in the description of the ornamentation in Sö, 302. Also Oerhl seems to 
have overlooked it as it does not feature in 2006 nor in 2010. 
149 The figure and the accompanying quadruped are mentioned in U vol. 1, 404 and Oehrl 2006, 86, but 
are not further commented on. 
150 Visit 6 September 2008. 
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ƚŽƵĐŚŝŶŐƚŚĞĨŝŐƵƌĞ ?ƐŚŝƉ ÞdŚĞĞǇĞŝƐĐůĞĂƌůǇŵĂƌŬĞĚǁŝƚŚĂŶŽǀĂů ?ƚŚĞƌĞŝƐŶŽ
pronounced beard, and the hair is at shoulder-length and ends in a curl. The person 
seems to be holding a square object in its outstretched hand(s) on the picture in 
:ĂŶƐƐŽŶ ?ƐƌĞƉŽƌƚŽĨƚŚĞƐƚŽŶĞ ?151 but because the surface of the stone is damaged at 
the place of the hands, it is not clear whether these lines are part of the design and 
they are now no longer painted in on the stone.  
This image has often been regarded as a depiction of Gunnar in the snake-
pit.152 According to the literary sources of the V۠lsung material, King Atli kept Gunnar 
there while interrogating his brother H۠ŐŶŝĂďŽƵƚ^ŝŐƵƌĝƌ ?ƐƚƌĞĂƐƵƌĞ Þ153 The 
depictions on Sö 175 Lagnö and Öl 19 Hulterstad have on occasion also been linked 
to this scene from the V۠lsung stories, but strangely not the other images of human 
figures surrounded by snakes. The figure on Sö 175, however, is holding the snakes, 
while on Sö 40 Västerljung the snakes seem to bind the figure. In either case, it does 
not seem to be a pit of snakes that the figures are in.154 Moreover, these depictions 
lack a detail from the narratives that is included in the medieval representations of 
this scene: the harp that Gunnar plays to soothe the serpents.155 In addition, the 
figure on Sö 40 is sitting on a chair. As an alternative approach, this figure is 
considered in a ritualistic context in Chapter 5.4.3, together with the other runestone 
images of human figures that are interacting with serpents or snakes.156 As part of a 
general alternative interpretation of runestone images in the context of (burial) 
practices, the two-headed figure on Sö 40 and the possible Óðinn figure on U 1161 
Altuna are also discussed there. 
                                            
151 Jansson 1968, fig 1. 
152 Jansson 1968; Oehrl 2006, 107-111 with references. 
153 Various poems in the Codex Regius (The Poetic Edda): Oddrúnargrátr, Atlamál, Atlakviða; 
V۠lsungasaga 39; Skaldskaparmál  ? ?ŽĨ^ŶŽƌƌŝ ?ƐEdda. 
154 There are (mostly medieval) images that do seem to depict an enclosure filled with snakes, see Oehrl 
2006, 108-109.  
155 Jansson 1968, 117 identifies the badly weathered object he observed as this harp.  
156 Christiansson 1974, 71 suggested such an interpretation for the figure in the chair on Sö 40. 
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2.2.3.a.iv Other humanoid figures 
Twenty-one individual images of human figures that do not fit into any of the above 
ƐƵďĐĂƚĞŐŽƌŝĞƐƌĞŵĂŝŶ ÞdŽŐĞƚŚĞƌƚŚĞǇĨŽƌŵƚŚĞƐƵďĐĂƚĞŐŽƌǇ ‘ŽƚŚĞƌŚƵŵĂŶŽŝĚĨŝŐƵƌĞƐ ? Þ
Five of these figures are identified as characters from the stories about Sigurðr 
Fáfnisbani, that are not Sigurðr himself. (He occurs so often that he has his own 
category.) These characters are Reginn on Sö 101 Ramsundsberget and Sö 327 
Näsbyholm, Hreiðmarr (or Reginn again) on Sö 327, and the valkyries on Gs 19 
Ockelbo and U 1163 Drävle.157 The other human figures on Gs 19 that are not 
identified as figures from the V۠lsung narratives also fall into this category: the two 
figures playing a board game, the bowing figure with a small stick-like object, the 
figure in the wagon, the lower part of a figure holding a long thin object, and the 
large legs in front of him.158 
Another image in this category is identified with certainty as a mythological 
god: Þórr in the boat on U 1161 at Altuna church. He is holding his hammer, but that 
is not the only ground for his identification. He is also depicted in a boat, fishing for a 
creature that is curled up underneath. One or both feet have gone through the 
bottom of the boat. Especially this last aspect identifies this image as the scene from 
the story of Þórr fishing for the Miðgarðsormr in which his feet go through the boat 
in his struggle with the serpent.159 The archer on skis on U 855 in Böksta also falls into 
                                            
157 See Section 2.2.3.a.ii. 
158 Images of humanoids in this category also occur on incomplete, lost, or medieval monuments: Gs 2 
(three humanoids with stick-like objects, legs), U 901 (three humanoids, of which one consecrates the 
second, who is holding a third person, with a cross), Gs 20 (human hands stabbing a foot with a knife), 
Vg 27 (human feet), U 1147 (a hand holding a pointed object with a cross on top), Gs 18c (a humanoid 
with a cross-staff in a wagon), U 631 (an embracing couple of which one holds a cross-staff), U 
Fv1955;222 (two stick-figures holding a contraption from which a cross is suspended), and U 6 (possibly 
human legs). 
159 ƐƚŽůĚĞ ÞŐ ÞŝŶ^ŶŽƌƌŝ ?ƐEdda, Gylfaginning 47-48 and Hymiskviða in the Codex Regius (The Poetic 
Edda). The same scene is depicted slightly differently on the eroded DR EM1985;275. Here Þórr, again 
with his feet through the bottom of the boat, is accompanied by the giant Hymir who prepares to cut 
Xſƌƌ ?ƐůŝŶĞƚŽƐĂǀĞƚŚĞŵ Þ
Meulengracht Sørensen (1986, 265-274) shows how this scene refers to the themes of liminality, 
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this category. As discussed above in Section 2.2.3.a.i this figure is likely to be a 
depiction of the hunting god Ullr, but this is a less conclusive identification than for 
instance Þórr on U 1161.  
Several other figures in this category have supernatural features or wear 
masks and or special belts. As the figures that interact with serpents, they are 
discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.4.3, where they are examined in connection 
with funerary practices and other rituals. One of these figures, the humanoid riding a 
beastly quadruped on DR 284 of the Hunnestad monument, has often been 
interpreted as a mythological character. Snorri recounts how the giantess Hyrrokkin 
ĐĂŵĞƚŽĂůĚƌ ?ƐĨƵŶĞƌĂůƚŽƉƵƐŚƚŚĞďŽĂƚŽĨĨƐŚŽƌĞƌŝĚŝŶŐĂǁŽůĨǁŝƚŚĂƐŶĂŬĞĨŽƌ
reins.160 The image on DR 284 fits this description quite well as the beast has wolf-like 
features and the snĂŬĞƚŚĂƚŐŽĞƐƚŚƌŽƵŐŚƚŚĞĂŶŝŵĂů ?ƐŵŽƵƚŚŵŝŐŚƚŝŶĚĞĞĚĨƵŶĐƚŝŽŶ
ĂƐĂƌĞŝŶ ÞŽŶƐĞƋƵĞŶƚůǇ ?ƚŚĞĐŽŶŶĞĐƚŝŽŶďĞƚǁĞĞŶƚŚŝƐŝŵĂŐĞĂŶĚ^ŶŽƌƌŝ ?ƐĚĞƐĐƌŝƉƚŝŽŶ
is often accepted.161 Several details of this image, however, make this interpretation 
less certain, however. The figure seems to wear male clothing, for instance, and the 
animal is not conclusively a wolf.162 It has also been pointed out that the wolf-steed 
and snake-reins were attributes of giantesses and troll-women in general.163 The 
figure has a shorter snake in the other hand and the longer snake is not actually 
ĨĂƐƚĞŶĞĚĂƌŽƵŶĚƚŚĞǁŽůĨ ?ƐƐŶŽƵƚŽƌŶĞĐŬas reins, but it runs between its open jaws. 
On the images of reined horses, the reins go around the closed mouth.164 Less certain 
interpretations, e.g. as a valkyrie and as Óðinn, have also been put forward.165  
                                                                                                                   
transformation, struggle between forces and cosmic balance. Later he added that this interpretation is 
mainly for DR EM1985;275, while Þórr U 1161, without the mediating giant Hymir, can also represent a 
Christ figure (Meulengracht Sørensen 2006, 32). This is also the approach Oehrl takes (2006, 131-133).  
160 ^ŶŽƌƌŝ ?ƐEdda, Gylfaginning 49. 
161 See Oehrl 2010, 50 with references. 
162 Roesdahl 1991, 297-298; Meulengracht Sørensen 2006, 27. 
163 Moltke 1985, 282n1. 
164 Only on N 61 the reins seem attached at the neck of the bridle. On Sö 40, N 66, and Sö 272 it is not 
visible where the reins go exactly. 
165 See Oehrl 2010, 66 with references. 
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Vg 56 in Källby ås is decorated with a standing figure with an animal head or 
mask and a snake-belt around its waist. Interpretations of this figure vary from a 
giant, to a warrior, to a devil, and an apotropaic function has been assigned to it. 
More recently it has been suggested that this might be a person in deer guise or a 
warrior wearing an animal skin, possibly connected to rituals.166 ^ĂůďĞƌŐĞƌ ?Ɛ
interpretation of this image as Sigurðr can be dismissed as being too speculative.167 
Sö 324 on an outcrop in Åsby in Helgarö socken is decorated with an image 
of a kneeling archer with an elaborate headdress and possibly a mask and a small 
axe. No interpretation is offered for this figure in Södermanlands runinskrifter. The 
ŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚĂƚŝŽŶƐŽĨƚŚŝƐĨŝŐƵƌĞĂƐĂ ‘EŽƌĚŝĐDĞĚƵƐĂ ?ĂŶĚĂƐXſƌƌ ?ŵĞŶƚŝŽŶĞĚďǇKĞŚƌů ?
are both based on only a few features of the figure and are therefore not 
convincing.168  
A human head is combined with an animal body on U 860 from Måsta. This 
image and the three other quadrupeds on this runestone (which do not have human 
features) are regarded by Wessén as fantasy animals that were carved to fill up the 
space. It is also suggested that the human head may have been inspired by images of 
a centaur.169 Staecker ?Ɛ interpretĂƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚĞƐĞĨŽƵƌĂŶŝŵĂůƐĂƐ ‘ŵŝƐĨƂƌƐƚĊĚĚĂ ? 
representations of the four evangelists is based on their number (four) and on his, in 
my opinion mistaken, view that the quadruped with the human face has wings and 
can therefore be an ox representing Luke.170 Since the figure ?ƐǁŝŶŐƐĂƌĞŝŶĨĂĐƚƚŚĞ 
tendrils of its tail and nothing in the other quadrupeds suggests they were intended 
to represent the man, lion, and eagle symbols, this interpretation is not convincing.  
dŚĞĐĂƚĞŐŽƌǇŽĨ ‘ŽƚŚĞƌŚƵŵĂŶŽŝĚĨŝŐƵƌĞƐ ?ĨƵƌƚŚĞƌĐŽŶƚĂŝŶƐƐĞǀĞƌĂůƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ
figures. The man on DR 290 from Krageholm in Sövestad socken holds a cross staff. 
                                            
166 Vg, 82; Oehrl 2006, 85; Price 2002, 373. 
167 Salberger 1991, 75-79. 
168 Oehrl 2006, 78 with references. 
169 U vol. 3, 521.  
170 Staecker 2010, 214-217. 
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His clothes are described as a cap or helmet and a cloak or cape fastened on the 
shoulder with a round brooch.171 It has been doubted whether this cross bearing 
person should be seen in a mythological light or whether he represents a 
contemporary (clerical) person.172 dŚĞŵĂŶ ?ƐŽǀĞƌ-garment resembles a chasuble 
because of the split in the side, which makes it likely in my opinion that the cross on 
the staff represents a processional cross.  
dŚĞŵĂůĞĂŶĚĨĞŵĂůĞĨŝŐƵƌĞƐŽŶE ? ? ?ĨƌŽŵdƵĂƌĞĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌĞĚƚŽďĞ ‘ŵǇƚŝƐŬ ?
ĞƚŐƵĚĞƉĂƌ ? ?ǁŝƚŚŽƵƚĂĚŝƌĞĐƚĐŽŶŶĞĐƚŝŽŶƚŽƚŚĞŝŶƐĐƌŝƉƚŝŽŶ Þ173 There is no reason, 
however, why they should not be legendary or secular figures.  
The figure with an emphasised belt on Vg 32, now at Kållands-Åsaka church, 
has been interpreted as an unarmed farmer (bonde), who might represent the 
commemorated man, on the basis of his clothes not being a warrior outfit.174 It is 
unclear, however, whether the figure held something in its raised hand and his 
pointed headgear does resemble the caps or helmets worn by the armed figures 
discussed above. It has been suggested that the figure is knocking on a door, based 
on the position of the hand and the supposed doorframe shape of the runic band.175 
This is largely unfounded since this shape of the runic band is rather standard on 
ƌƵŶĞƐƚŽŶĞƐĂŶĚƚŚĞĨŝŐƵƌĞŵĂǇŚĂǀĞŚĞůĚƐŽŵĞƚŚŝŶŐŝŶŝƚƐŚĂŶĚ ÞdŚĞĨŝŐƵƌĞ ?ƐŵŽƐƚ
distinctive feature, his belt, is not commented on in these interpretations.  
Finally, the horizontally depicted couple on U 1043 in Onslunda falls in this 
ĐĂƚĞŐŽƌǇŽĨ ‘ŽƚŚĞƌŚƵŵĂŶĨŝŐƵƌĞƐ ?ƚŽŽ ÞdŚĞƉŽƐŝƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚĞ ĐŽƵƉůĞ ?one horizontally on 
top of the other with their legs entwined, suggests they are making love. It is stated 
ďǇtĞƐƐĠŶƚŚĂƚƚŚŝƐĐŽƵƉůĞǁĂƐĐĂƌǀĞĚĨŽƌƚŚĞĐĂƌǀĞƌƐŵƵŶĚƌ ?ƐĞŶƚĞƌƚĂŝŶŵĞŶƚĂŶĚ
to fill up the space and we are warned not to read any meaning into them, but a link 
                                            
171 Moltke 1985, 266.  
172 DR, 343. 
173 N, 157-158. 
174 Vg, 49-50.  
175 Oehrl 2006, 83 with references. 
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to fertility rites has also been suggested.176 
This survey of previous interpretations shows that it is difficult to interpret all 
human figures convincingly in the framework of for instance pre-Christian mythology 
or Christian doctrine. In Chapter 5, the social context of the stone monuments, i.e. 
their commemorative function and their relation to other and older commemorative 
practices, is taken into account. This approach will provide a more fruitful and 
coherent background for many of the images on memorial stones, including various 
animals and birds.  
 
 
2.2.3.b Quadrupeds  
Animals feature prominently in runestone decoration. Different types of quadrupeds 
can be distinguished among them. There are seven rather realistic horses (in addition 
to those with riders, which are discussed above).177 Of these, those on Sö 101 at 
Ramsundsberget and the Göksten in Näsbyholm  ?^Ƃ ? ? ? )ƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚ^ŝŐƵƌĝƌ ?ƐŚŽƌƐĞ
Grani. There is an extra horse on N 61 from Alstad that accompanies the two 
horsemen in the hunting scene. On N 68 from Dynna, a horse kneels at the grotto or 
stable with the Nativity/Adoration scene. The horse on Sö 40 in Västerljung has no 
close relation to the other images on this stone. Those on Sö 222 in Frölunda and Sö 
226 in Norra Stutby are the only images on the stones.  
There are five relatively realistically proportioned quadrupeds with antlers or 
horns, which are classified as cervine animals.178 The cervine animals on U 548 at 
Husby-Lyhundra church and U 1004 in Frötuna have been interpreted as sheep and 
                                            
176 U vol. 4, 302; see Oehrl 2006, 124 with references.  
177 In addition, damaged stones and fragments with a horse are Sö 235 (possibly twice), and possibly U 6 
and U Fv1959;260. 
178 In addition, three damaged stones/fragments are decorated with what probably were cervine 
quadrupeds: Sö 303, U 8, Vg 14 (attacked by predatory quadruped).  
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consequently as Agnus Dei depictions.179 In Upplands runinskrifter, however, the first 
is considered to be probably a deer and the second a similar animal, but then in 
motion.180 In particular the latter feature argues against an interpretation as Agnus 
Dei. DR 264 from Vissmarlöv, on the other hand, is interpreted with certainty as a 
Christian symbol.181 The antlered animal on U 855 in Böksta is the prey in a hunting 
scene and the one on U 548 is possibly also the prey of the bird that is depicted 
above it. 
Other realistic-looking quadrupeds on runestones have dog-like (canine) or 
wolf-like (lupine) characteristics.182 Dogs and wolves both belong to the family of 
canidae and the distinction between them is not easily made. It seems that canine 
quadrupeds in Anglo-Saxon and Scandinavian art may represent either.183 The only 
biological characteristics on the basis of which the two can be told apart with 
certainty are a longer snout in wolves and the shape of the tail. This is straight on 
wolves and always hangs down, while it can range from sickle shaped to curled and 
from hanging to pointing upwards on dogs.184 These differences, especially the shape 
of the skull, may be difficult to render clearly in stone carving. There are, however, 
some other characteristics and the visual context of the images helps to distinguish 
between lupine quadrupeds and canines. 
 Ög 181 at Ledberg church presents a unique opportunity to compare these 
two kinds of animals on one monument. There are three of them carved on it with 
different characteristics. The two quadrupeds on the front are depicted horizontally 
                                            
179 Oehrl 2010, 30-31,42, 222n601, 244.  
180 U vol. 2, 434; vol. 4, 186. The horned animal on Sö 304 (and on the fragment Sö 303) are not 
mentioned in Sö, 278-280. 
181 DR Saglexikon, 781. 
182 dŚĞŶŽƵŶ ‘ĐĂŶŝŶĞ ?ŵĞĂŶƐ ‘ĂĚŽŐ ?ĂŶĚƚŚĞĂĚũĞĐƚŝǀĞ ‘ĐĂŶŝŶĞ ? ‘ŽĨ ?ďĞůŽŶŐŝŶŐƚŽ ?ŽƌĐŚĂƌĂĐƚĞƌŝƐƚŝĐŽĨ ?Ă
ĚŽŐ ŒŚĂǀŝŶŐƚŚĞŶĂƚƵƌĞŽƌƋƵĂůŝƚŝĞƐŽĨĂĚŽŐ ? ?ŝ ÞĞ ÞĚŽŐ-ůŝŬĞ Þ ‘>ƵƉŝŶĞ ?ŽŶůǇŽĐĐƵƌƐĂƐan adjective and is used 
ŝŶƚŚĞŵĞĂŶŝŶŐŽĨ ‘ŚĂǀŝŶŐƚŚĞŶĂƚƵƌĞŽƌƋƵĂůŝƚŝĞƐŽĨĂǁŽůĨ ? ?ŝ ÞĞ ÞǁŽůĨ-like. OED <http://oed.com> 
[accessed 14 October 2011]. 
183 Pluskowski 2006b, 4, 87. 
184 Miklósi 2007, 90-92. 
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at the feet of the two warriors and are smaller than the one on the back. This larger 
canide is carved vertically and bites the foot of the warrior above it. The animal on 
the bĂĐŬĂůƐŽŚĂƐ ‘ďĞĂƐƚůǇ ?ĨĞĂƚƵres, such as manes and claws, which the smaller 
quadrupeds on the front lack. Also, this beast is further differentiated from the other 
two by its wide open mouth, long pointed ears, and round eye.  
These differences in appearance already encourage an interpretation of the 
two animals on the front as dogs, and the one on the back as a more beastly variety, 
i.e. a wolf. The positions of the animals support this interpretation. The dogs on the 
front walk or stand at the feet of their masters, while the wolf on the back bites the 
warrior. As discussed above in Section 2.2.3.a.i, in my opinion an interpretation of 
this scene as a literal depiction of a wolf of battle feeding off a fallen warrior is to be 
preferred over one as Óðinn being devoured by Fenrir or Viðarr avenging him at 
Ragnarök. Two opposing quadrupeds on DR 314 from Lund and one on the lost DR 
286 of the Hunnestad monument have/had the same features and posture as the 
Ledberg wolf. Consequently, it is safe to say wolves are depicted on these 
monuments too.  
Further realistic-looking quadrupeds that also have wolf-like features are 
carved on Sm 133 in Sunneränga, Sö 313 along Gamla Turingevägen in Södertälje, 
and U Fv1978;226 from Ösby. These characteristics are less pronounced, however, 
and there is no visual context to further confirm an interpretation of these images as 
a wolf. The quadruped on U Fv1978;226 has a very similar head to the wolves 
described above, but its tail curves upwards which means it cannot biologically be a 
wolf. This animal has been interpreted as a lion.185 The image has more in common, 
however, with the realistic depictions of canidae than with the animals with leonine 
features, which display fantastic non-realistic features. All of these three images have 
                                            
185 Oehrl 2006, 138. 
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more in common with images of wolves than with other types of quadrupeds (e.g. 
the smaller images of dogs or the larger images of leonine beasts with fantastic 
features which are both described next) and they are therefore classified as lupine 
quadrupeds.186 
Small realistic quadrupeds on eight stones can be identified as dogs rather 
than wolves, based on a combination of their features and their context. These are 
the dogs that accompany the warriors on the front of Ög 181 Ledberg and the 
horsemen on U 855 Böksta, N 61 Alstad, and Vg 119 Sparlösa. Several of these 
animals have a short or cropped tail. Other, similar-looking quadrupeds seem to be 
depicted lying down, slightly curled-up. Those on U 860 Måsta, on U 904 Västerby, 
and on U 969 Bolsta are combined with other quadrupeds instead of with warriors of 
hunters, but the dog-like animal on U 241 Lingsberg accompanies a man in a similar 
lying-down position. In particular because of this last combination, these quadrupeds 
are likely to represent dogs. 
The small quadrupeds in the Sigurðr carvings at Ramsundsberget (Sö 101) 
and on the Göksten (Sö 327) represent otters.187 These images share some 
characteristics with the dogs on Ög 181 in Ledberg, but at the same time they have 
an open mouth with teeth, pointed ears, and eyes similar to those of the wolf on that 
stone. They lack the manes, however. Maybe such small, relatively realistic-looking 
quadrupeds were to a certain extent generic and multi-employable. It seems that 
within this group of similar-looking animals their individual context plays a more 
important role in their identification than details of their appearance. 
The horses and canines that are discussed so far are all rather realistic. 
Images of more fantastic animals with leonine features in the Mammen or Ringerike 
                                            
186 ĚĚŝƚŝŽŶĂůůǇ ?ƚŚĞŐŝĂŶƚĞƐƐ ?ƐƐƚĞĞĚŽŶZ ? ? ?ŝƐŵŽƐƚůŝŬĞůǇĂǁŽůĨ Þ/ƚŝƐŶŽƚĐŽƵŶƚĞĚƵŶĚĞƌůƵƉŝŶĞ
anŝŵĂůƐ ?ŚŽǁĞǀĞƌ ?ďƵƚƚŚĞŝŵĂŐĞĂƐĂǁŚŽůĞŝƐĐŽƵŶƚĞĚƵŶĚĞƌ ‘ŽƚŚĞƌŚƵŵĂŶĨŝŐƵƌĞƐ ? ÞĂŵĂŐĞĚƐƚŽŶĞƐ
with a lupine quadruped are: Vg 14 and possibly Ög 106. 
187 dŚĞƐĞƚǁŽŽƚƚĞƌƐĂƌĞĐůĂƐƐŝĨŝĞĚĂƐ ‘ŽƚŚĞƌ ?ŝŵĂŐĞƐ Þ 
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style occur on eight memorial stones.188 These quadrupeds have long, sometimes 
thin and feline, tails that point upwards. They combine leonine and lupine features 
with fantastically knotted manes that can resemble antlers. Many of these animals 
have open mouths, some with teeth showing, claw-like feet, and several have their 
legs bound or crossed. Some of these animals are seen as lions,189 but they have also 
been interpreted as wolves, mostly specifically as Fenrir.190 The beast on DR 271 at 
Tullstorp church is regularly interpreted as the wolf Fenrir and the animal on DR 42 in 
Jelling as a lion, yet they have very similar features. It has been suggested that the 
ĂŶŝŵĂůŽŶ^Ƃ ? ?ĂƚdƵŵďŽĐŚƵƌĐŚŝƐĂ ‘ďĞĂƐƚŽĨďĂƚƚůĞ ?ǁŽůĨ ?ďĞĐĂƵƐĞƚŚĞŝŶƐĐƌŝƉƚŝŽŶ
probably refers to a violent death abroad.191 This animal, however, does not have a 
realistic wolf-like appearance, but head tendrils and an upward pointing tail that 
interlace. Its legs are also bound. Consequently, it is here regarded as a fantastic, 
lion-like animal rather than a lupine quadruped.  
Nine serpentine quadrupeds are included in the survey because they are 
combined with other images.192 This image type was described in more detail above 
in Section 2.2.2.a.  
Nineteen quadrupeds that do not have distinctive enough features to place 
them in any of the above categories remain.193 These animals are quite uniform and 
fall between the serpentine quadrupeds and the realistically carved animals. They do 
not have a serpent head and they are not incorporated in the serpent ornamentation 
as the serpentine quadrupeds often are. These animals also lack detailed 
                                            
188 DR 42, DR 271, DR 280, DR 285, N 84, Sö 82, Vg 4, Vg 181. Fragments, damaged and/or lost stones 
with such images are Ög 122, Sö 80, and possibly Vs 4. 
189 e.g. Vg, 7. 
190 e.g. Oehrl 2010, esp. 42-44 and 201-202. 
191 Andrén, 2000, 19. 
192 Nä 34, Sö 40, Sö 190, U 240, U 691, U 692, U 753, U 860, U Fv1955;219. Also attacked by a bird on U 
1161. 
193 Gs 19, Sö 237, Sö 301 (twice), U 35 (twice), U 79, U 160, U 193, U 240 (twice), U 590, U 598 (twice), U 
746, U 860, U 904, U 969, Vg 119. Fragmented, damaged and/or lost stones with such quadrupeds are 
Gs 2, Ög 96, U 51 (twice), U 176, U 901, U 980, U 1123 (possibly twice), U 1144 (twice) and possibly also 
on Ög 196 (body only), Sö 155 (legs only), U 714 (legs only). 
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characteristics that identify them as for instance a horse or dog, nor do they possess 
predatory features such as claws and sharp teeth, or interlaced antler-like manes and 
tails as the more fantastic beasts.194 These animals are classified in this survey under 
ƚŚĞĚĞŶŽŵŝŶĂƚŽƌ ‘ŶŽŶ-ƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĐƋƵĂĚƌƵƉĞĚƐ ? Þ 
Sigmund Oehrl employs a different classification of the various quadrupeds 
that are carved on runestones than I do.195 He identifies predatory features, mainly 
claws or fangs, in most of the different types of animals and takes them as 
representations of the same beast. The animals among these that have bound or 
crossed legs are identified as the mythological wolf Fenrir, representing (constrained) 
evil and the end of times. This interpretation is then extended to include also the 
unbound quadrupeds with a predatory feature regardless of their other features and 
context. I, on the other hand, rely heavily on the features and context for the 
classification of the quadrupeds, as is clear from the survey above. The visual analysis 
in the second part of this Chapter shows a difference in visual context between the 
various types, confirming the distinctions I made above. It should also be noted that 
none of the realistic wolves have bound or crossed legs. The possibility remains that 
those less realistic animals, especially the bound ones, represent the mythological 
Fenrir with the range of meanings described by Oehrl, while the quadrupeds 
classified in this thesis as lupines of a more realistic kind represent the wolf, possibly 
ĂƐďĞĂƐƚŽĨďĂƚƚůĞ Þ/ŶŽŵĞŝũ>ƵŶĚďŽƌŐ ?ƐŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚĂƚŝŽŶƚŚĂƚďŽƵŶĚďŽĚŝĞƐǁĞƌĞĂůƐŽ
symbols of warrior culture, these animals would fit in a secular or pre-Christian 
context as well as in a Christian visual language.196 The comparison between the 
realistic animal depictions on stone monuments and the use of animals in burials in 
                                            
194 Weber (1972, 332) sees the animal on U 160 as a sheep and interprets this as Christ as Agnus Dei. 
This would be a parallel the medieval grave monument DR 27, now lost, which was decorated with a 
lamb holding a cross on staff. However, unlike Agnus Dei, the animal on U 160 is not depicted with a 
cross-staff. 
195 Oehrl 2010. 
196 Domeij Lundborg 2006. 
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Chapter 5.4.2 provides possibilities for interpreting especially horses and dogs in the 
context of Viking Age commemorative culture.  
 
2.2.3.c Birds 
Finally, birds also occur in various shapes and sizes in runestone decoration. They are 
part of a hunting scene or carved as an isolated motif. Identifying especially the birds 
in the latter group is a challenging task. Many resemble game birds and their 
meaning is not clear.197 Birds that sit on crosses, as on Sö 270 in Tyresta, can be 
interpreted as doves, roosters, or peacocks on the grounds of their features and their 
close visual relation with the Christian cross.198 This is also the case for the bird on U 
629 at Grynsta backe, with a cross on its back, and for the one on U 753 in Litslena 
prästgård, that sits on the runic band.  
Two birds in a hunting scene are part of composite images and are as such 
not counted here but under the main element of those images. These are the smaller 
ďŝƌĚŽŶƚŚĞƵƉƉĞƌŚŽƌƐĞŵĂŶ ?ƐĂƌŵŽŶE ? ?ĨƌŽŵůƐƚĂĚ ?ĂĐŽŵƉŽƐŝƚĞŝŵĂŐĞĐůĂƐƐŝĨŝĞĚ
under riders) and the bird that attacks the antlered animal in front of the hunter on U 
855 in Böksta (a composite image of a cervine quadruped). Other birds may also be 
part of a hunting scene because they accompany unarmed riders (on U 599 Hanunda, 
U 375 Vidbo, and possibly U 448 Harg) or attack a prey (on U 548 Husby-Lyhundra). 
These birds can be identified as birds of prey, a falcon or a hawk.199  
A few birds that are not part of a hunting scene or sitting on a cross are 
depicted with pronounced beaks and claws. These images might be visual references 
to the birds of battle, the eagle and the raven.200 The most notable visual difference 
                                            
197 See Gräslund 2006b, 128.  
198 See also Lager 2002, 188. Fragmented, damaged, or lost runestones with birds on crosses are: Sö 
245, Sö 247, Sö Sb1965;19, U 576, and U 1112. 
199 The use of birds in the hunt in medieval Scandinavia is discussed in Christiansen 1997, 159-163 with 
references and Åkerström-Hougen 1981. 
200 See Section 2.2.3.a.i. 
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between the two is that the raven has a straight beak and the eagle a hooked one.  
A raven can be identified by its straight beak on U 920 in Broholm, where it is 
depicted without a mythological or hunting context.201 Eagles can be recognised by 
their hooked beak. Because hunting birds have hooked beaks as well, the lack of a 
hunting context is important here too. This is the case for the bird on the side of U 
692 in Väppeby, which is seen from below with its head in profile. This bird could 
consequently represent the eagle as a bird of battle. The same is true for the images 
at the top end of the inscription bands on Vg 150 in Skattegärden and Vg 103 in Håle 
Ödekyrkogård, which probably represent eagle heads.202 
It is mentioned above that the hunting birds on N 61 from Alstad and U 855 
in Böksta are depicted in close visual relation to respectively the hunter and the prey. 
Both stones are also decorated with images of another, much larger bird. On U 855 
this larger predatory bird is carved above the inscription band and on N 61 it is 
placed above the other images. The latter is also depicted in a different perspective 
than the other images on the stone. It is seen from below like the predatory bird on 
U 692. These larger predatory birds on N 61 and U 855 have a similar appearance 
and/or position to the birds of battle described above. Another bird fulfils the role of 
the hunting bird in the hunting scenes on these monuments, therefore the larger 
birds can represent the eagle as a bird of battle. In parallel to the wolf as beast of 
battle eating a fallen warrior on Ög 181 in Ledberg and the praising of warriors by 
mentioning how they, by being victorious, provided food for the beasts of battle, 
these birds of battle would add a heroic symbol to the hunting decoration on these 
monuments. 
Other birds with predatory beaks and claws hold the runic serpent or are 
                                            
201 A raven can also be identified on the shoulder of the figure on U 1161 that probably represents 
Óðinn. 
202 The end of the beak on Vg 103 is not visible, but the head is so similar to that on Vg 150 that it most 
likely also was hooked. 
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gripping, biting or struggling with another animal, embedded in the serpent 
ornamentation.203 While Åkerström-Hougen sees the birds that grip serpents as 
hunting birds too, Oehrl proposes an interpretation of such scenes as a symbol of the 
battle between good and evil.204 
A few birds seem to combine aspects of a bird of battle and of a hunting bird. 
A bird in flight with its claws out is carved behind an animal with a short curled up 
tail, possibly a dog on U 590. It is positioned lower, however, and is not attacking the 
animal from above as on U 855. Instead, it seems to aim for the head of the runic 
serpent. The bird on U Fv1955;219 from Rydbylund is depicted with its claws out 
above a quadruped, but its straight beak identifies it as a raven. Consequently, it is 
more likely to be a bird of battle than a hunting bird. Finally, the bird on U 1071 in 
Sylta is standing on the inscription band as the large bird on U 855 is, but the shape 
of its beak is not discernible.  
Although several birds can be interpreted as a Christian symbol, as a hunting 
bird, or possibly as a bird of battle, this distinction will not be made for the purpose 
of the visual analysis, because not all birds can be identified. Furthermore, 
ŝĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐƚŚĂƚĂƌĞŵĂĚĞŽŶƚŚĞďĂƐŝƐŽĨƚŚĞďŝƌĚƐ ?ĨĞĂƚƵƌĞƐĂůŽŶĞĂƌĞŶŽƚĂƐ
reliable as those that are based on the features of the birds as well as the images 
they are combined with. The possible birds of battle, however, will be taken up again 
in the case study of heroic images in Chapter 6.2. The birds on Sö 101 at 
Ramsundsberget and the Göksten (Sö 327) illustrate the importance of the visual 
context for the interpretation.205 They have features of predatory or carrion-eating 
birds, and thus of hunting birds or birds of battle, while the context in which they are 
                                            
203 e.g. on Vg 119, U 1161, U 171 and the fragment U 574. 
204 Åkerström-Hougen 1981, 276-289 (except for U 171, U 629, U 692 and U 920, which she does not 
mention); Oehrl 2010, 223-227, 260. 
205 Those on Sö 101 are part of a composite image with the tree. 
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depicted shows they are neither.206  
 
 
2.3 Regional and chronological distribution and carvers  
The 111 complete memorial stones on which these images are carved come in 
different shapes and sizes. Eight are carved in the living rock, of which six on rock 
walls and two on outcrops.207 One memorial is carved on a boulder and another on 
an erratic block.208 The remaining 101 monuments are raised stones. On average, the 
monuments that are decorated with images tend to be larger than runestones in 
general, especially in Denmark and Västergötland. 
The total number of carved memorial stones is difficult to establish. The size 
of the corpus varies per scholar and study. For instance, Sawyer works with a corpus 
ŽĨ ? ? ? ?ƌƵŶĞƐƚŽŶĞƐǁŝƚŚĂ ‘ŵŝŶŝŵƵŵŽĨƚĞǆƚƵĂůŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ ?ŽƵƚŽĨŵŽƌĞƚŚĂŶ ? ? ? ?
known monuments.209 WĂůŵ ?ŽŶƚŚĞŽƚŚĞƌŚĂŶĚ ?ĐŽƵŶƚƐ ? ? ? ? ‘ƚƌĂĚŝƚŝŽŶĂůŵĞŵŽƌŝĂů
inscriptions from Viking Age ScandinavŝĂ ? ?ǁŚŝĐŚŝŶĐůƵĚĞƐĨƌĂŐŵĞŶƚƐ Þ210 He excludes 
263 Scandinavian monuments, because they are carved only with decoration, with a 
non-lexical inscriptions, and/or with a different kind of memorial inscription. Jesch 
describes how searching the Samnordisk runtextdatabas results in a corpus of c. 3000 
runestones.211 The difficulties with regard to terminology, material, condition of the 
monuments, and new finds are explained and 3000 seems an inclusive yet cautious 
approximation of the current total. Hence, this is used as the total number of 
                                            
206 Silén 1983, 90 ĂůƐŽŶŽƚŝĐĞĚƚŚŝƐ ?ďƵƚŚŝƐƐƵŐŐĞƐƚŝŽŶƚŚĂƚ ‘ĨƂƌƌƵŶƌŝƐƚĂƌŶĂ RĨĊŐĞů ?ǀĂƌĞƚƚƐƚĞƌĞŽƚǇƉƚ
ďĞŐƌĞƉƉ ?ŽĐŚĂƚƚŝŶŐĞŶŶĂƚƵƌĂůŝƐƚŝƐŬĊƚĞƌŐŝǀŶŝŶŐĂǀĂƌƚĞŶĞĨƚĞƌƐƚƌćǀĚĞƐĞůůĞƌŝǀĂƌũĞĨĂůůƵƉƉŶĊĚĚĞƐ ?ŐŽĞƐ
too far in my opinion. As illustrated above, many of the birds are carved with individual features that 
point to a specific type. 
207 Sö 86, Sö 101, Sö 175, Sö 222, Sö 313, U 598, Sö 32, U Fv1946;258. 
208 DR 42, Sö 327. 
209 Saywer 2000, 7, 24, 35. Her sub-corpus consists of 1776 inscriptions that specify both the 
commissioner of the monument and the commemorated. 
210 Palm 1992, 47-49, 66-67. In addition, he counts thirty-three pre-Viking Age, 518 medieval and 218 
monuments with insecure dating. 
211 Jesch 2001, 12-13. 
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memorials for the calculations in this thesis.  
If fragments, lost, and damaged stones are included, the total number of 
monuments that were decorated with figural images amounts to 179 (111+68). Thus 
at least 6% of the currently known 3000 carved stones are decorated with figural 
images.212 Figural decoration occurs more often than average in some regions and 
less in others. Especially Skåne, Gästrikland and Norway have relatively many 
monuments with images compared to the total number of memorial stones there. 
Östergötland, Öland, Småland, and also Uppland have relatively few.213 Despite this 
variation in regional distribution, the chronological distribution of the stones 
decorated with images is similar to that of runestones in general. This distribution is 
based on the complete monuments, but including the fragments and damaged 
stones would not alter it. For the regional distribution of the images themselves, the 
fragments, damaged, and lost stones are taken into account. Although they cannot 
be used for the visual analysis, they bear witness to the occurrence of a particular 
image in an area. 
Twenty-four of the runestones with images contain carver formulae in their 
inscriptions. These signatures play an important role in the identification of the 
producers of the monuments. Runestones without carver signatures can often also 
be attributed to known carvers on the basis of linguistic, runological, artistic, and 
technical features.214 None of the Norwegian monuments with images and only three 
Danish ones are signed. The Swedish carvers that are named, on the other hand, are 
                                            
212 This is lower than the percentage of 10% that Sawyer 2000, 26 gives, partly because her main corpus 
is smaller and she includes the serpentine quadrupeds, which are excluded from the present study.  
213 Skåne and Gs: 20% (the latter only 3 of 15). EŽƌǁĂǇ ?ƐKƉƉůĂŶĚ P33% (bƵƚŽŶůǇ ?ŽĨ ? ) ÞEŽƌǁĂǇ ?Ɛ
Rogaland: 5.6% (1 of 18). Ög: 1,4%, 4,7% including fragments, etc. Öl: 1,1% (1 of 87). Sm: 0.8% (1 of 
116). U: 3,9%, 7.3% including fragments, etc. North Jutland: 12,5%. Sö: 7,4%., Vg: 6.4%, Vs: 4% (1 out of 
25), 8,3 % incl. fragments, etc. Nä: 5.3% (1 of 19), 10.5% with damaged. These percentages are 
calculated with the help of the totals for each region from Sawyer 2002, Appendix 1, taking her  ‘ŵĂŝŶ
ĐŽƌƉƵƐ ?ĂƐŵŝĚĚůĞŐƌŽƵŶĚďĞƚǁĞĞŶƚŚĞďƌŽĂĚ ? ? ? ?ĂŶĚƚŚĞŶarrow 2776. 
214 The following information about signed and attributed monuments is largely based on the 
Samnordisk runtextdatabas. Unless another source is mentioned, the reader is referred to this database 
for further references.  
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regularly known from several monuments. Even when the name of a carver is known, 
however, many aspects of the production of runestones are unknown, including to 
what extent the carver of the text also carved the images. While some carvers 
produced only one or a few monuments for one household, others seem to have 
travelled around and possibly worked together in an organisation that also provided 
training. 
The earliest decorated stones in the Viking Age, from the late tenth and early 
eleventh century, are found in Denmark (incl. Skåne, Halland and Blekinge) and 
south-west Sweden (south of the lakes Vänern and Vättern: Västergötland and 
Småland). The Norwegian monuments with images are also dated to the late tenth 
and first half of the eleventh century. Some runestones with images from this period 
also occur in central Sweden, while the memorials with images in central-east 
Sweden (around and east of lake Mälaren: Södermanland, Uppland, Gästrikland, 
Närke) are also from later in the eleventh century. An occasional early-twelfth-
century monument with figural imagery also occurs in this area. 
The images in present-day Denmark, which are from the early runestone 
period, consist mainly of masks and ships. They also include the occasional hammer, 
leonine quadruped, and human figure (one of Christ and one of a rider). There are 
more leonine quadrupeds in Skåne, and also lupine quadrupeds, which are combined 
with masks. Several images of ships are also found in this region, as well as various 
human figures (the wolf-rider, a man with an axe, and a man with a cross-staff).  
Of the three Danish carvers that are named, Hrafnunga-Tófi (DR 26), Þórðr 
(DR 264), and Tófi Smiðr (DR Aud1996;274), only the first is known from two other 
inscriptions (DR 29, DR 34) in which he is said to have made a mound. The 
inscriptions make clear that Hrafnunga-Tófi and Tófi Smiðr had a personal 
relationship with the commemorated. DR 280 Skårby, with a leonine quadruped, was 
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probably carved by the carver of the Hunnestad monument (DR 282-DR 286). 
The images on Norwegian runestones consist mainly of human figures in 
various scenes and settings (hunters on horseback, the Magi, the Nativity/Adoration 
scene, a standing couple, a figure with possibly a snake-belt).  
The monuments with images in Västergötland and Småland are from the 
ƐĂŵĞĞĂƌůǇƉĞƌŝŽĚĂŶĚĐŽŶƐŝƐƚŽĨƐĞǀĞƌĂůůĞŽŶŝŶĞĂŶĚůƵƉŝŶĞƋƵĂĚƌƵƉĞĚƐ ?ďŝƌĚƐ ?
heads, standing human figures (one with an animal head and a belt, the other with 
only a belt), and faces or masks, as well as a ship, a hammer and a sword. Vg 119 in 
Sparlösa is especially early.215 This runestone is also decorated with a ship, a rider, a 
house, a face and various birds and quadrupeds. Vg 119 and Vg 181 Frugården 
mention the carver: svát Alríkr <lubu> fáði (Vg 119) and Hávarðr(?) hjó s[tein] (Vg 
181).216 The fragment with human feet from Häggesled churchyard (Vg 27) is dated 
to around 1100. It is later than the rest of the decorated memorial stones in this area 
and it is possibly from an early Christian grave monument rather than from a 
runestone. 
The images on the complete monuments in Östergötland consist of a ship, 
warriors, dogs, and a wolf on Ög 181 in Ledberg and ships on two more stones. The 
fragments from this region contain other human figures, a rider with possibly a spear 
and a figure between serpents, a face between two birds, and more quadrupeds 
(some non-specific quadrupeds and possibly a leonine and lupine animal). The 
Östergötland monuments cannot be dated more precisely than to the eleventh 
century and no carver is known. The fragments Ög Hov 22-23 and 24 were probably 
part of the same (early Christian grave) monument.  
The images in the southern region of Södermanland and along the south 
coast of lake Mälaren consist of ships and masks. Most of them are found on the 
                                            
215 See Section 2.2.3 note 21. 
216 However, they are both not listed in Samnordisk runtextdatabas as carver signatures 
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eight monuments that are attributed to the same anonymous carver, who was 
previously called Træn.217 This name is based on a previous reading of Sö 158 
Österberga. The current interpretation of this inscription, however, reads the phrase 
þróttar þegn, instead of a carver signature, which leaves the carver anonymous.218 
Images of various faces, hammers, and leonine quadrupeds are also found in this 
region. The three leonine beasts from this area are all probably carved by the same 
carver, ÞuliR (Sö 82, the lost Sö 80, and the fragment Vs 4).  
The large Sigurðr carvings at Ramsundsberget (Sö 101) and the Göksten (Sö 
327), are from this region too, as well as other monuments decorated with various 
human figures: a kneeling archer (carved by the same carver as Sö 327, who is 
nameless and otherwise unknown), a figure holding serpents (Sö 175, attributed to 
Balli, see below), a humanoid surrounded by snakes (Sö 322), and a warrior with axe 
opposite a serpentine quadruped (Sö 190).  
The monuments with images in Gästrikland were carved in roughly the same 
period. They all contain images of scenes with human figures, among which are 
several of Sigurðr and one with spread arms, but also depictions of birds and 
quadrupeds. The lost Gs 19 Ockelbo and the fragment Gs 2 Österfärnebo, that both 
probably contain Sigurðr-figures among various other images, were probably carved 
by the same anonymous artist(s).  
The monuments with images in the regions south-east, east, and north of 
Mälaren are more from the second half of the eleventh century. There are also 
several runestones with ships and faces (though less mask-like) here, but the 
majority of images in this area consists of various combinations of birds, horses with 
or without riders, and other quadrupeds. The quadrupeds on the earlier monuments 
                                            
217 Sö 112, Sö 122 (though signed Ásgautr gerði <tre>), Sö 154, Sö 164, Sö 158, Sö 167, Sö 352 and the 
damaged Sö 35. 
218 In Axelson 1993, 74-75 the carver is referred to ĂƐ ‘dƌĂĞŶ ? ?ŝŶƋƵŽƚĂƚŝŽŶŵĂƌŬƐ. 
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are mostly leonine and lupine beasts, but the later (Upplandic) monuments also 
contain (bound) serpentine quadrupeds and non-specific ones. Many of the images 
of birds, riders, horses, and non-specific quadrupeds south-east of lake Mälaren 
occur on nine runestones that are attributed to the carver Hálfdan.219 Of these 
monuments, only Sö 270 Tyresta is signed by him, with Hálfdan hjó rúnar. Sö 304 
Oxelby and the fragment Sö 303 Bornö, that are decorated with similar-looking 
cervine quadrupeds, are both attributed to Ásgautr. 
Various known carvers were active in the same period further to the north, 
where a similar range of images is found. One of the most productive of these 
carvers was Ásmundr Kárasonr.220 U 969 Bolsta, with a non-specific quadruped, and 
U 824 Holms church, with a face surrounded by tendrils, are signed by him, although 
the inscription of the latter probably was not carved by Ásmundr himself. The 
damaged U 1144 Tierps church, with two non-specific quadrupeds, was also signed 
by him, together with another carver called Herjarr. A dozen other memorials with 
images are attributed to Ásmundr, including several from Gästrikland.221 There are 
good grounds to attribute U Fv1973;194 in Uppsala to Ásmundr as well.222 These 
monuments are decorated with various human figures, horses, birds, canine, cervine, 
and non-specific quadrupeds.  
The same kind of images are found on the monuments that are attributed to 
Ásmundr together with Þórfastr: a non-specific quadruped on U 193 Svista, a canine- 
and a non-specific quadruped on U 904, and a Christian funeral on the damaged U 
901 Håmö. Ten of the eleven runestones that are attributed to Þórfastr could also 
                                            
219 Sö 237, Sö 301, and the damaged/lost/fragmented Sö 235, Sö 239, Sö 245, Sö 247, Sö 272, Sö 290. 
220 See Thompon 1975, 82-167 for a discussion of this carver and an overview of his work. 
221 Gs 7, U 240, U 241, U 375, U 548, U 860, U 1004, U 1043, and the fragmented/damaged/lost Gs 18c, 
U 1003, U 1112, and U Fv1959;260. Jansson (Gs, 71), doubts that Gs 7 was carved by Ásmundr and 
argues it may only have been influenced by his style. 
222 There is no space in this thesis to go into this matter here, but I am currently preparing an article for 
publication on this (Stern in preparation). In this article I will also discuss the attribution of U 1003 and U 
375 to Ásmundr in more detail. 
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(partly) have been carved by Ásmundr. Þórfastr has signed U 599 Hanunda, with a 
rider and bird, and U 629 Grynsta backe, with a bird and two human figures in the 
ƐĞƌƉĞŶƚƐ ?ĐůĂǁƐ ?ĂƐƐŝŶŐůĞĐĂƌǀĞƌǁŝƚŚÞorfastr risti rúnar. ÞoƌĨĂƐƚƌ ?Ɛ work is dated to 
the 1040s on runological grounds,223 so he is thought to have worked in a somewhat 
later timeframe than Ásmundr. The latter still carved in that period, but he produced 
more monuments earlier in the eleventh century.224 The stylistic and runological 
ƐŝŵŝůĂƌŝƚŝĞƐďĞƚǁĞĞŶƚŚĞƚǁŽĐĂƌǀĞƌƐ ?ǁŽƌŬĂŶĚƚŚĞƉƌŽǆŝŵŝƚǇŽĨƚŚĞŝƌƐƚŽŶĞƐƐƵŐŐĞƐƚƐ
that Þórfastr may not have been an independent carver who was influenced by 
ƐŵƵŶĚƌ ?ƐǁŽƌŬ ?ďƵƚƚŚĂƚŚĞƌĂƚŚĞƌǁĂƐŚŝƐƐƚƵĚĞŶƚŽƌĂƐƐŝƐƚĂŶƚ Þ225 
Moving west, to the area north of lake Mälaren, we come to where U 1161 
Altuna was found, which is decorated with a rider, Þórr, Óðinn and a large bird 
attacking a serpentine quadruped. The inscription contains the names of several 
ĐĂƌǀĞƌƐ P ?[þei]r Balli, Freysteinn, lið Lífstein[s ristu]. Apparently, the work on the 
monument was divided between Freysteinn, Balli, Lífsteinn, and possibly another 
unnamed carver. Balli also has Sö 175 Lagnö (decorated with a man holding snakes to 
his ears) and the lost U 713 and U 714 Skeberga (decorated resp. with a bird and an 
ĂŶŝŵĂů ?ƐůĞŐƐ) attributed to him. Two Sigurðr carvings are from this area too. The 
images of Sigurðr on U 1163 in Drävle is partly by the same carvers as U 1161 in 
Altuna, and the design of U 1175 in Stora Ramsjö is most likely influenced by U 1163.  
The damaged U 694 Veckholms kyrka, decorated with a bird, shows stylistic 
similarities with monuments carved by Balli, Lífsteinn, Auðbi۠rn and Þorgautr 
Fótsarfi.226 Þorgautr Fótsarfi called himself this in the signature on U 308. That he was 
indeed a son or an apprentice of the runestone carver Fótr fits with the chronology 
of their work and it is supported by the fact that their style is very similar.  
                                            
223 U vol. 2, 513. 
224 Thompson 1975, 154-161. 
225 Thompson 1975, 151. 
226 Axelson 1993, 73. 
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Fótr himself (or his workshop) was also productive, but his work does not 
include many images.227 The only surviving monument signed by Fótr with figural 
decoration is U 678 Skokloster. The armed riders on this stone are carved in a 
seventh- or eighth-century style with Ringerike and Mammen features, but the 
inscription is dated to the second half of the eleventh century. This has led to 
speculations that Fótr had re-used an older monument that was decorated with 
images. A technical examination could not confirm this theory, however. The use of 
the older style, which differs from the style of the other monuments by Fótr, may 
instead be a result of a revival of pre-Viking Age art styles.228 Monuments with 
images that are attributed to Fótr are U 448 Harg, decorated with a rider and bird, 
and U Fv1955;219 Rydbylund, with a bird and a serpentine quadruped. In addition, 
four fragmented or lost stones with non-specific quadrupeds or birds are also 
attributed to Fótr (U 176, U 980, U 874 and U 257). The latter is signed by Þorgautr 
Fótsarfi, however.  
A few other carvers are identified as the producers of one or two of the 
stones decorated with images. U 692 Väppeby (with an eagle and serpentine 
quadruped) is signed by Auðbj۠rn with AuðbjІrn risti. There has, however, been a 
debate about the extent to which this monument has (partly) been carved by 
Tíðkumi and about the extent to which U 691 Söderby (with a rider and serpentine 
quadruped) can be attributed to either of these carvers.229 U 598 Borggärde, which is 
signed by Auðmundr(?), and the damaged U 1123 Tuna kyrka, which is attributed to 
the same carver, are both decorated with non-specific quadrupeds. U 508 Gillberga 
(with a face) and U 160 Risbyle (with a non-specific quadruped) have both been 
                                            
227 The Upplandic Fótr discussed here is called Fot 2 in Samnordisk runtextdatabas and Axelson 1993 to 
distinguish him from the Fótr who signed Sö 341. This stone differs in ornamental and runologic style 
from the Upplandic stones that are signed by or attributed to Fótr (Sö, 342). Since Fótr 1 is not 
mentioned further in this thesis, Fótr2 will be referred to as Fótr. 
228 Fuglesang 1980, 89-92; U vol. 3.1, 179-180. 
229
 Stille 1999, 164 ff.; U 3.1, 207; Williams, He. 2000; 113-115. 
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attributed to Gunnarr, but the latter also to Úlfr i Borresta. The fragments U 574 and 
U 576 Estuna are both attributed to Viðbj۠rn. The first is decorated with a bird that 
grips a snake and the second with a bird on a cross.  
The other images of human figures in this area include armed riders, among 
which a hunter, figures with snakes or serpents, and humanoids standing with spread 
arms. 
U 79 Skesta is signed by Arnfastr and the lost U 51 Drottningholm is 
attributed to this carver too. The decoration on both monuments consists of non-
specific quadrupeds. No carver has been identified for U 855 Böksta, but there is a 
recurring suggestion that this was Arnfastr (or Ærnfastr), too. One of the brothers 
who raised this monument with their parents is named Arnfastr. The image of the 
large bird on the runic band is seen as a visual carver signature to indicate that 
Arnfastr carved the runestone himself. The argument is that the bird is an eagle (arn) 
that grips or is attached to something (fastr). It is further suggested that the large 
bird that grips the quadruped on U 1161 Altuna likewise refers to this name.230 A 
survey of the material shows, however, that this unlikely for a number of reasons.  
It is chronologically possible that the Arnfastrs on these stones were the 
same person, as Weber suggests. U 855, however, mentions Eist as AƌŶĨĂƐƚƌ ?Ɛ brother 
and U 1161 lists Véfastr, Folkaðr, and Guðvarr as sons of the same father as Arnfastr, 
who is called Holmfastr. These three brothers are not named on U 855, and the 
father of Eist, AƌŶĨĂƐƚƌ ?ƐďƌŽƚŚĞƌ ?ŝƐŶŽƚĐĂůůĞĚ,ŽůŵĨĂƐƚƌ ?ďƵƚĂŶame that starts with 
Ingi-.... Arnfastr on U 855 and on U 1161 can only be the same person was if he was 
ŝƐƚ ?ƐŚĂůĨďƌŽƚher through his mother and of Véfastr, Folkaðr, Guðvarr through his 
father. 
                                            
230 Von Friesen, as quoted in U vol. 3.1, 510; Weber 1972, 333.  
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 Furthermore, the name Arnfastr occurs on five, possibly six other stones.231 
Of these, only U 31 Väntholmen also is decorated with a large bird. The stone is 
damaged, but it is possible that the bird originally gripped or touched part of the 
runic serpent. Following Weber ĂŶĚǀŽŶ&ƌŝĞƐĞŶ ?ƐůŽŐŝĐ ?ƚŚŝƐrnfastr should be the 
same as that on U 855 and/or U 1161. The Arnfastr on U 31 is commemorated 
together with Bj۠rn, who is the brother of the initiator Steinfastr. If this was the same 
Arnfastr, Bj۠rn would have had to have been part of the unfortunate burning of 
Arnfastr and his father that is recorded on U 1161. Such a connection is not indicated 
on either of the monuments.  
Moreover, birds such as those on U 1161 Altuna and U 855 Böksta are 
depicted also on stones where the name Arnfastr is absent and that are in fact by 
other carvers. This makes is unlikely that the birds symbolise the name Arnfastr.  
Finally, stylistic and runological features argue against the attribution of U 
855 Böksta to Arnfastr. The four Upplandic stones that are signed by a carver named 
Arnfastr are very similar in design (U 41, U 43, U 79, U 123).232 They are all decorated 
with crosses and a runic serpent biting its tail, but birds are absent. Futhermore, the 
two small quadrupeds on U 79 Skesta are not similar to any of the animals on U 855. 
The b-rune on U 855 also differs significantly from how Arnfastr carved it on the 
monuments signed by him. The two pockets do not meet each other in the middle of 
the staff but reach the staff separately, whereas the pockets of AƌŶĨĂƐƚƌ ?Ɛ b-runes 
normally do reach each other, not on the staff but a little in front of it. The shape of 
the runes gives sufficient ground not to attribute U 855 to the known carver Arnfastr.  
Of the many monuments signed by the famous late-eleventh-century 
Upplandic carver VƉŝƌ, only the complete U 1034 Tensta and the damaged U 485 
                                            
231 Peterson 2007, 25. On U 41, U 43, U 79 and U 123 the name occurs in the signature by the same 
carver. 
232 An Arnfastr is also mentioned as the carver on Sm 148, which is lost. On the basis of the drawings it 
does not look like this is the same carver as the Upplandic Arnfastr, but this cannot be determined with 
certainty. 
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Marma are decorated with images, the former with a face and the latter possibly 
with a bird. Two of the damaged runestones that are also attributed to him are also 
decorated with faces (and upper body).233 Apparently, these two or three faces form 
the only figural decoration that VƉŝƌor his workshop added to elaborate serpent-
patterns that became his trademark. These late monuments are all from just north-
west of lake Mälaren.  
From the same region are the late-eleventh-century U 1052 Axlunda (with a 
ship) that is signed by Ingólfr and U 1065 Rångsta (with a humanoid holding a 
serpent) that is attributed to him. An early-twelfth-century runestone with an image 
of a ship, attributed to the carver Litli, is from the region just north of lake Mälaren 
(Vs 17).  
Twelve of the runestones with images are the only monument with such 
decoration that is signed by or attributed to a specific carver. As can be seen in Table 
1, for three carvers these stones are their only known monument. Of two carvers 
another runestone without images has survived, while of the other carvers the single 
decorated monument is one in a corpus of five to thirteen known runestones (and in 
the exceptional case of Véseti c. thirty).  
Of the carvers of whom a larger corpus is known it is clear that some used 
figural decoration more often than others; compare for instance Ásmundr, Hálfdan, 
and the carver formerly known as Træn on the one hand to VƉŝƌ ?'unnarr, and 
Véseti on the other hand. Carvers such as Balli and Fótr seem to be somewhere in 
the middle.  
 
 
 
                                            
233 e.g U 128 and U 78. The latter is not by VƉŝƌ, however, according to Åhlén 1997. 
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 runestones with images total corpus 
carver signed  attributed  signed  attributed  
VƉŝƌ 2 1 46 66 
Balli 2 6 13 58 + c.10? 
Fótr 1 6 8 68 
Gunnarr 0 2 (1 with Úlfr 
i Borresta) 
2 41 (many with 
Úlfr i Borresta) 
Ásmundr 2 12 21 15 + 16?  
Véseti 1 0 11 19 
 ‘dƌčŶ ? - 8 - 23 
Lífsteinn 0 3 (with 
others) 
7 (several 
with others) 
21 (several 
with others)  
Þorgautr 
Fótsarfi 
2 1 4 18 (many with 
others) 
Tíðkumi 0 poss. 2 (1 
poss. with 
Auðbi۠rn) 
9 (several 
with others) 
16 (many with 
others) 
Hálfdan 1 8 1 17 
Þórfastr 2 4 (with 
Ásmundr) 
3 12 (often with 
Ásmundr) 
Arnfastr 1 1 5 8 
Ámundi 0 1 4 9 
Ingólfr 1 (with Þjálfi) 1 5 5 
Viðbj۠rn 0 2 2 8 
Þorbj۠rn skald 1 0 5 4 
Lítli 0 1 3 4 
Úlfr i Borresta 0 1 (with 
Gunnarr) 
1 5 (with others, 
Gunnarr) 
Ásgautr 0 2 2 3 
-fastr 0 1 1 4 
þuliR 2 1 3 1 
Eysteinn 1 0 1 3 
Auðmundr 1 1 2 1 
Auðbi۠rn 1 0 2 (1 with 1 
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Tíðkumi) 
Fasti/Fastulfr 1 - 2 - 
Sóni 0 1 1 1 
carver of Sö 
324 & Sö 327  
- 2 - 2 
Carver of Gs 
19 & Gs 2  
- 2 - 2 
hiriaR 1 (with Ásmundr)  - 1 - 
Freysteinn 1 - 1 - 
Þjálfi 1 (with Ingólfr) - 1 - 
carver signed  attributed  signed  attributed  
 runestones with images total corpus 
Table 1. Swedish carvers and the number of runestones with images in their corpus 
 
The images on monuments by the same carver are often similar, for instance 
on those by the carver of Gs 19 and Gs 2, Ásgautr, þuliR, Auðmundr, Arnfastr, 
Hálfdan, Þorgautr Fótsarfi, Træn, and Fótr. Only the images on the stones by VƉŝƌ, 
Gunnarr, Tíðkumi, Ingólfr, and the carver of Sö 324 and Sö 327 are not of the same 
type. However, there is also an overlap in image-types between carvers, especially on 
monuments by Hálfdan, Ásmundr, Balli, Fótr, Lífsteinn, Þorgautr Fótsarfi, and 
Þórfastr. By far the most depictions of especially birds, horses, riders, combined with 
each other or with other types of quadrupeds were carved by Ásmundr and carvers 
associated with him. The broad occurrence of these images, however, suggests this 
was more a regional eleventh-century fashion than a speciality of a specific carver.  
When a runestone is signed by or attributed to more than one carver, it is 
not certain whether the images should be associated with all of them. This forms a 
complicating factor in trying to establish whether particular images can be linked to 
specific carvers. To avoid circular reasoning it should also be addressed to what 
extent unsigned monuments are attributed to these carvers on the basis of their 
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images. Both these issues require examination of rune-forms and ideally also 
technical research into carving techniques, which, due to time restraints, has not 
been possible to do within the scope of this thesis.  
 
2.3.1 Medieval monuments and parallels from Gotland and the British Isles 
The medieval runestones and grave monuments that are decorated with figural 
images are listed in Appendix 1.c. The images on these monuments consist of several 
human figures and a quadruped with cross staffs. The quadruped on DR 27 in 
Vamdrup is an Agnus Dei depiction and the human figure on DR 184 from Bregninge 
probably represents Christ.234 The humanoid couple with a snake on Vg 129 from 
Skärvums kyrkogård possibly represents Adam and Eve with the Serpent.235 In 
parallel to the layout of U Fv1955;222 from Långtora church, the human figure on U 
370 in Herrestad is depicted with spread arms below a ship. The head of the figure is 
carved with double contours, as the double ring on the mast of the ship above it is.236 
dŚŝƐŵĂǇƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĂŚĂůŽ ?ǁŚŝĐŚ ?ŝŶĐŽŵďŝŶĂƚŝŽŶǁŝƚŚƚŚĞĨŝŐƵƌĞ ?ƐƉŽƐƚƵƌĞŐŝǀĞƐ
grounds to identify him as Christ. The medieval runestone from Hargs skog (U 595) is 
decorated with a bell-tower, with possibly an altar inside.237 Other images on the 
medieval monuments are leonine quadrupeds, a warrior or knight, and a human 
figure with bend arms. 
The Gotlandic picture stones are not included in the visual analysis, so a brief 
overview of the ones with figural images is given here.238 This list may be not fully 
complete, as the focus of this thesis was on the memorial stones on mainland 
Scandinavia when the corpus was constructed. The images on the Gotlandic stones 
are the subject of various recent and ongoing studies that, among other things, aim 
                                            
234 DR, 53, 218.  
235 Vg, 248. 
236 Visit 9 September 2008. 
237 See Chapter 5.4.4 for a more elaborate discussion.  
238 Based on G; Nylén and Lamm 2003; Widerström and Norderäng 2004. 
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to rectify older readings and consequently their interpretations.239  
The earliest surviving memorial stone with images on the island of Gotland, 
the fragment of G 264 Martebo kyrka, is dated between the late-fourth and mid-sixth 
century.240 On this monument, small images of horsemen with spears are carved 
below a larger sun-wheel. The figure with snakes on the fifth- or sixth-century Smiss 
III stone at När is in a similar position as those on Öl 19 from Hulterstads church and 
Sö 175 at Lagnö in Aspö socken.241 The snakes on Smiss III are not twisted around the 
ĨŝŐƵƌĞ ?ƐůŝŵďƐ ?ŚŽǁĞǀĞƌ ?ĂŶĚƚŚĞǇůŽŽŬŽǀĞƌƚŚĞƉĞƌƐŽŶ ?ƐŚĞĂĚƌĂƚŚĞƌƚŚĂŶĨĂĐĞŝƚ Þ
The eighth- and ninth-century Gotlandic picture stones are decorated with 
large ships.242 Sometimes additional images of human figures and horses in for 
instance fighting-, procession-, or adventus-scenes are carved above the ship. These 
kinds of images also decorate the picture stones that are contemporary to the 
eleventh- and early-twelfth-century runestones of mainland Scandinavia.243 Most of 
these are fragments with only a few images or parts thereof, but it is clear that in this 
period ships seem to feature less on the monuments than human figures with or 
without weapons, on horses, or in wagons. The few picture stones that have survived 
more fully illustrate what kind of scenes the images on the fragments may have been 
part of.  
G 181 from Sanda is decorated with a scene in a house or room and a 
procession scene below it. It has been suggested that this might represent a similar 
scene with the three Magi as on N 68 from Dynna.244 The scenes on this stone are 
more often interpreted in a pre-Christian context, however, as is discussed in 
                                            
239 e.g. Kitzler Åhfeldt in press. 
240 Imer 2007 Tekst, 26, 289, Katalog, 257. 
241 See Section 2.2.3.a.iii. 
242 G 40, G 109, G 157, G 248, G 252, G 268.  
243 G 52, G 57, G 59, G 77, G 87, G 92, G 93, G Ardre, G 110, G 113, G 114, G 181, G 373. Most of the over 
new finds are fragments, but a few have survived more fully. Those that are most lavishly decorated 
with images are: G Eskelhem 52:2, G Fröjel 187, G Väte 4:5, G Stenbro in Silte sn, G Botvatte in Fröjel sn 
(Nylén and Lamm 2003). 
244 Staecker 2004, 41-55. 
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Chapter 5.4.3, note 149. 
The stones from Tjängvide (G 110) and Ardre (G Ardre 3, G 113, and two 
fragments and the head- and foot-stones of G 114) are decorated with images of 
ĨŝŐŚƚŝŶŐĂŶĚĚƌŝŶŬŝŶŐǁĂƌƌŝŽƌƐ ?ƉŽƐƐŝďůĞǀĂůŬǇƌŝĞƐ ?ĂƐǁĞůůĂƐMĝŝŶŶ ?ƐĞŝŐŚƚ-legged 
horse Sleipnir, and two ships. Scenes from the Sigurðr and V۠lsung stories have been 
identified among these images.245 In addition, images on G Ardre 3 have been 
interpreted as depicting the story about Weland the Smith and Þórr fishing for the 
Miðgarðsormr.246 
The medieval Gotlandic grave slabs are decorated with leonine quadrupeds, 
a Christ-figure, and other quadrupeds and human figures. One of these figures is 
holding a crosier and another is holding an axe and is surrounded by serpent 
ornamentation.247 
A brief overview of the images on stone monuments in the British Isles that 
are similar to those on Scandinavian runestones is given here, as these monuments 
are also not included in the main corpus of this thesis.248 There are again armed 
warrior figures,249 female figures that may represent valkyries,250 riders on 
horseback,251 and manned ships.252 Possible depictions of Christ also occur.253 
Legendary and mythological figures that are depicted include Sigurðr and other 
characters from the V۠lsung stories,254 Weland the smith,255 Þórr and the 
Miðgarðsormr.256 The Ragnarök-imagery on the Gosforth cross was mentioned in 
Chapter 2.2.3.a.i, note 57. The human figures and quadrupeds surrounded by snakes 
                                            
245 Andrén 1989. 
246 Bailey 2000, 16-18; Meulengracht Sørensen 1986, 262. 
247 G 21, G 34, G 46, G 137, G 199, G 226, G 250, G 334.  
248 See Section 2.2.2. 
249 e.g. on the cross at St Andrews Church in Middleton, North Yorkshire. 
250 e.g. on Sockburn 3A, County Durham and BR Olsen;219 Kirk Michael 8 on the Isle of Man. 
251 e.g. also on Sockburn 3A, County Durham and BR Olsen;185B Andreas 3 on the Isle of Man. 
252 e.g. the fragment of a cross-shaft from Iona, now in the Abbey museum (Fisher 2001, 134-135). 
253 e.g. on BR Olsen;218A Kirk Michael 6 on the Isle of Man and IR 2. 
254 e.g. the cross at Halton in Lancashire and Malew 120 (94) and Jurby (93) on the Isle of Man. 
255 e.g. Leeds 1 and 2, Western Yorkshire. 
256 e.g. Gosforth 6, also called the Fishing stone, in Cumbria. 
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that are carved on various of these Anglo-Scandinavian monuments are interpreted 
as Loki or Fenrir representing bound evil.257  
One of the scenes that is generally interpreted as Óðinn and Fenrir at the 
moment of their fight at Ragnarök should be discussed in more detail here. This 
concerns the depiction of a human figure with its foot in the mouth of a wolf-like 
quadruped on the TŚŽƌǁĂůĚ ?ƐĐƌŽƐƐŽŶƚŚĞ/ƐůĞŽĨDĂŶ ?ZKůƐĞŶ Œ ? ? ?ŶĚƌĞĂƐ/// ) ?
similar to that on Ög 181 from Ledberg.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
&ŝŐƵƌĞ ? ÞdŚŽƌǁĂůĚ ?ƐƌŽƐƐ. 
 
dŚĞĨŝŐƵƌĞ ?ƐƐƉĞĂƌĂŶĚƚŚĞďŝƌĚĂƚŚŝƐƐŚŽƵůĚĞƌƐĞĞŵƚŽƐƵƉƉŽƌƚĂŶŝĚĞŶƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶĂƐ
Óðinn. On the other hand, although the bird has a straight beak, and as such is 
probably a raven, it does not seem ƚŽƐŝƚŽŶƚŚĞĨŝŐƵƌĞ ?ƐƐŚŽƵůĚĞƌƚŽƚĞůůŚŝŵŶĞǁƐĂƐ
MĝŝŶŶ ?Ɛ,ƵŐŝŶŶĂŶĚDƵŶŝŶŶǁŽƵůĚĚŽ ?ĂŶĚĂƐĨŽƌŝŶƐƚĂŶĐĞŽŶh ? ? ? ?ůƚƵŶĂ ) Þ
/ŶƐƚĞĂĚ ?ŝƚƐĐůĂǁƐĂƌĞĚŝƌĞĐƚĞĚĂƚƚŚĞĨŝŐƵƌĞ ?ƐƚŚƌŽĂƚĂŶĚƚŚĞďĞĂŬĂƚƚŚĞƚŽƉŽĨŚŝƐ
head. Furthermore, the figure has two clearly defined eyes, even the pupils are 
visible, whereas Óðinn tends to be depicted with one. This leaves only the spear, and 
ĂůƚŚŽƵŐŚĂƐƉĞĂƌŝƐMĝŝŶŶ ?ƐĂƚƚƌŝďƵƚĞ ?not all figures with a spear are necessarily 
Óðinn. The raven, as the wolf, is one of the beasts of battle who feed off the fallen 
warriors, which might be exactly what is depicted in this scene. This further supports 
my argument for seeing the images on Ög 181 Ledberg as a warrior falling in battle 
instead of a Ragnarök scene. 
                                            
257 An extensive study of the images on early medieval (commemorative) stone sculpture in the British 
Isles with Scandinavian influence can be found in Kopár 2012. The most up-to-date overview before that 
for England is Bailey 2000, with more information in Cramp 1984-. See Wilson 1970 and Kermode 1994 
(1907) for the images on the Manx stones (listed in Section 2.2.2, note 10). 
The images have been removed 
from the online version of this 
thesis. A hard-bound copy is 
available in Nottingham University 
Library, or contact the author. 
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Pictish symbol stones, carved cross slabs, and free standing stone crosses, 
which largely pre-date the Viking Age, and early medieval recumbent sculptured 
grave covers and shrines also contain images like those on runestones. There are for 
instance wolves, stags, and armed men, standing or on horseback, in hunting- or 
warrior-scenes.258 Many of these monuments also contain specific symbols and 
images that seem to be part of a visual language in the context of (warrior) 
aristocracy and networks.259 The most striking parallels with runestone imagery are 
the animal-headed figures on for instance the incised stone from Mail on Shetland 
and the relief panel of a box shrine from Murthly, Perthshire. The latter also shows a 
ŚƵŵĂŶĨŝŐƵƌĞǁŝƚŚĂďŝƌĚ ?ƐŚĞĂĚ Þ&ƵƌƚŚĞƌƚŽƚŚĞse similarities, Pictish symbol stones 
have in common with the Scandivian memorial stones that they were raised in the 
landscape to be clearly visible monuments, that they could be carved with Christian 
crosses and/or inscriptions (in Ogham) and might have commemorated the dead.260  
 
 
2.4 Visual analysis and the database 
The different figural images on the Viking Age memorial stones that are described 
above are only one of several semiotic resources that are employed on the 
monuments. There is generally also the inscription and often other ornamentation, 
including crosses Þ/ŶĂĚĚŝƚŝŽŶ ?ƚŚĞŵŽŶƵŵĞŶƚ ?ƐŵĂƚĞƌŝĂů ?ƐŝǌĞ ?ůŽĐĂƚŝŽŶ ?ĂŶĚŝƚƐ
production process are semiotic resources too.261 In the following visual analysis, the 
focus is on the design of the carvings. This is in most cases a composite design, built 
up from images, text, and decoration. It has been studied how elements of the 
design are placed in relation to each other for individual monuments or a small group 
                                            
258 See Henderson and Henderson 2011. 
259 Henderson and Henderson 2011, 168-172. 
260 Henderson and Henderson 2011, 159-160.  
261 Kress and van Leeuwen 1996, 230-232; Jesch 1998, 465-466; Zilmer 2010, 142-143. 
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of them.262 The comprehensive analysis of this aspect of runestone design in this 
thesis is the first to take a larger corpus into account. 
The positions of the visual elements of a design influence how they are 
perceived and some sort of sequence can be indicated.263 The shape of a composite 
design and the place of the elements in the composition holds meaning according to 
a system that can be traced back in western semiotics to the Middle Ages.264 
Whether a carving element is placed at the eye-level of the viewer, or instead higher 
or lower than that influences the power balance between the depicted and the 
viewer.265 Composition can also establish a hierarchy between the design elements. 
Especially in vertical structures, which is the design on most runestones, the 
distinction between top and bottom is used to express a hierarchy of importance. 
The most important or most dominant element is placed higher than what is 
considered less important, which is placed at the bottom.266 The relation between 
ƚŚĞĞůĞŵĞŶƚƐŝŶƚŚĞĚĞƐŝŐŶŝƐĨƵƌƚŚĞƌŵŽƌĞƌĞĂůŝƐĞĚƚŚƌŽƵŐŚƚŚĞŝƌĚĞŐƌĞĞŽĨ ‘ƐĂůŝĞŶĐĞ ? ?
i.e. how eye-catching they are. This is realised through for instance their relative 
size.267  
dŚĞƚŽƚĂůŽĨƚŚĞƐĞĂƐƉĞĐƚƐ ?ƚŚĞ ‘ǀŝƐƵĂůǁĞŝŐŚƚ ?ŽĨĂĚĞƐŝŐŶĞůĞŵĞŶƚ ?ĐĂŶŶŽƚ
easily be measured objectively. One of these aspects might for instance be felt to add 
more salience to an element than others, and culturally images of human figures or 
particular potent symbols have more visual weight than other images.268 It is 
possible, however, to make a comparison on the different points of the visual 
prominence. This is done in this thesis for the various carving elements of the 
                                            
262 e.g. Bianchi 2010; Zilmer 2011; Bertelsen 2006. 
263 Dake 2005, 6, 16-18. 
264 Kress and van Leeuwen 1996, 198. 
265 Kress and van Leeuwen 1996, 146. 
266 Kress and van Leeuwen 1996, 155. 
267 In media that allow for this, also their contrast, their colour (intensity), and whether they are placed 
in the fore- or background are used for this (Kress and van Leeuwen 1996, 181-182). 
268 Kress and van Leeuwen 1996, 212. 
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memorial stones, because their prominence reflects their role on the monument. 
The three factors that shape the prominence of images in relation to the 
other carved elements of the design are discernability, position, and size.269 For 
instance, an image that is placed above the other carvings is usually more eye-
catching than a carving close to the ground, especially from a distance. Whether 
images are embedded in other ornamentation such as serpents and snakes or carved 
isolated also influences how noticeable they are. The use of colour could play a role 
in this as well, but because it is usually not known how the carvings were originally 
emphasised by colour, this factor cannot be taken into account. 
Information about the three factors that shape the visual prominence of the 
202 images in the corpus is listed in the second part of the database (Appendix 2). 
The discernability of the images is recorded by indicating whether they are carved 
isolated from the other carvings, touch the inscription, a cross, serpent 
ornamentation, or other figural decoration, and whether they are embedded in the 
ornamentation or the inscription band.270 Appendix 2 furthermore provides 
information about the position of the images on the monument. It is indicated 
whether they are carved at the centre, bottom, or top of the carved space enclosed 
by the runic band. If they occur outside the band, it is noted whether that is on top of 
the band or somewhere else. The same terminology is used to indicate the place of 
images on monuments without an (inscription) band. Finally, the relative size of an 
image is indicated. Instead of actual measurements, it is marked how much of the 
(carved) surface of the relevant side of the stone is occupied by the image and 
whether it is larger than, smaller than, or of equal size to the other carving elements 
on the same stone. The proportion of the images and other carving elements is more 
                                            
269  ‘ŝƐĐĞƌŶĂďŝůŝƚǇ ?ĂŶĚ ‘ƐŝǌĞ ?ĨĂůůƵŶĚĞƌ<ƌĞƐƐĂŶĚǀĂŶ>ĞĞƵǁĞŶ ?Ɛ ‘ƐĂůŝĞŶĐĞ ? ?ǁŚŝůĞ ‘ƉŽƐŝƚŝŽŶ ?ĐŽƌƌĞƐƉŽŶĚƐ
ƚŽǁŚĂƚƚŚĞǇĐĂůů ‘ĐŽŵƉŽƐŝƚŝŽŶ ? Þ
270 Whether or not a monument contains a cross is noted in a separate column. If an inscription or 
serpeŶƚŽƌŶĂŵĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶĂůƐŽŽĐĐƵƌƐ ?ƚŚŝƐŝƐŝŶĚŝĐĂƚĞĚŝŶƚŚĞ ‘ƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶƚŽŽƚŚĞƌĐĂƌǀŝŶŐƐ ?ĐŽůƵŵŶ ÞďůĂŶŬ
there means these carving elements are not present on the stone. 
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useful than actual measurements for a comparison of the relation between carving 
elements on monuments of different sizes. Based on the analysis of these factors, 
patterns in the visual prominence of individual image types can be discerned.  
When a certain type of image is commonly the only figural decoration on a 
stone, this naturally influences the average prominence of that image type. To 
illustrate this, an overview of what particular images decorate a monument on their 
own and the combinations of images on the other monuments is given next. After 
this, the visual relations between the image types and other carving elements, i.e. 
crosses, serpent ornamentation, and the inscription, are discussed in separate 
sections. 
 
 
2.5 Single images and common combinations 
Of the 202 figural images in the corpus, seventy are the only images on the 
monument. Twenty-six memorials are decorated with two images. Fifteen 
monuments are decorated with more than two images, together accounting for 
eighty images (see Table 2.a-c). 
 
Image Monument 
Warrior DR 96 (with vane), DR 282 (with axe) 
Sigurðr U 1175 (including 2 humanoids) 
Humanoid with spread arms Gs 7, U Fv1946;258 
Humanoid holding snakes Öl 19, Sö 175, U 1065 
Humanoid in snakes Sö 322 
Other humanoid DR 284 (wolf-rider), DR 290 (with cross-staff), Sö 324 
(kneeling archer), U 1043 (horizontal couple), Vg 32 
(with belt), Vg 56 (with animal head and snake-belt) 
Face/mask DR 62, DR 66, DR 81, DR 335, DR Aud1996;274, [DR] 
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DK MJy 69, Sö 95, Sö 112, Sö 167, Sö 367, U 508, U 
824, U 1034 
Horse Sö 222, Sö 226 
Cervine quadruped DR 264, Sö 304, U 1004 
Lupine quadrupeds Sm 133, Sö 313, U Fv1978;226 
Leonine quadruped DR 280, DR 285, N 84, Sö 82, Vg 4, Vg 181 
Non-specific quadruped Sö 237, U 79, U 160, U 193, U 696 
Bird Sö 270, U 171, U 920, U 1071, Vg 103 (ŽŶůǇďŝƌĚ ?Ɛ
head), Vg 150 (ŽŶůǇďŝƌĚ ?ƐŚĞĂĚ) 
Ship DR 77, DR 238, DR EM85;523B, Ög 224, Ög 
MÖLM1960;30, Sö 122, Sö 154, Sö 158, Sö 164, Sö 
352, U 1052, Vg 51, Vs 17 
Hammer Sö 111, Vg 113 
Weapon (from the category 
 ‘ŽƚŚĞƌŝŵĂŐĞƐ ? )
U 999 (spearhead), Vg 124 (sword) 
Table 2.a Single images on runestones 
 
 
Images and their relative size Monument 
armed rider = armed rider U 678 
armed rider < serpentine quadruped U 691 
standing warrior with axe < serpentine quadruped Sö 190 
unarmed rider > bird U 375 
unarmed rider < bird U 448 
unarmed rider = bird U 599 
Sigurðr with sword < Sigurðr with ring Gs 9 
Christ = leonine quadruped DR 42 
humanoid with spread arms = humanoid with spread arms U 313 
humanoid in snakes > canine quadruped U 241 
standing humanoid = standing humanoid N 228 
face < serpentine quadruped Nä 34 
face < hammer Sö 86 
leonine quadruped > ship DR 271 
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lupine quadruped > face DR 286 
canine = non-specific quadruped U 904 
non-specific quadruped = non-specific quadruped Sö 301 
non-specific quadruped = non-specific quadruped U 598 
non-specific quadruped > non-specific quadruped U 35 
bird < cervine quadruped U 548 
bird < non-specific quadruped U 590 
bird = non-specific quadruped U 746 
bird < serpentine quadruped U 692 
bird < serpentine quadruped U Fv1955;219 
bird < 2 serpentine quadrupeds U 753 
hammer = hammer DR 26 
Table 2.b Combinations of two images and their relative size 
 
 
Images and their relative size Monument 
dogs < warriors = ship = wolf Ög 181 
hunter on horse with spear > cervine quadruped attacked by 
bird > archer on skis = second bird > dogs 
U 855 
riders with bird > larger bird > dogs N 61 
armed horseman with dog, non-specific quadrupeds, ship, 
birds, building (most same size, birds are smallest); larger face 
on adjacent side; two larger birds on third side 
Vg 119 
scenes from Sigurðr stories (most same size; tree and horse are 
largest, otter is smallest) 
Sö 101 
scenes from Sigurðr stories (most same size; horse and tree are 
largest, otter is smallest) 
Sö 327 
Sigurðr figures (same size) U 1163 
Sigurðr figures and other images (most same size; figure with 
twig and bird are smaller than rest) 
Gs 19 
Christ in star < Magi on horseback = Nativity/Adoration = horse N 68 
humanoid with spread arms and 2 heads < humanoid on chair 
with snakes < serpentine quadruped = horse 
Sö 40 
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humanoid with spread arms = armed horseman = Þórr fishing; 
larger bird and serpent on adjacent side 
U 1161 
bird >  ?ŚƵŵĂŶŽŝĚƐŝŶƐĞƌƉĞŶƚƐ ?ĐůĂǁƐ U 629 
face with 2 lupine quadrupeds > face DR 314 
serpentine quadruped > human head on animal body > canine 
and non-specific quadrupeds 
U 860 
2 non-specific quadrupeds < serpentine quadruped U 240 
Table 2.c Multiple combined images and their relative size  
 
Faces and ships are in the majority on the monuments with single images. 
The images on the twenty-six stones with two images are mainly comprised of 
depictions of birds, various kinds of quadrupeds (especially serpentine and non-
specific) and unarmed horsemen. These image types are also combined with armed 
men and dogs. Human figures are the main subject of the monuments that are 
decorated with more than two images. Common combinations among these are 
Sigurðr with the sword and Sigurðr with the ring, sometimes accompanied by the 
valkyrie.271  
The majority of the images of ships and faces/masks are the only figural 
decoration on the monument (resp. 13 out of 16 and 13 out of 19).272 When 
depictions of ships are combined with other images, they are not the dominant 
feature. Masks tend to be smaller than images they are combined with, but in a 
higher position. Of the images that mask-like faces are combined with, wolves are in 
the majority. The two wolves on DR 314 from Lund touch the smaller mask in the 
centre of the stone with their open mouths, one from above and one from 
underneath. A second mask-like face is carved at the top of the adjacent side of this 
stone. On DR 286 of the Hunnestad monument, the beast also approaches the mask 
from underneath and appears to be licking it. 
                                            
271 On Gs 9, Gs 19, Sö 327, U 1163. 
272 A boat is also part of the image of Þórr fishing on U 1161. 
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Leonine animals with fantastic features are also most often carved as single 
images (6 out of 8). For wolves, on the other hand, this is not the case. They are 
combined with masks and a wolf is part of the warrior imagery on Ög 181 Ledberg.273 
Three less certain depictions of lupine quadrupeds are the only images on the stone, 
but the images of the certain wolves do not occur as single image. This confirms to 
some extent the difference in image type.  
None of the unarmed horsemen are carved as a single image. They are 
mainly combined with depictions of birds.274 The armed horsemen are also generally 
combined with other images. Only the standard-bearer on horseback on DR 96 at 
Ålum church is a single image. Both armed and unarmed horsemen are sometimes, 
but not always, more prominent than the other images. Finally, one of the two 
standing warriors with a long-shafted axe is the only decoration on the monument. 
The other is combined with a serpentine quadruped. 
Two out of eight depictions of humanoids with spread arms are the only 
decoration on the monument.275 On U 313 in Harg two of such images are combined. 
The image of the crucified Christ on the large Jelling stone (DR 42) is the same size as 
the leonine quadruped on the adjacent side. The Christ figure on N 68 from Dynna is 
depicted above the other images, but it is smaller. The standing humanoids with 
spread arms on U 1161 in Altuna (on a ladder with a bird on its shoulder) and on Sö 
40 at Västerljung church (with two heads and a type of belt) are also combined with 
various other images. On both these monuments, they are carved in the top position 
and they are the same size as the other images on the same side, thus being visually 
dominant. 
All three images of human figures holding snakes are the only decoration on 
                                            
273 A wolf is also part of the image of the rider with snakes on DR 284. 
274 On U 375, U 448, U 599 and in the more elaborate hunting scene on N 61. 
275 A further figure with spread arms is combined with a ship on the damaged U Fv1955;222 and on the 
medieval U 370. 
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the monument. Conversely, four of the five depictions of humanoids that are held by 
serpents are combined with other images. Of these, only the figure on U 241 in 
Lingsberg is larger than the other image, which is a canine quadruped. The two 
ĨŝŐƵƌĞƐŝŶƚŚĞƐĞƌƉĞŶƚƐ ?ĐůĂǁƐŽŶh ? ? ?Ăƚ'ƌǇŶsta backe are smaller and lower than 
the bird they are combined with. The figure on the chair with snakes around its limbs 
on Sö 40 is combined with images of a humanoid with spread arms, and a horse and 
a serpentine quadruped on the adjacent side of the stone. 
Of the seven horses without riders, two are the only image on the 
monument (Sö 222 and Sö 226). Two others are part of scenes from the stories about 
Sigurðr (Sö 101 and Sö 327). The fifth horse accompanies the hunters on N 61 from 
Alstad and the sixth is kneeling below the Nativity scene on N 68 form Dynna. The 
final horse can be found among the images on Sö 40. The two Granis and the horses 
on N 68 and Sö 40 are relatively prominent compared to the other images on these 
stones, while the one on N 61 blends in. Three of the five cervine quadrupeds occur 
alone on a memorial and one is depicted together with a bird. The cervine animal 
that forms the prey in the hunting scene on U 855 Böksta is also attacked by a bird.  
Of the nineteen images of non-specific quadrupeds, five occur as single 
images. Ten others occur in pairs. When they face each other, these non-specific 
quadrupeds are of equal size and position (on Sö 301, U 240, U 598), while those on 
U 35 in Svartsjö and Vg 119 in Sparlösa face right, with one smaller than the other. 
Non-specific quadrupeds are further combined with birds (on U 590 and U 746) and 
with canine quadrupeds (on U 904 and U 860). The latter is also decorated with a 
serpentine quadruped and a quadruped with a human head. The serpentine 
quadrupeds tend to be larger than the various images they are combined with. 
Twenty-five images of birds occur in the runestone decoration in this corpus. 
Only six of them are the only image on the monument. The others are combined with 
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unarmed riders, and serpentine, cervine, or non-specific quadrupeds. These birds are 
all smaller than the other images. The birds in the elaborate Sigurðr carvings on Sö 
101 Ramsundsberget and Sö 327 Näsbyholm are also relatively small.276 Birds 
furthermore occur as part of the more elaborate hunting scenes on N 61 Alstad and 
U 855 Böksta. They are again smaller than the other images, but both stones are also 
decorated with another, larger bird. A large bird is also depicted above the two small 
human figures in the claws of the serpents on U 629 Grynsta backe. The design of U 
1161 Altuna and Vg 119 Sparlösa contains images of birds that are larger than the 
other decorations on these stones. They are carved on a separate side and fight with 
respectively a serpent and another bird.  
dǁŽŽĨƚŚĞĨŝǀĞXſƌƌ ?ƐŚĂŵŵĞƌƐĂƌĞƚŚĞŽŶůǇŝŵĂŐĞŽŶƚŚĞŵŽŶƵŵĞŶƚĂŶĚĂ
pair of them is carved on DR 26 from Laeborg. The other hammer is combined with a 
face, on Sö 86 at S. Åby ägor. The weapons that are carved as a motif, on U 999 in 
Åkerby and Vg 124 at Ryda church, are both the only image on the monument. Other 
weapons are all attributes of various human figures.  
 
The following sections discuss how many images of the various types are combined 
with crosses, serpent ornamentation, and inscriptions and how they relate visually to 
these other carving elements.  
 
 
2.6 Compared to crosses 
Fifty-eight of the 111 stones with figural images are also decorated with a cross. This 
corresponds to the general occurrence of crosses on runestones, which is half.277 
These fifty-eight monuments contain a total of ninety-three images, which means 
                                            
276 The birds on Sö 101 are counted as part of the composite image of the tree. 
277 Lager 2002, 95-96. 
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that of the 202 figural images 46% are combined with crosses.278  
A few monuments are decorated with more than one cross. DR 264 
Vissmarlöv and U 920 Broholm are decorated with two crosses. The deer on DR 264 
and the raven on U 920 are the same size as one of the crosses and respectively 
larger and smaller than the other. Small crosses are carved at the four ends of the 
inscription bands on DR 314 Lund, but they do not dominate the design. The stones 
with figural images in the Hunnestad monument (DR 282, DR 284-286) in contrast, 
only have a cross on their pair stone DR 283.  
All the different image types are represented among those combined with 
crosses, except for ƚŚĞXſƌƌ ?ƐŚĂŵŵĞƌ Þ^ŽŵĞŝŵĂŐĞƚǇƉĞƐĂƌĞŵŽƌĞŽĨƚĞŶĐŽŵďŝŶĞĚ
with crosses than the average of 46% and others less. Only the most conspicuous 
deviations from this average are discussed here.279  
The category of birds is the most notable. Only just over a fifth of these 
images (6 out of 25) are combined with a cross. Two of these stones also contain 
other images; Sö 327 in Näsbyholm with Sigurðr imagery and U 629 at Grynsta backe 
with two human figures held by serpents.280 In contrast, all five figures trapped in 
snakes are combined with a cross. (Two of these occur on the same stone, on U 629.) 
Six of the seven wolf-like animals appear on monuments decorated with crosses (two 
on DR 314). Also relatively often combined with crosses are standing humanoids with 
spread arms (five of the eight). Of these, only the one on N 68 Dynna is certainly a 
depiction of Christ.281  
                                            
278 Table 1 in Appendix 2 shows how many images in the different groups occur on stones that are also 
decorated with a cross and whether the image, or total of images when there are more than one on the 
stone, is larger or smaller than the cross or (roughly) the same size. It is indicated if more than one of 
the same kind of image occurs on a stone. 
279 Because of the small number of monuments involved, a margin of one stone is observed in 
determining the noteworthiness of the discrepancy. 
280 Half of the fragments and damaged or lost stones with birds are with a cross and the other half 
without. Of the latter group, however, several runestones may originally have been decorated with a 
cross too. 
281 The figure of Christ on DR 42 Jelling is in a crucified position, but the cross is not in fact depicted. 
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The visual relation between image and cross reflects their importance on the 
monuments. The cross is smaller in size than the images on thirty-three monuments. 
Eighteen of these monuments are decorated with a single image that is larger than 
the cross.282 On the other fifteen stones, the total of the images dominates over the 
cross in size. Some of these images are also individually larger than the cross. These 
are the images of the wolves and the masks on DR 286 of the Hunnestad monument 
and on DR 314 in Lund, both armed horsemen on U 678 in Skokloster; the Magi and 
the Adoration/Nativity scene on N 68; and the different figures on Sö 40 at 
Västerljung church.  
Among the single images that are combined with a cross, four of the five 
leonine quadrupeds are larger, six of the nine human figures, and the single lupine 
quadruped (Sö 313).283 Twenty-one memorial stones are decorated with a single 
image that is smaller than the cross. Of ships, faces, and cervine animals that are 
combined with crosses as the only image, roughly the same number is larger than the 
cross as smaller.284  
Not only the size of the cross and the images, but also their position on the 
stone is a factor in how prominent they are. Table 3 shows how the images and 
crosses that are combined relate to each other visually in these aspects.  
Since visual dominance implies a hierarchy of importance, it seems that for 
the most part, the cross and the images were given equal notice (on half of the 58 
stones in the corpus with crosses). The Christian message was given priority over the 
figural images on twelve runestones, however, while the images dominate over the 
visual Christian message on roughly the same number (ten).  
 
                                            
282 This the Hunnestad monument, where the cross is on a separate stone, DR 283. 
283 The leonine quadrupeds on DR 280, DR 285, Sö 82, and Vg 181; the warrior with axe on DR 282, the 
rider with snakes on DR 284, the kneeling archer on Sö 324, the humanoid holding the runic serpent on 
U 1065, and the man with a belt on Vg 32. 
284 Ships: 4 compared to 3. Faces: 2 compared to 3. Cervine quadrupeds; 2 compared to 1. 
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In order of dominance nr. of 
stones 
A? 
 
A? 
 
A? 
 
A? 
Cross dominates over imagery in size and position 12 
Cross dominates over imagery in position, but equal in size 1 
Cross dominates over imagery in position, but subordinate in size 
Cross dominates over imagery in size, but subordinate in position 
22285 
8 
Cross is equal to imagery in position, but subordinate in size 
Cross is equal to imagery in size, but subordinate in position 
9286 
1 
Cross is subordinate to imagery in size and position 5 
total 58 
Table 3. Visual prominence of crosses compared to imagery 
 
Neither group consists of a particular type of image only. Crosses are visually 
dominant in both size and position over ships, quadrupeds, and most of the human 
figures. The same images occur on stones where the cross is dominant over the 
images in only one of these factors. On a third of the thirty-three stones that are 
decorated with a cross that is smaller than the (total of) images. The crosses are 
placed higher than (most) of the images. Among these images are ships and armed 
riders. On eight stones this is the other way round: the cross is larger than the image, 
but placed lower. These stones contain images of faces/masks, birds, various human 
figures, and some quadrupeds.  
However, some patterns in the visual relation between crosses and certain 
image types can be discerned. On five of the six monuments with birds and crosses, 
                                            
285 This includes the cross on the adjacent side of some of the images on Sö 40, the small crosses at the 
end of the inscription on the adjacent side of the wolves and masks on DR 314, and the cross on the 
opposite side of the rider with spear on U 678. 
286 This includes two crosses on the side adjacent to that with the image (on DR 264 and Sö 324) and 
four on a pair stone or -carving (DR 282, DR 284, DR 285, DR 286, Sö 313). 
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the cross is larger.287 The smaller birds tend to be placed higher than the cross.288 
When the bird is larger, this is the other way round. Then, the cross has a more 
dominant position.289 Consequently, the birds and crosses are of roughly equal visual 
weight, except for on U 920 in Broholm. There, the bird is also placed higher than the 
larger cross, but there is another cross of the same size as the bird next to it, so 
ultimately the cross ornamentation dominates.290 
In contrast to the canine and non-specific quadrupeds, there are no images 
of leonine or lupine quadrupeds that are smaller than a cross; they are all larger or 
equal in size. Only one of the five leonine quadrupeds, however, is also carved in a 
prominent position (on N 84 Vang).291 In contrast, the lupine animals tend to visually 
dominate over the cross.292  
Heroic and warrior imagery was also given more visual prominence than the 
crosses they are combined with, both when size and position of the carvings are 
taken into account.293 The Sigurðr carvings on U 1163 in Drävle and Gs 9 in Årsunda 
also dominate over the cross. Those on U 1175 in Stora Ramsjö are smaller than the 
cross (in total), but they are placed in a higher position. This is the other way around 
for those on the Göksten (Sö 327), where the cross is carved in the prominent top 
position but the scenes of the Sigurðr stories together occupy a larger part of the 
surface.  
                                            
287 This makes this the only image type that is more often than average combined with a larger cross. 
288 On Sö 270 and U 1071 as well as on the fragments Sö 245, Sö 247, U 576 and on the damaged U 485 
and Sö Sb1965;19. 
289 On U 629, the bird is larger, but the cross carved higher. This is also the case ǁŝƚŚƚŚĞďŝƌĚ ?ƐŚĞĂĚŽŶ
Vg 103. 
290 Birds and a cross are also combined on Sö 327, There the cross is both larger and in a more 
prominent position, but the birds are part of elaborate Sigurðr imagery that as a whole is more 
prominent than the cross.  
291 Three leonine quadrupeds are larger than the crosses, but placed lower on the stone (Vg 181, Sö 82, 
DR 280). The leonine quadruped on DR 285 is placed roughly on the same height as the cross that is 
however on its pair stone DR 283. 
292 The lupine animal Sö 313 is carved slightly lower than the cross in Sö 312, but because it is placed 
outside the inscription band it is visually more prominent. The crosses at the top and bottom of the 
inscription on DR 314 are much smaller and on a different side of the stone than the wolves. This 
overrides the fact that one of the crosses is carved higher than the figural decoration. The lupine 
quadruped on Sm 133: roughly the same size as the cross, but carved lower on the stone. 
293 On DR 282, Ög 181, U 678, U 691. 
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To summarise: 46% of the figural images are combined with crosses (some 
ŽŶƚŚĞƐĂŵĞŵŽŶƵŵĞŶƚ ) ?ŽŶůǇXſƌƌ ?ƐŚĂŵŵĞƌƐĂƌĞŶŽƚ ÞZĞůĂƚŝǀĞůǇĨĞǁŝŵĂŐĞƐŽĨďŝƌĚƐ
and of unarmed men are combined with crosses and in contrast all human figures 
that are held by serpents or snakes occur on runestones decorated with crosses. 
Many of the lupine quadrupeds are also combined with crosses; they are all larger. 
The same is true for the leonine animals, but not for canine and serpentine 
quadrupeds. On average, images and crosses occupy an equally important role in the 
design, judging from their relative size and position. This is not true for all runestones 
with images and crosses, however. Especially heroic imagery is given more visual 
weight than the crosses. That the same is true for lupine beasts, in contrast to 
leonine quadrupeds, supports the suggestion that wolves may be seen as beasts of 
battle in a warrior context.  
 
 
2.7. Compared to the serpent ornamentation 
Serpent ornamentation occurs frequently on runestones and this type of decoration 
is especially common on runestones from central Sweden.294 In addition to the 
snakes and serpents that decorate the surface of the stone, the heads, tails, and 
limbs of the runic serpent are also counted as serpent ornamentation in this study. 
These features are often ornamentally enhanced with tendrils, lip-lappets, and 
thumbs, and they can blend in with the smaller snakes. The ornamental union knots 
that frequently connect the ends of inscription bands (e.g. as on Sö 175) and other 
ornamental decoration (e.g. as on U 678) are also classed under this denomination. 
Sixty-nine out of 111 stones (62%) are carved with (serpent) ornamentation. 
As a consequence, 134 out of 202 figural images are combined with (serpent) 
                                            
294 See also Section 2.2.2.a. 
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ornamentation (66%). The images that are combined with serpent ornamentation 
include almost all armed riders (but only one of the standing warriors), all figures of 
Sigurðr, almost all standing figures with spread arms and all humanoids holding and 
being held by snakes. Almost all serpentine quadrupeds and non-specific quadrupeds 
also fall in this group. These kinds of images are indeed combined more often with 
serpent ornamentation than the other images. Conversely, only one of five cervine 
and two of seven lupine quadrupeds are combined with this type of ornamentation. 
Of faces and masks just under a third is combined with serpent ornamentation.  
An impression of the degree of elaborateness of the serpent ornamentation 
on a particular monument can be gained from the information in the database in 
Appendix 2. For instance, if an image is embedded, the serpent ornamentation is 
normally quite substantial. The database also indicates how much of the stone is 
occupied by the image and whether the serpent ornamentation is larger or smaller 
than this. In Table 2 in Appendix 2, the size of the ornamentation is compared to the 
(total) of figural images on the same monument.295 
The images occupy more space on just over half (51%) of the monuments 
that combine figural decoration with other ornamentation. On almost a fifth (19%) of 
the runestones both types of decoration take up roughly the same amount of space 
and on just under a third (30%) the serpent ornamentation dominates over the 
images with regard to size. To a large extent it seems to be ƌĞůĂƚĞĚƚŽĂŶŝŵĂŐĞƚǇƉĞ ?Ɛ
chronological and regional distribution whether they are combined with serpent 
ornamentation and what amount rather than to the kind of image.296 
Most of the images on monuments with multiple images that together 
occupy more space than the serpent ornamentation are individually smaller than this 
                                            
295 It is indicated when more images of the same kind occur on the same stone. It is also mentioned if 
the ornamentation is carved on another side of the stone than the image. 
296 Comp. Section 2.3. 
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ornamentation, but in particular (single) images of ships, leonine, and lupine 
quadrupeds are individually larger or approximately the same size as any serpent 
ornamentation they are combined with. Whatever the symbolic function of the 
serpent decoration was,297 it seems to have been of secondary importance to the 
figural decoration, because the serpent ornamentation tends to occupy less space on 
the stone than the images. However, a few human figures and quadrupeds are 
embedded in the ornamentation, which compromises their prominence.298 
 
 
2.8. Compared to the inscription 
This section discusses the visual relation between the images and the inscription as 
visual design element. The contents of the inscriptions are discussed in the next 
chapter. Ten of the 111 monuments with figural images in this corpus do not contain 
an inscription.299 Three of these stones are part of the Hunnestad monument, which 
also includes DR 282 and DR 283 that are inscribed with memorial inscriptions. The 
inscriptions Sö 311 and Sö 312 on the rock wall along the Gamla Turingevägen in 
Södertälje accompany the carved animal that is numbered separately as Sö 313 and 
the three are seen as one carving.  
The inscriptions on several other monuments are non-runic or non-lexical.300 
These carvings, though not, or not fully, lexical, are also considered as inscriptions in 
the following discussion of the visual relations between the carving elements, since 
they function visually and semiotically in the same way as lexical inscriptions.301  
The inscription occupies a larger part of the surface than the images on 
three-quarters of the monuments (76 out of 101). Six of the twenty-five monuments 
                                            
297 See Section 2.2.2.a.  
298 Depending on the use of colour. 
299 DR 284, DR 285, DR 286, DR 290, [DR] DK MJy 69, Sö 95, Sö 322, U 548, U 1004, U Fv1955;219. 
300 On U 1175, Sö 324, Sö 327, and on the medieval U 370 and U 529. See also Chapter 3.2. 
301 See also Bianchi 2010, 170, 210, 222. 
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on which the images take up more space are carved with a single image: a leonine 
quadruped on N 84 Vang and on Sö 82 Tumbo, a ship on Vs 17 Råby and on Sö 158 
Österberga (when the sail, which also carries part of the inscription, is included), the 
human figure holding the runic serpents on Sö 175 Lagnö and the human figure with 
the animal head on Vg 56 Källby ås.302 A further seventeen stones are carved with 
multiple images, which taken together occupy more space than the inscription band. 
Of these images, those on seven monuments are individually also larger than the 
inscription.303  
There are two runestones on which the image and the inscription are roughly 
the same size. The sword on Vg 124 Ryda is the inscription band and they are thus 
equally large. The two human figures on N 228 from Tu together occupy roughly the 
same space as the inscription on the adjacent side. The ship on Ög 224 Stratomta, 
finally, is the same size as the inscription on the same side, but it is smaller than that 
on the opposite side. 
 Although the inscription band takes up more space than the figural 
decoration on 75% of stones, the location of the inscription band is generally less 
eye-catching than that of the image(s). As a frame for the other carvings, it is less 
prominent than images that are placed centrally on the stone or on top of the 
inscription band. While elaborate serpent ornamentation can overpower the images 
on a runestone, this also makes the inscription less prominent, especially on later 
monuments. 
Although the inscription as a whole in most cases takes up more space than 
the figural images, the individual images are normally several times larger than the 
individual runes. This varies from twice to over ten times the size of the runes, but is 
                                            
302 The images of Christ and the lion on DR 42 are both larger than the parts of the inscription on the 
same sides of the stone, but there is a larger section of the inscription on the third side. The mask/face 
on DR 66 is also larger than the inscription on the same side, but smaller than the inscription on the 
adjacent side and thus than the inscription in total. 
303 DR 271, N 61, N 68, Ög 181, U 692, U 753 and U 1161. 
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mostly between four to seven times. There are only a few exceptions to this. The 
human figures on N 68 Dynna are not much taller than the runes (but together they 
occupy a larger surface). The hammer-head on Vg 113 at Lärkegapet in Töfta, on the 
other hand, is only slightly larger than the runes and it takes up much less space than 
the complete inscription. The sword on Vg 124 Ryda, furthermore, is not wider than 
the runes, because it is also the inscription band. Still, its shape stands out more that 
than that of the individual runes. Finally, the bodies of the animals on U 160 Risbyle, 
U 904 in Västerby in Läby, and Sm 133 in Sunneränga as well as the birds on U 746 in 
Hårby and U 1071 in Sylta are not much thicker than the inscription band or higher 
than the runes. The contours of these images, however, are all larger than the 
individual runes. The three quadrupeds are embedded in the inscription band or 
enclosed by the inscriptions and the crosses. The two birds, on the other hand, are 
placed on top of the band, which makes them more eye-catching.  
This means that in the process of perception and interpretation of the 
carvings on runestones, although the runic inscription as a whole may be more 
prominent in size than the image, the figural decoration can generally be discerned 
before the individual runes can be read.  
 
 
2.9. Patterns in prominence 
As discussed above, the prominence of an image is shaped by its place on the stone, 
the proportion of the surface it occupies and its discernability among the other 
carving elements. This information is extracted from the database in Appendix 2 and 
presented there per image type in Table 3. It is listed how many images of each type 
are carved isolated; how many touch either a cross, the serpent ornamentation, 
another image or inscription; how many touch two or more of these other carving 
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elements; and how many are carved embedded in other carvings. It is also indicated 
how many images of each type are located where on the stone. Finally, this table lists 
how many images of each group occupy a certain amount of space on the (carved) 
surface of the stone.  
The bottom rows of Table 3 in Appendix 2 show the total number of images 
for each degree of discernability, the total that occurs on each position on the stone 
and the total of images of each size. These numbers are then converted into 
percentages of the total of 202 images in the corpus. As a result, the degrees to 
which the three factors shape the prominence of the images within each type can be 
compared to the general pattern among the total of images. 
Of the image groups with human figures, only the depictions of unarmed 
riders adhere roughly to the overall pattern on all three aspects, discernability, 
position, and proportion. Among the quadrupeds, only the group of cervine animals 
follows the average tendency. The same is true for the images of hammers.304 The 
other image types stand out from the general pattern, mostly with regard to either 
the discernability of the carving, their position on the stone, or the proportion of the 
stone they occupy. For the smaller image groups, one monument more or less with 
such an image would make a disproportionate difference. Therefore only the most 
conspicuous discrepancies between tendencies of the larger individual image groups 
and the average pattern are relevant. 
 
2.9.1 Discernability 
Nearly a quarter of the 202 images (44 or 22%) are carved isolated from the other 
carvings or are the only carvings on the stone or their side of the stone. Eighty-nine 
                                            
304 dŚŝƐŝƐĂůƐŽƚŚĞĐĂƐĞĨŽƌƚŚĞŝŵĂŐĞƐƚŚĂƚĨĂůůŝŶƚŚĞĐĂƚĞŐŽƌǇ ‘ŽƚŚĞƌ ? ?ďƵƚƐŝŶĐĞƚŚŝƐŐƌŽƵƉĐŽŶƐŝƐƚƐŽĨ
diverse images, the characteristics of them as a group are not relevant. They do contribute to the 
general pattern, however, and have as such been included in the calculation.  
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images (44%) touch either the inscription, the (serpent) ornamentation, a cross or 
the other figural decoration, while thirty-six images (18%) touch two or more of 
those other carving elements. Thirty-three images (16%) are fully embedded in the 
other carvings, i.e. they are fully enclosed by them.  
The images of standing warriors deviate from this pattern in that they do not 
occur isolated or embedded. Instead, most of these images more often touch two or 
more other carving elements. A few touch one other carving element. Lupine 
quadrupeds do not occur isolated or embedded either and they also more often than 
average touch more than one other carving element. The number of images that 
touch two or more other carvings is also higher than average among the non-specific 
quadrupeds. In contrast, a relatively high proportion of the (fantastic) leonine 
animals occurs isolated.  
The serpentine quadrupeds that are included in the corpus because they are 
combined with other figural images are more often than other images carved 
embedded in serpent ornamentation. This, of course, has to do with the fact that 
they are often a part of the serpent ornamentation. Similarly, human figures who 
hold snakes or those that are held by snakes are almost exclusively embedded in the 
serpent ornamentation. This affects their discernability and consequently their 
prominence negatively, something which could have been compensated to some 
extent by painting the humanoids in a different colour than the serpent 
ornamentation.  
 
2.9.2. Position 
Almost half of the images in this corpus are carved in the centre of the space 
surrounded by the runic band on the runestones, or of the surface of the stone if 
there is no runic band (91 images or 45%). Forty-two images (21%) are carved at the 
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bottom of this surface, and forty-four images (22%) at the top. Mostly another image 
or images occupy the centre in these cases, but almost just as often this position is 
taken up by a cross, the inscription and/or serpent ornamentation.305 Only very rarely 
is the centre left empty if there is a figural image somewhere else on the stone 
(whereas this occurs regularly on runestones without figural decoration). The 
position of the two images on DR 286 of the Hunnestad monument is uncertain, 
ƐŝŶĐĞĂůƌĞĂĚǇĂƚƚŚĞƚŝŵĞŽĨKůĞtŽƌŵ ?ƐĚƌĂǁŝŶŐŝƚǁĂƐƵŶĐůĞĂƌǁŚŝĐŚǁĂǇƵƉƚŚĞ
stone originally stood. 
Twenty-three images (12%) are carved outside the runic band. Eighteen of 
these are placed on top of or above the band. The space within the band is only 
empty on Ög MÖLM1960;230 at Törnevalla church, which is decorated with a ship on 
top of the runic band.  
On stones with images outside the runic band, the space within it is (partly) 
filled with other carvings. Most of the images outside the runic band are depictions 
of birds. On two runestones with such a bird, the position within the runic band is 
taken up by a serpentine quadruped;306 on two by a large cross;307 on U 599 Hanunda 
by a unarmed horseman; and on U 746 Hårby by serpent ornamentation which also 
contains a part of the inscription (next to the bird on top of the carvings is a pair of 
legs, possibly of a horse). On Sö 101 on Ramsundsberget and Sö 327 on the Göksten, 
a figure of Sigurðr is carved outside the runic band which doubles as Fáfnir, not on 
top of it, but below. On these two monuments, the space enclosed by the band is 
filled with other scenes from the stories about this hero. On the other stones with an 
image outside the inscription band, the centre of the stone contains inscription 
                                            
305 On the Danish runestones, because they are earlier, the centre is occupied by other images or the 
inscription, not by crosses.  
306 On U 692 on the adjacent side and on U 753 embedded in the serpent ornamentation in the runic 
band. 
307 U 1071 and U 920. 
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bands, crosses, and serpent ornamentation.308  
21% of the figural images in this study are carved at the bottom of the 
surface. Ten out of the sixteen depictions of ships are found in this position. That this 
is the most popular position for this kind of image may have to do with their shape. 
They are especially suitable as a base for a cross, with which eight of them are 
combined. They also form a useful bridge between the ends of the inscription band 
which are often found at the bottom corners of the carved surface.309 Five images of 
ships are carved in the centre and of these only the one on Sö 112 in Kolunda serves 
as a base for a cross. Ships rarely occur in other positions; only on Ög 
MÖLM1960;230 at Törnevalla church, where it is placed on top of the inscription 
band with a crossed mast.310  
Human figures who are held by snakes occur almost invariably in the bottom 
position (4 out of 5, with one in the centre). Consequently, there may be a 
connection between the bottom position of the figures and the fact that they are 
constrained by snakes. A less prominent and lower hierarchical place might be fitting 
for figures that are subdued by the serpents and whatever force or powers they 
represent.  
A top position would then be fitting for the hero who conquers Fáfnir, 
represented as a serpent, and the evil he symbolises. Indeed, six images of Sigurðr 
are carved at a high position within the inscription band. He also occurs at other 
positions, however. Once he is placed in the centre, when he is roasting the heart on 
Sö 101 Ramsundsberget, and once at the bottom within the inscription band, 
                                            
308 Sö 86 (with a face on top of the runic band) has a large hammer in the centre of the stone. The centre 
of the monument is occupied by inscription bands on U 508 (with a face above the inscription), on DR 26 
(with hammers on either eŶĚŽĨŝƚ ) ?ĂŶĚsŐ ? ? ?ĂŶĚsŐ ? ? ? ?ǁŝƚŚďŝƌĚ ?ƐŚĞĂĚƐŽŶƚŽƉ ) Þh ? ? ?ĂŶĚh
Fv1946;258 both have ornamentation and inscriptions in the centre and humanoids with spread arms 
on top of that. On U 1034 (with a face), U 1065 (with a humanoid holding a serpent) and Sö 312-313 
(with a lupine quadruped), the centre contains a combination of serpent ornamentation, crosses, and 
inscription. (The top half of the space within the band is empty on Sö 311). 
309 See Bianchi 2010, 73-78 about where the inscription tends to start.  
310 The ship on the medieval U 370 is also carved in the highest position within the band. 
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carrying the ring on Gs 19 Ockelbo. To a certain extent the high number of depictions 
of Sigurðr at the top can be assigned to the nature of the image; the top position 
within the runic band is a convenient location for Sigurðr to stab the runic 
serpent/Fáfnir from below. He is also depicted performing that heroic deed from 
underneath the whole carving on Sö 101 and Sö 327 Näsbyholm. On both these 
ŵŽŶƵŵĞŶƚƐŚŽǁĞǀĞƌ ?ƚŚŝƐůŽĐĂƚŝŽŶĐĂŶŶŽƚďĞƌĞŐĂƌĚĞĚĂƐ ‘ůŽǁ ? ?ďĞĐĂƵƐĞĞǀĞŶƚŚĞ
bottom of the carvings are several metres above the ground on respectively a sloping 
rock wall and a very large erratic block.  
Human figures with spread arms also occur more often than average on top 
of the runic band (3 out of 8) or in the top position within the band (also 3 out of 8). 
It is tempting to use this hierarchically high position to interpret the spread arms of 
the figures, for instance as a victorious gesture or as a (crucified) Christ, but this 
would only be speculative.  
Other images that occur more often than average in the highest position 
within the inscription band (or of the carved surface if there is no band) are 
faces/masks (8) and birds (8). Birds are also found much more often than the average 
of 9% on top of the runic band (8 out of 25, or 32%).  
 
2.9.3. Proportion of the surface occupied 
132 (65%) of the total of 202 images in the corpus occupy less than a quarter of the 
(carved) surface of the stone. Thirty-nine images (20%) take up between a quarter 
and half of this space and nineteen images (9%) occupy between half and three-
quarters of it. Twelve images (6%) are larger than three-quarters of the surface. 
Some image groups deviate from this average pattern.  
Small images are overrepresented compared to the average 65% in the 
image groups of horses, canine animals, and non-specific quadrupeds. These images 
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all occupy less than a quarter of the carved space. Most of the images of birds fall in 
this smallest category too (21 out of 25).  
dŚĞůĂƌŐĞƐƚŝŵĂŐĞƐĂƌĞŵĂŝŶůǇŚƵŵĂŶĨŝŐƵƌĞƐƚŚĂƚĨĂůůŝŶƚŚĞĐĂƚĞŐŽƌǇ ‘ŽƚŚĞƌ
ŚƵŵĂŶŽŝĚƐ ?311 as well as three masks.312 This makes for a disproportionately high 
number of images of this size in these two groups. Two leonine quadrupeds also 
occupy over three-quarters of the carved surface.313 This image group furthermore 
stands out by lacking images that are smaller than a quarter of the carved surface, 
which normally is the largest percentage.314 Images in the largest category tend to be 
the only one on the stone. The only two that are combined with other images are 
carved on a different side of the monument.315  
The sizes of images of men with weapons also deviates from the average. 
Almost all of the armed horsemen take up between a quarter and half of the surface 
of the stone (5 out of 6) and only one occupies less than a quarter.316 Standing 
warriors display roughly the same deviation. In contrast, all ten images of Sigurðr 
occupy less than a quarter of the carved space. This is possibly related to the high 
number of other images on same monument for Sö 101, Sö 327 and Gs 19, but the 
Sigurðr carvings on U 1163 and U 1175 consist of a few images only.  
 
 
 
 
                                            
311 The wolf-rider on DR 284, the man with cross-staff on DR 290, the figure holding snakes on Sö 175, 
the kneeling archer on Sö 324, and the humanoid with animal head on Vg 56,  
312 DR 66, [DR] DK MJy 69, and Sö 95.  
313 Sö 82 and DR 285. 
314 The number of small images is also very low among the eleven serpentine quadrupeds that are 
included in this survey. Only one of them occupies less than a quarter of the stone, while most fall in the 
¼-½ and ½-¾ categories. 
315 A serpentine quadruped takes up over three-quarters of the surface one side of U 692 and the 
adjacent side of the stone is decorated with a large bird. One of the sides of Vg 119 is for over three-
quarters occupied by an image of two fighting birds, while there are more images on the other sides. 
316 The images of unarmed riders, in contrast, do follow the general pattern with regard to image size as 
well as position and discernability. 
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2.10 Conclusion 
This chapter has classified the various images that occur on Viking Age Scandinavian 
memorial stones and identified indicators of patterns in the visual relations between 
the images and the other carvings. The most common runestone design that includes 
figural images is a single image (or scene) located somewhere within the runic band. 
On roughly half of the monuments with figural images, a cross is added, and serpent 
ornamentation occurs on 62% of these memorials. 90% of all monuments that are 
decorated with images are also inscribed with runes.  
Nearly a quarter of the images on the stones are carved isolated, while 16% 
are fully embedded in other carvings. The rest touch one or more of the other 
carving elements. When images are carved outside the area that is enclosed by the 
runic band, they are mostly placed on top of it. The images generally occupy less 
space on the stone than the inscription. They tend to have more prominent 
positions, however, and are moreover earlier discernable than the individual runes in 
almost all cases.  
It seems there are preferred positions on the stone for some image types. 
This is the case for ships and birds, of which there are enough depictions to validate 
such an observation. Ships are generally carved in the lower part of the stone, while 
the majority of birds are located in the upper regions of the monument, either within 
the runic band or on top of it. It should be noted, however, that these images do 
occur in other positions too. 
While images of birds tend to occur in a hierarchically high position, they are 
generally quite small. For ships this is the other way round, albeit rather less 
pronounced. This might be related to the nature of actual ships and birds, with birds 
being small and able to fly. The images also occur in non-realistic proportions and 
positions, however. A bird is larger than the horseman on U 599 in Hanunda, a ship is 
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depicted above a human figure, of roughly the same size on Vg 119 in Sparlösa.317 A 
bird is carved with a cross on its back instead of perched on it on U 629 at Grynsta 
backe in Svarsta. Most of the ships are attributĞĚƚŽ ‘dƌĂĞŶ ? ?ďƵƚƚŚĞďŝƌĚƐwere 
carved by several carvers.318 Although the runestones on which the birds are larger 
than the other images are both carved by Þórfastr, he has also carved U 375 in Vidbo 
on which the bird is smaller than the rider. 
The images of Sigurðr are also relatively small and occur often in the top 
position too. Figures with spread arms occur similarly often in this high position, but 
they moreover occupy a larger part of the carved space, as do many other human 
figures. Maybe Sigurðr was not depicted larger because he is generally combined 
with other figures from his story, often including a second depiction of him.  
Another convention with regard to size for some images can be detected 
when the depictions of horsemen and other warrior figures are compared. Most of 
the unarmed riders fall in the smallest category, while armed horsemen and standing 
warriors generally occupy more space.  
Some image types are more often combined with serpent ornamentation 
than others. The amount of serpent ornamentation on the monuments varies, but on 
average, the serpent ornamentation is less prominent in size than the figural 
carvings. This is especially the case for images of armed riders, scenes from the 
Sigurðr stories, standing figures with spread arms, human figures with snakes, 
serpentine animals, and non-specific quadrupeds. Of standing warriors, cervine 
animals, and lupine quadrupeds, on the other hand, only a small proportion occurs in 
combination with such ornamentation. Especially for the different types of 
quadrupeds this may be more the result of the chronological and regional 
distribution than of the type of image itself. 
                                            
317 Also on the damaged U Fv1955;222 and the medieval U 370. 
318 See Section 2.3. 
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One might expect the larger images to be more likely to touch the other 
carvings than smaller images. Most of the larger images, however, occur isolated or 
touch the inscription only on one or two points. There is no inscription at all 
combined with the large images on DR 284 and DR 285 of the Hunnestad monument, 
DR 290 in Krageholm in Sövestad socken and [DR] DK MJy 69 from Sjellebro. The 
other larger images are less often combined with a circular runic band that surrounds 
the carvings than the smaller ones. Instead, the inscription is carved in a vertical 
band next to the image on Vg 56 at Källby ås, or (mostly) on a different side of the 
stone on Sö 324 in Åsby in Helgarö socken and DR 66 in Århus. Two other large 
images are framed by the inscription on three sides: the wrestling birds on the 
Sparlösa stone (Vg 119) and the leonine quadruped on Sö 82 at Tumbo church. There 
is also less often serpent ornamentation on the stones with the largest images. Only 
two of the largest images are embedded in serpent ornamentation and in both cases 
this is inherent to the image type: the bodies of the serpents that are held by the 
man on Sö 175 in Aspö are wound around his limbs, and the serpentine quadruped 
on U 692 in Väppeby is surrounded by small snakes.319 These images, however, are 
unequivocally the dominant and most prominent feature of the monument. They 
occupy most of the carved surface, even when embedded in other carvings, and are 
positioned centrally on the stone.  
As was discussed in Section 2.2.3.b, it can be complicated to identify leonine, 
lupine, and canine animals among the images of quadrupeds. In the light of this, it is 
noƚĞǁŽƌƚŚǇƚŚĂƚƚŚĞŐƌŽƵƉƐƚŚĂƚ/ŚĂǀĞĚŝƐƚŝŶŐƵŝƐŚĞĚŽŶƚŚĞďĂƐŝƐŽĨƚŚĞĂŶŝŵĂůƐ ?
features seem to have had different roles in runestone design. A relatively high 
proportion of the (fantastic) leonine animals occurs isolated, while none of the 
animals that I classsify as lupine occur isolated or embedded. They always touch one 
                                            
319 This motif occurs more often, especially on Upplandic runestones, also of a similar size. These are not 
included here, however, when they are not combined with another figural image. 
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or more other carving elements. The fantastic beasts with lion-like features also 
occur significantly more often in the centre than the realistic wolf-like animals. 
Moreover, the lupine quadrupeds tend to occupy less space on the surface than the 
leonine animals. This is related to the fact that the leonine animals are also generally 
the only image on the stone.320 Conversely, quadrupeds with lupine characteristics 
only occur as a single image on Sm 133 in Sunneränga and U Fv1978;226 from Ösby, 
while they are combined with masks on DR 286 Hunnestad and DR 314 from Lund 
and with warrior imagery and a ship on Ög 181 in Ledberg. Whether images are 
combined with serpent ornamentation or are carved isolated is related to the 
chronological and regional fashions. Leonine quadrupeds occur mostly on early 
memorials in Denmark, Norway and Västergötland. However, lupine quadrupeds 
were also carved in this early period and leonine animals are also found on later 
monuments in Södermanland and Västmanland. Especially the differences in size, 
position, and discernability between (realistic) animals with lupine characteristics and 
those with (fantastic) leonine features, and whether they are a single image or 
combined with e.g. masks, confirms the distinction between the two types of 
quadrupeds that can be made on the basis of their appearance.321 
ůůŬŝŶĚƐŽĨŝŵĂŐĞƐĂƌĞĐŽŵďŝŶĞĚǁŝƚŚĐƌŽƐƐĞƐ ?ĞǆĐĞƉƚĨŽƌƚŚĞXſƌƌ ?ƐŚĂŵŵĞƌ Þ
Unarmed riders and birds occur less frequently than other images on stones with 
crosses, while human figures held by snakes are more often combined with a cross. 
On average, the various images are roughly equally prominent in the design as the 
                                            
320 On DR 42, such an animal is combined with an image of Christ, but he is carved on a different side. 
Only the leonine quadruped on DR 271 is carved together with another image, a ship. 
321 There is not such a clear difference between the patterns of canine and lupine animals (or dogs and 
wolves). The canine animals generally follow the average pattern and they overlap to some extent with 
lupine quadrupeds on how they are carved on the runestones, but there are some minor differences. 
Canine animals do occur isolated and embedded, but the majority touches one or more other carving 
elements, like all lupine quadrupeds do. Only one wolf-like animal is carved in the centre and the 
majority of the dogs has that position. None of the canine quadrupeds takes up more than a quarter of 
the stone, but over half the lupine animals occupy more space, with one taking up between half and 
three-quarters of the stone.  
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cross. However, the Sigurðr carvings mostly dominate over the crosses when they 
occur on the same monument. Similarly, in the small number of instances when 
warrior imagery is combined with a cross, the visual reference to heroism is given 
visual prominence over the Christian message, in both size and position.322  
This chapter has classified the various images that were carved on memorial 
stones in Viking Age Scandinavia. The visual analysis has identified several tendencies 
in the design of these monuments and in how images were used in relation to 
crosses, serpent ornamentation, and runic inscription. The next chapter examines 
whether there is a connection between the choice of image and the contents of the 
inscriptions.  
                                            
322 On DR 282, Ög 181, U 678, U 691. 
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Chapter 3. Images and the contents of the accompanying 
inscriptions 
 
 
3.1. Introduction 
This chapter analyses the combination of figural images and the information given in 
the accompanying inscriptions. Through this analysis, certain correlations between 
the choice of image and the contents of the inscription are identified. There are 
many aspects of the runestone inscriptions that could be discussed, such as 
onomastics, genealogy, and inheritance implications. For the purposes of this 
chapter, however, the focus is limited to the optional inscription elements that were 
ĂĚĚĞĚƚŽƚŚĞďĂƐŝĐŵĞŵŽƌŝĂůĨŽƌŵƵůĂ ‘yƌĂŝƐĞĚƚŚŝƐƐƚŽŶĞŝŶŵĞŵŽƌǇŽĨz ?ƚŚĞŝƌ
brother/mother/etc ?323.  
Such additions consist of denominations and adjectives for the people 
mentioned in the inscription, statements about ownership of e.g. land and ships, 
information about events from the life or death of the commemorated person, and 
spells and invocations. Parts of some of the inscriptions are in verse and/or in a 
different runic script. The most common additions to the memorial formula are 
Christian prayers for the soul. Carver signatures, too, are common, but still optional 
additions. These inscription elements and features are discussed in more detail in 
Section 3.2 and 3.3 below.  
Henrik Williams explains how formulaic words in runestone inscriptions, such 
as the terms for the monument and its establishment, were probably perceived 
differently from non-formulaic words such as names.324 This distinction between 
                                            
323 For a discussion of the alternative vocabulary used in this formula, see Palm 1992, 177-229. 
324 Williams, He. 2010, 36. 
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formulaic and non-formulaic can also be applied to inscription elements. Although 
optional, the Christian prayers are formulaic additions. The carver signatures are 
generally formulaic in their structure and vocabulary too, but of course they also 
contain the name(s) of the carver(s), which are non-formulaic. The carver signatures 
and prayers are thus optional additions to the basic formula, but they are less 
individual than the other optional features of the inscriptions.  
It is generally unknown to what extent the commissioners and the 
producer(s) of the monument influenced the choice of the inscription elements, but 
a choice for these features was made. Especially the uncommon additions make the 
memorial more exclusive and multi-faceted, much like the inclusion of figural images 
in the decoration. The versification of parts of the inscription and the use of different 
runic scripts have a similar function.325 This chapter identifies what connections there 
are between the use of textual and visual optional carving elements.  
 
 
3.2. The contents and features of the inscriptions 
On ten of the monuments with figural images, no inscription is carved.326 Other 
stones are carved with an inscription that is not or only partly made up of runes. The 
inscription band on U 1071 in Sylta only contains an m-rune. Most of the signs in the 
inscription band on U 1175 from Stora Ramsjö are small crosses. A few of the 
symbols resemble runes, but this inscription is non-runic to such an extent that no 
linguistic meaning can be discerned (i.e. non-lexical).327 The inscriptions on Sö 324 in 
Åsby in Helgarö and Sö 327 on the Göksten in Näsbyholm, which are probably by the 
                                            
325 Bianchi 2010, 161, 163; Wulf 2003, 986. 
326 DR 284, DR 285, DR 286, DR 290, [DR] DK MJy 69, Sö 95, Sö 322, U 548, U 1004, U Fv1955;219.  
327 Bianchi 2010, 191-193. The inscription on U 529 and the medieval U 370 are also non-lexical, but the 
symbols in the band of the former are proper runes which seem to be arranged according to a particular 
structure (Bianchi 2010, 176-178). Furthermore, one of the runes on U 370 is inverted and several form 
bind-runes, which are both uncommon in Uppland (Thompson 1972, 526). 
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same caver, are only partly lexical. Words from standard memorial formulas can be 
recognised on both monuments, but it is unclear how the remaining parts of these 
inscriptions should be read.328 
Of the ninety-eight inscriptions on the remaining monuments with images, 
thirty consist of the memorial formula only. This formula generally consists of the 
following elements in a set order: name(s) + verb for establishing the monument + 
terms denoting the monument A? ‘ŝŶŵĞŵŽƌǇŽĨ ?A?ŶĂŵĞ ?Ɛ )A?ƚŚĞŝƌƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶƐŚŝƉ Þ 
The vocabulary in the different elements can vary. The verb, for instance, can 
be any of the following: reisti/reistu  ‘ƌĂŝƐĞĚ ?ƐŐ ?Ɖů ) ? Œgerði/gerðu  ‘ŵĂĚĞ ?ƐŐ ?Ɖů ) ? Œ
lét/létu reisa, rétta, hІggva , or gera  ‘ŚĂĚ ?ƐŐ ?Ɖů ) ? ? ‘ƌĂŝƐĞĚ ? ? ‘ĞƌĞĐƚĞĚ ? ? ‘ĐĂƌǀĞĚ ?Žƌ
 ‘ŵĂĚĞ ? ÞdŚĞŶŽƵŶƐƚŚĂƚŵŽƐƚĨƌĞƋƵĞŶƚůǇŝŶĚŝĐĂƚĞƚŚĞŵĞŵŽƌŝĂůĂƌĞ Psteinn  ‘ƐƚŽŶĞ ? ?
merki and kumbl. The physical features of the monuments that are called merki or 
kumbl and their setting in the landscape suggest that these words may indicate 
monuments with specific features, for instance that they consist of multiple 
elements. These features are not yet clearly identified, however. At the same time 
these words may refer to the function of the monument as memorial or to an 
additional function as marker (of for instance roads or boundaries).329 Three 
prepositions were used that are translated into ŶŐůŝƐŚǁŝƚŚ ‘ŝŶŵĞŵŽƌǇŽĨ ? Pæft/ept, 
at and æftir/eptir . They all mean the same, and the choice for one of these 
prepositions over the others seems to have been influenced by a combination of 
regional and chronological fashion and possibly length.330 The variety in verbs, nouns, 
and prepositions in this formula shows that this strictly structured standard memorial 
formula allowed for some optional contents. 
 
                                            
328 See also Bianchi 2010, 176. 
329 Källström 2007, 91; See also Section 3.2.4 with notes.  
330 Peterson 1995. She shows that interpretations by other scholars of the variety in their use as only a 
regional variety or the result of variety in linguistic meanings are not feasible. 
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DR 26: carver signature 
DR 33: ownership 
DR 42: kunungr 
DR 66: cause of death 
DR 77: góðr drengr 
DR 81: dýrr ok dróttinfastr 
 disturber curse 
DR 96: prayer 
DR 264: carver signature 
 ownership 
DR 280: ownership 
DR 314: góðr landmaðr 
DR 335: ownership  
DR Aud1996;274: carver 
 signature 
 dwelling place 
 ŵŽŶƵŵĞŶƚ ?ƐƌŽůĞ 
Gs 7: cause of death 
E ? ? PŵŽŶƵŵĞŶƚ ?ƐƌŽůĞ
 and origin 
 verse 
N 68: bridge/path 
 mær hІnnurst 
 verse 
Nä 34: nýtr 
Ög 181: þistill mistill kistill 
Öl 19: prayer 
Sö 40: carver signature 
 place of death 
Sö 82: carver signature 
 place of death 
Sö 86: merki sírún 
Sö 101: bridge/path 
Sö 111: merki sírún 
Sö 112: varied script 
 verse 
 þróttar þegn 
Sö 122: carver signature 
 verse 
Sö 154: prayer 
 verse 
 varied script 
Sö 164: varied script 
 verse 
 place of death  
 sailed on ship 
 drengila  
Sö 167: varied script 
 góðr drengr 
Sö 175: spell 
Sö 190: carver signature 
 prayer 
Sö 270: carver signature 
Sö 311: góðr 
Sö 311-312: bridge/path 
Sö 312: carver signature 
 prayer 
 dwelling place 
Sö 352: varied script 
 cause of death 
Sö 367: varied script 
 ownership 
 þróttar þegn 
U 35: bóndi 
U 79: carver signature 
 góðr 
U 160: prayer 
 góðr 
 dwelling place 
U 171: carver signature 
U 241: prayer 
 ownership 
U 375: place of death 
U 508: góðr 
 dwelling place 
U 598: carver signature 
U 599: carver signature 
U 629: carver signature 
 prayer 
U 678: carver signature 
U 691: prayer 
 cause of death  
U 692: carver signature 
 góðr 
U 753: góðr (bóndi) 
U 824: carver signature 
U 860: prayer 
U 920: prayer  
U 969: carver signature 
U 999: góðr bóndi  
U 1034: carver signature 
U 1043: prayer 
U 1052: carver signature 
U 1161: carver signature 
 cause of death 
U 1163: snjallr 
U Fv1946;258: carver  
 signature 
 sailed on ship? 
U Fv1978;226: prayer 
 bridge/path 
Vg 4: bridge/path 
 ownership 
Vg 32: góðr drengr 
 verse 
Vg 103: góðr drengr 
Vg 113: góðr drengr 
Vg 119: carver signature 
 ŵŽŶƵŵĞŶƚ ?ƐƌŽůĞ 
 other  
Vg 150: Þórr-invocation 
 góðr drengr 
Vg 181: carver signature 
 place of death 
 góðr drengr 
 verse 
Table 4. Optional inscription elements and features on stones with images  
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Sixty-eight of the memorials with figural decoration, which is an optional 
element in the design, also contain optional elements in the inscription. Some of 
these inscriptions also display additional features of verse or the use of more than 
one runic script. Table 4 lists these sixty-eight stones and shows which optional 
elements or features are present in the inscriptions.331   
Before the connection between these inscription elements and the images 
on runestones can be examined, the meaning of these optional elements and 
features in inscriptions is described in the following section. Their occurrence on 
runestones in the corpus is compared to their distribution on runestones in general.  
 
3.2.1 Denominations and epithets 
The noun that is used most frequently to indicate the relationship between the 
ĐŽŵŵŝƐƐŝŽŶĞƌ ?Ɛ )ĂŶĚĂĐŽŵŵĞŵŽƌĂƚĞĚŵĂŶ ?ŽƚŚĞƌƚŚĂŶ ‘ĨĂƚŚĞƌ ? ? ‘ƐŽŶ ?ĂŶĚ ‘ďƌŽƚŚĞƌ ? ?
is bóndi. This word has connotations of landownership in general, but it can also refer 
ƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĐĂůůǇƚŽĂŚƵƐďĂŶĚ Þ/ƚƐǀĂƌŝŽƵƐŵĞĂŶŝŶŐƐŵĂǇůĂƌŐĞůǇďĞĐŽǀĞƌĞĚƵŶĚĞƌ ‘ŚĞĂĚŽĨ
ŚŽƵƐĞŚŽůĚ ? Þ332 
On U 35 in Svartsjö (with two non-specific quadrupeds), for instance, it is 
given as additional information that the father of the three sons who commissioned 
ƚŚĞŵŽŶƵŵĞŶƚǁĂƐƌŶĨƌşĝƌ ?s bóndi. In this inscription, it seems the word is used with 
the meaning of husband. This is not the case on U 860 in Mårsta (with various 
quadrupeds of which one has a human head), because the man commemorated on 
this stone is said to have been the bóndi of the man and woman who together 
                                            
331 This list excludes the instances where a denomination that can otherwise be regarded as an optional 
addition primarily indicates the relationship between the commemorated and the commissioner(s): 
Lagsmaðr on DR 62, verr on DR Aud1996;274, gildi on Ög MÖLM1960;230, and bóndi on Öl 19, Ög 224, 
Sö 101, Sö 367, U 193, U 240, U 860 and Vg 119. Because they function as part of the memorial 
ĨŽƌŵƵůĂ ?Ɛ ‘ƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶ ?ĞůĞŵĞŶƚ ?ƚŚĞǇĐĂŶŶŽƚďĞƌĞŐĂƌĚĞĚĂŶŽƉƚŝŽŶĂůĞůĞŵĞŶƚ, see also Section 3.2.1. 
332 Comp. e.g. Sawyer 2000, 108-110; Düwel 1975, 185-191. 
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commissioned the monument. Here the word is more likely to refer to his role as 
head of the household. On U 999 from Åkerby in Funbo socken (with a spearhead), it 
may even refer to a position as landholder. The family-ties are identified first and the 
commemorated father is additionally called the góðr bóndi of a place called Funnir or 
Fúnir (the adjective góðr is described below). In this last example the inscription 
states that the commemorated man and the commissioners were father and sons 
and the epithet bóndi is an optional addition.  
In the example of U 860 Mårsta, however, bóndi specifies the relationship 
between the deceased and the commissioners of the monument. Here, the epithet is 
used where normally the family ties are identified. As such it is a non-optional 
element in the memorial formula. The same is true for verr (on DR Aud1996;274 at 
Bjerring church, with a mask-like face),333 which is another term for husband/man, 
and also for frændi and mágr ?ǁŚŝĐŚƐŝŐŶŝĨǇŵĂůĞƌĞůĂƚŝǀĞƐ ?ƌĞƐƉ Þ ‘ŬŝŶƐŵĂŶ ?ŵĂůĞ
ƌĞůĂƚŝǀĞ ?ĂŶĚ ‘ĨĂƚŚĞƌ-, brother-, son-in-ůĂǁ ? Þ
Gildi denoted a member of a gild and occurs apart from on Ög 
MÖLM1960;230 from Törnevalla church (with a ship) on one other stone from 
Östergötland and two from Uppland. DR 62 from Sjelle (with a mask/face) is the only 
certain attestation of a commemorated lagsmaðr, a comrade in an organisation of 
which it is not conclusive whether it had a military or mercantile nature.334 These two 
denominations specify the trade of the commemorated man, but in these 
inscriptions their main function is to identify the relationship between the people 
mentioned on the stone. This is why, as most instances of bóndi, they cannot be 
regarded an optional element.  
The epithets landmaðr, þegn and drengr do not primarily indicate the 
                                            
333 Wær occurs in eight Danish runestone inscriptions and verr seven times in Södermanland, 
Västergötland, Östergötland, Uppland together.  
334 DR, 679. 
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relationship between the commemorated and the commissioner(s) of the 
monument, but are optional elements that signify social roles.  
In runestone inscriptions, þegn implies a wealthy landowner or magnate.335 
Runestones that commemorate a man who was given þegn as epithet tend to be 
especially concerned with ancestry and family and they regularly form a larger 
monument with other stones, ship settings or mounds, and contain vocabulary that 
indicates power.336 The noun þróttar occurs combined with þegn on runestones in 
^ƂĚĞƌŵĂŶůĂŶĚ ?ĨŽƌŵŝŶŐƚŚĞŽƉƚŝŽŶĂůĞƉŝƚŚĞƚ ‘þegn ŽĨƐƚƌĞŶŐƚŚ ? Þ 
The meaning of landmaðr could range from inhabitant of a region to farmer 
to landowner, but is in the context of monumental memorial inscriptions likely to be 
closer to the latter.337 Because the three monuments on which this word occurs 
stand out from the average runestone in size and the unusual contents of the textual 
and decorative carvings, they were more likely raised by powerful, wealthy 
landowners than by farmers. 
Drengr was used in runestone inscriptions as a term of praise for men, who 
were usually young. Drengr was used predominantly for warriors, with strong 
associations of members of a war-band, but the interpretation that the word was a 
title denoting a rank or membership of an organised warrior band is not supported 
by evidence in the runic inscriptions. It could also be used among bands of 
merchants.338 These groups could overlap and the distinction between raiding and 
trading expeditions might not always have been clear-cut. The men commemorated 
in the inscriptions on Sö 164 in Spånga (with a ship) and Sö 179 Gripsholm are said to 
have travelled drengliga  ‘ŝŶĂ drengr-ůŝŬĞĨĂƐŚŝŽŶ ?and on Nä 29 Apelboda even 
                                            
335 Jesch 2001, 226-227. 
336 Jesch 2012, 41-42. 
337 Jesch 2012, 39-40; Düwel 1975, 195-199. See also An English Dictionary of Runic Inscriptions in the 
Younger Futhark ? ‘ůĂŶĚŵĂĝƌ ?. 
338 Comp. Sawyer 2000, 103-107; Jesch 2001, 102, 130, 217-225, 229 W ? ? ? ? ? ? ? Þ^ĞĞĂůƐŽ ‘ĚƌĞŶŐƌ ? in An 
English Dictionary of Runic Inscriptions in the Younger Futhark with references. 
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fulldrengliga.339 On Sö 113 Kolunda and Sö 130 in Hagstugan, Sparsta ägor, on the 
other hand, the adverb drengliga qualifies the act of putting up of the monument. 
Drengir and þegnar occur mostly and in roughly equal amounts in Denmark and 
Västergötland and less often in other regions (see Table 5 in Chapter 3.3). 
Various adjectives were used to qualify such denominations. They are always 
optional, even when the noun they qualify indicates the (family) relations and is 
therefore not optional. Góðr  ‘ŐŽŽĚ ?ĂďůĞ ?ŝƐƚŚĞŵŽƐƚĐŽŵŵŽŶĂĚũĞĐƚŝǀĞƚŽƋƵĂůŝĨǇ
most of the denominations, including those that indicate family relations such as 
 ‘ƐŽŶ ? ? ‘ĨĂƚŚĞƌ ?ĂŶĚ ‘ŵŽƚŚĞƌ ? Þecause góðr is also often used in combination with 
þegn and especially drengr, which are by some scholars considered to be titles that 
indicate rank, it has been suggested that the word indicated a specific social role in 
its own right.340 The wider applicability of góðr, however, including to women, 
suggests it is better regarded as a general term of approbation.341 This adjective can 
be qualified further by adding the adverbs mjІk and harða, ďŽƚŚŵĞĂŶŝŶŐ ‘ǀĞƌǇ ? ?Žƌ
the prefix all-,  ‘ŵŽƐƚ ?. Of the eight Sörmlandic runestone drengir, only the one on Sö 
167 Landshammar (with a mask-like face) is called góðr. That the drengir on DR 77 
Hjermind (with a ship), Vg 32 Kållands-Åsaka (with a standing man) and Vg 181 
Frugården (with a leonine quadruped) are also góðr is not surprising, on the other 
hand, since this is the case for most of the drengir in areas other than Södermanland 
(see Table 5).  
The adjectives snjallr  ‘ĂďůĞ ?ǀĂůŝĂŶƚ ?ƋƵŝĐŬ ?ŐŽŽĚ ?ĂŶĚnýtr  ‘ƵƐĞĨƵů ?ďŽůĚ ?ƚŚĂƚ
are found on runestones with figural images are only used for fathers and sons. On 
runestones in general the word snjallr occurs in sixteen inscriptions, mainly from 
Södermanland. Especially fathers and sons are called snjallr, but in addition three 
                                            
339 On Sö 164 it is specified that the deceased stood drengliga in the stern of a ship. This phrase is in 
verse and on Nä 29 the adverb is part of an alliterative pair. 
340 See Düwel 1975, 187-188; Sawyer 2000, 107-111 for examples. 
341 See also An English Dictionary of Runic Inscriptions in the Younger Futhark ? ‘Őſĝƌ ?. 
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drengir occur and once sveinar  ‘ǇŽƵŶŐŵĞŶ ?ůĂĚƐ ? Þ342 Three of the inscriptions with 
snjallr refer to travels, battles and gold,343 and one to the possession of lands.344 U 
1163 Drävle, with images of Sigurðr, is the only complete stone with snjallr and 
decoration (since Gs 2 is mostly lost), but many others contain crosses.345 Sö 11 and 
Gs 2 also contain (or contained) a Christian prayer for the soul. Consequently, this 
adjective was mainly used on stones with a Christian background. Between six and 
ten of the inscriptions with snjallr contain a versified element346 and the last part of 
the inscription on one stone is carved in a rune-cross.347  
Dýrr ok dróttinĨĂƐƚƌ ? RǀĂůƵĞĚĂŶĚůŽǇĂůƚŽŚŝƐůŽƌĚ ? on DR 81 Skern (with a 
mask/face) and hІnnurst  ‘ŚĂŶĚŝĞƐƚ ?ŽŶE ? ?Dynna (with the Magi and 
Nativity/Adoration) are the only occurrences of these epithets for the 
commemorated person in the runestone corpus. 
 
3.2.2 Other information about the deceased 
Three runestones with a figural image state the dwelling place of the deceased (or 
their family): Sö 312 Södertälje and U 160 Risbyle with quadrupeds and U 508 
Gillberga with a face. There are twenty-six runestone inscriptions in total that 
mention this information and twenty-two monuments tell us about the possession of 
lands and other wealth (see Table 5). The difference between eiga  ‘ƚŽŽǁŶ ?ĂƉůĂĐĞ
and bóa  ‘ƚŽůŝǀĞ ?ĚǁĞůů ?ŝŶŝƚŵĂǇŶŽƚŚĂǀĞďĞĞŶǀĞƌǇƐƚƌŝĐƚ ÞdŚĞůĂƚƚĞƌĂůƐŽŚĂƐĂ
                                            
342 On Sö 88 snjallr refers to the makers of the monument rather than to the commemorated person. Of 
Gs 2, which was possibly decorated with a Sigurðr image, only a fragment survives. The incomplete 
inscription, ƐƵƉƉůĞŵĞŶƚĞĚĨƌŽŵŽůĚĞƌƌĞĐŽƌĚƐ ?ƌĞĂĚƐ P ‘/ůůƵŐŝĂŶĚ&ƵůůƵŐŝĂŶĚdŚŽƌŐĞŝƌƌ Þ Þ ÞƚŚĞŝƌĂďůĞ Þ Þ ÞDĂǇ
'ŽĚŚĞůƉ ?ŚŝƐ )ƐƉŝƌŝƚ Þ ?/ƚŝƐůŝŬĞůǇƚŚĂƚƚŚĞƐĞƚŚƌĞĞŵĞŶǁƌĞďƌŽƚŚĞƌƐǁŚŽŚĂĚĂŵŽŶƵŵĞŶƚŵĂĚĞĨŽƌ
their father or brother, since the adjective snjallan is in the sg. ac. m. and tends to be used for male 
relatives, but there are other possibilities, for instance a group of men commemorating their companion 
or guild-brother as on Ög 54, Ög Mölm1950;230, U 379, U 391. 
343 Sö 163, Sö 166, Sö 320. 
344 Sö 145. 
345 Sö 11, Sö 70, Sö 144, Sö 145, Sö 147, Sö 163, Sö 166, U 225, and Sö 136 with hugsnjallr. 
346 Sö 145, Sö 166, Sö Fv1948;289, Sö 320, U 225, Sö 136, as well as possibly Sö 11, Sö 88, Sö 70, U 960. 
 ?dŚĞƐĞĨĂůůŝŶ,ƺďůĞƌ ? ? ? ? ?ƐĐĂƚĞŐŽƌǇ ) Þ 
347 Sö 140. This part, previously read as a possible invocation, siði Þórr, is more likely to be a 
prepositional phrase í Svéþiúðu (Bianchi 2010, 124-125). 
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ŵĞĂŶŝŶŐŽĨ ‘ƚŽŚĂǀĞŽŶĞ ?ƐŽǁŶŚŽƵƐĞŚŽůĚ ?ĂŶĚǁŚĞŶƚŚis word collocates with a 
place-name it is likely that if the commemorated person was not the owner of the 
farm, estate, etc, they were at least in charge of it.348 
Ownership is mentioned more often on stones decorated with figural images 
than on runestones in general.349 Most of the inscriptions that mention possessions 
concern lands, estates, or villages.350 Only a few runestones concern other goods or 
wealth in this context. For instance, the men mentioned on DR 335 Västra Strö (with 
a mask/face) owned ships as well, be it jointly. Vg 4 in Stora Ek (with a leonine 
quadruped) states the deceased had þrjá tigu marka at Eiríki  ‘ ? ?ŵĂƌŬƐ ?ĚĞƉŽƐŝƚ )ǁŝƚŚ
ŝƌşŬƌ ?ŝŶĂĚĚŝƚŝŽŶƚŽƚŚĞbýja í hamri  ‘ƚŚƌĞĞĞƐƚĂƚĞƐŝŶ,ĂŵĂƌƌ-ƉĂƌƚŝƚŝŽŶ ?ŚĞŽǁŶĞĚ Þh
241 Lingsberg (with a man and a quadruped) also refers to monetary wealth, 
mentioning payments Ulfríkr had taken in England.  
Four or five runestones that are decorated with figural images specify how 
someone died. The partner of the three men who commissioned DR 66 Århus (with a 
mask/face) varð ... dauðr, þá konungar bІrðusk (died when kings fought), which is a 
reference to battle. The father and son that are commemorated by three other sons 
on U 1161 Altuna (with a variety of images) were both burned, probably a reference 
to death through arson.351 The son on U 691 Söderby (with an armed rider) was 
myrðan ? ‘ŵƵƌĚĞƌĞĚ ? Þ&ŝŶĂůůǇ ?'Ɛ ?Torsåkers kyrka mentions that Guðmundr drowned 
(this Guðmundr, however, is not the primary commemorated person). In total, there 
are almost two hundred runestones with this kind of information in the inscription 
(see Table 5). This occurs much more often in Södermanland and Västmanland than 
                                            
348 Jesch 2012, 37. 
349 6 out of 98 compared to 22 out of 3000. 
350 Jesch 2012, 36 lists the type of place-names the verb eiga collocates with. See also Table 5. 
351 Brenna inni indicates death by arson. There are examples of this in Old Norse sagas and poetry (e.g. 
EũĄů ?ƐƐĂŐĂ ?Chapter 128-129; Sigrdrífumál, stanza 31). The reading of inni on U 1161, however, is 
uncertain so whether the burning of the men was an accident or happened on purpose is not clear (SRI 
9, 613). Brenna or brinna, which only occurs on this stone, is not mentioned among causes of death 
listed in Jesch 2001. It is included by Thedéen 2009, 63, but not explained any further.  
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in other regions, but the monuments with figural images among them are mainly 
from areas other than Södermanland and Västmanland.  
In addition, 130 monuments mention the place or region where the 
deceased died (see Table 5). Although the manner of death in these places is not 
specified, these memorials generally seem to refer to a violent death, most likely 
during a military or possibly a mercantile undertaking. This is also the case for the 
few stones that mention that the deceased had died on a ship or that their deaths 
are otherwise linked to maritime activities. The five of these monuments that are 
decorated with images follow the general regional distribution of this inscription 
element (mostly in Uppland, but also in Södermanland and Västergötland). Geirmarr, 
commemorated on Sö 40 Västerljung (with various images) er endaðr á Þjústi  ‘ŵĞƚ
ŚŝƐĞŶĚŝŶdŚũƷƐƚƌ ? Þ&ƌĞǇƐƚĞŝŶŶĚŝĞĚŝŶ'ƌĞĞĐĞ ?^Ƃ ? ? Tumbo, with a leonine 
quadruped). Guðmarr, who stóð drengila í stafn skipi  ‘ƐƚŽŽĚůŝŬĞĂdrengr in the stern 
ŽĨƚŚĞƐŚŝƉ ? ?ŶŽǁliggr vestarla of hulinn(?)  ‘ůŝĞƐŝŶŚƵŵĞĚŝŶƚŚĞǁĞƐƚ ? ?^Ƃ ? ? ?Spånga, 
with a ship). Vinaman, commemorated by his parents on U 375 Vidbo (with a rider 
and a bird), died in a place possibly called Bógi. And finally Óláfr, a very good drengr, 
was killed in Estonia (Vg 181 Frugården, with a leonine quadruped). Another small 
number of memorials informs us the deceased owned a ship or travelled on one, but 
without this being the cause of death (see Table 5). Of these, Sö 164 Spånga is the 
only one that is decorated with an image, a ship.  
 
3.2.3 Prayers, protection, and spells 
The construction of a road or bridge in connection to a memorial stone is recorded 
on five monuments that are decorated with figural images. To have a communication 
structure made adds to the grandness of the memorial, but improving infrastructure 
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was also considered a good Christian deed.352 Hence the addition that the bridge was 
made fyrir sálu (for the soul of) the commemorated Holmgeirr on Sö 101 
Ramsundsberget. Such a reference is made on roughly 5% of all memorial stones, 
mostly in Uppland, Södermanland and Östergötland, and also relatively often in 
Småland and Västmanland. Thus, the fact that one of the five decorated stones that 
mention bridges/pathways is from Norway and one is from Västergötland, does not 
correspond to this distribution pattern.  
Christian prayers for the soul of the deceased are a common addition to the 
memorial formula. The corpus of runestone inscriptions contains 413 Christian 
prayers, which is 14% of 3000 (see Table 5). Consequently, such prayers occur slightly 
less often than average on memorial stones with images (13 out of 111, or 11,7%). 
More than half of the monuments with images and prayers are from Uppland, 
whereas of all runestones with prayers just under half are Upplandic stones. Also 
more than average are from Södermanland.353 
Invocations and curses are much rarer. Of the five runestones with 
invocations to Þórr, only one is decorated with a figural image (Vg 150 Skattegården, 
ǁŝƚŚĂďŝƌĚ ?ƐŚĞĂĚ). Three others are from Denmark and one from Södermanland. 
Curses against monument disturbers occur seven times in the runestone corpus, 
twice in Västergötland and five times in Denmark. Again one of these stones is 
decorated with an image (DR 81 Skern, with a mask/face). Unlike the curses against 
disturbers of the monument, the Þórr vígi formulas do not state what should be 
hallowed  W was this the monument or perhaps the deceased? Although these 
invocations may have functioned in various ways, some sort of power was invoked, 
which may have involved an element of protection comparable to the apotropaic 
                                            
352 Williams, He. 1996a, 308. 
353 For Uppland: 8 out of 13 compared to 196 out of 413. For Södermanland: 3 out of 13 compared to 70 
out of 413. 
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Xſƌƌ ?ƐŚĂŵŵĞƌs and masks discussed in Chapter 2.2.3. 
Another kind of spell is encountered on Ög 181 Ledberg (with warrior 
imagery). This þistill/mistill/kistill formula occurs on only one other runestone, the 
undecorated Gørlev stone (DR 239). It is not known what this spell, if that is what it 
is, was for. Moltke sees this as another type of curse against disturbance of the 
monument.354 Similar formulas occur in medieval inscriptions on a piece of bone (Vg 
Fv1992;170), in Borgund stavechurch (N 364), and on two sticks (N A39 and N B391). 
These seem to indicate the formulas were carved to execute some sort of (magical?) 
power directed at someone or to make something happen, rather than to protect 
whatever it was carved on.  
The phrase satt er þat sem sagt var ok sem hugat var þat  ‘/ƚŝƐƚƌƵĞƚŚĂƚ
ǁŚŝĐŚǁĂƐƐĂŝĚĂŶĚǁŚŝĐŚǁĂƐŝŶƚĞŶĚĞĚ ? ?ǁŚŝĐŚĞŶĚƐƚŚĞŝŶƐĐƌŝƉƚŝŽŶŽŶ^Ƃ ? ? ?Langö 
(with a man holding serpents to his ears), does not occur as such on another 
runestone and is rather mysterious. It has been suggested that it refers to the 
intention to create the monument, which was clearly fulfilled.355 The inscriptions on 
only a few other runestones contain a construction to announce and record a similar 
speech-act: Nú er sál sagt svá: hjalpi Guð  ‘dŚŝƐŝƐŶŽǁƐĂŝĚĨŽƌŚŝƐƐŽƵů PŵĂǇ'ŽĚŚĞůƉ ?
on U 947 in Berga, Fälebro, and possibly ,ĞŝƚŝŶŶŝ ?ŬĞnt  ‘/ƉƌŽĐůĂŝŵƚŚĞƉƌŽŵŝƐĞ
ĨƵůĨŝůůĞĚ ?ŽŶPŐ ? ? Bjälbo.356 A mid-twelfth-century inscription in the Maeshowe 
ĐŚĂŵďĞƌĐĂŝƌŶŽŶKƌŬŶĞǇƵƐĞƐĂƐŝŵŝůĂƌĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ P ‘dŚĂƚǁŚŝĐŚ/ƐĂǇǁŝůůďĞƚƌƵĞ ?
that wealth was brought away. Wealth was brought away three nights before they 
ďƌŽŬĞƚŚŝƐŵŽƵŶĚ Þ ? ?ƌĂƌŶĞƐ ? ) Þ357 ƋƵŝĐŬƐƵƌǀĞǇŽĨ,ĂƌƌŝƐ ?ĐŽŶĐŽƌĚĂnce to proverbs 
in the sagas does not yield a proverb that is similar to the formula in Sö 175. Instead, 
                                            
354 Moltke 1985, 168, 223. 
355 Sö, 139. 
356 An alternative reading of the end of this inscription is: en ek enai  ‘ĂŶĚ/ĞŶĚĞĚ ?ŝƚ ) ? Þ 
357 Two further inscriptions, one pre- and one post-Viking Age begin with stating something has been 
ƐĂŝĚ ?ďƵƚƚŚĞƌĞƐƚŽĨƚŚĞƐĞŝŶƐĐƌŝƉƚŝŽŶƐŝƐŶŽǁůŽƐƚ P ‘KƌŵŚŝůĚƌƐĂŝĚƚŚŝƐ ?ƚŚĂƚ ? ?ŽŶĂĨƌĂŐŵĞŶƚŽĨŚŽƌŶ
comb, archaeologically dated to ca 800 (DR MLUHM1983- ? ? Œ ? ? ? )ĂŶĚ ‘/ƚŝƐƐĂŝĚƚŚĂƚ Þ Þ Þ ?ŽŶĂĨůĂƚǁŽŽĚĞŶ
stake from Medieval Bergen (N B123).  
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it shows that this phrase is remarkably close to what is often said to introduce a 
proverb: Satt er þat, sem mælt er at [ ?] / Þat er þó satt at segja, at [ ?] ? ‘/ƚŝƐƚƌƵĞ ?
ǁŚĂƚŝƐƐĂŝĚ ?ƚŚĂƚ ? ? ? ?/ƚŝƐƚŚĞŶƚƌƵĞƚŽƐĂǇ ?ƚŚĂƚ ? ? ? ?.358 An interpretation as a 
ritualistic or magical expression of the formula in Sö 175 is also possible, especially in 
the light of the image of the man holding the (runic) snakes to his ears.359  
 
3.2.4 Comments about the monument  
Six stones with images contain comments about aspects of the role of the 
monument. The inscription on N 61 Alstad (with hunting horsemen) refers to the 
function of the monument by saying that the myndasteinn [mæt]ir þessi  ‘ƚŚĞƉŝĐƚƵƌĞ-
ƐƚŽŶĞǀĞŶĞƌĂƚĞƐƚŚĞŵ ?ƚŚĞƉĞŽƉůĞŵĞŶƚŝŽŶĞĚŽŶƚŚĞƐƚŽŶĞ ) ? Þ^ĞǀĞƌĂůŽƚŚĞƌƌƵŶĞƐƚŽŶĞ
inscriptions mention explicitly that the stone shall stand, sometimes with reference 
to the immediate surroundings, and a few express the hope that the monument lasts 
a long time. The damaged last part of the inscription on DR Aud1996;274 Bjerring 
(with a mask/face) may have stated something similar: Steinn ... óiltr/viltr(?) ór stað, 
en(?) ... (... [May this] stone ... from this place, and(?) ...). This kind of remark about 
the monument occurs twenty-three times in the total runestone corpus, mainly in 
Södermanland. 
Another way in which runestone inscriptions refer to the role of the 
monument is by explicitly inviting the reader(s) to interpret (ráð), the carvings. Ráða 
phrases are found on ten Viking Age runestones (and one early Christian grave 
monument), but only one (Vg 119) is decorated with images. In addition, the 
inscription on Sö 158 Österberga, which is decorated with a ship, contains the 
imperative vít! (know!), which probably functioned in the same way.360 These 
                                            
358 Harris, Concordance. 
359 This is discussed further in Chapter 5.4.3. 
360 Bianchi 2010, 131; Gustavson and Snædal Brink 1981, 197. 
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formulas are discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.4. 
Only two inscriptions in the whole runic corpus call the monument a merki 
sírún and both are decorated with a large hammer (Sö 86 and Sö 111). Merki does 
occur more often and is used as monument-marker in the commemoration formula 
as well as in carver signatures. Translations of this word vary from minnesmärke and 
 ‘ŵĞŵŽƌŝĂů ?ƚŽ ‘ůĂŶĚŵĂƌŬ ?ĂŶĚŝƚŝƐƵŶĐĞƌƚĂŝŶƚŽǁŚĂƚĞǆƚĞŶƚŝ ƌĞĨĞƌƐƚŽƚŚĞƐƚŽŶe, the 
carvings or the monuments as a whole.361 The merki is called sírún only on these two 
stones, both in the commissioner formula. These two inscriptions are also the only 
occurrences of sírún in the runic corpus. Sírún ŝƐƵƐƵĂůůǇƚƌĂŶƐůĂƚĞĚĂƐ ‘ĐŽǀĞƌĞĚin 
ƌƵŶĞƐ ? ?ďƵƚƚŚĞŵĞĂŶŝŶŐŽĨƚŚŝƐǁŽƌĚŝƐŶŽƚĐŽŵƉůĞƚĞůǇĐůĞĂƌ Þ362 In combination with 
merki, however, sírún refers to a specific feature of the monument.  
Carver signatures are the most common references to the monument. They 
generally consist of a name, a ǀĞƌďĨŽƌ ‘ĐĂƌǀŝŶŐ ?Žƌ ‘ŵĂŬŝŶŐ ? ?ĂŶĚŵŽƐƚůǇĂůƐŽĂŶŽďũĞĐƚ
ƐƵĐŚĂƐƚŚĞ ‘ƌƵŶĞƐ ?Žƌ ‘ƐƚŽŶĞ ? ÞThese signatures play an important role in the 
identification of the producers of the monuments. Signatures do not occur on all 
runestones, in fact the majority is unsigned. Twenty-four of the runestones with 
images contain carver formulae in their inscriptions.363 Consequently, they are found 
more often on monuments with figural images than on runestones in general.364 
Carver signatures were carved relatively often in Uppland and Södermanland and 
more rarely in other regions. The decorated monuments with carver signatures are 
                                            
361 Samnordisk runtextdatabas; An English Dictionary of Runic Inscriptions in the Younger Futhark; 
WĞƚĞƌƐŽŶ ? ? ? ?ď Œ<ćůůƐƚƌƂŵ ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?ĂŶĚƌĞĨƐƚŚĞƌĞ ÞDĂŐŶƵƐ<ćůůƐƚƌƂŵŐĂǀĞĂƉĂƉĞƌĂƚ ‘dŚĞƵƐĞŽĨ
carved stone monuments in Scandinavia and the Insular area, First workshop of the International 
ZĞƐĞĂƌĐŚEĞƚǁŽƌŬZƵŶĞƐ ?DŽŶƵŵĞŶƚƐĂŶĚDĞŵŽƌŝĂůĂƌǀŝŶŐƐ ? ?hƉƉƐĂůĂ ?-2 September 2011), titled 
 ‘dŚĞƌƵŶŝĐ^ǁĞĚŝƐŚŶŽƵŶmerki ĂŶĚŝƚƐĚĞŶŽƚĂƚŝŽŶƐŝŶƚŝŵĞĂŶĚƐƉĂĐĞ ? Þ/ŶƚŚŝƐ ?ŚĞ evaluated the meaning 
of this word on the basis of its linguistic context and the specific features of the monuments that it 
denotes. It seems that merki was used to denote different kinds of monuments during a long period of 
time and that these monuments must be something more than a stone alone. Alternatively the word 
might refer to another function of the stone(s), e.g. as a boundary marker, or a road marker.  
362 See e.g. Williams, He. 1996a, 301. Magnus Källström has informed me that he is going to do further 
research on sírún (pers. comm. 22 September 2011). 
363 See also Chapter 2.3. 
364 24 of 98 (24.5%) compared to c. 300 of 3000 (10%). 
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from Denmark (three), Södermanland (six), Uppland (thirteen) and Västergötland 
(two), so they adhere to the general distribution pattern.365 
It is uncertain why carvers signed some of their monuments but not others. 
Presumably, various factors lie behind the choice to add a signature to an inscription 
and depending on what words were used in them they might have had (slightly) 
different functions.366 Although the function(s) of the carver signatures are not quite 
known, one effect of these formulas is that not only the producer(s) of the memorial, 
but also the monument itself and the act of its production are emphasised. 
Depending on their formulation, the carver signatures can also emphasise the 
memorial function of the monument.367  
 
3.2.5 Features of the inscription 
Parts of approximately two hundred runestone inscriptions are versified. 
Södermanland is the province with the largest share of (partly) versified inscriptions 
in general (20%), while this is much less common in Västergötland (7,4%).368 Of the 
inscriptions on decorated stones that are (partly) in verse, indeed three are from 
Södermanland, but also two from Västergötland and two from Norway. Seven 
inscriptions on stones with images are (partly) versified through the use of 
alliteration, metre, or other poetic devices. The word order in the memorial formula 
on Sö 122 Skresta (with a ship) and Vg 32 Kållands-Åsaka (with a standing man) is 
restructured to allow for an alliterated verse: Steinn stendr at Hástein. Reisti sjalfr 
faðir at son dauðan (Sö 122) and Þórðr ok Þórunnr þenna reistu stein eptiR Erra, 
allgóðan dreng (Vg 32). The alliteration between the two optional elements in the 
                                            
365 It is not surprising there are the most from Uppland, since most of the runestones are from that area 
and carver signatures are relatively common there too. They are slightly less common in Södermanland, 
and even more unusual in Denmark and Västergötland (Saywer 2000, 27; Palm 1992, 155, 162). 
366 See Källström 2007 for a discussion of these and other questions.  
367 Zilmer 2012, 410-411. 
368 Hübler 1996, 165-168. 
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inscription on Vg 181  W dreng harða góðan and Hann varð drepinn í EistlІndum  W 
might not have been intentional.369 The memorial formulas on N 61 from Alstad and 
N 68 from Dynna are both followed by a metrical addition:370  
 
Jórunnr reisti stein þenna eptir <au-aun-> er hana [á]tti, ok  
ĨƈƌĝŝĂĨ,ƌŝŶŐĂƌşŬŝƷƚĂŶſƌhůĨĞǇũ ?Ƶ ? Þ 
Ok myndasteinn 
 [mæt]ir þessi. 
 ‘:ſƌƵŶŶƌƌĂŝƐĞĚƚŚŝƐƐƚŽŶĞŝŶŵĞŵŽƌǇŽĨAMĂƵ-aun-> who owned her (i.e. was her 
husband), and (she) brought (it) out of Hringaríki, from Ulfey. And the picture-stone 
ǀĞŶĞƌĂƚĞƐƚŚĞŵ Þ ? ?E ? ? )371
 
GunnvІr gerði brú, Þrýðríks dóttir, eptir Ástríði, dóttur sína. 
  Sú var mær hІnnurst  
á Haðalandi.  
 ‘'ƵŶŶǀ۠ƌ ?XƌǇĝƌşŬƌ ?ƐĚĂƵŐŚƚĞƌ ?ŵĂĚĞƚŚĞďƌŝĚŐĞŝŶŵĞŵŽƌǇ of her daughter 
Ɛƚƌşĝƌ Þ^ŚĞǁĂƐƚŚĞŚĂŶĚŝĞƐƚŵĂŝĚĞŶŝŶ,ĂĝĂůĂŶĚ Þ ? ?E ? ? ) 
 
Only circa twenty-six inscriptions in the runestone corpus are carved with 
more than one runic script and eighteen to twenty of these monuments are from 
Södermanland (See Table 5). The inscriptions on eight memorial stones with images 
are carved in various runic scripts. Consequently, this feature occurs more often than 
average on runestones with figural decoration. That they are all from Södermanland 
                                            
369 Hübler 1996, 90. 
370
 N, 149-150. 
371 The secondary inscription N 62, by Engli in memory of his son, mentions where the son died. 
ůƚŚŽƵŐŚƚŚĞŝŵĂŐĞƐŵĂǇŚĂǀĞƉůĂǇĞĚĂƌŽůĞŝŶŶŐůŝ ?ƐĐŚŽŝĐĞƚŽƌĞ-use this monument, that is not the 
kind of relationship between images and inscription that this chapter is looking at. 
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fits the regional distribution of this feature. The epithet þróttar þegn in the 
inscription on Sö 158 Österberga (with a ship) is carved as bind-runes 
(samstavsrunor) along the mast of the ship (the sail contains the name of the 
deceased in normal runes). On Sö 112 Kolunda (with a mask/face), only the last word 
of the same epithet, þegn, is carved in different runes from the rest of the 
inscription, in this case in coordinate-runes.372 Þróttar þegnar on Sö 367 Släbro (with 
a mask/face), which here refers to the commissioners rather than to the deceased, 
and góðr drengr on Sö 167 Landshammar (with a mask/face) are also carved largely 
in coordinate-runes. The samstavrunor along the shaft of a cross on Sö 352 Linga 
(with a ship) form bróður sinn.373 The relationship between the deceased and the 
commemorated woman in the inscription on U 313 Harg (with two humanoids with 
spread arms) is partly coded by the use of bind-runes and the insertion of extra runes 
in the word stjúpa  ‘ƐƚĞƉĚĂƵŐŚƚĞƌ ?ĂŶĚŝŶƚŚĞlast part of the name J۠furfastr. 
Additionally, Sö 324 Åsby (with the kneeling archer) has two possible coordinate-
runes in its non-lexical inscription.374 
The inscriptions on Sö 154 Skarpåker (with a ship) and Sö 164 Spånga (with a 
ship) are both partly versified and partly in different runic scripts.375 An alliterative 
verse follows on the memorial formula on Sö 164: Stóð drengila í stafn skipi. After 
two words in normal runes, liggr vestarla, follow coordinate-runes that when 
decoded read u f h u l, of huli[nn] ? ‘ŝŶŚƵŵĞĚ ? Þ376 The last part of the inscription on Sö 
                                            
372 /ƵƐĞ ‘ĐŽŽƌĚŝŶĂƚĞ-ƌƵŶĞƐ ?ĂƐĂƚƌĂŶƐůĂƚŝŽŶĨŽƌkoordinatrunor, a term employed by Marco Bianchi 
(2010, 117- ? ? ? ) ?ďĞĐĂƵƐĞƚŚŝƐŝƐĂŵŽƌĞŶĞƵƚƌĂůĂŶĚƉƌĞĐŝƐĞƚĞƌŵƚŚĂŶ ‘ƐĞĐƌĞƚƌƵŶĞƐ ?Žƌ ‘ĐŽĚĞĚƌƵŶĞƐ ? Þ
See also there for a brief explanation of how the different systems of coordinate-runes are deciphered. 
373 According to older illustrations, a part of the stone that is now damaged contained four runes, three 
of which were coordinate-runes. Their reading is uncertain however, as is the reading of the runes that 
once were carved on the top, Bianchi 2010. 139-140. See also Bianchi 2010, 129-141 for a recent 
discussion of the inscriptions in more than one runic script from Södermanland.  
374 Bianchi 2010, 141. 
375 In addition, þróttar þegn on Sö 112 alliterates with the name of the commemorated Þorkell. Since 
the other six instances of this formula do not alliterate with another part of the inscription, however, 
this does not seem to have been an intentional versification on Sö 112 (Hübler 1996, 54). This is not to 
say, of course, that the alliterative result would not have been appreciated as such. 
376 The reading of the staveless runes that follow this is uncertain: nsartu, sar dó ? ‘ŚĞǁŚŽĚŝĞĚ ?Žƌn 
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154, jІrð skal rifna ok upphiminn  ‘ĞĂƌƚŚƐŚĂůůďĞƌŝǀĞŶĂŶĚ,ŝŐŚ,ĞĂǀĞŶ ? ?ŝƐĐĂƌǀĞĚ
mostly in staveless runes. This is the only memorial on which this phrase occurs, but 
it is known from other Old Germanic literary sources and is therefore considered 
 ‘ƉŽĞƚŝĐůĂŶŐƵĂŐĞ ? Þ377 
The use of various runic scripts as well as poetic devices presumes a certain 
knowledge of these on the part of the audience and these more advanced 
communication methods seem to be aimed at that specific part of the audience who 
ĂƌĞ ‘ŝŶƚŚĞŬŶŽǁ ? Þ
 
3.2.6 Other information 
In addition to the ráða rúnar-formula the inscription on Vg 119 Sparlösa contains 
other information that is too individual for comparison with patterns in the corpus of 
runestone inscriptions:  
§A Eivísl gaf, Eiríks sonr, gaf Alrík[r] ... §B ... gaf <rau-> at gjaldi [Þ]á(?) sa[t] 
faðir Upsal(?), faðir svát ... ... nætr ok dagar. Alríkr <lu--R> ugð[i]t(?) Eivísl §C 
... þat Sigmarr heiti mІgr Eiríks. MeginjІru(?) <þuno> ept Eivísl. Ok ráð rúnar 
þar regi[n]kunnu <iu> þar, svát Alríkr <lubu> fáði. §D <uiu-am> ... ... ... §E 
Gísli gerði eptir Gunnar, bróður, kuml þessi. 
 ‘ ?ŝǀşƐů ?Eiríkr's son gave, Alríkr gave ... §B ... gave ... as payment. Then(?) 
the father sat(?) (in) Uppsala(?), the father that ... ... nights and days. Alríkr 
<lu--r> feared(?) not Eivsl. §C ... that Eiríkr's boy is called Sigmarr/celebrated-
for-victories. Mighty battle(?) ... in memory of Eivísl. And interpret the runes 
of divine origin there ... , that Alríkr <lubu> coloured. §D ... ... ... §E Gísli made 
ƚŚŝƐŵŽŶƵŵĞŶƚŝŶŵĞŵŽƌǇŽĨ'ƵŶŶĂƌƌ ? ?ŚŝƐ )ďƌŽƚŚĞƌ Þ ? 
                                                                                                                   
bar ? ?barð ? ‘ƐƚĞŵ ?(Bianchi 2010, 134). 
377 Hübler 1996, 155; Williams, He. 1996a, 297-298 with references. For this reason, this reading is 
preferred above the alternative Jarðsalr hifna ok upphiminn ? ‘ƚŚĞĞĂƌƚŚůǇŚĂůůŽĨŚĞĂǀĞŶĂŶĚŚŝŐŚ
ŚĞĂǀĞŶ ? ?ĐĨ Þ,ƺďůĞƌ ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ŒŝĂŶĐŚŝ 2010, 129-130 with references.  
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The memorial inscription on side E was added to the memorial in the 
eleventh century. Such re-use of an older memorial stone happened occasionally, 
including on N 61 from Alstad. This monument was elaborated with the following 
inscription fifty to seventy-five years after the initial monument was carved:378 Engli 
reisti stein þenna eptir Þórald, son sinn, er varð daudð í Vitaholmi, miðli Ustaholms ok 
Garða  ‘ŶŐůŝƌĂŝƐĞĚƚŚŝƐƐƚŽŶĞŝŶŵĞŵŽƌǇŽĨXſƌĂůĚƌ ?ŚŝƐƐŽŶ ?ǁŚŽĚŝĞĚŝŶsŝƚĂŚŽůŵƌ- 
ďĞƚǁĞĞŶhƐƚĂŚŽůŵƌĂŶĚ'ĂƌĝĂƌ ?ZƵƐƐŝĂ ) ? ?E ? ? ) Þ 
 
3.3. The occurrence of optional inscription elements and features 
It was mentioned in some of the descriptions of the inscription elements and 
features above that they occur relatively often on runestones with images. In Table 5 
the inscription elements and features are listed again and their occurrence on 
monuments with images is set off against their presence in runestone inscriptions in 
general.  
 
optional additions on runestones with images  on runestones in general
379 
denominations and 
adjectives
380
 
  
landmaðr góðr DR 314 DR 314 + 2 x landmaðr beztr (DR 
133, Sö 338) 
góðr bóndi U 753, U 999 26 góðr/beztr bóndi (3 in DK, 2 in 
                                            
378 Spurkland 2005, 103. 
379 The total of 3000 runestones is used, see Chapter 2.3. Numbers for denominations and epithets are 
extracted from Sawyer 2000, 99-102, 106-107, Appendices 6-9, with a control search in the Samnordisk 
runtextdatabas ÞůƚŚŽƵŐŚ/ĚŽŶŽƚĂůǁĂǇƐĂŐƌĞĞǁŝƚŚ^ĂǁǇĞƌ ?ƐŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚĂƚŝŽŶŽĨ ǀĂƌŝŽƵƐĚĞŶŽŵŝŶĂƚŝŽŶƐ ?
her study of the distribution of these words is still relevant. Sawyer does not list all terms, so several 
numbers are based on a search in Samnordisk runtextdatabas only: nýtr, már hІnnurst, kunungr, 
ownership, dwelling place, path, role of monument. The sources for other additions are listed in 
footnotes.  
380 Other denominations that occur on runestones with images are bóndi without adjective, verr (DR 
Aud1996;274), lagsmaðr (DR 62), gildi (Ög MÖLM1960;230), frændi (U 1052, Vg 113) and mágr (Sö 352). 
Because they are used (primarily) to indicate the relationship between commissioner and deceased they 
are not regarded as optional elements here, see Section 3.2.1.  
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Vg, 7 in Ög, 6 in Sö, 8 in U, 1 in Öl, 
1 in Vs) 
góðr father, son, 
mother 
U 79, U 160, U 508, U 692, 
Sö 311 
75 (2 mothers, both in Sö; mostly 
fathers and sons in U) 
snjallr  U 1163 (father) 
 
11381 + 3 snjallr drengr (Sö)382 + 
snjallr sveinn (U 225) + snjallr  ? ? ?
(Gs 2) + hugsnjallr (quick-
thinking) (Sö 136) 
nýtr Nä 34 (son) 3-4 nýtr son383 + nýtr drengr (U 
166) + nýtr father (Sö 7) + nýtr 
brother (Sm 157) + 2-3 nýtr 
bóndi384 + nýtr maðr (U 56) + nýtr 
 ? ? ? ?' ? ? ? ) 
(mjІk/harða) góðr 
þegn 
Vg 103, Vg 113, Vg 150  24 (mostly DR and Vg) 
þróttar þegn Sö 112, Sö 158, Sö 367 7 (all in Sö) 
(mjІk /harða/all-) 
góðr drengr 
DR 77, Sö 167, Vg 32, Vg 
181 
31 (mostly DR and Vg)  
drengila Sö 164 5385 
dýrr ok dróttinfastr  DR 81 1386 
már hІnnurst N 68 1 
kunungr DR 42 5 as commissioner or 
commemorated387 + 2 
 ‘ĚŝĞĚ ?ǁŚĞŶŬŝŶŐƐĨŽƵŐŚƚ ? ?Z ? ? ?
VŐ ? ? )A? ‘ǁĂƐ<ŝŶŐ,ĂƌĂůĚƌ ?Ɛ
ƐĞĂŵĂŶ ? ?^ŵ ? ? )A? ‘ƚǁĞŶƚǇŬŝŶŐƐ ?
(Ög 136) 
ownership DR 264, DR 280, DR 335, Sö 22 of land/estate/village388 + 3 of 
                                            
381 U 960, Sö Fv1948;289, Sö 11, Sö 70, U 1163, Sö 88, Sö 140, Sö 144, Sö 145, Sö 147, Sö 166. 
382 Sö 320, Sö 155, Sö 163. 
383 Ög 21, Nä 34, Nä 23 (sun sin, drengr nýtr), possibly Vg 162 (alternative reading: harða góðr drengr). 
384 Ög 105, Sö 314, possibly Ög 15. 
385 Nä 29 (travelled fulldrengliga), Sö 164 (stood drengliga in stern of ship), Sö 179 (travelled drengliga), 
Sö 113 and Sö 130 (made the monument drengliga). 
386 Plus a dýrr ship on Sö 198. 
387 Z ? ?Z ? ?Z ? ? ?Z ? ? ?A? ‘ĐĂƌǀĞĚĨŽƌƚŚĞŬŝŶŐ ? ?h ? ? ) Þ 
388 Öl 37, Ög 82, Sö 145, Sö 202, Sö 367, Vg 4 (also of 30 marks deposit), U 114, U 127, U 164, U 165, U 
 ? ? ? ?h ? ? ? ?h ? ? ? ?h ? ? ? ?ĂůƐŽŽĨĂƐŚŝƉ ?ƐƌĞƚŝŶƵĞ ) ?Z ? ? ? ?Z ? ? ? Þ(U 127, U 164, U 165, U 212 and U 
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367, U 241, Vg 4 a ship389 + of a bridge (U 316) + of 
payments ( U 241) + 3 uncertain 
of what390 
dwelling place Sö 312, U 160, U 508 26 (16 in U, 1 in G, 5 in Ög, 4 in 
Sö) 
(sailed on) a ship Sö 164, U Fv1946;258? 3  ‘ĚŝĞĚŽŶĂƐŚŝƉ ?391 + 5  ‘ŽǁŶĞĚĂ
ƐŚŝƉ ?Žƌ ‘ƚƌĂǀĞůůĞĚŽŶŽŶĞ ?ǁĂƐ
cause of death392 + 4  ‘ŽǁŶĞĚĂ
ƐŚŝƉ ?Žƌ ‘ƚƌĂǀĞůůĞĚŽŶŽŶĞ ?ǁŝƚŚŽƵƚ
it being the cause of death393 
place of death Sö 40, Sö 82, Sö 164, Sö 
352?, U 375, Vg 181 
130 (mostly in U, but also many in 
Sö and in Vg)394  
cause of death DR 66, Gs 7, U 691, U 1161, 
Sö 352? 
almost 200 how and where 
someone died395 
had bridge made / 
path cleared 
N 68, Sö 101, Sö 311-312, U 
Fv1978;226, Vg 4 
145 bridge (mostly in U, Sö and 
Ög, relatively often in Sm, Vs)396 + 
4 path397  
'ŽĚ ?ŚƌŝƐƚ ?'ŽĚ ?Ɛ
mother help 
soul/spirit / other 
Christian prayer 
DR 96, Öl 19, Sö 154, Sö 
190, Sö 312, U 160, U 241, 
U 629, U 691, U 860, U 920, 
U 1043, U Fv1978;226 
413398 
invocation to Þórr Vg 150 6 (4 in DR, 1 in Vg, 1 in Sö)399 
cursing monument-
disturbers 
DR 81 7 (5 in DR, 2 in Vg)400 
other kind of spell Ög 181, Sö 175 2 þistill/mistill/kistill (DR 239, Ög 
                                                                                                                   
261 were erected by Jarlabanki.) 
389 DR 68, DR 335, U 778. 
390 U 337, U 414, U 973. 
391 Sö 49, U 214, U 258. 
392 DR 68, Sö 171, Sö Fv1948;291, U 439, U 778. 
393 Sö 164, Sö 198, U 654, U 1016 (Jesch 2001, 120-130). Ships are also mentioned as possessions. 
394 Jesch 2001, 57-60. 
395 Thedéen 2009, 62-63. This also includes the place of death. It should be noted that Gs 7, which 
mentions Guðmundr drowned, is not listed by Thedéen. The cause of death is mentioned much more 
often in Sö (15%) and Vs (18.1%) than in other regions, e.g. DR (4.3%) and U (6.1%). 
396 Sawyer 2000, 135. 
397 Sö 311-312, Sö 101, U 149 (2 of which also mention a bridge). 
398 Olsen 2004. 
399 Sawyer 2000, 128. 
400 Sawyer 2000, 128. 
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181). The phrase on Sö 175 is 
unique on runestones. 
mention of (future) 
role of monument 
DR Aud1996;274, N 61 (her 
(mun) standa steinn), Vg 
119 (ráð), Sö 158 (vit!) 
2 merki sírún: Sö 86, Sö 
111401 
42: 23 her (mun) standa steinn (8 
in Sö and U, 2 in DR, 1 in Vs and 
Öl)402 + 8  ‘ƚŚĞŵŽŶƵŵĞŶƚ ?ƌƵŶĞƐ
ǁŝůůƐƚĂŶĚ ?ůŝǀĞůŽŶŐ ?ĨŽƌĞǀĞƌ ?403 + 
10  ‘ráða-ĨŽƌŵƵůĂ ? ? ?ŝŶh ? ?ŝŶ^Ƃ ?
Vg and Öl) 
carver formula DR 26, DR 264, DR 
Aud1996;274, Sö 40, Sö 82, 
Sö 122, Sö 190, Sö 270, Sö 
312, U 79, U 171, U 598, U 
599, U 629, U 678, U 692, U 
824, U 969, U 1034, U 
1052, U 1161, U 
Fv1946;258, Vg 119, Vg 181 
c. 300404 
 
other information  Vg 119 too individual to compare 
versification Sö 122, Sö 154, Sö 164, Vg 
32, Vg 181, N 61, N 68 
roughly 200405 (much more often 
in Sö than in other regions, incl. in 
U)406 
variety in runic script Sö 112, Sö 154, Sö 158, Sö 
164, Sö 167, Sö 367, Sö 
352, U 313407 
roughly 26 (of which 18 +2? in 
Sö)408  
Table 5. Optional inscription elements and features on runestones with images and 
on runestones in general 
 
Compared to their presence on memorial stones in general, optional elements and 
features occur more often in inscriptions on runestones that are decorated with 
                                            
401 dǁŽŽƚŚĞƌƐƚŽŶĞƐĚĞĐŽƌĂƚĞĚǁŝƚŚŝŵĂŐĞƐĂƌĞĐĂůůĞĚ ‘ũƵƐƚ ?merki: U Fv1946;258 and Vs 17. 
402 Jesch 1998, 472n46-47. 
403 Sm 16, U 114, U 323, DR 40, DR 119, DR 212, DR 324, G 203. 
404 Källström 2007, 299. 
405 Wulf 2003, 969. Comp. Hübler 1996, 165-166, who has a more restricted list of 119 Swedish 
examples, with tƵůĨ ? ? ? ? ?ƐĂƌŐƵŵĞŶƚĨŽƌĂŵŽƌĞŝŶĐůƵƐŝǀĞĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚ Þ^ĞĞĂůƐŽEĂƵŵĂŶ ? ?94. 
406 Hübler 1996, 165-168. 
407 Sö 324 has two possible coordinate-runes (kvistrunor) in its non-lexical inscription (Bianchi 2010, 
141). 
408 Bianchi 2010, 114-118, 141-152.  
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images. Rune Palm has calculated that roughly every other inscription in the main 
runestone areas of his study contains an optional element, while in some other areas 
of Sweden this percentage is higher.409 The averages of all areas taken together 
comes to 59%. Sixty-seven of the ninety-eight monuments with figural images and 
text contain optional elements or features in the inscription, which is 68%. This 
average is 9% higher than that of runestones in general with optional elements in the 
inscription.410 Sixty-one memorial stones decorated with images are from WĂůŵ ?Ɛ 
 ‘ŵĂŝŶƌƵŶĞƐƚŽŶĞĂƌĞĂƐ ? ÞtŚĞŶŽŶůǇƚŚĞse areas are compared, the discrepancy 
between the proportion of optional inscription elements on monuments with images 
(and text) and that of runestones in general is even higher: two thirds compared to a 
half.411 
Especially ownership is mentioned more often on stones with figural 
decoration than on runestones in general.412 Also six stones with images contain 
comments about aspects of the role of the monument. This is significantly more 
often than in the whole runestone corpus. This number includes the only two 
inscriptions in the runestone corpus that call the monument a merki sírún, which are 
both decorated with a large hammer (Sö 86 and Sö 111). Over a fifth of the twenty-
six runestones with inscriptions in various runic scripts are decorated with figural 
images. Consequently, this feature occurs also more often than average on 
monuments with figural decoration and text. Finally, carver signatures are also found 
more often than average on monuments that combine figural images and text. 
                                            
409 Palm 1992, 154-167. The main areas are DK, NO, Sm, Vg, Ög, Sö, U. The other regions are Öl, G, Nä, 
Vs, Gs, Hs, M. 
410 Palm does not include spells, invitations addressed to the reader to decipher (parts of) the 
monument, the use of more than one runic script and versification of (parts of) the inscription as 
optional elements. My study does include these inscription elements and features. Since they occur on 
stones that also contain optional inscription elements that are counted by Palm, except for Ög 181 and 
Sö 175, this has nŽĞĨĨĞĐƚŽŶƚŚĞĐŽŵƉĂƌŝƐŽŶƚŽWĂůŵ ?ƐŵĂƚĞƌŝĂů Þ 
411 Conversely, it seems the other way round for the areas in which the inscriptions generally contain a 
ŚŝŐŚŶƵŵďĞƌŽĨĂĚĚŝƚŝŽŶƐ ?WĂůŵ ?Ɛ ‘ŽƚŚĞƌƌĞŐŝŽŶƐ ? ?ƐĞĞnote 87 above). Of the six stones decorated with 
images from these regions, half contain optional inscription elements. This is only a very small number 
of stones, however, so it is just an observation.  
412 See Section 3.2.2. 
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Although these elements and features occur more often than general, their regional 
distribution on runestones with images matches the distribution of runestones with 
these inscription elements in general (see Table 5). 
The other inscription elements and features of which more substantial 
numbers are found in the runestone corpus occur roughly equally often on 
runestones with figural images as on runestones in general, or a little less often. This 
is the case for inscriptions that are partly versified, that specify how or where 
someone died. References to the construction of bridges and paths are made roughly 
as often as average, while Christian prayers occur slightly less often than average on 
stones with images.  
The regional distribution of the monuments with images and these 
inscription elements and features often deviates from the average distribution of 
monuments with such inscriptions. There are also several discrepancies between the 
regional distribution of memorials with images and certain denominations and 
adjectives in the inscription and that of runestones in general that contain these 
words. Bóndi is slightly underrepresented in Uppland and þegn occurs mostly in 
Denmark and Västergötland, but they are overrepresented on runestones with 
images in Södermanland in the phrase þróttar þegn.413 
Such a comparison cannot be made for inscription elements that occur only a 
few times in the runestone corpus in general (even if this is relatively often on stones 
with images), such as certain denominations as well as invocations and curses. These 
inscription elements do, however, contribute to the higher presence of optional 
inscription elements on runestones with images compared to on runestones in 
general.  
 
                                            
413 See Section 3.2.1 and Table 5. 
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3.3.1 Combinations of prayers, carver signatures, and other optional inscription 
elements 
It is unusual for runestone inscriptions to contain a prayer as well as another optional 
element.414 On five of the memorial stones with figural images, however, the 
Christian prayer is the only addition to the standard memorial formula, while they 
are combined with other optional inscription elements or features on eight 
monuments.415 On two of these the other addition is a carver signature and the 
inscription on Sö 312 Södertälje combines these two common optional elements 
with the more uncommon additional information about the commissioning of a 
bridge or path and mentioning a dwelling place. It seems that prayers on stones with 
figural images are more often than average combined with other optional 
information in the inscription than on runestones in general. 
In eight inscriptions on monuments with figural images, a carver signature is 
the only optional inscription element, while twelve inscriptions contain a carver 
signature combined with more unusual additional elements or features.416 While it is 
quite common for carver signatures to be combined with uncommon optional 
elements on monuments in Södermanland and Uppland,417 there are more 
runestones with images that contain these textual elements from Uppland than from 
Södermanland. Almost all the monuments with images that have signatures as the 
only addition to the memorial formula are from Uppland, on the other hand, which 
fits the general distribution. 
In other words, five of the fifty-one monuments with figural images that have 
                                            
414 Palm 1992, 166-167. 
415 Prayers as only addition: DR 96, Öl 19, U 860, U 920, U 1043. Prayers and uncommon 
elements/features: Sö 153, Sö 312, U 160, U 421, U 691, U Fv1978;226. Prayers and carver signatures: 
Sö 190, U 629. 
416 Only carver signatures: Sö 270, U 171, U 598, U 678, U 824, U 969, U 1034, U 1052. Carver signatures 
and uncommon elements/features: DR 264, DR Aud1996;274, Sö 40, Sö 82, Sö 122, Sö 312, U 79, U 692, 
U 1161, U Fv1946;258, Vg 119, Vg 181. 
417 Palm 1992, 167-168. 
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an inscription with more unusual additional elements or features, also contain prayer 
and twelve a carver signature. Both of these common optional inscription elements, 
but especially prayers, are more often combined with other optional inscription 
elements on monuments with figural images than on runestones in general. This 
could be a result of the fact that on average the inscriptions on monuments with 
such decoration contain more additional elements than runestone inscriptions in 
general.418 The following section explores to what extent there is a correlation 
between particular images and inscription elements and features. 
 
3.4. Inscriptions per image type 
Additional elements or features of the inscription appear more often on memorials 
with figural images and several discrepancies between the occurrence of certain 
inscription elements on memorials that are decorated with figural images and on 
runestones in general have been identified above. Whether these variations are in 
any way connected to the kind of image on the stone is queried in this section. For 
this purpose, certain monuments have to be left out of consideration. Only stones 
with single images or scenes can be used and these images have to belong to a group 
with a more or less homogeneous character. As a result, not all image types are part 
of this survey. 
First of all, the serpentine quadrupeds are excluded, because they are only 
included in the corpus material when they are combined with other figural images.419 
Consequently, they are never the only image on the monuments in the corpus of this 
thesis. Canine quadrupeds are also never depicted alone on runestones.420 There are 
                                            
418 See Section 3.3. 
419 See Chapter 2.2.2. 
420 They accompany hunters on N 61 and U 855 and warriors on Ög 181 and Vg 119. Small curled-up 
(canine) animals are combined with other images, mainly other types of quadrupeds on U 860, U 904 
and the pairstones U 240-U 241. Among these, U 240-U 241 and U 860, both in memory of a bóndi, had 
a female co-commissioner and a prayer for the soul in the inscription. U 241 is also decorated with an 
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only two monuments with cervine quadrupeds as the only images.421 Likewise just 
two memorials are decorated with solely an image of a horse.422Another image group 
that cannot be studied in this way are the human figures that are surrounded by 
snakes, because the only stone on which such an image is the only decoration has no 
inscription (Sö 322). Furthermore, the twenty-ŽŶĞŝŵĂŐĞƐŽĨ ‘ŽƚŚĞƌŚƵŵĂŶĨŝŐƵƌĞƐ ?
are no homogeneous group. Consequently, they cannot be studied for a connection 
between image and inscription either. Of the images in this group, only the Sigurðr 
imagery on Sö 101 Ramsundsberget, U 1163 Drävle, and Gs 19 Ockelbo is included in 
the following survey.423 dŚĞ ‘ŽƚŚĞƌŚƵŵĂŶĨŝŐƵƌĞƐ ?ƚŚĂƚĂƌĞƚŚĞŽŶůǇimage on the 
stone are all different and the accompanying inscriptions do not show any common 
traits.424 This is also the case for Gs 19 Ockelbo, U 1161 Altuna, Vg 119 Sparlösa, on 
which a large number of images of different kinds are depicted.425  
The types of images that occur often enough as single image or scene on the 
stone and that form a sufficiently homogeneous group are the following:  
x images of weapons, warriors, and the hero Sigurðr 
x hunting scenes: combinations of horsemen, dogs, birds and prey 
x various types of birds 
x quadrupeds, especially lupine, leonine, and non-specific  
                                                                                                                   
image of a human figure embedded in snakes and mentions two payments that were taken in England 
by the deceased. 
421 Sö 304, with only the memorial formula, and DR 264. The inscription on the latter is incomplete, but 
even so it contains a carver signature and additional information about ownership of Haugbýr. 
422 Sö 222 and Sö 226, both with only the basic memorial formula. 
423 The inscription on U 1175 is non-runic and the one on Sö 327 non-lexical. The images of Sigurðr on Gs 
19 are combined with images of other figures. 
424 Sö 324 has a non-lexical inscription and DR 290 has no inscription. N 228 was raised by a man to 
commemorate his brother and Vg 56 by a man in memory of his father. Vg 32 was raised by a man and a 
woman in memory of an allgóðr drengr. The inscription on U 1043, by three men to commemorate their 
father, ends with a prayer. 
425 The inscription on Gs 19 refers to multiple stone monuments that were raised by a father for his son, 
whose mother is also named. (The carvings on this stone were badly worn in places at the time of the 
nineteenth-century photographs and drawings and even though several words can be supplemented 
from other records, the latter part of the inscription cannot be interpreted convincingly. See Gs, 200-
204 for an overview of attempts.) The inscription on U 1161 Altuna mentions that báðiR feðrgaR brunnu 
 ‘ďŽƚŚĨĂƚŚĞƌĂŶĚƐŽŶ ?Ɛ )ǁĞƌĞďƵƌŶĞĚ ?ŝŶƐŝĚĞ ) ?. 
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x faces/masks 
x ships 
x humanoid figures with spread arms and holding snakes 
x and hammers 
The monuments with these images can be used to compare the contents of the 
inscriptions that they are combined with. 
 
3.4.1 Weapons, warriors, and heroes 
Two stones have images of weapons as the only decoration. The inscription on Vg 
124 Ryda, which is shaped as a sword, consists of only a simple memorial formula by 
a man in memory of his father. U 999 Åkerby, with an image of a spearhead, was 
raised by two men to commemorate their father, the góðr bóndi of Fun(n)ir.  
Weapons are also depicted as an attribute in the images of armed men. 
Almost all inscriptions on these stones contain a variety of additional elements. Only 
the inscription on DR 282 Hunnestad consists of the memorial formula alone. This 
monument was raised by two men after two other men, who were probably all 
brothers. U 678 Skokloster, raised by five men to commemorate their father, 
contains a carver signature by Fótr. U 691 Söderby, commissioned by a man in 
memory of his myrðan  ‘ŵƵƌĚĞƌĞĚ ?ƐŽŶ ?ĂĚĚƐĂƉƌĂǇĞƌƚŽŚƌŝƐƚƚŽ ‘ŚĞůƉŚŝƐƐƉŝƌŝƚ ? 
(hjalpi anda hans). The inscription on Sö 190 Ytterenhörna ends with a similar prayer 
to God and a carver signature by Þorbj۠rn. This memorial was commissioned by 
three men and their uncle in memory of their father and brother and the decoration 
on this stone also includes a serpentine quadruped. DR 96 Ålum, decorated with the 
standard-bearing horseman, was raised by a father to commemorate his son. The 
inscription ends also in a prayer: Guð hjalpi hans sálu vel  ‘DĂǇ'ŽĚǁĞůůŚĞůƉŚŝƐ
ƐŽƵů ? Þ 
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 Unlike these monuments, Ög 181 Ledberg, with warrior imagery, was 
commissioned by a woman together with a man to commemorate his father. This 
inscription concludes with the rare þistill/mistill/kistill-formula. The elaborate warrior 
imagery on this memorial consists of armed men with dogs and a ship on the front 
and a wolf biting one of the collapsing unarmed warriors on the back of the stone 
(see Chapter 2.2.3.a.i for a more detailed interpretation of these images). 
Three memorials that are decorated only with images from the stories about 
the legendary Sigurðr have a lexical inscription. The inscriptions on the three stones 
are all different, but they have female involvement in common. Sö 101 
Ramsundsberget tells us Sigriðr had the accompanying bridge made for the soul of 
her bóndi. U 1163 Drävle was commissioned by four siblings for their snjallr father. 
One of these commissioners might have been female, depending on the reading of 
their name as ÆringæiR or Æringærðr.426 Approximately a quarter of the inscription 
on Gs 9 Årsunda is missing and not all the names can be recognised with certainty, 
but it seems a man had the monument commissioned to commemorate a group of 
four or five people, including his brother and mother.427  
Certainly two (and maybe also Gs 9) of the inscribed stones decorated with 
images of weapons and armed men contain no textual additions to the memorial 
formula. The most common optional elements in the rest of the inscriptions in this 
group are carver signatures and prayers for the soul. The denomination bóndi and 
epithet góðr also occur. One monument mentions bridge-building and one other 
contains the more uncommon adjective snjallr, both are decorated with Sigurðr 
imagery. Practically unique additions are found in the inscriptions on Ög 181 Ledberg 
and U 691 Söderby. The number of women mentioned on the monuments decorated 
                                            
426 Larsson 2002, 71-72. 
427 The runic inscription is damaged on the right edge and upper corner and the heavily worn runes on 
the surviving part of the stone are where possible supplemented from older drawings in the 
transcription (Gs, 82). 
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with Sigurðr is high, also when compared to the other memorials decorated with 
armed men in a heroic (warrior) context, of which only Ög 181 involved a woman. 
 
3.4.2 Combinations of horsemen, mostly unarmed, birds, dogs, and prey 
Of the stones in Sweden that are decorated with unarmed horsemen, only U 448 
Harg, which is also decorated with a bird, does not contain additional elements in the 
inscription. This stone was raised by two men to commemorate their father. 
The riders and birds on U 599 Hanunda and U 375 Vidbo relate to each other 
visually in a way that seems to indicate they are involved in a hunting activity. The 
first was raised by three men to commemorate their father and contains a carver 
signature by Þorfastr. Only the inscription on U 375 includes more exclusive 
information. It was commissioned by a man and a woman in memory of their son, 
who died in a place possibly called Bógi.  
The image of a rider with a spear and dogs on U 855 Böksta is part of a more 
elaborate hunting scene, which includes an image that possibly represents the 
hunting god Ullr. The prey is also depicted: a large animal with antlers that is 
attacked by a hunting bird. This stone was raised in memory of Eist by his parents 
and two brothers.428 The inscription contains no optional elements or features. As U 
855, N 61 Alstad is decorated with hunting imagery and commissioned by a woman. 
Both are also decorated with a second larger bird set apart from the hunting scenes. 
These are discussed further in Section 3.4.3. The unarmed riders on N 68 Dynna are 
not part of a hunting scene, but represent the three Magi as part of a combined 
Nativity-Adoration scene. This monument is commissioned by a woman, as is N 61 
Alstad. Both these stones have unusual inscriptions, of which the last parts are 
metrical and make use of alliteration. The inscription on N 68 also includes a 
                                            
428 See Chapter 2.3 for a discussion of Arnfastr as carver. 
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hyperbole.429 
The combination of birds and quadrupeds on three monuments could also be 
seen as a type of hunting scene. The hunters themselves are not depicted, though, 
and none of the birds actually attacks the animal as for instance on U 855 Böksta.430 
Of these stones, U 590 Burvik, by a man in memory of his stepfather and two other 
men, has no additional information in the inscription. U 753 Litslena was raised by a 
woman for her góðr bóndi and two other men. U 746 Hårby, finally, raised by a 
father to commemorate his son, contains a carver signature. 
Of the four stones with hunters and the additional three with possible 
hunting imagery, two of each group contain inscriptions with optional elements. 
These additions are all of a different nature, except for the carver signatures. Three 
stones with a hunting image and one with possible hunting imagery are 
(co-)commissioned by women.431 
 
3.4.3 Birds 
The bird on U 920 Broholm most likely represents a raven.432 This is the only stone 
with such a bird as the only decoration. It was raised by an unidentified 
commissioner together with a man in memory of two men and their father. The 
inscription ends with Guð hjalpi sálu þei[ra]  ‘DĂǇ'ŽĚŚĞůƉƚŚĞŝƌƐŽƵůƐ ? ÞdŚĞůĂƌŐĞďŝƌĚ
on the side of U 692 Väppeby may represent an eagle. A serpentine quadruped 
decorates the front of this monument. The inscription on this stone, commissioned 
by two sons in memory of their góðr father, ends with a carver signature. 
Vg 150 Skattegården and Vg 103 Håle ödekyrkogård are decorated with 
predatory birds ? heads, possibly also eagles. The first was commissioned by a woman 
                                            
429 See Section 3.2.5. 
430 See also Chapter 2.2.3.a.i. 
431 The images of riders and various animals on Br Olsen;184 (Andreas (II), MM 131) on the Isle of Man 
also represent a hunting scene. The Old Norse runic inscription tells us this stone commorates a woman. 
432 See Chapter 2.2.3.c for more detailed discussion of the birds on runestones. 
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in memory of her bóndi and the inscription ends with the invocation Þórr vígi. The 
commemorated man is called a mjІk góðr þegn. The father who is commemorated 
by his two sons on Vg 103 is also given the denomination góðr þegn. Where Vg 150 
mentions Þórr, however, the decoration on Vg 103 includes a cross.  
As mentioned above, the hunting images on U 855 Böksta and N 61 Alstad, 
both (co-)commissioned by women, are combined with a larger bird that is depicted 
above the hunting imagery (which includes smaller hunting birds). The large birds 
have pronounced hooked beaks and claws and their position and size (and on N 61 
also the view-point) sets them apart from the other images. An interpretation of 
these birds as beasts of battle symbol was suggested in Chapter 2.2.3.c. 
 Two other monuments are decorated with birds as the only image. These 
birds are very different and the inscriptions on these stones share no significant 
contents or features.433 
 
3.4.4 Quadrupeds 
Three monuments are carved with a lupine animal as the only decoration. Sm 133 
Sunneränga only gives the basic information that it was raised by a man for his son. 
The inscription on U Fv1978;226 Ösby is damaged, but the stone was set up to 
commemorate two men. It also mentions that a bridge was made in their memory 
and the inscription seems to have included a Christian prayer for the soul. The two 
inscriptions on the rock wall in Södertälje, numbered Sö 311 and Sö 312, are carved 
next to a depiction of a lupine quadruped, Sö 313. They inform us that Holmfastr had 
the path cleared in memory of his góðr mother as well as the path cleared and the 
bridge made in memory of his father, who lived in Nesbýr. Sö 312 ends with a prayer 
                                            
433 The bird on Sö 270 sits on a cross and seems to be dove or a cock. This stone was raised by a man to 
commemorate his son and, according to the signature, cut by Hálfdan. U 171, with two birds 
attacking(?) each other, was commissioned by a man in memory of his son and himself. This is stone is 
signed by Fasti. (The inscription band on U 1071, with a bird on top, contains only a m-rune.) 
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ĨŽƌƚŚĞĨĂƚŚĞƌ ?ƐƐŽƵůĂŶĚŝƐƐŝŐŶĞĚďǇǇƐƚĞŝŶŶ. 
Five inscribed stones are decorated with a single image of an animal with 
(fantastic) leonine features. Only the inscription on N 84 Vang, which was raised by 
the sons of Gasi in memory of their nephew, consists of the basic formula. The 
inscriptions on the other stones with such animals give additional information. DR 
280 Gusnava in Skårby was raised by two men to commemorate their brother, who is 
said to have owned Guðissnapi. Þorstæin, in whose memory Vg 4 Stora Ek was raised 
by his father, together with the stone bridge that is mentioned in the inscription, átti 
þrjá býja í hamri ok þrjá tigu marka at Eiríki  ‘owned three estates in Hamarr partition 
aŶĚƚŚŝƌƚǇŵĂƌŬƐ ?ĚĞƉŽƐŝƚ )ǁŝƚŚŝƌşŬƌ ? Þ The inscriptions on Sö 82 Tumbo and Vg 181 
Frugården contain a carver signature and both mention the place the 
commemorated men died. The man commemorated by his brother on Sö 82 died in 
Greece and the harða góðr drengr who is commemorated by his father on Vg 181 
was killed in Estonia. That last addition is versified. There were no women involved in 
the establishment of these monuments.434 
Eight runestones with an inscription are decorated with images of non-
specific quadrupeds only.435 Much of the inscription on Sö 301 Ågesta bro is missing 
since the edges of the stone are badly damaged. Only a male name in the place of 
ƚŚĞĐŽŵŵŝƐƐŝŽŶĞƌƐĂŶĚƚŚĞǁŽƌĚƐĨŽƌ ‘ƐƚŽŶĞ ?ĂŶĚ ‘ĨĂƚŚĞƌ ?ĐĂŶďĞƌĞĂĚ ÞdŚĞƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶƐ
between the four men mentioned on Sö 237 Fors are not very clearly formulated. It 
seems the stone was commissioned by two men to commemorate the father of one 
of them and the son of either of them. U 969 Bolsta was also raised by a man in 
                                            
434 DR 285 is decorated with a similar animal, but has no inscription. Two other stones with such 
animals, both from Denmark, do have women mentioned in the inscription, but they also contain other 
images. DR 271 is also decorated with a ship and was co-commissioned by Asa to commemorate Ulf. DR 
42 was raised by King Haraldr to commemorate his father and mother, and also himself by adding sá 
Haraldr er sér vann DanmІrk alla ok Norveg ok dani gerði kristna (Haraldr who won for himself all of 
Denmark and Norway and made the Danes Christian). This monument is decorated with a figure of 
Christ as well as with a leonine quadruped. 
435 The stones with non-specific quadrupeds combined with birds (U 590, U 753 and U 746) are 
discussed above. Vg 119 and Gs 19 also contain such quadrupeds among their many images. 
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memory of his father and it contains a carver signature by Ásmundr. The inscription 
on U 598 Borggärde is incomplete. At least two male commissioners are identified 
who had the monument made in memory of their brothers. A carver, possibly named 
Auðmundr, is mentioned as well. Of the father who is commemorated by his three 
sons on U 35 Svartsjö it is stated he was the bóndi of Ernfríðr. The wife and the 
mother of the man who is commemorated by his two sons on U 79 Skesta are named 
and he is called a góðr son. The carver Arnfastr is also identified. U 193 Svista is 
ƌĂŝƐĞĚďǇ'ƵŶŶĂ ?ƚŽŐĞƚŚĞƌǁŝƚŚƚǁŽŵĞŶ ?ŝŶŵĞŵŽƌǇŽĨ'ƵŶŶĂ ?Ɛbóndi ÞdŚĞŵĞŶ ?Ɛ
relationship with the commemorated Sigfastr is not specified. Gunna is either 
mentioned twice, or the first Gunna is a daughter by the same name, i.e. named after 
her mother.436 The most elaborate inscription in this group is on U 160 Risbyle, raised 
by three men to commemorate their góðr father. It is stated that he lived in 
Skolhamarr and the inscription ends with an elaborate prayer for his soul: Guð hjalpi 
hans Іnd ok sálu ok Guðs móðir, lé honum ljós ok paradís  ‘DĂǇ'ŽĚĂŶĚ'ŽĚ ?Ɛ
ŵŽƚŚĞƌŚĞůƉŚŝƐƐƉŝƌŝƚĂŶĚƐŽƵů ŒŐƌĂŶƚŚŝŵůŝŐŚƚĂŶĚƉĂƌĂĚŝƐĞ ? Þ 
Summarising, there are two inscriptions in the group with non-specific 
quadrupeds without additions. The optional elements on the other stones with such 
quadrupeds as the only decoration are generally restricted to carver signatures, 
bóndi and góðr, except for U 160 Risbyle, which gives more information in addition to 
an elaborate prayer. One of these monuments was commissioned by a woman, but 
almost half of the stones with such images (as the only decoration) mention women 
as relatives. The five monuments with leonine quadrupeds as the only image, on the 
other hand, do not mention women at all, but most of them mention possession of 
land or monetary wealth or the place where the commemorated man died. Two of 
the three inscriptions on monuments with lupine quadrupeds as only figural 
                                            
436 This is the same on Ög 224 except it is there mentioned that the commemorated man is the father of 
(some of) the commissioners as well as the bóndi of the woman. 
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decoration mention the construction of a bridge or path and a Christian prayer. 
 
 
3.4.5 Faces/Masks  
The inscriptions on U 1034 Tensta kyrka, by three men to commemorate their father, 
and on U 824 Holms kyrka, which was co-commissioned by a woman and in memory 
of a woman too, contain only carver signatures as optional information. All the other 
stones with mask-like and naturalistic faces contain inscriptions with denominations, 
more elaborate information, or other optional phrases or features. Some of the 
inscriptions contain even more than one such element. 
Sö 167 Landshammar was raised by a man in memory of his son, who is 
called a góðr drengr. The father who is commemorated by his sons on Sö 112 
Kolunda is called a þróttar þegn. Both epithets are carved in a different runic script 
than the rest of the inscriptions: drengr góðan on Sö 167 is carved largely in 
coordinate-runes and þegn on Sö 112 is also carved in coordinate-runes while þróttar 
is carved in normal runes as the rest of the inscription. Sö 367 Släbro was 
commissioned by two men in memory of their father and by a woman for her bóndi. 
It is added that Freysteinn and Hrólfr, the latter of whom is the commemorated man, 
were þróttar þegnar and that they owned the estate of Sleðabrú. This þróttar þegn-
formula is again carved in coordinate-runes.  
The main commissioners of U 508 Gillberga are two women, who had the 
stone raised in memory of their góðr father. A male co-commissioner is only 
mentioned later in the inscription. The inscription also mentioned where these 
people lived, but the name of the place is damaged. DR 335 Västra Strö was raised by 
a man in memory for another man, who he owned a ship with. In addition to the 
image of a mask-like face, this stone also contains carving traces of possibly two 
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human figures. 
DR 66 Århus contains a textual reference to a battle; it was commissioned by 
four men in memory of their partner, who died þa kunungar bІrðusk  ‘ǁŚĞŶŬŝŶŐƐ
ĨŽƵŐŚƚ ? ÞdŚĞŝŶƐĐƌŝƉƚŝŽŶŽŶZ ? ?Skern, by Sasgerðr for the dýrr ok dróttinfastr 
(valued and loyal to his lord) Óðinkárr, ends with the curse Síði sá maðr er þessi kuml 
of brjóti  ‘ƐŽƌĐĞƌĞƌ ?ďĞ )ƚŚĞŵĂŶǁŚŽďƌĞĂŬƐƚŚŝƐŵŽŶƵŵĞŶƚ ? ?.  
The last part of the inscription on DR 62 Sjelle is damaged, but it seems to 
have contained information about the lagsmaðr (comrade) this monument was 
raised in memory of, possibly where he died.437 Several parts of the inscription on DR 
Aud1996;274 Bjerring, which was raised by a woman in memory of her verr 
(husband) are missing and others are badly worn. It seems, however, that in addition 
to the memorial formula and carver signature the inscriptions contained information 
ĂďŽƵƚƚŚĞĐŽŵŵĞŵŽƌĂƚĞĚŵĂŶ ?ƐůŝŶĞĂŐĞĂŶĚĚǁĞůůŝŶŐƉůĂĐĞĂƐǁĞůůĂƐƉŽƐƐŝďůǇĂŶ
expression about the future role of the memorial stone.  
The two inscriptions on Upplandic runestones with faces/masks as the only 
decoration contain only a carver signature as optional element. The other nine 
inscriptions all contain denominations and adjectives or other information about the 
deceased. Additionally, the epithets góðr drengr and þróttar þegn on the three 
Sörmlandic monuments with mask-like faces are carved (partly) in a different runic 
script than the rest of the inscriptions. This connection is important and will be 
discussed in more detail in Section 3.5. With five out of nine of these monuments 
being (co-) commissioned by women, the female involvement in this group is quite 
high.438 
                                            
437 DR, 99. 
438 Nä 34 is decorated with a face and a serpentine quadruped. This monument was also commissioned 
by a woman, to commemorate her nýtr son. On DR 314 and Sö 86, the faces are combined with wolves 
and a hammer respectively. [DR] DK MJy 69, Sö 95 and DR 286 are also decorated with faces/masks (and 
the latter also with a lupine quadruped), but have no inscription. There is a face among the many 
images on Vg 119 as well. 
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3.4.6 Ships 
There were fewer women involved in the establishment of memorials that are 
decorated with images of ships. Also fewer uncommon optional inscription elements 
are found on these monuments.  
Five simple inscriptions in this group consist of a memorial formula only: DR 
328 Holmby by a son after his father, Vg 51 by a father after his son, DR EM85;523B 
Farsø kirke by two men after their brother and Ög MÖLM1960;230 Törnevalla kyrka 
by a man after his gildi (guild-brother). Ög 224 Stratomta was commissioned by one 
woman, Ástríðr, and two men to commemorate their father and by a woman of the 
same name as the first for her bóndi.439 In addition, the merki Vs 17 Råby was raised 
by Holmsteinn in memory of his wife and himself.440  
Two inscriptions have carver signatures as the only addition to the memorial 
formula. A double carver signature, by Ingólfr and Þjálfi, concludes the inscription on 
U 1052 Råby, which was commissioned by four men in memory of their frændi 
(kinsman). The memorial formula on Sö 122 Skresta, raised by a father to 
commemorate his son, is versified. The word order in the formula is slightly different 
from usual to accommodate for the alliteration.441 The inscription ends with a carver 
signature by Ásgautr. 
The inscriptions on six other runestones in this group contain more 
uncommon optional elements and features. The man commemorated by his brother 
on DR 77 Hjermind is called a harða góðr drengr and the father commemorated by 
                                            
439 Both Ástríðrs could be the same woman, the wife of the commemorated Hálfdan and possibly the 
mother of his two sons, who are the two male co-commissioners. It could also be that only the second 
ƐƚƌşĝƌŝƐ,ĄůĨĚĂŶ ?ƐǁŝĨĞĂŶĚƚŚĂƚƚŚĞĨŝƌƐƚŝƐŚŝƐĚĂƵŐŚƚĞƌ ?ŵĂǇďĞŶĂŵed after her mother. The first time 
the name is spelled estriþ and the second time astriþ. It is unusual, however, that a daughter would be 
named first, before her brothers.  
440 There are thirty-three such self-commemorative monuments, which almost all occur in the Swedish 
Mälar region (Sawyer 2000, 136). 
441 Cf. Hübler 1996, 76. 
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his two sons on Sö 158 Österberga is given the epithet þróttar þegn, carved in bind-
runes like the corresponding phrases on the Sörmlandic mask-stones. This inscription 
ends with uit, carved in alternating long- and short-twig runes. This word is probably 
an imperative of vita (to know), used to invite or stimulate the reader to decipher the 
monument in the same way as the ráða-formulas (see also Chapter 4.4).442 The 
inscription on Sö 154 Skarpåker ends with a rare poetic phrase that is carved mostly 
in staveless runes: jІrð skal rifna ok upphiminn  ‘ĞĂƌƚŚƐŚĂůůďĞƌŝǀĞŶĂŶĚ,ŝŐŚ
,ĞĂǀĞŶ ? Þ/ƚŝƐƐĂŝĚŽĨƚŚĞĨĂƚŚĞƌƚŚĂƚŝƐĐŽŵŵĞŵŽƌĂƚĞĚďǇŚŝƐƚǁŽƐŽŶƐŽŶ^Ƃ ? ? ?
Spånga that he stóð drengila í stafn skipi, liggr vestarla of hulinn(?),  ‘ƐƚŽŽĚdrengila in 
ƚŚĞƐƚĞƌŶŽĨƚŚĞƐŚŝƉ ?ĂŶĚ ? ?ŶŽǁ )ůŝĞƐŝŶŚƵŵĞĚŝŶƚŚĞǁĞƐƚ ? ÞdŚŝƐĂĚĚŝƚŝŽŶŝƐǀĞƌƐŝĨŝĞĚ
and the last part of it is also carved in coordinate-runes and one staveless rune.443 
There is clearly a correspondence with Sö 158 and the Sörmlandic mask-stones with 
these inscription elements/features, which will be discussed in Section 3.5. It seems 
that Sö 352 Linga, commissioned by a man and a woman in memory of Þorfastr, who 
was his mágr (kinsman-by-marriage) and her brother, also gave information about 
how he died. Unfortunately the inscription is damaged, with four coordinate-runes 
missing. These runes would have come after the part of the memorial formula in 
bind-runes.  
 
3.4.7 Hammers 
dŚĞƌƵŶĞƐƚŽŶĞƐƚŚĂƚĂƌĞĚĞĐŽƌĂƚĞĚŽŶůǇǁŝƚŚXſƌƌ ?ƐŚĂŵŵĞƌƐŚĂǀĞŝŶƐĐƌŝƉƚŝŽŶƐǁŝƚŚ
unusual elements, except for DR 26 Læborg. This monument was carved in memory 
of a woman. Vg 113 Lärkegapet, Töfta was raised by a man in memory of (his) frændi, 
a harða góðr þegn. Sö 111 Stenkvista, raised by three sons after their father, is called 
a merki sírún. Sö 86 is also called a merki sírún. This monument is decorated with a 
                                            
442 Bianchi 2010, 130-131. 
443 See Hübler 1996, 110 and Bianchi 2010, 133-134 with references for interpretation difficulties. 
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face over the hammer and it was commissioned by two sons in memory of their 
father.  
 
3.4.8 Human figures with spread arms and/or holding snakes 
The inscription on two stones with figures with spread arms and on two with figures 
holding snakes contain optional elements, but the additions are all different. Also 
two monuments of both groups mention women.  
The inscription on U 313 Harg, with a depiction of two figures standing with 
spread arms, contains only the memorial formula, but it is one of the few stones that 
commemorates a woman. It was commissioned by a man in memory of his 
stepdaughter and by her mother too.444 The inscription contains some extra runes 
and bind-runes in the name of the commemorated J۠furfastr and in the word stjúpa 
 ‘ƐƚĞƉĚĂƵŐŚƚĞƌ ? ÞdŚĞŝŶƐĐƌŝƉƚŝŽŶƐŽŶƚŚĞŽƚŚĞƌƚǁŽŵĞŵŽƌŝĂůƐǁŝƚŚƐƵĐŚĂŶŝŵĂŐĞĂƌĞ
now incomplete. Gs 7 Torsåkers kyrka mentions the mother of a man who drowned 
and a brother too, but it is not clear who of these people was commemorating whom 
by commissioning this monument. The merki U Fv1946;258 Fällbro was raised by 
three men in memory of their father. A ship is mentioned twice and possibly also that 
Véseti carved the stone.445 
U 1065 Rångsta is decorated with a figure that holds the runic serpent. It was 
commissioned by a man in memory of his father Sveinn as well as by two other men 
to commemorate their father Kári. The two stones with human figures that hold two 
(runic) serpents on either side of them with their heads towards their ears were 
commissioned by women. Öl 19 Hulterstad, by Ástríðr in memory of her bóndi, ends 
with Guð hjalpi hans sál (May God help his soul). The inscription on Sö 175 Lagnö 
                                            
444 U 312, U 314 and U 315 are raised by various members of the same family. 
445 Other figures with spread arms are carved on DR 42, which in addition to Christ is decorated with a 
leonine quadruped, N 68 on which Christ is combined with a Nativity/Adoration scene. Sö 40, on which 
the figure with spread arms has two heads, and U 1161, on which the figure stands on a ladder-like 
structure with a bird on its shoulder, are both decorated with several other images.  
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mentions a secondary male commissioner and ends with the rare phrase Satt er þat 
sem sagt var ok sem hugat var þat,  ‘It is true that which was said and which was 
ŝŶƚĞŶĚĞĚ Þ ? 
 
 
3.5 Conclusion 
 
3.5.1 Connections between optional carving elements 
This chapter has analysed the relation between the use of figural images in the 
decoration and the content of the inscription on Viking Age runestones. One 
important outcome is that while 59% of all runestones have optional elements or 
features in the inscription, this is 68% for runestones with figural images. When only 
ƚŚĞ ‘ŵĂŝŶƌƵŶĞƐƚŽŶĞĂƌĞĂƐ ?ĂƌĞĐŽŵƉĂƌĞĚ ?ƚŚĞĚŝscrepancy is even larger: two thirds 
of runestones with images have optional elements in their inscriptions compared to 
half of runestones in general.446  
Of the optional inscription elements, those in half of the inscriptions on 
monuments with figural images are unusual, i.e. other than carving signatures and 
Christian prayers. This is just under 40% in general and only a third in the main 
runestone areas, where almost all runestones with images and unusual inscription 
elements or features are found. The elements and features that occur significantly 
more often on stones with figural images than on runestones in general are 
especially comments about the (future) role and features of the monument, carver 
signatures, invocations, curses and spells, statements about ownership, and the use 
of multiple runic scripts 
The image types were taken as a starting point to see if there are tendencies 
                                            
446 WĂůŵ ?Ɛ ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?-167) main areas are DK, NO, Sm, Vg, Ög, Sö, U. The other regions are Öl, G, Nä, Vs, 
Gs, Hs, M, see Chapter 3.3, note 87. 
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in their combination with the contents and features of the inscription (within the 
general distribution pattern of these elements). Tendencies can indeed be observed 
in how often the inscriptions on monuments with certain image types contain 
unusual information or common additions. This is illustrated in Table 6, which shows 
how many of the inscriptions on runestones with certain types of images contain 
optional elements and features. It is indicated in parentheses how many of these are 
ĂŶ ‘ƵŶƵƐƵĂů ?ƚǇƉĞŽĨŽƉƚŝŽŶĂůĂĚĚŝƚŝŽŶ ?ŝ ÞĞ ÞŽƚŚĞƌƚŚĂŶƉƌĂǇĞrs or carver signatures. 
The information is given as absolute numbers and as relative percentages.  
image type optional elements/total 
(unusual additions) 
as perc. of the total 
(unusual additions) 
birds: raven, eagles 4/4 (3) 100% (75%) 
faces 11/11 (7) 100% (64%)  
birds: other 2/2 100% 
leonine quadrupeds 4/5 (4) 80% 
weapons and warriors 6/8 (3) 75% (38%) 
neutral quadrupeds 6/8 (1) 75% (13%) 
hammers 3/4 (3) 75% 
lupine quadrupeds 2/3 (2) 67% 
Sigurðr 2/3 (1) 67% (33%) 
hunters 2/3 (1) 67% (33%) 
birds and (possible) prey 2/3 (1) 67% (33%) 
figures with spread arms 2/3 (1) 67% (33%) 
figures holding snakes 2/3 (1) 67% (33%) 
ships 8/13 (6) 62% (46%) 
cervine quadrupeds 1/2 (1) 50% 
horses 0/2 0% 
The average for optional inscription elements on runestones in general is 50% and 
33% for uncommon additions 
Table 6. Optional inscription elements  
 
Nearly all the image types are combined with inscriptions that have a higher 
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content of optional information than average. On the stones decorated with leonine 
quadrupeds and hammers practically all of these additional inscription elements are 
of the uncommon types. A lower proportion of unusual additions, but still above 
average, is found in the inscriptions on memorials with faces and ships. The 
inscriptions that are combined with images of weapons and warriors or of neutral 
quadrupeds often contain optional elements, but these are seldom of the 
uncommon type. 
The common optional addition to the memorial formula of Christian prayers 
occurs on thirteen of the ninety-eight inscribed stones with images. This is slightly 
less than average, and Uppland and Södermanland are overrepresented compared to 
the general distribution of this inscription element. The images on these stones vary. 
Consequently, there does not seem to be a connection between the type of image 
and the higher occurrence of prayers on decorated stones from Uppland and 
Södermanland. There are also no common images on the five decorated stones that 
mention bridges or pathways.  
Carver signatures form the other regular addition to the memorial formula. 
In contrasts to prayers, they occur significantly more often than average on 
runestones with figural decoration. This higher occurrence of carver signatures on 
memorials decorated with figural images and the deviating regional distribution does 
not seem to be linked to any particular image type. Instead, it seems there is a 
connection between the presence of figural imagery in itself and the occurrence of 
carver signatures.  
The role of carvers is relevant to consider. Some of them are known to use 
certain features more than others. For instance Balli often used the phrase hér mun 
standa steinn.447 Another example is that some carvers produce more versified 
                                            
447 Jesch 1998, 472.  
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inscriptions than others and the kind of poetic devices also vary. Balli, again, for 
instance included the most verses in his inscriptions. The carver Þórkell even seems 
to have included verses in his inscriptions that may have been composed especially 
for that monument, possibly by himself.448 We have seen in Chapter 2.3 that it is 
difficult to link particular image types to certain carvers, although it seems that some 
carvers used figural imagery in their design more often than others. In general, 
ŚŽǁĞǀĞƌ ?ǁĞŵĂǇŶĞǀĞƌŬŶŽǁǁŚĂƚƚŚĞĐŽŵŵŝƐƐŝŽŶĞƌ ?ƐŝŶĨůƵĞŶĐĞŽŶǁŚĂƚǁĂƐ
carveĚǁĂƐ ?ďĞŝƚĚŝƌĞĐƚŽƌŝŶĚŝƌĞĐƚ ?ŝ ÞĞ ÞĨŽƌĞǆĂŵƉůĞŝĨĂĐĂƌǀĞƌ ?ƐƵƐĞŽĨƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĐ
elements was the reason for a commissioner to employ them).449 
There are some inscription elements/features that seem to have a 
connection to specific image types in certain regions. Firstly, there might have been a 
ĐŽƌƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶďĞƚǁĞĞŶĂŶŝŵĂŐĞŽĨĂůĂƌŐĞXſƌƌ ?ƐŚĂŵŵĞƌĂŶĚĐĂůůŝŶŐƚŚĞŵŽŶƵŵĞŶƚĂ
merki sírún in Södermanland. Only two such monuments survive, Sö 86 S. Åby ägor 
and Sö 111 Stenkvista, but this phrase only occurs on these stones. Two other 
ƌƵŶĞƐƚŽŶĞƐĂƌĞĚĞĐŽƌĂƚĞĚǁŝƚŚXſƌƌ ?ƐŚĂŵŵĞƌƐǁŝƚŚŽƵƚďĞŝŶŐĐĂůůĞĚĂmerki sírún, 
but not in Södermanland (DR 26, Vg 113).  
Another, larger group of images, phrases, and features of the inscription also 
seem to be connected. Only roughly twenty-six inscriptions in the runestone corpus 
are carved in more than one runic script. Over a fifth of these stones are decorated 
with a mask-like face or a ship, all from Södermanland. Inscription elements on 
monuments with various runic scripts, both with and without figural decoration, are 
the epithets (þróttar) þegn, góðr drengr and drengliga. A connection between the 
use of the þróttar þegn denomination, multiple runic scripts, and images of faces and 
ships in Södermanland has also been recognised by Bianchi.450 The versification of 
                                            
448 Wulf 2003, esp. 982-991. 
449 See also Zilmer 2012, 397-409. 
450 Bianchi 2010, 156-161. He suggests that these carvings express that individuals or families belong to 
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parts of the inscriptions, which Bianchi does not mention, and the epithet drengr can 
be added to this. Partly versified inscriptions occur on three of the Sörmlandic stones 
decorated with ships that make use of more than one runic script (Sö 122, Sö 154, Sö 
164) and also on three or four of those without figural decoration.451 There are also 
two stones from Västergötland with versified inscriptions. They are decorated with 
different images, Vg 32 Kållands-Åsaka with a standing man and Vg 181 Frugården 
with quadrupeds, but they both commemorate a drengr.452 Also among the 
Sörmlandic runestones that use more than one runic script are those that mention a 
góðr drengr (Sö 167) and a man who behaves drengliga (Sö 130 and Sö 164). Sö 167 
Landshammar and Sö 164 Spånga are again decorated with figural imagery, 
respectively with a face and a ship.453  
 
3.5.2 Female involvement 
The female involvement in the establishment of the monuments with figural images 
can also be compared to that in runestones in general (see Table 7). Although some 
female runestone carvers are know from the Viking Age and the early Middle Ages,454 
the carvers of the monuments ŝŶƚŚŝƐƚŚĞƐŝƐ ?ĐŽƌƉƵƐƚŚĂƚĂƌĞŶĂŵĞĚŽƌŽƚŚĞƌǁŝƐĞ
known are men. There are, however, women among the commissioners and the 
commemorated of these memorial stones. In addition, some women are mentioned 
that are neither the commissioner nor the commemorated. These inscriptions seem 
to display a specific concern with family ties and ancestry. 
Roughly a third of the memorials with figural images contain female names in 
                                                                                                                   
a particular social elite and further suggests there might also be connection to undertakings abroad. 
451 Sö 130, Sö 137, Sö 148 and possibly Sö 159, see Hübler 1996. 
452 Two stones in Västergötland that mention a þegn are decorated with birds and one with a hammer. 
None of them contains multiple runic script, however. 
453 The Norwegian N 68 and N 61 with a partly versified inscription and hunting, resp. Nativity/Adoration 
imagery do not fit in this pattern. 
454 Källström 2007, 213-216. Consider also that the runes on the Överhögdal weave were most likely 
also embroidered by a woman. 
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the inscription. This corresponds to the female involvement in runestone-raising in 
general.455 As demonstrated in Table 7, the regional distribution of monuments with 
images that mention women differs slightly from that of runestones with female 
names in general for two of the relationship patterns. 
 
 runestones with figural images runestones in general
456
 
ŵAPŵ457 61 66.6% 
ŵAPĨA?ŵ 4: DR 42, Gs 9, Sö 311-313, Vs 17 2.7%, not in N 
ŵAPĨ DR 26 3.6% (<2% in U, Sö; 7% 
in DR; 8.5% in Vg) 
ĨA?ŵAPŵ 13: DR 271, Ög 181, Ög 224, Sö 175, 
Sö 352, Sö 367, U 193, U 240, U 375, U 
508, U 855, U 860, Vg 32 
14.6% (unusual outside 
Sö, U, Öl; none in N) 
ĨAPŵ 8: DR 81, DR Aud1996;274, N 61, Nä 
34, Öl 19, Sö 101, U 753, Vg 150 
10.5%-15.5% (few in N, 
Sm, G, Öl) 
ĨA?ŵAPĨ h ? ? ? ?h ? ? ? ?ƉŽƐƐŝďůǇĂůƐŽAPŵ Þ ) 0.2% (4, in U, Sö) 
ĨAPĨ N 68 0.4 % (7, in N, DR, U, Sö) 
ĨAPŵA?Ĩ - 0.2% (4, in U) 
ĨA?ŵAPŵA?Ĩ - 0.5% (9, in U, Sö, M, Ög) 
ŵAPŵA?ŵĞŶƚŝŽŶĨ Þ
relative 
4: Gs 7, Gs 19, U 35, U 79 Not mentioned in 
Sawyer 
uncertain 3: U 920, U 1163, U Fv1978;226  
total 97
458
  
Table 7. Gender of commissioners and commemorated persons 
 
The percentage of runestones with images that are raised by men and women 
together in memory of men corresponds roughly to the average of 14.6%. Since this 
relationship pattern is unusual outside Södermanland, Uppland and Öland, however, 
                                            
455 According to Sawyer 2000, 38, there was no chronological development in the female involvement, 
but rather regional variation. 
456 Percentages and numbers in this column are after Sawyer 2000, 38-41. 
457 M = male; f = female. 
458 This is the number of runestones with figural decoration and lexical inscriptions (see Section 3.2).  
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it is remarkable that four of these monuments are from Denmark, Östergötland and 
Västergötland (the other nine are from Uppland and Södermanland). That eight 
runestones with figural images are commissioned by women to commemorate men 
is below the average of this relationship pattern. One of these stones, however, is 
from Norway and one from Öland, which are both areas in which this 
commemoration pattern is uncommon.  
In addition to this, monuments with certain images are more often 
commissioned by or to commemorate a woman. Table 8 shows how many of the 
inscriptions on the runestones with various images mention women. The information 
is given as absolute numbers and as relative percentages. 
 
image type female involvement/total  as perc. of total 
Sigurðr 2 or 3/3 67-100% 
hunters 3/4 or 5  60-80% 
figures with spread arms 2/3 67% 
figures holding snakes 2/3 67% 
faces 5/11 45% 
non-specific quadrupeds 3/8 38% 
lupine quadrupeds 1-2/3 33-67% 
birds and prey 1/3 33% 
birds: raven, eagles 1-2/4 25-50%  
hammers 1/4 25% 
ships 2/13 15% 
weapons and warriors 1/8 13% 
leonine quadrupeds  0/5459 0% 
cervine quadrupeds 0/2 0% 
horses 0/2 0% 
birds: other 0/2 0% 
                                            
459 The only two stones with such animals that mention women also contain other images (DR 42 and 
DR 271). 
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The average female involvement in runestones in general is 33% 
Table 8. Female involvement 
 
The images of Sigurðr, hunters, figures with spread arms, and figures holding 
snakes occur more often on monuments raised by or for women than not. Other 
images, most notably of weapons, warriors and leonine quadrupeds generally 
decorate stones without female involvement. An exception to this is Ög 181 Ledberg, 
raised by Gunna, which is decorated with warrior imagery, including a wolf and a 
ship. Female involvement is also rather uncommon for monuments decorated with 
ships, except when they are combined with other images. 
Four monuments raised by men and women together in memory of men do 
not fit the regional distribution of this commemoration pattern because they were 
raised in Denmark, Östergötland and Västergötland. They are, however, decorated 
with different images.460 Two stones, N 61 Alstad and Öl 19 Hulterstad, do not 
conform to the general distribution of monuments raised by women to 
commemorate men. Only very few monuments with comparable images exist for 
these runestones. Öl 19 has Sö 175 Lagnö as a parallel, which also has a female 
commissioner (with a secondary male co-commissioner). N 61 is comparable to U 
855 Böksta and N 68 Dynna (for different reasons), both of which are commissioned 
by women (U 855 together with a man). These stones stand out from the prevailing 
commemoration patterns in their regions. Although there might have been a 
connection between the choice of images and the female involvement in the 
commissioning of these monuments, the variation on the general distribution cannot 
be explained on the basis of this. 
 
                                            
460 DR 271, Ög 181, and Ög 224 contain images of a ship, but the first two are also carved with other 
images. Vg 32 Kållands-Åsaka is decorated only with a large image of a standing man. Furthermore, the 
stones that are decorated with ships that involve women are all from outside Södermanland. 
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3.5.3 Visual communication 
The images of faces and ships offer the opportunity to compare two image types that 
were used in more or less the same context to see if they were used according to 
differenƚ ‘ƌƵůĞƐ ? Þ&ĂĐĞƐĂŶĚƐŚŝƉƐĨŽƌŵ the two largest groups of images that occur as 
single decoration. They occur largely in the same areas and are connected to the use 
of the words þegn and drengr in the inscriptions and the employment of various 
runic scripts and poetic devices. The differences between the use of these two types 
of images are highlighted by Tables 6 and 8 above. Of all image types, faces are the 
most often combined with optional elements in the inscriptions, while ships, though 
still (just) above average, are at the bottom of the list. This discrepancy is less 
pronounced for the use of uncommon additional inscription elements and features, 
but they still occur significantly more often with faces than with ships. Furthermore, 
where almost half of the runestones decorated with faces record female involvement 
in the inscription, this is below average for ships (with only 2 out of 13).  
These differences between the two image types show that although faces 
and ships were part of the same group of textual and decorative carving elements 
that were used in various combinations to communicate a certain message (at least 
in Södermanland and possibly also in Västergötland and Denmark), they were 
employed in different ways within this system. Although studies such as this can 
approximate how these and other verbal and visual carvings were used, exactly what 
meaning was communicated through this might never be known. 
Other than possibly with hammers, faces and ships, no distinct correlation 
between particular images and inscription elements emerges from the survey in this 
chapter. In fact, it seems it is mostly the other way round, since images are very 
rarely combined with explicit textual references to the same thing.  
There is only one runestone with both a ship mentioned in the inscription 
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and a ship in the decoration (Sö 164). The runestones with heroic imagery contain 
only very few textual references to heroism, and these are not very specific (see also 
Chapter 6.2.1). The dróttkvætt stanza on the Karlevi stone (Öl 1) is another example 
of the same principle. Normally the commemorative message is fixed and preserved 
for posterity either orally in the dróttkvætt metre in skaldic poetry or visually and 
physically carved in stone, but the Karlevi stone uses both.461 
The only visual and verbal expressions of the same concept that regularly 
occur together are crosses and Christian expressions in the inscription. In 
Västergötland, fifty-seven runic stone monuments are decorated with cross 
ornamentation and twelve inscriptions contain prayers or other Christian references. 
Eight of these monuments combine the two (5.3% of the Vg monuments). In 
Södermanland and Uppland more than half of the runestones are decorated with a 
cross (resp. 216 and 655) and 18% contain verbal Christian expressions (resp. 72 and 
212). In Södermanland 43 monuments are carved with both and in Uppland 146 
(resp. 10.8% and 12.2%).462 On nine runestones with images, crosses and prayers are 
combined.463 For Södermanland this is 8% (2 out of 25), so slightly less than average. 
In Uppland, on the other hand, visual and verbal Christian references are more often 
combined on runestones with images than average (17.9% or 7 out of 39).  
A monument that combines an image, which in itself is an uncommon 
optional type of decoration, with inscription elements or phrases that are uncommon 
for their particular region, may be regarded as more individual and more exclusive. 
Sö 167 Landshammar, for example, is decorated with a face and in addition to 
drengir occurring less often in inscriptions on Sörmlandic runestones than in several 
                                            
461 Jesch 2005a, 96. Jesch (1998, 467) makes a connection between visual and verbal carvings too and 
states that on runestones without versified inscription, the verbal message is instead ornamented by 
the use of carved decoration. There is, however, quite an overlap between verse and figural decoration 
on runestones.  
462 Based on numbers kindly provided by Kristel Zilmer (pers. comm. 5 January 2012). She includes runic 
Christian grave monuments with text and not runestones without inscriptions. 
463 On Sö 154, Sö 312, U 160, U 241, U 629, U 691, U 860, U 920, U 1043.  
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other regions, this is the only Sörmlandic drengr who is called góðr. Another example 
is Vg 150 Skattegården, which is the only runestone with an invocation to Þórr in 
Västergötland, while they are more common in Denmark. This monument is also one 
ŽĨŽŶůǇƚǁŽƌƵŶĞƐƚŽŶĞƐƚŚĂƚĂƌĞĚĞĐŽƌĂƚĞĚǁŝƚŚĂďŝƌĚ ?ƐŚĞĂĚ Þ 
The two common scenarios in visual communication on multimodal media 
are that the text offers commentary or an explanation to the image or that the image 
ŝůůƵƐƚƌĂƚĞƐƚŚĞƚĞǆƚ ?ďƵƚ<ƌĞƐƐĂŶĚǀĂŶ>ĞĞƵǁĞŶƐŚŽǁƚŚĂƚ ‘/ŶĂŵƵůƚŝŵŽĚĂůƚĞǆƚƚŚĞ
ǁƌŝƚŝŶŐƐĐĂŶĐĂƌƌǇŽŶĞƐĞƚŽĨŵĞĂŶŝŶŐƐĂŶĚƚŚĞŝŵĂŐĞƐĂŶŽƚŚĞƌ Þ ?464 It is clear from the 
studies in this chapter that the first two views do not apply to the combination of 
images and text on memorial stones. The inscriptions should not be seen as captions 
to the images, nor should the decoration be regarded as illustration to the text. 
Instead, the optional textual and visual additional carving elements appear to have 
functioned rather independently of each other. Even the visual and textual elements 
of faces, ships, different runic scripts, versification, þegn and drengr that seem to be 
connected (in Södermanland and possibly in Västergötland and Denmark as well) 
occur in different combinations. 
Although the linguistic and visual elements on runestones functioned quite 
independently, they are not completely separate either. This corresponds to Kress 
and van >ĞĞƵǁĞŶ ?ƐǀŝĞǁŽŶǀŝƐƵĂůĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ P ‘ŝŶŵƵůƚŝŵŽĚĂůŽƌĐ ŵƉŽƐŝƚĞƚĞǆƚƐ ?
the meanings of the whole should be not be treated as the sum of the meanings of 
the parts, but the parts should be looked upon as interacting with and affecting one 
ĂŶŽƚŚĞƌ Þ ?465 Inscriptions on stones with images contain a significantly higher 
percentage of additional information than usual, which heightens the exclusiveness 
of these monuments. This also shows that these monuments aimed to convey more 
information than usual and did so both textually and through the decoration. The 
                                            
464 Kress and van Leeuwen 1996, 18, 38. 
465 Kress and van Leeuwen 1996, 182. 
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type of optional textual elements or features that that especially occur relatively 
often on stones with images - comments about the (future) role and features of the 
memorial, carver signatures, and the use of multiple runic scripts - place a specific 
emphasis on the monument and its various types of carvings. A similar concern is 
expressed by curses that explicitly protect the monument and the various spells and 
the invocations that probably had a similar aim.  
Statements about ownership also occur more often than average on stones 
that are decorated with images. As the individual images, this kind of information 
contributes to the creation and display of a more specific identity. Features such as 
multiple runic scripts, versification, and (particular) figural images express belonging 
to certain elites or in-groups and at the same time display a high level of individuality. 
How this can be related to expressing identity and shaping memory is discussed in 
Chapters 5 and 6.  
Why a certain image was carved on a memorial stone depended on two main 
aspects. The particular meaning of an image was important, because it 
communicates certain information. The discussion of the interpretations of images in 
Chapter 2.2.3 illustrated that it can be difficult to reconstruct what an image 
represents and what its connotations were. Secondly, the function of figural images 
in the commemoration on the memorials plays a role. 
Figural images add an extra layer of meaning to the monument and heighten 
its exclusiveness. This seems to be important for many of the runestones with figural 
images, since they generally also contain more optional elements in the inscription 
than usual. However, there are also monuments that are carved with images only 
and no inscription at all. Figural decoration employs another level or means of 
communication in addition to the inscription, ornamental decoration, and the size, 
material, and location of the monument. How the images subsequently may have 
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been perceived is explored in the following chapter as the next step in placing the 
use of images on runestone in the wider context of Viking Age visual culture. 
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Chapter 4. The cognitive context of images: Runestones and 
poetry 
 
 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter focuses on the cognitive context of the images on Viking Age memorial 
stones. For this purpose, contemporary accounts of seeing are analysed and related 
to visual communication theories and to the results of the visual analysis of the 
monuments from the previous two chapters, adding the cognitive context to the 
reconstruction of the visual communication on runestones.  
The references in runestone inscriptions to the interpretation of the 
monument or its carvings that were discussed in the previous chapter are analysed 
further in Section 4.4. This analysis shows ƚŚĂƚŶŽƚĂůůŽĨƚŚĞŝŶǀŝƚĂƚŝŽŶƐƚŽ ‘ŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚ ?
necessarily refer to the inscription alone, as is often assumed. Instead it is likely that 
other aspects of the monument, or indeed the memorial as a whole, are referred to 
as something that needs to be interpreted by the viewer. 
The contemporary accounts of seeing and interpreting images in poetry give 
the impression that it was a function of the images to prompt the viewer to recall 
and in some circumstances recount the related narratives. A number of images on 
memorial stones could likewise have had the purpose of evoking particular narratives 
in the observer's mind and the recounting of mythological and legendary stories may 
have played a role in the interpretation of runestone decoration.  
Like memorial stones, commemorative praise poetry is an exponent of the 
Viking Age culture of commemoration and status-display. This chapter explores how 
the use of certain imagery in poetry illustrates how their visual parallels functioned in 
the communication on the carved stones. How images, also combined with text, 
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then, are perceived is also the subject of various visual communication theories that 
have been developed in modern research.  
 
 
4.2 Modern theories of visual communication 
Modern visual communication theory is an umbrella for a multitude of sub-theories 
that are concerned with the various aspects of this process. Visual communication is 
a complex process which can be studied from different angles and with various 
purposes.466 Aesthetics and semiotics are the most important for runestone studies, 
and perception, cognition, representation and reception theories are relevant too. 
How aesthetics theory can be applied to runestone design was illustrated in 
Chapter 2.4. The combined factors of proportion, position, and discernability of the 
carving elements influence how prominent they are. This gives an impression of their 
importance in relation to each other. In addition to this, some sort of sequence can 
be indicated, which will be discussed in Section 4.6.2.a. This section briefly introduces 
the other visual communication theories that are relevant to runestone studies.  
Semiotics studies the use of signs and symbols in visual communication. In 
order for a message to be successfully communicated through symbols, the receiver 
of the message has to know what the symbols refer to. Unlike abstract images, 
figural images visually resemble the object they represent, but they can also 
represent an abstract concept through the connotations that the depicted object 
invokes. These connotations are shaped by the cultural and social significance of the 
object, for instance by its role in mythologies and ideologies.467 Runestone 
decoration, both figural and abstract, is commonly interpreted in a semiotic 
                                            
466 See Smith and others 2005; Kress and van Leeuwen 1996. 
467 Moriarty 2005, 228-231. 
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framework.468 
A strictly semiotic approach to runestone decoration has its difficulties. In 
many images on memorial stones we can recognise the item it represents, for 
instance the realistic-looking horse on Sö 226 Norra Stutby or a ship on DR 271 
Tullstorp. As illustrated in Chapter 2.2.3, it is more complicated to reconstruct what 
concept the object or animal may symbolise, despite our knowledge of their 
significance in Viking Age myths and legends and material culture. It becomes even 
more problematic when we fail to identify the object an image represents. If a 
depicted animal cannot be identified as, for example, representing a dog or a wolf, 
this can be a problem for the interpretation of the images, because dogs and wolves 
have different sets of connotations. 
Perception theory studies how meaning is derived from what we see, 
focussing on the neurological processes involved. Most of this happens 
subconsciously in the emotional system of the human brain and body.469 Perception 
theory has particular relevance for the study of runestone design, especially when it 
concerns the combination of images and text, yet it has not been applied 
systematically in this field. Bertelsen remarks about the combination of text and 
images on runestones that images communicate quicker than text because they can 
ďĞ ‘ĞĂƐǇƚŽƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚ ? Þ470 Although this statement seems to be based on principles 
of perception theory, she gives no further explanation of this.  
Neurological studies show how image and text are processed differently. 
Images appeal to the right side of the brain, while text is processed by the left. As a 
result of how these parts of the brain function, pictures make an earlier and stronger 
                                            
468 This theoretical approach is generally adŽƉƚĞĚƐŝůĞŶƚůǇ ?ǁŝƚŚƚŚĞĞǆĐĞƉƚŝŽŶŽĨŝĂŶĐŚŝ ?ƐƌĞĐĞŶƚ
doctoral thesis, in which he studied the carvings on Upplandic and Sörmlandic runestones as semiotic 
resources (Bianchi 2010). 
469 Barry 2005, 46-47. 
470 Bertelsen 2006, 31. 
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impression on viewers than text.471 This universal neurological process would also 
have applied to the contemporary audiences of Viking Age memorial stones with text 
and image. When the viewer could not read the runes, however, the inscription 
presumably became more like a part of the ornamentation, a symbolic element of 
the decoration rather than a verbal text. Also if the runes could be read, an 
inscription that is integrated in the serpent ornamentation can be regarded both as a 
decorative element and as text.  
Representation theory is concerned with the various ways in which an image 
or symbol can represent an object or concept and cognitive theory tries to further 
explain how images are related to the real world in the interpretation process.472 The 
ůĂƚƚĞƌĨŽĐƵƐĞƐŽŶŚŽǁ ‘ŵĞŵŽƌǇ ?ŝŵĂŐŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ ĂŶĚůŽŐŝĐ ?ĂƌĞƵƐĞĚƚŽƌĞĐŽŐŶŝƐe the 
object(s) an image represents.  
Reception theory has much in common with theories of perception and 
cognition. They all focus on how meaning is derived from an image, instead of trying 
to reconstruct that meaning. Reception theories can also take the role of the creator 
of the image into account. They can be concerned with how the creator and the 
viewer interact with and through the image, and thus how the image is the medium 
of communication between them.473 This approach can be relevant for runestone 
studies, but a complicating factor is that much is unknown about the process of 
creating a memorial stone and the agents involved, despite the substantial number 
of monuments with a carver signature (see also Chapter 2.3).  
These visual communication theories, especially aesthetics, perception 
theory, and semiotics, are relevant to the study of runestone design, because they 
help to reconstruct how an image means without us knowing what it means. Layout 
                                            
471 Barry 2005, esp. 54-56. 
472 Kenney 2005; Williams, R. 2005, 194. 
473 Barbatsis 2005, 271, 273-274. 
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ĂŶĚĚĞƐŝŐŶƉƌŝŶĐŝƉůĞƐĨŽƌŵƚŚĞ ‘ĐŽĚĞ ?ĨŽƌŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚŝŶŐǀŝƐƵĂůĞůĞŵĞŶƚƐ Þ474 The 
 ‘ĐŽŵƉůĞǆĂŶĚŵƵůƚŝĨĂĐĞƚĞĚĐŽŐŶŝƚŝǀĞƉƌŽĐĞƐƐĞƐ ?ƚŚĂƚĂƌĞƵƐĞĚŝŶǀŝƐƵĂů
ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ ‘ĚƌĂǁŽŶƉĞƌĐĞƉƚŝŽŶ ?ŵĞŵŽƌǇ ?ŝŵĂŐŝŶĂƚŝŽŶĂŶĚůŽŐŝĐ ? Þ475 The result is 
ĂŶŽƉĞŶƐǇƐƚĞŵŽĨŵĞĂŶŝŶŐĂŶĚ ‘ďĞĐĂƵƐĞŽĨƚŚĞŽƉĞŶŶĞƐƐŽĨǀŝƐƵĂůĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ
structures, there are also moƌĞŽƉƉŽƌƚƵŶŝƚŝĞƐĨŽƌĐŚĂŝŶƐĂŶĚƐŚŝĨƚƐ Þ ?476  
Relatively recently, perception and reception theories have been given a 
place in the studies of medieval art. These theories are, for instance, used to explain 
how various kinds of later medieval devotional (church) art and manuscript 
illustrations functioned.477 tŝƚŚƚŚĞĞǆĐĞƉƚŝŽŶŽĨŝĂŶĐŚŝ ?ƐƐĞŵŝŽƚŝĐƐƚƵĚǇĂŶĚ
ŝůŵĞƌ ?ƐĂĞƐƚŚĞƚŝĐĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚ ?ǀŝƐƵĂůĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƚŚĞŽƌǇŝƐŶŽƚŶŽƌŵĂůůǇĂƉƉůŝĞĚ ?Ăƚ
least not explicitly, to the elements of runestone design.478 Nevertheless, as long as 
the limitations of a semiotic approach and our limited knowledge of the production 
of the monuments are observed, knowledge of the processes involved in interpreting 
images and text can be used in the study of visual communication on Viking Age 
memorial stones. It is important, however, not to assume that these processes were 
employed by runestone producers and experienced by contemporary viewers any 
more consciously than is the case now for their modern counterparts. 
 
 
4.3 Early medieval theories of vision 
Looking is not only a psychological process, but also a cultural practice.479 The 
cultural attitude to images and the perception of their function is reflected in the 
(theoretical) writings of early medieval scholars about how images were seen and 
                                            
474 Moriarty 2005, 236 table 15.2 
475 Williams, R. 2005, 194. 
476 Moriarty 2005, 239. 
477 See for example overviews in Caviness 2006, 65, 69-78 and Lewis 2006, 91-98. 
478 Bianchi 2010, Zilmer 2011. 
479 Biernoff 2002, 4.  
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interpreted. The theories concerning vision and optics that circulated in medieval 
Europe have received scholarly attention from different points of view. Lindberg 
traces the development in a context of philosophy and history of science.480 The 
following overview is largely based on information from this work. Hahn takes a 
similar approach, but with regard to the history of art.481 Specific research projects 
have focussed on ideas about vision expressed in individual textual and visual 
sources from Christian Antiquity, the Late Middle Ages, the Gothic period and 
Byzantium.482 Not much research has been done, however, on thought about vision 
in the early medieval period, especially not in Northern Europe, and Viking Age or 
even medieval Scandinavia has not been given any attention in this context.  
For want of recorded Viking Age theories of vision, the early medieval 
treatises on how vision worked that circulated in Europe are briefly considered 
instead in this section. These theories are mainly concerned with the extent to which 
the viewer played an active role in seeing an object or image. This medieval material 
is complemented in the following sections with a discussion of late Viking Age 
references to the process of seeing, in poetry as well as in several runestone 
inscriptions.  
The early medieval knowledge of optics in Europe was limited to what was 
transmitted in versions of writings of the classical thinkers. There were no attempts 
to discuss critically the Platonic line of thought. In the fourth century Chalcidius 
ĚĞĨĞŶĚĞĚWůĂƚŽ ?ƐĞǆƚƌĂŵŝƐƐŝŽŶƚŚĞŽƌǇƵƐŝŶŐĂŶĂƚŽŵŝĐĂůŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶĂŶĚŝƚǁĂƐŵĂŝŶůǇ
ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚŚŝƐǁƌŝƚŝŶŐƐƚŚĂƚWůĂƚŽ ?ƐŶŽƚŝŽŶŽĨƐĞĞŝŶŐǁĂƐĚŝƐƚƌŝďƵƚĞĚƚŚƌŽƵŐŚŵĞĚŝĞǀĂů
Europe. When St Augustine of Hippo (354-430) refers to vision in various of his works 
on other subjects, which were often consulted by medieval scholars, he also explains 
                                            
480 Lindberg 1976, esp. chapters 4-7. 
481 Hahn 2006. 
482 E.g. the various chapters in Nelson 2000. 
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it through a process of extramission.483 In the extramission theories of vision, seeing 
takes place on the initiative of the eye, while in the later (in medieval European 
terms) intromission theories it happens as a result of the object. In the first theory 
the process is instigated by the one who sees, not the seen. The viewer has a more 
active role in this theory than in the intromission idea. In the early medieval mind, an 
object or image could only be seen and have effect on the person who sees it after it 
is activated by the viewer.484 
When classical thought on vision became available in Arabic in the ninth and 
tenth centuries, Persian scholars adopted a critical attitude towards the prevailing 
extramission theory. The notion that seeing constituted of rays of light leaving the 
eyes to extract light to make an object seen was combined by the Arabic scholars 
with the intromission theory, which explained seeing as the result of rays of light 
coming out of the object and entering the eye.  
In Europe, however, the extramission theory prevailed until the writings of 
the Arabic scholars became available in Latin there in the late twelfth and thirteenth 
centuries. Before that, in the late eleventh and early twelfth centuries, there were 
only a few new sources. Among these was William of Conches who argued that a ray 
of light leaves the eye, mixes with the natural light, and reaches the object to assume 
its shape and colour. The ray returns through the eye back into the soul where this 
information about the object is processed. Abelard of Bath, who translated Arabic 
writings in the twelfth century, also extended his theory of vision to include how the 
soul processes the information that is brought in by the eye.485 Biernoff describes a 
ůĂƚĞŵĞĚŝĞǀĂůĚĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶŽĨǀŝƐŝŽŶŝŶǁŚŝĐŚ ‘ƚŚĞĞǇĞǁĂƐ ŝŵƵůƚĂŶĞŽƵƐůǇƌĞĐĞƉƚŝǀĞ ?
passive, vulnerable to sensations; and active, roaming, grasping or piercing objects. 
                                            
483 Lindberg 1976, 87-90. 
484 Cf. Camille 2000, 205-206. 
485 Lindberg 1976, 90-92. 
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Sight was extension of the sensitive soul towards an object, and the passage of 
ƐĞŶƐŝďůĞĨŽƌŵƐƚŚƌŽƵŐŚƚŚĞĞǇĞĂŶĚŝŶƚŽƚŚĞďƌĂŝŶ Þ ?486  
The extramission theory was spread widely throughout early medieval 
Europe, mainly through the St Agustine ?Ɛ works and ChalĐŝĚŝƵƐ ?ƚƌĂŶƐůĂƚŝŽŶŽĨWůĂƚŽ ?Ɛ
Timaeus. The chance that these ideas about seeing and vision had also made their 
way to Scandinavia in the late Viking Age and early Middle Ages, however, is slim. 
The works of these writers were not available there until the late twelfth century. If 
at all, these ideas would have most likely been known in an ecclesiastical or monastic 
context through the writings of St Augustine. Manuscripts with his work were 
common in Scandinavian church libraries, but probably not before the thirteenth 
century.487 There would not have been any influence from England before this time 
either.  
Because there is not enough evidence for points of contact, the theories 
about vision that were current in early medieval Europe are not directly relevant for 
a study of visuality in Viking Age and early medieval Scandinavia. The modern visual 
communication theories are more useful and there are Viking Age sources that refer 
to seeing, albeit not in a theoretical way, that can be used. The small number of 
skaldic poems that contain first-hand accounts of people seeing images will be 
discussed below, after the following section that analyses the runestone inscriptions 
that refer to the act of interpreting the monument and/or its carvings. 
 
 
4.4 Ráða sá kunni: Interpret who can! 
Unfortunately, there are no contemporary accounts of how a Viking Age memorial 
stone was perceived and interpreted. None of the late Viking Age descriptions of 
                                            
486 Biernoff 2002, 3-4. 
487 Karker and Odelman 1977, 264-271. 
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journeys through Scandinavia record the travellers seeing runestones.488 The 
eleventh-century Sigvatr Þórðarson has in all probability seen one or more on his 
journey from Sarpsborg in Norway east through the forests into Swedish Götaland. 
He describes how his party went by boat to Eið and travelled through the forest from 
there.489 East of Eiðaskóg they went on foot through Götaland to Earl R۠gnvaldr, who 
probably resided in Skara.490 Whether they went around or across lake Vänern, Viking 
Age runestones were situated along the way.491  
The fact that Sigvatr does not mention them in his account in Austrfararvísur 
could indicate that he considered them not important enough to comment on. 
,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ ?ŝŶƐƚĂŶǌĂ ? ?ĂďŽƵƚ<ŝŶŐMůĄĨƌ ?ƐŚĂůů ?ŚĞĚŽĞƐŵĞŶƚŝŽŶŚŝƐƐƉůĞŶĚŝĚǁĂůů-
hangings. That the monuments are not mentioned may have been because of the 
aim of the poem. Sigvatr portrays the people of Götaland as heathen, barbaric, and 
hostile, and mentioning sophisticated carved monuments would not be in keeping 
with the image of that region he creates.  
The only medieval literature that contains references to runestones are the 
writings by the Danish historian Saxo Grammaticus (c. 1150-1220). He mentions large 
stones carved with runic texts as a form of written historical sources and he recounts 
that they were commissioned to commemorate the dead.492 Saxo also describes how 
in the twelfth century King Waldemar I of Denmark had an investigation carried out 
on carvings in a rock in Blekinge, which travellers would visit but which no one could 
interpret. Saxo blamed this on the fact that they were partim cæno interlita, partim 
                                            
488 dŚĞƌĞŝƐŶŽƚŚŝŶŐŝŶXſƌĂƌŝŶŶ>ŽĨƚƵŶŐĂ ?ƐTøgdrápa ?^ŝŐǀĂƚƌXſƌĝĂƌƐŽŶ ?ƐKnútsdrápa and Sigvatr 
XſƌĝĂƌƐŽŶ ?ƐAustrfararvísur. References to editions and translations of the texts in this Chapter are 
listed in the Bibliography. The texts are listed by author when known, and otherwise by title. 
489 Snorri repeatedly refers to Eiðaskóg in Heimskringla, usually when describing a route from Norway to 
Sweden. He tells us this forest was situated between the Swedish Värmland and the Norwegian 
Raumaríki (tr. Hollander 1964, 414). 
490 According to Snorri in Óláfs saga Helga (tr. Hollander 1964, 304). 
491 Compare the map of medieval routes in Schück 1933, after p 240, with the distribution map of 
runestones in Västergötlands runinskrifter. Of the stones along the possible routes Vg 7, Vg 11, Vg 14, 
Vg 15, Vg 16, Vg 35, Vg 55, Vg 127 and Vg 128 definitely are in their original place (Vg XXVII). 
492 Saxonis Gesta Danorum Prefatio I.3, Liber Septimus X.3, Liber Nonus IV.25 (tr. Davidson and Fisher 
1996, 5, 228, 287). 
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commeantium adesa vestigiis  ‘partly smeared up with mud and partly worn by the 
feet oĨƚƌĂǀĞůůĞƌƐ ?.493 In the nineteenth century this Runamo was demonstrated not to 
be a runic carving at all, but a cracked dolerite dike.494 ^ĂǆŽ ?ƐĂĐĐŽƵŶƚƐŚŽǁƐĂŐƌĞĂƚ
fascination with (what was thought to be) a runic monument that could not be 
interpreted. This may explain why he does not go into much detail about runic 
memorials that could be deciphered.  
No such record of how the public tried to interpret runestones exists from 
the Viking Age, but the process is referred to on a number of runestones themselves. 
The inscriptions on Viking Age runestones that invite the viewers to ráða, to 
 ‘ŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚ ? ?ŽƌƚŽ vit! ? ‘ŬŶŽǁ ?ĂďŽƵƚ ) ? ? ?ƚŚĂƚǁĞƌĞ discussed in Chapter 3.2.4 are 
analysed here in more detail, because they mention the act of interpreting or 
deciphering aspects of the monument by the viewers. 
In four of these inscriptions it is specified that it is the runes that need 
deciphering. The inscription on U 11 Hovgården begins with the imperative raþ| |þu 
: runaR :, Ráð þú rúnar,  ‘/ŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚƚŚĞƌƵŶĞƐ ? ? ?ĂĨƚĞƌǁŚŝĐŚŵŽƌĞŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶĨŽůůŽǁƐ
about the runes and the monument. It is uncertain whether the commemoration 
formula Tólir ok Gylla létu ris[ta] ... should be supplemented with rúnar (þisar):  ‘Tólir 
and Gylla had [the(se) runes] ĐĂƌǀĞĚ ? ÞEo runes that indicate these words are left. 
Even if this is left open, ráða in the opening phrase explicitly refers to the runes. 
Similarly, the ráða-phrase on U 847 Västeråkers kyrka refers to the runes: Ásmundr 
hjó rúnar réttar þeim ráða skal. En Ásmundr ... risti.... ‘Ásmundr cut the right runes, 
ĨŽƌƚŚŽƐĞǁŚŽǁŝůůŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚ ? ÞdŚĞƐƚĂŶĚĂƌĚŵĞŵŽƌŝĂůĨŽƌŵƵůĂŽŶh ? ? ?Ågersta is 
followed by RáðŝĚƌĞŶŐƌ ?ƚƈŬƌƐĄ rýnn sé rúnum þeim, sem Balli risti,  ‘May the valiant 
man / the adept who is rune-skilleĚŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚƚŚŽƐĞƌƵŶĞƐǁŚŝĐŚĂůůŝĐĂƌǀĞĚ ? ÞAs 
discussed in the previous chapter, the long inscription on Vg 119 Sparlösa also ends 
                                            
493 Saxonis Gesta Danorum Prefatio II.5 (tr. Davidson and Fisher 1996, 7). 
494 DR, Saglexikon, 924. 
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with a ráð rúnar-formula. The inscription on U Fv1959;196 Hammarby, which is an 
early Christian grave monument, contains a variation on this: Hverr sem rúnum ráðr 
ŚĂĨŝďƈŶŝƌĨǇƌŝƌůĂ ?ůůĂƐĄůǲEveryone who interprets the runes, have prayers for 
ůŝ ?Ɛ ?ůůŝ ?ƐƐŽƵů ? Þ495
In two of the runestone inscriptions with ráða, it is uncertain what its object 
refers back to. The memorial formula on U 328 Lundby is followed by raþ| |þisi, Ráð 
þessi!  ‘/ŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚƚŚĞƐĞ ? ? ÞdŚŝƐĐĂŶŶŽƚƌĞĨĞƌďĂĐŬƚŽƚŚĞƐƚŽŶĞƚŚĂƚŝƐŵĞŶƚŝŽŶĞĚŝŶƚŚĞ
first part of the inscription, since that is in the singular. Therefore, the plural þessi is 
more likely to refer to the runes, or possibly to the carvings in general. The 
inscription on U 1167 Ekeby has survived incompletely and what is left of it has not 
been interpreted fully either. The inscription ended with þm ' raþa ' kan ', þeim ráða 
kann,  ‘ǁŚŽĐĂŶŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚŝƚ ?ƚŚĞŵ ? ?ǁŚŝĐŚƉŽƐƐŝďůǇƌĞĨĞƌƐƚŽƚŚĞrunm, rúnum,  ‘ƌƵŶĞƐ ?
two words earlier. Rúnum is plural feminine dative and þeim can be both the 
masculine singular and the dative plural of all genders. Peterson chooses the 
masculine singular, but the Samnordisk textdatabas follows Upplands runinskrifter 
ĂŶĚƚƌĂŶƐůĂƚĞƐŝƚǁŝƚŚƚŚĞƉůƵƌĂů ? ‘ƚŚĞŵ ? ?ĂůůŽǁŝŶŐŝƚƚŽƌĞĨĞƌƚŽƚŚĞĨĞŵŝŶŝŶĞĚĂƚŝǀĞ
plural rúnum.496  
The ráða-phrase on U 887 is without an object at all. The inscription ends 
with ráði sá kunni  ‘/ŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚ ?ǁŚŽĐĂŶ ? ? ÞůƚŚŽƵŐŚƚŚĞƌƵŶĞƐĂƌĞŵĞŶƚŝŽŶĞĚŝŶƚŚĞ
preceding part of the inscription, it is not definite that ráða refers back to that aspect 
of the memorial alone. The ráða sá kunni-formula on Sö 213 can also refer to more 
than the runic inscription. The producer of the monument, the stone itself, its design, 
and its runes are all mentioned earlier in this inscription, so this invitation could refer 
back to any of these elements or even the whole monument with all its carvings. Due 
                                            
495 Similar inscriptions are found in medieval churches, but in Norway sér was mostly used in those 
formulas instead of ráða.  
496 WĞƚĞƌƐŽŶ ? ? ? ?ď ? ‘sá(R) ? ?U vol. 3, 643. 
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to how the inscription is laid out in the runic serpent ráða sá kunni is followed by the 
first word of the inscription: steinn. 
The inscription on Öl 28 (58) Gårdby kyrkogård ends with Brandr rétt [í] hjó, 
því ráða kann  ‘ƌĂŶĚƌĐƵƚƌŝŐŚƚůǇ ?ĨŽƌǁŚŽŵĞǀĞƌĐĂŶŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚ ?in the shaft of the 
cross in the centre. Even though it appears at the end of the inscription in 
transcription and translation, due to its central and separate place on the stone, 
there is a good chance the phrase was regularly read first.497 If the ráða-formula is 
indeed read first, it can refer to the raised stone mentioned in the first part of the 
inscription. If, however, this part is read last, which is less likely, ráða more seems to 
refer to the carvings. These carvings which do not have to be the runes alone, but 
can also include the serpent and the cross.498  
On U 29 Hillersjö the imperative raþ| |þu, Ráð þú!,  ‘/ŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚ ? ?ŝƐĂůƐŽ
probably read first, since it is carved slightly separated from the rest of the 
inscription in the eye of the first runic animal. The inscription continues with an 
explanation of the family relations through which Geirlaug came to inherit from her 
children and grandchildren and concludes with the carver signature: ÞorbjІrn Skald 
risti rúnar  ‘Þorbj۠ƌŶ^ŬĂůĚĐĂƌǀĞĚƚŚĞƌƵŶĞƐ ? ÞEŽůŝŶŬďĞƚǁĞĞŶRáð þú in the beginning 
of the inscription and rúnar in the carver signature at the end is indicated by the 
design of the carvings or in the inscription itself. The invitation to interpret could 
refer to the monument itself with its intricate patterns of the runic serpents and 
possibly also to the family relations that are explained on the stone.499  
Vit! on Sö 158 Österberga also has no specific object and can consequently 
refer to the information in the inscription, but also to the message communicated by 
                                            
497 Although these runes are smaller and less deeply carved compared to other parts of the inscription, 
their central position makes them stand out nonetheless (Zilmer 2010, 157). 
498 Zilmer 2010, 157 also thinks that in this inscription the public is most likely invited to decode the 
message of the whole monument rather than only to read the runes.  
499 Andrén 2000, 10 argues that when a text is not difficult to interpret the ráða-formula extended to 
 ‘ƚŚĞďƌŽĂĚĞƌŵĞĂŶŝŶŐŽĨƚŚĞƐƚŽŶĞ ? Þ/ǁŽƵůĚŶŽƚmake this distinction on the basis of complexity of the 
inscription, but rather on whether its object is specified or not. 
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the other features of the monument. The word is carved next to the part of the 
inscription that is in bind-runes ĂůŽŶŐƚŚĞƐŚŝƉ ?ƐŵĂƐƚ ?ǁŚŝĐŚƌĞĂĚƐþróttar þegn. This 
visual proximity possibly indicates that especially this part required deciphering. 
Two of these inscriptions address the audience through a second-person 
imperative, ráð þu! on U 11 and U 29. The first of these inscriptions refers specifically 
to the runes. The ráða-formulas with a more impersonal construction mostly address 
ĞǆƉůŝĐŝƚůǇŽŶůǇƚŚŽƐĞǁŚŽ ‘ĐĂŶ ?ĂŶĚƚŚŽƐĞǁŚŽ ‘ǁŝůů ?ŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚ Þ500 On only Vg 119 and U 
328 is no audience is specified and the object of both is (probably) the runes. 
There is no difference between the kind of decoration on the runestones on 
which the object of ráða is specified and on the monuments on which it is not. Both 
groups contain monuments decorated with complex serpent patterns and with more 
simple runic serpents. Christian crosses also occur on both. Vg 119, in the first group, 
is decorated with various figural images and Sö 213 Nybble, of the second group, 
with one quadruped. In two (U 11, U 729), possibly three (U 847) of these 
inscriptions the ráða rúnar-formula is in verse. Parts of the inscription are in metrical 
form on Sö 213, but this does not include the part with ráða. Vit! on Sö 158 
Österberga is in bind-runes. 
It is possible that in the inscriptions where the object of ráða is not specified 
and the two in which it is not clear what the demonstrative pronoun refers to this 
was implied to be the inscription. It is also likely, however, that the inscriptions 
meant different things than those that specify the runes as the object of 
interpretation, especially because both kinds of inscriptions occur roughly equally 
often. Considering the multimodality of the runestone medium, the unspecified 
objects of ráða could include the other modes of communication such as the 
decorative carvings or the whole memorial.  
                                            
500 Kunni Ph ? ? ? ?ŽďũĞĐƚŝƐƌƵŶĞƐ ) ?Pů ? ? ? ? ? ) ?ŽďũĞĐƚŝƐ ‘ĐĂƌǀŝŶŐƐ ? ) ?h ? ? ? ? ?ŽďũĞĐƚŝƐƵŶƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĞĚ
demonstrative pronoun), U 887 (no object), Sö 213 (no object). Skal: U 847 (object is the runes). 
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Ráða was in other contexts also not confined to the interpretation of (runic) 
text. It was used to refer to various kinds of oral, artistic and spiritual phenomena 
that needed interpretation. Although in the examples in Lexicon Poeticum the word 
is only used to refer to runes and stafir  ‘ƌƵŶĞ-sticks or rune-ƐŝŐŶƐ ? ?ŝƚǁĂƐĂůƐŽƵƐĞĚƚŽ
denote the interpreting of poetry, riddles, and dreams. In connection with written or 
ĐĂƌǀĞĚƚĞǆƚŝƚƐŵĞĂŶŝŶŐĐĂŶǀĂƌǇĨƌŽŵ ‘ƚŽƌĞĂĚ ? ?ƚŽ ‘ƚŽĚĞĐŝƉŚ ƌ ? ?Žƌ ‘ƚŽŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚ ?ŽŶ
ƚŚĞƌĞĂĚĞƌ ?ƐƐŝĚĞ ?ĂŶĚ  ‘ƚŽŵĂƐƚĞƌ ?Žƌ ‘ƚŽďĞƉƌŽĨŝĐŝĞŶƚŝŶŚĂŶĚůŝŶŐ ?ŽŶƚŚĞƐŝĚĞŽĨƚŚĞ
carver.501 Ráða in carver or commissioner formulas also takes various objects: Gillaug 
réð gera merki (U 838); RĠĝƌƷŶĂƌVƉŝƌ (U 896, U 940); Ígulfastr réð, en VƉŝƌ(U 961); 
Sveinn réð þat, with that referring to the stone that the commissioners had erected 
(U 913). The phrase used by VƉŝƌ states that ŚĞ ‘ĂƌƌĂŶŐĞĚƚŚĞƌƵŶĞƐ ? ?ďƵƚŝŶƚŚĞŽƚŚĞƌ
cases it was the making or the erection of the monuments that was arranged.502  
This broad use of the word makes it feasible that ráða in inscriptions on 
memorial stones was also not restricted to denote only one kind of object, but that it 
could be applied to further aspects of the memorial, such as the serpent decoration, 
symbols and figural images as something to be unravelled and decoded in the 
process of interpretation.  
 
 
4.5 Hlaut innan svá minnum: Textual evidence for the reception and function of 
pictorial art in Late-Viking Age Scandinavia  
A large number of skaldic poems can be dated to the Viking Age with the most 
certainty of all the Old Scandinavian poetry and prose.503 These poems are mainly 
                                            
501 Egilsson and Jónsson 1931, 459; Fritzner 1954 vol. 3, 9-16; Falk and Torp 1960, 865; Jóhannesson 
1956, 33; Spurkland 1994, 8-12 (English from Spurkland 2001, 125-126).  
502 This matches the fact tŚĂƚƌŽƵŐŚůǇŚĂůĨŽĨƚŚĞĐĂƌǀĞƌƐŝŐŶĂƚƵƌĞƐĞǆƉůŝĐŝƚůǇƌĞĨĞƌƚŽƚŚĞ ‘ƌƵŶĞƐ ? ?ǁŚŝůĞŝŶ
the other half the various verbs that were used have no specific object (Källström 1997, 182). 
503 Frank 2005, 161. For a brief critical discussion of the division between Eddic and Skaldic poetry see 
ibid, 159-160. 
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praise poems and eulogies. The commemorative function of especially the latter is 
close to that of runestones. The ways in which the message is communicated on 
memorial stones and in certain poems is ƐŝŵŝůĂƌ ÞƐ:ĞƐĐŚǁƌŽƚĞ P ‘dŚĞƐĞƉĂƌĂƚĞŵĞĚŝĂ
of picture stone, rune stone and skaldic eulogy all use varying degrees of, or 
combinations of, factual statement and symbolic or mythological language or 
ŝĐŽŶŽŐƌĂƉŚǇŝŶƚŚĞŝƌĐŽŵŵĞŵŽƌĂƚŝǀĞĨƵŶĐƚŝŽŶ Þ ?504  
The function of memorial stones and skaldic praise poems was not much 
further apart. The commemorated or praised persons are sometimes named in the 
poems, as on the stones. Just as the initiator(s) and sometimes also the producers 
are named on runestones, the composers of skaldic poems are often known 
(although generally not named in the poems themselves505). Sometimes, skalds refer 
to themselves in their poems through first-person intrusions. They also occasionally 
comment on their art and the process of producing it,506 which is again like the 
carvers of runestones. Another similarity between runestones and skaldic poetry is 
their aim to record events and preserve themselves, which is sometimes explicitly 
mentioned. This recording is realised in poems through their structure and on 
memorial stones through their material.507 
A few of these skaldic poems were inspired by images. ƌĂŐŝŽĚĚĂƐŽŶƐ ? 
Ragnarsdrápa and Xſƌƌ ?ƐĨŝƐŚŝŶŐ, HaustlІng by Þjóðólfr ór Hvíni ?jůĨƌhŐŐĂƐŽŶ ?Ɛ
Húsdrápa, and Lausavísur by Þorfinnr munnr, R۠gnvaldr Jarl, and Oddi lítli Glúmsson 
suggest that the rooms in high-status buildings where guests were received and 
feasts were held could be adorned with images on the walls, on wall-hangings and on 
shields.508 This corresponds to archaeological evidence for the existence of 
                                            
504 Jesch 2002, 253. See also Jesch 2005a. 
505 See Jesch 2005a, 98.  
506 Clover 1978, 64. 
507 Jesch 2005b, 190-192. 
508 See also Franzén and Nockert 1992, 87-89 for a short overview of other types of written sources for 
the use of wall-hangings in Viking Age Scandinavia.  
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ornamentally carved furniture, smaller household items, weaponry, and indeed 
woven or embroidered decorative wall-hangings.509  
The poems that describe images have preserved some of the interaction 
between the poet and this decoration. In the following analysis of these poems, the 
focus is placed less on reconstructing what the images and objects that feature in the 
poetry looked like, and more on establishing whether the poems contain words that 
indicate they are indeed descriptions of images and whether this can give insight into 
how the poet perceived them. The survey shows that of the many poems that are 
often considered to be image-describing poetry, only a few can reliably be identified 
as such. Even fewer mention interaction between the poet and the image. 
Two stanzas that are attributed to the famous tenth-century Icelandic skald 
Egill Skallagrímsson have also on occasion been regarded as image-describing 
poetry.510 These stanzas are thought to have been fragments of two poems called 
Berudrápa and Skjaldardrápa that were composed to praise a shield and its generous 
giver. It is unknown if or how Egill described scenes that were possibly depicted on 
this shield, so these stanzas do not provide any evidence for the reception of pictorial 
art.  
Another tenth-century skald from Iceland, Tj۠rvi inn háðsami, recounts in his 
Lausavísa how he painted an image of his lover and her husband on a wall. Later, he 
also carved her depiction in his knife handle. This differs from the references to 
images by the other skalds, both regarding the nature of the picture and of the 
poem. Tj۠rvi describes the images and how he made them but he does not use 
expressions that show how they might have been perceived. 
The Lausavísur by Þorfinnr munnr, an eleventh-century Icelandic skald, 
                                            
509 See examples in Graham-Campbell 1980 and Wilson and Klindt-Jensen 1966. For wall-hangings: 
Horneij 1991; Franzén and Nockert 1992; Hougen 2006. 
510 Lie (1956) lists them among the poetry that describes images, but neither Fuglesang (2002, 113, 138; 
2007, 194) nor Clunies Ross (2007, 165) agree. 
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consist of two stanzas in praise of King Óláfr in which the story of Sigurðr Fáfnisbani 
is paralleled with a battle scene. According to the prose in the Legendary Óláfs saga 
helga the King requested of Þorfinnr a poem about his wall hangings, on which this 
scene was depicted.511 In the first stanza Þorfinnr describes the hero Sigurðr after he 
has killed the serpent Fáfnir and prepares to roast his heart. In the second stanza the 
skald calls on the audience to fight for the King and to defend him in the battle that is 
about to commence. There is no indication that the second stanza is a description of 
images, but the former seems to be just that. This is not mentioned in the poem 
itself, but in the accompanying prose. Furthermore, the description of the scene and 
its aftermath is in the present tense, vivid, and detailed. The poem contains no idiom, 
however, that shows the poet observing and reacting to the pictures. 
A similar setting is portrayed in chapter 85 of Orkneyinga Saga, where 
R۠gnvaldr jarl kali Kolsson (d. 1158) invites the Icelandic skald Oddi lítli Glúmsson to 
compose a verse about an image on a wall-hanging in his hall.512 Oddi is to compose 
the verse as fast as R۠gnvaldr composes his, without using any of the words the jarl 
uses. Both men then speak their verse describing a warrior standing in a doorway 
 ?KĚĚŝ ?ƐLausavísa 1) or further out (R۠ŐŶǀĂůĚƌ ?ƐLausavísa 13) on the tapestry, ready 
to strike with his sword.513 Again, it is clear from the prose context that these stanzas 
describe an image, but both poets also mention in their stanzas that the warrior is 
situated á tjaldi  ‘ŽŶƚŚĞǁĂůů-ŚĂŶŐŝŶŐ ? Þ,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ ?ŶĞŝƚŚĞƌŽĨƚŚĞǀĞƌƐĞƐĐŽŶƚĂŝŶŝĚŝŽŵ
describing the act of seeing and interpreting these images. 
/ƚŚĂƐďĞĞŶĂƌŐƵĞĚƚŚĂƚ/ůůƵŐŝďƌǇŶĚƈůĂƐŬĄůĚĂŶĚ<ŽƌŵĄŬƌ۟gmundarson saw 
depictions of the myths they refer to in their praise poems Digt om Haraldr harðráði 
                                            
511 Tr. Heinrichs and others 1982, 138-139. 
512 Tr. Pálsson and Edwards 1981, 160-161. 
513 Tr. Jesch 2009, 590. 
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and Sigurðardrápa.514 There is no indication for this in the poems, however, nor in 
the prose contexts. Consequently, these poems are of no further significance for this 
section. That heroic deeds of the commemorated leaders are associated with 
episodes from mythological and legendary narratives is significant in another 
context, however, and this will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.6.  
Fragmentary poems by ۟lvir hnúfa (Norway, ninth century), Eysteinn 
Valdason (Iceland, c. tenth century), and Gamli gnævaðarskáld (Iceland, c. tenth 
century) also relate scenes from the myth of Þórr fishing for the Miðgarðsormr. Lie 
lists these among the image-describing poems, but I see no cause for that and 
neither does Fuglesang. Clunies Ross does include them in her overview of stylistics 
in the poems, but they score very low on the criteria she established.515 Since nothing 
in these poems, nor in the prose context indicates that the skalds were describing 
depictions of these scenes, they are of no further relevance here. 
The ninth-century Norwegian poet Bragi Boddason composed Ragnarsdrápa 
in praise of a shield that he was given by the legendary Ragnarr Loðbrók. He 
mentions implicitly in the stef, the refrain, that the shield was decorated with 
pictures: Ræs gІfumk reiðar mána Ragnarr ok fjІlð sagna  ‘ZĂŐŶĂƌƌŐĂǀĞŵĞƚŚĞZč ?Ɛ
ĐŚĂƌŝŽƚ ?ƐŚŝƉ ?ŵŽŽŶ ?ƐŚŝĞůĚ ?ĂŶĚĂŵƵůƚŝƚƵĚĞŽĨƐƚŽƌŝĞƐǁŝƚŚŝƚ ? Þ516 It is made more 
explicit in stanza 7, where Bragi says the attack on King J۠rmunrekkr by the brothers 
Hamðir and S۠rli can actually be seen on the shield:517 Þat segik...  ‘/ƐĞĞƚŚĂƚ ? Þ Þ ÞŽŶƚŚĞ
ƐŚŝĞůĚ ? ? Þ518 The translation of segik in this stanza varies. It can be read as seg-ek  ‘/
                                            
514 e.g. Lie 1956.  
515 Lie 1956; Fuglesang 2002, 113, 128; 2007, 194; Clunies Ross 2007, esp. 173-177. 
516 In stanza 7 and stanza 12 (tr. Faulkes 1987, 106, 123). 
517 This is an episode from the cycle of Germanic heroic stories concerning Burgundian, Hun, and Gothic 
kings, to which also the stories of Sigurðr belong. These narratives are recorded in the VІlsungasaga, 
several poems in the Codex Regius (The Poetic Edda) and the Old High German Nibelungenlied. 
518 Different shield-kennings are used in these poems. Since they are not relevant for the argument 
ŚĞƌĞ ?/ǁŝůůƐŝŵƉůǇƚƌĂŶƐůĂƚĞƚŚĞŵĂƐ ‘ƐŚŝĞůĚ ?ĨŽƌƚŚĞƐĂŬĞŽĨďƌĞǀŝƚǇ Þ 
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relate ?, from segja, but in most translations it is rendered as se ek  ‘/ƐĞĞ ?, from sjá.519 
Two of the manuscripts that contain this poem have segik, while a third has se eg, 
which is sék  ‘/ƐĞĞ ? Þ520 The latter fits better with the context of the rest of the verse. 
Likewise, in stanza 12 it is clear that the scene of Hildr inciting a battle between her 
husband and her father is a depiction on the shield too: 521 Þá má [...] kenna  ‘That [...] 
can be recogniseĚ ?ƉĞƌĐĞŝǀĞĚ ?ŽŶƚŚĞƐŚŝĞůĚ ? ?.  
Six other stanzas by Bragi describe Þórr fishing for the Miðgarðsormr and one 
stanza relates how the goddess Gefjun created lake Mälaren by ploughing Sjælland 
out of Sweden towards Denmark.522 These stanzas were considered to be part of 
Ragnarsdrápa, but this has recently been challenged.523 Although the stanza about 
the ploughing of Gefjun describes a mythological scene, there is no indication that 
this is a description of a depiction of that scene. This is also the case for several 
fragmentary verses by Bragi, which consist of a verse addressed to Þórr, a couplet 
mentioning Sleipnir and a verse about the giant Þjazi. Xſƌƌ ?ƐĨŝƐŚŝŶŐ, on the other 
hand, begins with Þat erum sýnt...  ‘/t is sent (shown/conveyed) to me  ? Þ Þ Þ ? ? Þ This 
conveys that the skald is looking at one or more depictions of scenes from the story 
he describes.  
Þjóðólfr ór Hvíni, another ninth-century poet from Norway, used similar 
formulations in his poem HaustlІng. He too described a shield that was given to him, 
                                            
519 E.g. Hollander 1945; Faulkes 1987, 106; but not in Clunies Ross 2007, 177-178 and in Faulkes 1998 
vol. 2 segik is listed in the glossary under segja (199, 51 line 25 verse 158). Jónsson (FJ 1912-15 A.I, 2n7) 
gives the option of reading segik it as sé-g ek  ‘/ƐĞĞ ? Þ
520 Clunies Ross 2007, 177n11. 
521 This is a scene from The battle of the Hiadnings, which is described in ch. 50 of Skáldskaparmál in 
Snorri's Edda. 
522 The story of Þórr fishing for the Miðgarðsormr can be found in Hymiskviða in the Codex Regius (The 
Poetic Edda) and in ch. 48 of Gylfaginning ŝŶ^ŶŽƌƌŝ ?ƐEdda ÞdŚĞŵǇƚŚŽĨ'ĞĨũƵŶ ?ƐƉůŽƵŐŚŝŶŐŝƐĞǆƉůĂŝŶĞĚ
by Snorri at the beginning of Gylfaginining in his Edda and ch. 5 of Ynglinga saga in Heimskringla. 
523 Clunies Ross 2007, 168 does not regard these stanzas to be part of Ragnarsdrápa. It is clear why 
when the structure of the poem is considered. It is edited in the Skaldic Project to consist of 2 x 4 
introductory verses, followed by 4 x 8 verses about the attack on J۠rmunrekkr, concluded by a stanza of 
4 verses with the stef which refer to this scene on the shield and Ragnarr. Then follow 4 x 8 verses about 
Hildr, again concluded by a stanza of 4 verses with the stef. Xſƌƌ ?ƐĨŝƐŚŝŶŐ does not fit this structure since 
it is 6 x 4 verses and it does not contain a concluding stanza.  
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which apparently was decorated with scenes from the ŵǇƚŚŽĨ/ĝƵŶŶ ?ƐĂďĚƵĐƚŝŽŶ
from Ásgarðr and the battle between Þórr and Hrungnir.524 In the first stanza Þjóðólfr 
says  ?ƐĠŬ ?  ‘/ƐĞĞ ? ÞdĞŶƐƚĂŶǌĂƐĨŽůůŽǁŽŶǁŚǇ>ŽŬŝďƌŽƵŐŚƚ/ĝƵŶŶƚŽƚŚĞŐŝĂŶƚXũĂǌŝ
and how he brought her back. In the twelfth stanza the skald refers to the fact that 
he already knew the story by saying: Heyrðak svá, at...  ‘/ŚĞĂƌĚƚŚŝƐ ?ƚŚĂƚ Þ Þ Þ ? ?ĂŶĚŶŽƚ ‘/
ƐĂǁ ? Þ^ƚĂŶǌĂ ? ?ĞŶĚƐǁŝƚŚƚŚĞstef:  
 Þats of fátt á fjalla  finns ilja brú minni 
 baugs þák bifum fáða bifkleif at Þorleifi 
 ‘dŚĂƚ is depicted on my bridge of the soles of the mountain-Finn 
[=shield]525 
  I got the moving cliff of the shield-boss [=shield],  
  coloured  with pictures ?ĨƌŽŵXŽƌůĞŝĨƌ ? Þ526  
Minni ĐĂŶŵĞĂŶ ‘ŵĞŵŽƌŝĂů ?ŵĞŵŽƌǇ ? ?ďƵƚŝƚĐĂŶĂůƐŽďĞƚŚĞĨĞŵŝŶŝŶĞĚĂƚŝve singular 
possessive adjective  ‘ŵǇ ?ƚŽŐŽǁŝƚŚbrú. Finnur Jónsson translates minni ĂƐ ‘ŵǇ ? ?ĂŶĚ
ƐŽĚŽĞƐ&ĂƵůŬĞƐŝŶƚŚĞŐůŽƐƐĂƌǇƚŽŚŝƐĞĚŝƚŝŽŶŽĨ^ŶŽƌƌŝ ?ƐEdda.527 North translates 
minni ŽŶĐĞĂƐ ‘ŵǇ ?ƚŽŐŽǁŝƚŚ ‘ƐŚŝĞůĚ ? in his edition, but also once as  ‘ŵĞŵŽƌŝĂů ?.528 
This word is used in Húsdrápa ǁŝƚŚƚŚĞŵĞĂŶŝŶŐ ‘ŵĞŵŽƌŝĂů ?ŵĞŵŽƌǇ ? ?ƐĞĞďĞůŽǁ ) ? but 
because of how the sentence is constructed in HaustlІng the meaning  ‘ŵǇ ? is to be 
preferred.  
The remaining seven stanzas of this poem relate the battle between Þórr and 
Hrungnir. This is introduced in stanza 14 with ƐĠƌ ?  ‘ŽŶĞĐĂŶƐĞĞ ? ?ŽŶƚŚĞƐŚŝĞůĚ ? ? Þ/Ŷ
                                            
524 dŚĞƐƚŽƌǇŽĨ1ĝƵŶŶ ?ƐĂďĚƵĐƚŝŽŶŝƐƚŽůĚŝŶƚŚĞďĞŐŝŶŶŝŶŐŽĨSkáldskaparmál (also referred too as ch. 55-
 ? ?ŽĨ'ǇůĨĂŶŝŶŶŝŶŐ ?ƐĞĞ&ĂƵůŬĞƐ ? ? ? ? ?ǆǆŝŝŝ )ĂŶĚXſƌƌ ?ƐďĂƚƚůĞǁŝƚŚ,ƌƵŶŐŶŝƌŝŶĐŚ Þ ? ?ŽĨSkáldskaparmál in 
Snorri's Edda.  
525
 The mountain-&ŝŶŶƐĂƌĞƚŚĞŐŝĂŶƚƐ ŒƚŚĞďƌŝĚŐĞŽĨƚŚĞŐŝĂŶƚ ?ƐƐŽůĞƐŝƐĂŚŝĞůĚ ÞdŚŝƐŬĞŶŶŝŶŐƌĞĨĞƌƐƚŽ
the story in which the giaŶƚ,ƌƵŶŐŶŝƌƐƚŽŽĚŽŶŚŝƐƐŚŝĞůĚŝŶƉƌĞƉĂƌĂƚŝŽŶĨŽƌĂĨŝŐŚƚǁŝƚŚXſƌƌ ?ƐĞĞ^ŶŽƌƌŝ ?Ɛ
Edda, Skáldskaparmál 17. 
526 My translation, with reference to Faulkes 1998, vol. 2. This poem is not yet edited in the Skaldic 
Poetry of the Scandinavian Middle Ages Project. 
527 Jónsson, 1912-15 B.I, 17n13; Faulkes 1998 vol. 2, 252. 
528 North 1997, 8, 56n13/5-6. 
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stanza 16 Þjóðólfr interjects frák  ‘/ŚĂǀĞůĞĂƌŶĞĚ ? ÞdŚŝƐĐŽƵůĚƌĞĨĞƌƚŽƚŚĞƐŚŝĞůĚĂŐĂŝŶ
as the source of this poem or to the poet having previously learned knowledge of the 
story. The poem ends with ůşƚŬ ?  ‘/ƐĞĞ ? Þ Þ ÞŽŶƚŚĞƐŚŝĞůĚ ? ? ?ĨŽůůŽǁĞĚďǇƚŚĞƌĞƐƚŽĨƚŚĞ
stef that mentions that Þorleifr gave Þjóðólfr the shield decorated with stories. 
In the tenth-century Húsdrápa, the Icelandic skald Úlfr Uggason also recounts 
several myths. One stanza mentions a struggle between Heimdallr and Loki for 
FreyjĂ ?ƐŶĞĐŬůĂĐĞ ?ƚŚĞŶĨŝǀĞŚĂůĨ-stanzas tell of Þórr fishing for the Miðgarðsormr, and 
ĂŶŽƚŚĞƌĨŝǀĞĚĞƐĐƌŝďĞĂůĚƌ ?ƐĨƵŶĞƌĂů Þ529 It is told in Chapter 29 of >ĂǆĚƈůĂ^ĂŐĂ that 
Úlfr composed this poem to praise Óláfr pá and the images from tales with which the 
woodwork of his magnificent house was decorated. In stanza 10 Úlfr uses XĂƌŚǇŬŬ ? 
to refer to the sources of these stories. Hyggja ŚĂƐǀĂƌŝŽƵƐŵĞĂŶŝŶŐƐ P ‘ĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌ ? ?
 ‘ƚŚŝŶŬ ? ?ĂŶĚŝŶan accusative and infinitive construction ĂůƐŽ ‘ƉĞƌĐĞŝǀĞ ? ?ǁŚŝĐŚŝƐƚŚĞ
case here.530  
Stanzas 7 and 12 of Húsdrápa contain an unusual and significant stef: Hlaut 
innan svá minnum. There is no consensus among scholars about the meaning of this 
phrase.531 ,ŽůůĂŶĚĞƌƌĞŶĚĞƌƐƚŚĞƉŚƌĂƐĞǀĞƌǇůŽŽƐĞůǇ ?ŽŶĐĞĂƐ ‘KůĚĞŶƚĂůĞƐĂƌĞƐŚŽǁŶ
ŚĞƌĞ ?ĂŶĚŽŶĐĞĂƐ ‘KůĚĞŶƚĂůĞƐĂƌĞƚŽůĚŚĞƌĞ ? Þ532 :ſŶƐƐŽŶƚƌĂŶƐůĂƚĞƐŝƚĂƐ P ‘dŚƵƐ ?ƚŚĞ
hall] was decorated inside with [ancient] memories. ?533 Turville-Petre stays close to 
Jónsson, but argues that this phrase was the beginning of a refrain of which the other 
ůŝŶĞŝƐůŽƐƚĂŶĚƐƵŐŐĞƐƚƐƚŚŝƐŵĞĂŶŝŶŐ P ‘dŚƵƐƚŚĞŚĂůůǁĂƐĚŽƌŶĞĚǁŝƚŚƉŝĐƚƵƌĞƐ ?ŽŶ
ƚŚĞŝŶƐŝĚĞ ) ? Þ534 Clunies Ross also sees this phrase as an incomplete stef and translates 
                                            
529 The necklace Brísingamen is also referred to in Þrymskviða in Codex Regius (The Poetic Edda), in ch. 
35 of Gylfaginning, and on several occasions in Skáldskaparmál ŝŶ^ŶŽƌƌŝ ?ƐEdda ÞĂůĚƌ ?ƐĨƵŶĞƌĂůŝƐ
described by Snorri in ch. 49 of Gylfaginning. 
530 Fritzner 1954 vol. 2, 147; Cleasby and Vigfusson 1957, 303; Faulkes 1998 vol. 2, 325. 
531
 This poem is not yet edited in the Skaldic Poetry of the Scandinavian Middle Ages Project. 
532 Hollander 1945, 53-54. 
533 FJ 1912-15 B.I, 129n6, 9: [Hallen] blev således invendig [prydet] med [gamle] minder. My translation. 
534 Turville-Petre 1976, 69n4. 
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ŝƚĂƐ P ‘/ŶƐŝĚĞ ?ŝ ÞĞ ÞŝŶƚŚĞŚĂůů ?ŝƚŝƐĚĞĐŽƌĂƚĞĚǁŝƚŚŵĞŵŽƌĂďůĞŝŵĂŐĞƐ ? Þ535 These 
scholars have supplied  ‘ƚŚĞŚĂůů ?ĂƐƐƵďũĞĐƚ or following the preposition innan  ‘ŝŶƐŝĚĞ ?.
Faulkes translates this stef ĂƐĨŽůůŽǁƐ P ‘tŝƚŚŝŶŚĂǀĞĂƉƉĞĂƌĞĚƚŚĞƐĞŵŽƚŝĨƐ ?, 
with minnum ŝƐƚƌĂŶƐůĂƚĞĚĂƐ ‘ŵŽƚŝĨƐ ?.536 In the glossary to his later edition, Faulkes 
gives an additional meaning for minni, only for to this specific ƉŽĞŵ P ‘ƉŝĐƚƵƌĞ
ŝŶƚĞŶĚĞĚƚŽĐĂůůƐŽŵĞƚŚŝŶŐƚŽŵŝŶĚ ? Þ537 ThĞŵĞĂŶŝŶŐŽĨ ‘ŵǇƚŝƐŬĞŽŐƐĂŐŶŚŝƐƚŽƌŝƐŬĞ
ďŝůůĞĚĞƌ ?that is provided for minni in Lexicon Poeticum is, again, given only with 
reference to this poem.538 tŚĞƚŚĞƌŝƚŝƐƚƌĂŶƐůĂƚĞĚĂƐ ‘ŵĞŵŽƌŝĞƐ ? ? ‘ƉŝĐƚƵƌĞƐ ? ?ŽƌƚŚĞ
ĐŽŵďŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ ‘ŵĞŵŽƌĂďůĞŝŵĂŐĞƐ ? ?its dative case indicates minnum is grammatically 
an object rather than the subject. It is evident from the overview above that this 
(half?) stef is complicated to translate and we have to conclude that indeed part of 
the refrain is missing. Another option is to suggest alternative meanings for some of 
the vocabulary. The suggestions for minni and some for verb hlaut (from hljóta) are 
mentioned above.  
Faulkes translates hljóta as  ‘ to appear ? and, only with reference to this 
poem, as  ‘ƚŽcome to be decoraƚĞĚ ?ǁŝƚŚ ) ?.539 The more common meaning for hljóta 
ŝƐ ‘ƚŽŐĞƚ ?ƚŽƵŶĚĞƌŐŽ ?ƚŽďĞŽďůŝŐĞĚƚŽ ? Þ540 Because hlaut is the past tense 1st and 3rd 
person singular of hljóta, we would expect a singular subject. If this was intended to 
be the first person, however, it would most likely have been hlautk. For this reason, 
ĞŝƚŚĞƌƚŚĞƐƵďũĞĐƚ ‘ŝƚ ?ĐĂŶďĞƐƵƉƉůŝĞĚŽƌƚŚĞƐƵďũĞĐƚǁĂƐŵĞŶƚŝŽŶĞĚŝŶƚŚĞƉŽƐƐŝďůǇ
missing part of the stef. 
 The dative case of minnum, the object of the verb hljóta, may be explained 
                                            
535 Clunies Ross 2007, 177, 180. 
536 Tr. Faulkes 1987, 74, 67. 
537 Faulkes 1998 vol. 2, 356. 
538 Egilsson and Jónsson 1931, 407; Cleasby and Vigfusson 1957, 429. It does not occur with this 
meaning in Fritzner 1954 vol. 2, 701-703.  
539 Tr. Faulkes 1987, 74, 67; Faulkes 1998 vol. 2, 313. A similar meaning, albeit more cautious, is given in 
Egilsson and :ſŶƐƐŽŶ ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? P ‘ ?ŚĂůůĞŶ ?ďůĞǀƐĊůĞĚĞƐ ?ƉƌǇĚĞƚ Ó ?ŵĞĚŵŝŶĚĞƌ ? Þ 
540 Fritzner 1954 vol. 2, 15; Cleasby and Vigfusson 1957, 272. 
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in the following two ways. The verb hljóta ŝƐŶŽƚĂŶ ‘ĂĐƚŝŽŶ ?-verb such as the kind that 
can take the dative to indicate instrumental objects in Old Norse.541  The dative case 
of minnum may however still express that they were the instrument of the verb. 
Such an instrumental dative is common in Old Norse poetry, but it generally follows a 
ƉĂƐƚƉĂƌƚŝĐŝƉůĞŽĨĂǀĞƌďƚŚĂƚŵĞĂŶƐ ‘embellished, decorated, equipped, 
surrounded ? Þ542 Hlaut is not a past participle but the preterite tense, and although a 
ŵĞĂŶŝŶŐĂƐ ‘to come to be decorated  ?A?ĚĂƚŝǀĞA?ǁŝƚŚ ) ?ŚĂƐďĞĞŶƐƵŐŐĞƐƚĞĚ ?ƐĞĞ
above), this would only apply to this individual case. The other, more likely, 
possibility is that minnum is the direct object. There are several other occurrences in 
Old Norse where objects in the dative seem to function as a direct rather than an 
indirect or instrumental object.543  
The most common meaning of minni ŝƐ ‘ŵĞŵŽƌŝĞƐ ? Þ544 Although alternative 
meanings with reference to this individual poem have been suggested (see above), 
the more widely attested meaning of minni also makes sense in this poem, especially 
when innan ŝƐƌĞĂĚĂƐ ‘ŝŶǁĂƌĚůǇ ?ŝŶƚŚĞƐĞŶƐĞŽĨŝŶƐŝĚĞĂƉĞƌƐŽŶ ?ƐŵŝŶĚ ?ƌĂƚŚĞƌƚŚĂŶ
 ‘ŝŶƐŝĚĞ ?ŝŶƚŚĞƐĞŶƐĞof in a physical structure.545 It is, however, not possible to 
translate Hlaut innan svá minnum  as a complete sentence without taking liberties in 
rendering either the grammatical structure or the meaning of individual words. For 
the sentence to be meaningful while maintaining the more common meaning of 
hljóta ĂƐ ‘ƚŽŐĞƚ ?Žƌ ‘ƚŽƵŶĚĞƌŐŽ ? ? we have to accept part of it is probably missing. In 
such a sentence, Hlaut innan svá minnum could be read as expressing that the poet 
 ‘Thus got/underwent memories within/internally ?, reflecting a process that 
happened within the poet when he saw the decorated hall.  
The poetic rendering of how one individual skald (possibly) experienced the 
                                            
541 Ğ ÞŐ ÞdŚĞǇƐŚŽŽƚƚŚĞĂƌƌŽǁƐ ?ŝŶǁŚŝĐŚ ‘ĂƌƌŽǁƐ ?ŝŶƚŚĞĚĂƚŝǀĞŵĞĂŶƐ ‘ǁŝƚŚƚŚĞĂƌƌŽǁƐ ? Þ
542 Nygaard 1905, 106-109, 113- ? ? ? P ‘ďĞƐĂƚ ?prydet, udrustet, omgivit, etc ? Þ 
543 Holland 1993, 23-25. 
544 Faulkes 1998 vol. 2, 356; Fritzner 1954 vol. 2, 701-703. 
545 Cleasby and Vigfusson 1957, 314; Fritzner 1954 vol. 2, 209. 
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process of seeing and interpreting images naturally cannot be taken as evidence for a 
clearly defined idea of how vision worked among the intellectual elite in Viking Age 
Scandinavia (or in even tenth-century Iceland). It may nevertheless be assumed that 
his notion of perception was to some extent a shared one, since skalds tend to be 
part of an established tradition and a select elite.  
The principles of this experience also match descriptions in modern visual 
communication theories. Úlfr implies that he knew the stories he recounts in 
Húsdrápa, that they were in his memory, and that they were brought to his mind, by 
seeing the decorations in the hall. This fits the reception theoƌǇƚŚĂƚ ‘ŵĞĂŶŝŶŐŝƐŶŽƚ
ƐŽŵĞƚŚŝŶŐƚŚĂƚŽŶĞĞǆƚƌĂĐƚƐ ?ďƵƚĂŶĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞƚŚĂƚŽŶĞŚĂƐŝŶƚŚĞĐŽƵƌƐĞŽĨƐĞĞŝŶŐ ?
remarkably well.546 dŚĞ ‘ƐĞĞŝŶŐ-ŝŶ ?ŵŽĚĞůŽĨƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶƚŚĞŽƌǇƉƌŽƉŽƐĞƐƚŚĂƚ
ǁŚĞŶǁĞƐĞĞĂƉŝĐƚƵƌĞ ‘ǁĞƉĞƌĐĞŝǀĞƚŚĞƉŝĐƚƵƌĞĂŶĚƚŚĞŶƚŚŝŶŬĂďŽƵƚa scene, and 
ŽƵƌƉĞƌĐĞƉƚŝŽŶƐĂŶĚƚŚŽƵŐŚƚƐďĞĐŽŵĞŵŝǆĞĚ ? Þ547 This is also illustrated by Úlfr, if he 
indeed means that he underwent memories of stories prompted by images he sees in 
the hall. 
Out of all the poems in which the skalds refer explicitly to seeing an image, 
only Húsdrápa possibly refers to how these pictures were interpreted by the poet. 
jůĨƌhŐŐĂƐŽŶƐĞĞŵƐƚŽĞǆƉƌĞƐƐƚŚĂƚŚĞ ‘ƵŶĚĞƌǁĞŶƚ ?ƚŚĞŵĞŽƌǇŽĨƚŚĞƐƚŽƌŝĞƐďǇ
looking at the decorations. Consequently, what he describes is not what he actually 
sees before him, but rather what it brings to mind within him. The poems by Bragi 
Boddason and Þjóðólfr ór Hvíni also refer to seeing images through expressions such 
as Þá má kenna, sér, and hykk. The stories in Ragnarsdrápa, ƌĂŐŝ ?ƐÞórr's fishing, and 
HaustlІng are furthermore described more elaborately than they could have been 
depicted, certainly on part of a shield. Extensive consecutive action is described, in 
some instances the motivation of characters is also explained, and HaustlІng even 
                                            
546 Barbatis 2005, 278 with references. 
547 Kenney 2005, 111. 
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includes dialogue. What these poets probably saw were depictions of scenes or 
motifs from myths and legends, which stimulated them to recite these tales more 
fully, drawing on their previous knowledge of the material. The recalling and 
recounting of the narratives connected to the depicted scenes was how the skalds 
interacted with the images.  
Húsdrápa (even in its more conventional translation), Ragnarsdrápa, ƌĂŐŝ ?Ɛ
Þórr's fishing, and HaustlІng show an important aspect of the reception of images: 
that they served as provocation to recount the (mythological) stories they depict 
scenes of, or at least refer to them. Naturally, such  ‘ŝŵĂŐĞƐĐĂŶŽŶůǇĞǀŽŬĞĂƐƚŽƌǇƚŚĞ
ǀŝĞǁĞƌĂůƌĞĂĚǇŬŶŽǁƐ ? Þ548 These three poems are from the ninth and tenth centuries. 
This does not necessarily indicate a change in the attitude towards pictorial art or in 
the way its was interpreted after the tenth century. It can also have been the result 
of other developments, for instance changing poetic conventions. Later skalds still 
refer to images as the inspiration for their poems, only without using these first-
person forms. 
 
 
4.6 Bifum fáða: Images in poems and on stones 
This section discusses how the above impression of the perception and function of 
images can be applied to runestone decoration. Parallels between the images 
described in the poems and those found on stone monuments are discussed, as well 
as the connection between images on memorial stones and the contents of other 
commemorative praise poems. A subsection is dedicated to verbal and visual 
references to narratives about Sigurðr Fáfnisbani. Finally poems and memorial stones 
that refer to several different stories are discussed.  
                                            
548 Lewis 2006, 93.  
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Shields that are decorated with images and walls that are carved with 
narrative scenes such as those described in the poetry that is discussed above have 
not survived.549 The carved portals of some Norwegian stave churches can possibly 
be seen as a parallel, but although they may have originated from a similar artistic 
tradition, these images functioned in a very different context. Wall-hangings are 
closer to the sort of objects that may have inspired these poems. The most complete, 
though still fragmentary, Viking Age wall-hangings were found in Överhogdal in the 
Swedish province of Härjedalen and in the famous ninth-century Oseberg grave in 
Norway. These wall-hangings are decorated with images of animals, human figures, 
building structures, trees, ships, and carriages.  
The Oseberg textiles probably hung from the rafters in the richly furnished 
burial chamber, but it is unlikely that they were made especially for the funeral. It is 
unknown how and for how long the wall-hangings were used before they were 
placed in the grave, but it is possible they previously decorated the walls of a 
building. These fragments seem to lack Christian motifs and have thus been 
interpreted largely in a pre-Christian context, mostly as illustrating cultic or ritual 
practices such as an offering and a procession.550  
The Överhogdal wall-hangings were found in an outbuilding at Överhogdal 
church, but their provenance is uncertain. The decoration on these weaves is similar 
to the Oseberg material in structure, style and images. The wall-hangings contain 
motifs that could come from pagan or Christian tradition and they have been 
interpreted as depictions of anything from Ragnarök to missionary activities among 
the Sámi.551 A reading of part of the tapestries as depictions of scenes from the 
                                            
549 There are two pre-Viking Age shields with traces of paint from Jutland and literary evidence suggests 
Germanic tribes coloured their shields (Clunies Ross 2007, 161-162).  
550 Hougen 2006. 
551 Horneij 1991, esp. ch. 4 and 6; Franzén and Nockert 1992, 33-50. Note that since these publications 
the dating of the weaves has been updated to the tenth to eleventh century, see Peterson 2006a, 148-
149 with references. 
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V۠lsung stories has also been suggested.552 It depends largely on the interpretation 
of the images whether the wall-hangings are likely to have been produced for church 
usage or for decoration of a secular building.  
The structure of the decoration on the Oseberg and the Överhogdal wall-
hangings is similar to that of the images on the objects described in the poems in that 
they combine visual references to several different stories.553 The poetry that 
mentions such decorated shields and walls, then, is largely contemporary with the 
custom of runestone raising in Scandinavia. It is clear that in this Viking Age visual 
culture images were used on memorial stones and to decorate rooms and objects. 
The Viking Age wall-hangings from Överhogdal and Oseberg are the sort of objects 
that are referred to in the poems. Geographically, they link west Scandinavia, where 
the image-describing poems were composed, to east Scandinavia, were most 
memorial stones were raised. Similar-looking ships, human figures, birds, and 
buildings are depicted on both visual media.  
One of the Överhogdal wall-hangings, part Ia, is the only one of the surviving 
Viking Age Scandinavian tapestries to have runes embroidered on it. Below the image 
of a building the runes kuþbu can be read, preceded by ×. This word has been 
ŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚĞĚĂƐ ‘'ƷĝƌƵŶ ? ?ŝŶůŝŐŚƚŽĨƚŚĞƉŽƐƐŝďůĞs۠lsung scenes on the wall-hanging) 
or as guþbú ? ‘ĚǁĞůůŝŶŐŽĨŐŽĚ ?Ɛ ) ? ?ŝŶůŝŐŚƚŽĨƚŚĞŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚĂƚŝŽŶŽĨ ŚĞďƵŝůĚŝŶŐĂƐ
Valhalla or a church). The small cross in front of the word is a division mark and there 
are traces of two preceding runes. It is uncertain what runes they were, but a likely 
suggestion is that they read: si, sé!  ?ŝŵƉ Þ ‘ƐĞĞ ? ? ) ÞdŚŝƐĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶǁŝƚŚŝŵƉĞƌĂƚŝǀĞ
see! + an object occurs in a few other early medieval runic inscriptions, also once 
combined with depicted (Christian) scenes.554 It can also be compared to the ráða-
                                            
552 Most recently in Norrman 2005, 147-158. 
553 See also Fuglesang 2007, 208, 212. 
554 See Peterson 2006a for a discussion of readings and interpretations. 
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formulas in some runestone inscriptions.555 Rather than a caption to the image, the 
words below the house on the Överhogdal weave are a textual invitation or 
stimulation to observe the image.556 
Some of the stories of which episodes are recounted in the image describing 
poetry are also (possibly) represented visually on memorial stones.557 As described in 
more detail in Chapter 2.2.3.a.iv, the god Þórr is depicted fishing for the 
Miðgarðsormr on U 1161 Altuna and DR EM1985;275 Hørdum. The myth of Xſƌƌ ?Ɛ
fishing trip is also recounted in jůĨƌhŐŐĂƐŽŶ ?ƐHúsdrápa (stanzas 3-6 ) and in more 
ĚĞƚĂŝůŝŶƌĂŐŝ ?ƐXſƌƌ ?ƐĨŝƐŚŝŶŐ. Both poems describe a scene in which Þórr and the 
serpent stare at each other during their struggle. Bragi tells how Þórr wants to strike 
the monster with his hammer and that the giant Hymir cuts the line. Úlfr focuses on 
XſƌƌŚŝƚƚŝŶŐ,ǇŵŝƌǁŝƚŚŚŝƐŚĂŵŵĞƌ ÞĂůĚƌ ?ƐĨƵŶĞƌĂůƉrocession is also described in 
Húsdrápa (stanzas 7-10). As discussed in Chapter 2.2.3.a.iv, the figure riding a four-
legged beast holding a snake as a rein on DR 284 Hunnestad is often interpreted as 
ƚŚĞŐŝĂŶƚĞƐƐ,ǇƌƌŽŬŬŝŶ ?ǁŚŽĐĂŵĞƚŽĂůĚƌ ?ƐĨƵŶĞƌĂůƚŽƉush the boat offshore.558 The 
structure of the visual processions such as on the Oseberg hangings and Gotlandic 
picture stones can be compared to that of jůĨƌ ?ƐǀĞƌƐĞƐĂďŽƵƚĂůĚƌ ?ƐĨƵŶĞƌĂů
procession.559 These parallels in subject matter and in compositional structure 
indicate that the images on memorial stones and those that decorated wall-hangings 
and shields were part of the same visual tradition. 
 
4.6.1 Menskerðir stakk sverði myrkaurriða markar: Sigurðr Fáfnisbani in verbal and 
                                            
555 See Section 4.4. 
556 The images on the Bayeux tapestry are also accompanied by text. That text, however, consists of 
proper tituli that identify the persons and actions in the depicted scenes and that elaborate on the 
events. 
557 See for an extensive overview of other images related to this kind of poetry: Clunies Ross 2007, 166-
167, 170; Fuglesang 2007, 194-203. 
558 A different interpretation, which also takes into account the snake-tongue of the figure and the 
smaller snake in its other hand is presented in Chapter 5.4.3.  
559 Clunies Ross 2007, 171. 
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visual memorials 
A few commemorative praise poems refer to the same mythological stories from 
which scenes are depicted on memorial stones. These monuments are in that way 
also connected to skaldic poems other than those that mention images. Like 
commemorative praise poetry, stone memorials seek to preserve the memory of a 
(prominent) person by creating a lasting memorial that expresses their social and 
cultural identity. Both media may also refer to the people that were involved in 
producing them. Finally, particular features of the poems and of the memorial stones 
were aimed at specific contemporary (elitist) audiences, while at the same time 
preserving information for a future public. This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 
6.2.  
The legendary hero Sigurðr is depicted on half a dozen Swedish memorial 
stones. A set element is the scene in which he thrusts his sword into Fáfnir, who 
doubles as the runic serpent. This is combined with various other scenes from the 
cycle of stories about Sigurðr and the V۠lsungs, which emphasise different themes.560 
The stones that are also decorated with the pair of Sigurðr with the ring Andvaranaut 
and the valkyrie who offers him a drinking horn refer to heroism (Sigurðr killing 
Fáfnir) and also to the themes of wealth (the ring was a vital part of the treasure) and 
wisdom (which Sigurðr gained from the valkyrie). In other Sigurðr carvings the 
treasure is present as pack on the back of Sigurðƌ ?ƐŚŽƌƐĞ'ƌĂŶŝĂŶĚƌĞĨĞƌƌĞĚƚŽďǇ
Ótr, and as the ring Andvaranaut on the wrist of several protagonists. The gaining of 
ǁŝƐĚŽŵŝƐŝůůƵƐƚƌĂƚĞĚďǇ&ĄĨŶŝƌ ?ƐŚĞĂƌƚ ?ĐƵƚĨƌŽŵŚŝƐďƌĞĂƐƚby Reginn or being roasted 
by Sigurðr. The depiction of the birds which Sigurðr can understand after tasting the 
dragon blood, and from whom he learns that Reginn plans to kill him, also refer to 
the acquisition of knowledge. The beheaded figures on these stones illustrate the ill-
                                            
560 See Chapter 2.2.3.a.ii. 
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fatedness of the treasure. 
It was mentioned above that a Lausavísa by Þorfinnr munnr (d. 1030) in 
praise of King Óláfr Haraldsson, the later St Óláfr, describes a depiction of Sigurðr 
who has killed Fáfnir and prepares to roast his heart. Scenes from the legend of 
Sigurðr Fáfnisbani are also described in several other skaldic praise poems without 
necessarily referring to actual depictions of these scenes.  
/ŶĞĂĐŚŽĨƚŚĞĨŽƵƌƐƵƌǀŝǀŝŶŐƐƚĂŶǌĂƐŽĨ/ůůƵŐŝďƌǇŶĚƈůĂƐŬĄůĚ ?ƐPoem about 
Haraldr hárðráði (first half of the eleventh century) heroic events from KŝŶŐ,ĂƌĂůĚƌ ?Ɛ
life are mentioned in combination with episodes from the legend of Sigurðr 
Fáfnisbani. The KŝŶŐ ?ƐďĂƚƚůĞƐĂƌĞůŝŶŬĞĚƚŽ^ŝŐƵƌĝƌƐƚĂďďŝŶŐ&ĄĨŶŝƌ ?ŚŝƐũŽƵƌŶĞǇƚŽƚŚĞ
ĞĂƐƚŝƐƉĂŝƌĞĚǁŝƚŚ^ŝŐƵƌĝƌƌŽĂƐƚŝŶŐ&ĄĨŶŝƌ ?ƐŚĞĂƌƚ ?,ĂƌĂůĚƌ ?ƐƵŶĚĞƌƚĂŬŝŶŐƐŝn Frankia 
ĂƌĞŵĞŶƚŝŽŶĞĚĂůŽŶŐƐŝĚĞ^ŝŐƵƌĝƌ ?ƐƋƵĞƐƚĨŽƌƌǇŶŚŝůĚƌ ?and ,ĂƌĂůĚƌ ?Ɛǀŝctory in Saxony 
is paired with KŝŶŐƚůŝ ?ƐŝŶǀŝƚĂƚŝŽŶƚŽ,۠gni and Gunnar. The reference to Brynhildr is 
ambiguous and it is largely interpreted in light of the two more unambigious 
references to Sigurðr. The scenes with Sigurðr himself that are referred to in these 
poems are the same as those that are depicted on the runestones. Only the wider 
VІlsung material involving King Atli, H۠gni and Gunnar is not depicted as such on the 
stone monuments.  
In the late-tenth-century Sigurðardrápa, Kormákr ۟gmundarson praises 
^ŝŐƵƌĝƌ,ĄŬŽŶĂƌƐŽŶ,ůĂĝĂũĂƌů ?ƐŐĞŶĞƌŽƐŝƚǇĂŶĚƐŬŝůůƐŝŶďĂƚƚůĞĂŶĚĐŽŶĐůƵĚĞƐƐƚĂŶǌĂƐ
3-7 (in stanza 6 twice) with a stef briefly mentioning a mythological scene:  
x seið Yggr til Rindar  ‘zŐŐ ?KĝŝŶŶ ?ǁŽŶZŝŶĚďǇƐƉĞůůƐ ? 
x komsk Urðr ór brunni  ‘hƌĝƌƌŽƐĞĨƌŽŵƚŚĞǁĞůů ? 
x sitr Þórr í reiðu  ‘XſƌƌƐŝƚƐŝŶŚŝƐĐŚĂƌŝŽƚ ? 
x véltu goð Þjatsa  ‘dŚĞŐŽĚƐƚƌŝĐŬĞĚXũĄǌŝ ? 
x vá gramr til menja  ‘'ƌĂŵƌǁŽŶƚƌĞĂƐƵƌĞ ? 
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x fór Hroptr með Gungni  ‘,ƌŽƉƚ ?KĝŝŶŶ ?ƚŽŽŬ'ƵŶŐŶŝƌ ? 
'ƌĂŵƌŝƐƚŚĞŶĂŵĞŽĨ^ŝŐƵƌĝƌ&ĄĨŶŝƐďĂŶŝ ?ƐƐǁŽƌĚ, so in this poem the reference may 
ďĞƚŽ^ŝŐƵƌĝƌ ?ƐƐǁŽƌĚŝŶƐƚĞĂĚŽĨƚŽƚŚĞŚĞƌŽŚŝŵƐĞůĨ Þ 561 
 
4.6.2 FjІlð sagna: Multiple images, a multitude of stories?  
The depictions of Sigurðr and the valkyrie on Gs 19 Ockelbo and Gs 2 Österfärnebo 
are combined with other figural images that, unlike the other images on Sö 101 
Ramsundsberget and Sö 327 Näsbyholm cannot be interpreted convincingly in the 
context of the V۠lsung stories.562 These images may instead refer to other narratives, 
in the manner of the praise poem Sigurðardrápa by Kormákr ۟gmundarson 
mentioned above.  
For instance, the animal that draws the wagon on Gs 19 Ockelbo possibly 
represents a goat, which makes this image a possible parallel to the stef in stanza 5 of 
Sigurðardrápa: sitr Þórr í reiðu  ‘XſƌƌƐŝƚƐŝŶŚŝƐĐŚĂƌŝŽƚ ? Þ^ŽŵĞŽĨƚŚĞŝŵĂŐĞƐŽŶ'Ɛ ? ?
bear resemblance to the processions that are depicted on wall-hangings and on 
Gotlandic picture stones. The motif may be connected to the mythological funeral 
ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐŝŽŶŽĨĂůĚƌ ?ǁŚŝĐŚŝƐĂůƐŽŵĞŶƚŝŽŶĞĚŝŶjůĨƌhŐŐĂƐŽŶ ?ƐHúsdrápa.  
The connection between the different (mythological) scenes that are 
mentioned may not be clear, but Kormákr shows that they all relate to the subject of 
the poem: the commemorated leader. This principle is also applied in Illugi 
ďƌǇŶĚƈůĂƐŬĄůĚ ?ƐPoem about Haraldr hárðráði, as discussed above, but here the 
different scenes are all from the legendary narrative about Sigurðr. The same 
principle was practised on the Viking Age wall-hangings and on several Gotlandic 
picture stones. Some of them even also contain images that (may) refer to the 
V۠lsung stories combined with scenes, motifs, or symbols that refer to other 
                                            
561 Gramr ĐĂŶĂůƐŽŵĞĂŶ ?ƌƵůĞƌ ? ?Ğ ÞŐ Þ ‘ƉƌŝŶĐĞ ?Žƌ ‘ŬŝŶŐ ? Þ 
562 See Chapter 2.2.3.a.ii.  
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narrative material.563 
The Altuna stone (U 1161) is also decorated with multiple images that do not 
form a consecutive story. The images of Þórr fishing for the Miðgarðsormr, the 
horseman, and the figure on the ladder-like structure with a bird on its shoulder 
(probably Óðinn on Hliðskjálf) are carved on a narrow side of the stone. The broader 
adjacent side is decorated with a large depiction of a bird sinking its claws and beak 
into the neck of a quadruped with serpentine features. The images on the 
Västerljung stone (Sö 40) also cannot be interpreted as part of one narrative. The 
two-headed figure with the looping belt is carved above a large stylised quadruped 
that is intertwined with smaller snakes and a smaller quadruped that resembles a 
horse. The image of another human figure, who sits on a chair with snakes wrapped 
around its limbs, is carved at the bottom of the adjacent side with an interlace 
pattern with animal heads and small snakes above it. At the far top of this side is a 
modest cross. Images and scenes that do not seem to refer to one story are also 
combined on the Sparlösa stone (Vg 119) and on the Hunnestad monument as a 
whole (DR 282-286).564  
These narratives can be mythological or legendary and they may also refer to 
historical events or cultural practices. The inscription on the early Viking Age 
runestone at Rök (Ög 136) illustrates this. After the memorial formula, this 
inscription refers to several narratives (rather than telling the stories in full), in the 
form of what may be seen as a question-and-answer routine.565 The references to the 
ƐƚŽƌŝĞƐĂƌĞ ‘ƐƉŽŬĞŶ ?ďǇĂĨŝƌƐƚƉĞƌƐŽŶƐŝŶŐƵůĂƌĂŶĚƚŚĞƌĞĂƌĞĐŚƌŽŶŽůŽŐŝĐĂůŵĂƌŬĞƌƐ 
used within this section. The references are not placed in chronological relation to 
the establishment of the memorial that is mentioned in the first part of the 
                                            
563 On Gotlandic picture stones: Lärbro St Hammars I and Lärbro Tängelgårda I (Andrén 1989, 298-299); 
possible Gunnarr in snake-pit: Klinte Hunninge I (Fuglesang 2007, 204); on Överhogdal wall-hanging 
(Norrman 2005, 147-158). 
564 See Chapter 2.2.3 and some of the human figures are also discussed further in Chapter 5.4.3. 
565 Harris 2006. 
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inscription, however. Consequently it is unknown what role any actual telling of the 
stories played in the process of commemoration. 
 
 
4.6.2.a The order 
The decorated memorial stones illustrate two types of visual communication. The 
images of Sigurðr on U 1163 Drävle and Gs 9 Årsunda and Þórr on U 1161 Altuna and 
DR EM1985;275 Hørdum are visual narratives in symbolic form: a single scene 
represents a whole story. In contrast, the story of Sigurðr on Sö 101 Ramsundsberget 
and Sö 327 Näsbyholm, the nativity on the Norwegian Dynna stone (N 68), and the 
falling warrior on Ög 181 Ledberg ?ĂƌĞ ‘ƚŽůĚ ?ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚŵƵůƚŝƉůĞŝŵĂŐĞƐƚŚĂƚƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚ
different consecutive stages in the same story.566 
On Sö 101 Ramsundsberget and Sö 327 Näsbyholm, a number of images 
depict various events from the narratives of how Sigurðr Fáfnisbani gained the 
illustrious Niebelung treasure. When the images on these monuments, however, are 
 ‘ƌĞĂĚ ?ĨƌŽŵůĞĨƚƚŽƌŝŐŚƚŽƌĨƌŽŵƚŽƉƚŽďŽƚƚŽŵ ?ƚŚĞǇĂƌĞ ŶŽƚĂƌƌĂŶŐĞĚŝŶƚŚĞŽƌĚĞƌŽĨ
ƚŚĞĞǀĞŶƚƐŝŶƚŚĞƐƚŽƌǇ Þ^ŽƚŚĞĂƵĚŝĞŶĐĞŚĂƐƚŽŬŶŽǁƚŚĞƐƚŽƌǇƚŽďĞĂďůĞƚŽ ‘ƌĞĂĚ ?ƚŚĞ
images in chronological order. 
The Norwegian Dynna stone (N 68) tells the story of the three Magi visiting 
the infant Christ (in a combination of the Nativity and Adoration). Here there seems 
to be a chronological order from top to bottom. At the top, below the cross, is the 
star (with the Christ child) that leads the Magi, who are depicted below that on their 
way. At the bottom, finally, one of them presents a gift to the holy family in the 
grotto. 
Also on the Swedish Ledberg stone (Ög 181), the images depict a sequence of 
                                            
566 A similar distinction has been observed among the design structures of Gotlandic picture stones and 
this has been compared to  ‘ĞƉŝĐ ?ĂŶĚ ‘ǁŝƐĚŽŵ ?ƉŽĞƚƌǇďǇAndrén 1989, 296-297. 
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ĞǀĞŶƚƐǁŚĞŶ ‘ƌĞĂĚ ?ƚŽƉ-down starting on the front. We see how the warrior loses 
ŵŽƌĞĂŶĚŵŽƌĞŽĨŚŝƐǁĞĂƉŽŶƐ ?ĨĂůůƐǀŝĐƚŝŵƚŽ ‘ĂďĞĂƐƚŽĨďĂƚƚůĞ ?ƚŚĞǁŽůĨ ? ?ĂŶĚ
collapses. The ship forms an interruption in this sequence, unless it is seen as another 
ƐƚĂŐĞŝŶƚŚĞƐƚŽƌǇŽĨƚŚŝƐǁĂƌƌŝŽƌ ?ƐĨĂůů Þ
For those monuments that contain multiple images that do not form a 
sequential narrative, the order in which they are perceived does not have to follow 
the set course of a particular narrative. Consequently it might not matter too much in 
which order they are interpreted. In the praise poems that are constructed according 
to this principle the references to stories are communicated to the public in a pre-
arranged order. On memorial stones, the images that represent narratives or 
ƐǇŵďŽůŝƐĞĐŽŶĐĞƉƚƐŵŝŐŚƚďĞƉƵƚŝŶ ‘ŽƌĚĞƌ ?ďǇƚŚĞĐĂƌǀĞƌƚŚŽƵŐŚƚŚĞƵƐĞŽĨǀŝƐƵĂů
clues, position, and size. 
A larger image will be seen before a smaller one and the position on the 
stone can only to a lesser extent influence the prominence of an image. The visual 
analysis in Chapter 2.5 and 2.9 has shown that most images on monuments with 
more than two pieces of figural decoration are the same size and also those on just 
under half of the stones that are decorated with two images. Among the images that 
do have different sizes, however, this can only be discerned with some consistency 
among a few image types. Furthermore, ornamentation is used sparingly as signifying 
visual aid. The position of the images in relation to each other, finally, does not seem 
to indicate an order in which the images sŚŽƵůĚďĞ ‘ƌĞĂĚ ? Þ/ƚĚŽĞƐŶĞǀĞƌƚŚĞůĞƐƐ
indicate a hierarchy of meaning for individual cases.567 Consequently, it seems that 
for most memorial stones, unlike in commemorative poems, the order in which 
images were perceived was not something that the carvers aimed to prescribe.  
This is not the case for the visual relation between figural images and 
                                            
567 See Chapters 2.5, 2.9-2.10. 
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crosses. It seems a hierarchy of visual prominence was created between these kinds 
of carving elements.568 In particular when warrior imagery is combined with a cross, 
visual reference to heroism is visually more prominent than the Christian message.  
 
 
4.7 Conclusion 
A small number of runestone inscriptions explicitly invŝƚĞƚŚĞĂƵĚŝĞŶĐĞƚŽ ‘ŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚ ? Þ
Analysis of these inscriptions shows that they may refer to one aspect of the 
monument, such as the inscription or the decoration, but possibly also to the 
memorial as a whole. As a result of how the carvings were arranged on the stone, the 
images were perceived before the runic text could be read. On the majority of 
monuments the individual images are also several times larger than the runes. 
Moreover, through neurological processes pictures make an earlier and stronger 
impression on the viewer than text. As a consequence, the process of interpreting 
the images will have begun before the viewer has started to decipher the runic text.  
The different optional visual and textual elements of runestone design 
functioned quite independently from each other, even when a certain relation 
between them seems to have existed.569 Nevertheless, the presence of the one 
influences the perception of the other and their combination has implications for the 
interpretation of the monument. For instance, stones that are decorated with figural 
images tend to contain more optional elements in the inscription too. As a result, the 
presence of an image together with the length of the inscription could have created 
an expectation that more than the standard memorial formula would be found in the 
runic text. This could have functioned as a sort of signposting: here is a monument 
with unusual decoration, you can also expect to find more elaborate information 
                                            
568 See Chapter 2.6. 
569 See Chapter 3. 
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than usual in the inscription.  
It can generally not be predicted, however, on the basis of the type of images 
what kind of optional elements the inscription might contain. Only when it is an 
image of a ship or a mask-like face, especially in Södermanland, one could expect to 
find the commemorated man was called a þegn or a drengr. The viewer of such a 
monument might also be aware that the chances were the inscription was partly in 
verse and that more than one runic script would be found. Of course, the viewer 
would have to be rather familiar with memorial stones and the communication 
strategies that were employed on them to recognise such visual clues.  
The interpretation of the images on these monuments, then, is likely to have 
been a similar process to what is described in contemporary accounts of seeing and 
interpreting images in poetry. From how Úlfr Uggason, Bragi Boddason, and Þjóðólfr 
ór Hvini refer to images in their poems, it seems they saw depictions of a figure or 
scene from mythological or legendary tales that stimulated them to recite the stories 
in more detail. Images on memorial stones may similarly have evoked particular 
narratives in the observer's mind and have prompted the viewer to recall and in 
ƐŽŵĞĐŝƌĐƵŵƐƚĂŶĐĞƐƌĞĐŽƵŶƚƌĞůĂƚĞĚŶĂƌƌĂƚŝǀĞƐ ÞdŚĞ ‘ƐĞĞŝŶŐ-ŝŶ ?ŵŽĚĞůŽĨ
representation theory further supports this approach.  
There is regularly no common theme between the images on on stone. When 
one image on a monument is identified, the other images are often assumed to refer 
to the same narrative or theme. For instance, U 1161 Altuna is decorated with an 
ŝŵĂŐĞŽĨXſƌƌ ?ƐĨŝƐŚŝŶŐĂŶĚƉƌŽďĂďůǇŽŶĞŽĨMĝŝŶŶŽŶHliðskjálf. The interpretations 
of the armed rider on the same monument as another god or possibly a valkyrie that 
have been put forward in the light of this to match the other two mythological 
figures are not very convincing. The same is the case for the horseman on U 855 
Böksta. It has been suggested that he might be Óðinn, because the other human 
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figure that is depicted on the stone is likely to represent the hunting god Ullr. A third 
example is Gs 19 Ockelbo. Several attempts have been made to interpret all the 
images on this runestone as figures from the V۠lsung stories, because Sigurðr 
Fáfnisbani is/was also depicted on it.570  
Such interpretations are often not satisfactory, and they are also not 
necessary. As in /ůůƵŐŝďƌǇŶĚƈůĂƐŬĄůĚ ?ƐDigt om Haraldr harðráði, Kormákr 
۟gmundarson ?s Sigurðardrápa, ĂŶĚXŽƌĨŝŶŶƌŵƵŶŶƌ ?ƐLausavísur, in which the 
different legendary and mythological narratives are linked to the person who is 
praised, the connection between these stories or motifs would have been the 
commemorated person. An example of the same principle in a runestone inscription 
is the early Viking Age runestone at Rök (Ög 136). The various narratives and 
concepts that are represented visually on a memorial stone were probably 
connected in some way ƚŽƚŚĞĐŽŵŵĞŵŽƌĂƚĞĚƉĞƌƐŽŶ ?ƐŝĚĞŶƚŝƚǇĂŶĚƚŚĞŵĞŵŽƌǇ
their family wanted to create.  
No systematic way of indicating an order among a combination of scenes or 
motifs on the memorial stones can be discerned. Visual hierarchy is indicated in 
some cases, however, especially in the combination with Christian crosses. Also when 
several images together represent various stages of a sequential narrative, the order 
in which they are to be read is not always indicated through visual means. Only on Ög 
181 Ledberg and possibly N 68 Dynna is there possibly a chronological order from top 
to bottom, but not on Sö 101 Ramsundsberget and Sö 327 Näsbyholm. The order of 
the various scenes from the Sigurðr narratives may not have been relevant, because, 
as in the poems by Illugi ďƌǇŶĚƈůĂƐŬĄůĚ and Kormákr ۟gmundarson, the images refer 
to various themes (heroism, gaining wisdom and wealth), only from the same story.  
The narratives that are represented by images on the monuments are 
                                            
570 See Chapter 2 for a more detailed discussion of the images and their interpretations. 
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legendary and mythological. In parallel to some of the inscription elements discussed 
in Chapter 3.2, narratives represented by images can hypothetically also be about the 
commemorated person. Other runestone images do not represent a narrative as 
such, but are symbols for abstract concepts through which an ideology or world view 
is expressed. Semiotics and representation theories explain that figural images can 
denote the real object they resemble and simultaneously be symbolic for an abstract 
concept. The images in question need not have been restricted to only one of these 
functions. An image can be an element in a visual narrative, e.g. the sword of Sigurðr, 
and simultaneously represent a concept, e.g. power.  
In reconstructing the cognitive aspect of Viking Age visual communication, 
this chapter touched upon poetry as a commemorative tool that expresses identity 
and creates memories. Funerary practices were another medium with similar 
functions. The actions that were performed during a burial and/or later at the grave 
as part of the commemorative act were another exponent of Viking Age visual 
culture. The next chapter will show that the visual language that was employed 
during (older) mortuary practices was to a large extent the same as that which we 
encounter on Viking Age memorial stones.  
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Chapter 5. The social context of images: Runestones, burials, and 
rituals 
 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Various cultural and political changes that took place in Scandinavia during the Viking 
Age have influenced the regional and chronological distribution of memorial stones 
and indeed the general development of the custom. One of these factors is the 
introduction of Christianity, and as discussed in earlier chapters, most runestones are 
explicitly Christian monuments. That these memorial stones became a way to 
express social and economic status and to honour the dead instead of grave goods, 
which under Christian influence should be used instead as payment for prayers for 
the soul of the deceased,571 is, however, too simplistic. It seems that runestones 
were not only a reaction to Christianity, but often played an active role in the 
establishment and advocating of the new religion.572 In eleventh-century Uppland, 
for instance, runestones may have had a specific function as a substitute for a church 
building to consecrate a burial ground.573 The Swedish runestones with prayers may 
also have had a function in the Christian practice of intercession, indulgence, and 
redemption.574 
It is often argued that the process of state formation in Viking Age 
Scandinavia has also influenced the distribution pattern of runestones, especially in 
Denmark.575 This approach has also been criticised for not taking into account the 
                                            
571 e.g. Sawyer and Sawyer 2002, 93. 
572 e.g. Gräslund and Lager 2008, 634-637. 
573 Gräslund 1987, 256-258. 
574 Williams 1996a, 294-296. 
575 e.g. Randsborg 1981, 108-111. 
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complicated chronology of (Danish) runestones.576 These monuments do seem to 
reflect the need for expression of status and power due to changes in the social 
structure.577 It has been stated that the religious and political forces and the new 
needs that came with them, among which the need to replace burial customs, cannot 
be the only explanation for the runestone distribution, but that specific needs in 
commemoration practices were at play too.578 The impact of Christianisation and 
changing political organisation, resulting in cultural and social changes, also varied 
from region to region and from early to late Viking Age.579  
As a product of the transitional period in which substantial political and 
religious changes took place, the Viking Age memorial stones of Scandinavia as a 
collective show traits of both the old and the new cultures. For instance, expressions 
of the old system of beliefs and the new Christian religion are both found on the 
monuments. As discussed in Chapter 3.2.3, the handful of invocations to Þórr in the 
memorial inscriptions are overshadowed by the number of short Christian prayers for 
the soul. Mention is also made of the construction of bridges and roads and 
occasionally of baptismal clothes and pilgrimage. Again a handful of memorial stones 
ĂƌĞĚĞĐŽƌĂƚĞĚǁŝƚŚXſƌƌ ?ƐŚĂŵŵĞƌƐ ?ďƵƚŚƌŝƐƚŝĂŶĐƌŽƐƐĞƐĂƌĞĐĂƌǀĞĚŽŶƚŚĞŵĂũŽƌŝƚǇ Þ 
/ŶĂĚĚŝƚŝŽŶƚŽĞǆƉƌĞƐƐŝŶŐĂŶŝŶĚŝǀŝĚƵĂů ?ƐŽƌ ĨĂŵŝůǇ ?ƐƉŽƐŝƚŝŽŶŝŶĂĐŚĂŶŐŝŶŐ
religious and social/political situation, memorial stones also had a role in the context 
of death and commemoration. The first may have been a more public function, with 
a message aimed at society, and the second a more personal, private one. In this 
social context, runestones are a prolongation of the earlier burial and 
                                            
576 Stoklund 1991, 295-296. 
577 Wason 1994, 93-94. 
578 Williams 1996a, 294-296; Zilmer 2010, 141; Sawyer 2000, 19. Sawyer 2000, 20 also remarks that 
runestones do not seem to have been an actual replacement for richly furnished graves, since the ratio 
of memorials for men and women does not correspond to the ratio of male and female in rich burials.  
579 A current research project that hopes to answer precisely such questions is the Jellingprojektet 
 ‘ZƵŶĞƐƚĞŶŝŬŽŶƚĞŬƐƚ ? ?ŝŶǁŚŝĐŚ>ŝƐďĞƚŚ/ŵĞƌƉůĂĐĞƐƚŚĞĂŶŝƐŚƌƵŶĞƐƚŽŶĞƐŝŶƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶƚŽŚƌŝƐƚŝĂŶŝƚǇĂŶĚ
the Jelling dynasty. <http://jelling.natmus.dk/om-projektet/delprojekter/runesten-i-kontekst> 
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commemoration customs. This, and how the practices of (pre-Christian) burials and 
runestones relate to each other chronologically and conceptually, is discussed in 
Sections 5.2 and 5.3 below. 
In addition, memorial stones and burials function in the same context of 
death, commemoration, and display of identity, and they are part of the same Viking 
Age visual culture. The burial event itself was a highly visual experience and the grave 
that was the result of this performance and that contained its remains was often 
marked in the landscape.  
The shared visual language of burials and carved stones is explored in this 
chapter. There are many parallels between objects and animals that were used in 
burial ceremonies and those that are depicted on runestones. The weapons on 
memorial stones and in burials are studied in more detail to illustrate how the 
function of images of such objects on runestones may be reconstructed by 
comparing this to their use in burials. After this, several depictions of human figures 
on memorial stones are discussed in the context of ritual practices and religious 
performance. As background to these comparisons between the visual culture of 
burials and memorial stones, their chronologies and (shared) functions are discussed 
in more detail first. 
 
 
5.2 Chronology 
Although runestones are typical for the Viking Age and went through significant 
developments in this period, the custom of raising them was not new. There are a 
number of pre-Viking Age runestones, of which both the majority and the earliest 
ones were raised in Norway. The early runic monuments of the Migration period 
were mostly connected to burial mounds or grave fields, but only ever one such 
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stone was found per burial ground.580 Of these early runic monuments, only U 1125 
in Krogsta and U 877 in Möjbro are decorated with figural images. The tradition of 
raising runestones was for a long time simultaneous with the Iron Age custom of 
creating large burial monuments shaped as mounds or stone settings and costly 
furnished burials. As the latter custom diminished, however, the raising of memorial 
stones became more popular and in a way started to function as a prolongation of 
these burial and commemoration practices.  
In the late Iron Age, grave goods had become richer and more diverse than in 
previous times.581 The objects found in the graves, whether cremation or inhumation, 
are often interpreted as the personal belongings of the deceased and equipment for 
the journey to a realm of the dead and the afterlife.582 Since they simultaneously 
indicate social and economic status,583 grave goods also had a function for the living. 
Not all items found in burials need to have had the same functions, however. It is 
more likely that different objects and animals served various purposes in the burial 
practices, which were aimed at influencing remembrance and commemoration.584 
This may have involved referring to the historical and legendary past and stories of 
origin myths.585  
Many late Iron Age Scandinavian burials, especially the position of the body, 
animals, and objects or their burnt remains, as well as the construction and final 
shape of the grave, show that they must have been created during rather elaborate 
events, possibly on multiple occasions.586 From archaeological excavations of the 
remains, it is clear that these practices varied greatly, even in the same phase of one 
burial ground. In some burials many different animals were involved, while others 
                                            
580 Imer 2011. 
581 Müller-Wille 1993a, 58. 
582 Gräslund 2002, 47; Roesdahl 1982, 166. 
583 Jesch 1991, 27-28; Wason 1994, 93-94. 
584 Härke 2003. 
585 Andrén 1989, 209-310; Price 2010, 137-148. 
586 Herschend 2001, 68-71 for Valsgärde; Gansum and Risan 1999 for Oseberg. 
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seem to have focused more on weapons. Ships and wagons could be part of the 
construction of the grave or cremation pyre. There is also a great variety in the use of 
fire, stones and earth to transform and/or cover the body of the deceased, the 
assortment of animals and objects and their container. Possible descriptions of the 
sort of practices that were performed at such occasions refer to drinking, sex, 
violence, and music.587  
Furnished graves as the end-result of such burial rites became less common 
from the late tenth century onwards.588 This is the time in the Viking Age when the 
runestone tradition took root in Denmark.589 When Christian burial customs gradually 
replaced the older practices, memorial stones were given a place in the new 
tradition. There is usually no more than one runestone per burial ground, and they 
do not seem to have been connected to any grave in particular.590 Thus, although 
often associated with burial grounds, memorial stones did generally not function as 
grave markers. In this they differ from the early-Iron Age uncarved bauta-stones, 
mounds and stone settings, and from medieval gravestones, which were all directly 
associated with individual graves.  
The chronology of both carved memorial stones and burials can be difficult 
to determine.591 However, it is clear that pre-Christian burial practices and the 
erection of runestones overlapped chronologically for some time during the 
transition period of the late Viking Age and early Middle Ages. In eleventh-century 
Gotland pagan and Christian burials occurred simultaneously.592 Due to a general 
scarcity of grave goods, it is difficult to identify late-Viking Age burials in Denmark as 
                                            
587 Price 2008b, with references; 2010; Nielsen 2009.  
588 Müller-Wille 1993b, 237. 
589 Comp. Chapter 2.3. 
590 Klos 2009, 301. 
591 e.g. Stoklund 1991. 
592 e.g. Gräslund 2000, 85. 
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pagan or Christian.593 Another example of such an overlap is Uppland, where a 
number of pre-Christian burials were created in the eleventh century and even a few 
in the early twelfth century.594 This development coincides with the peak of the 
runestone carving fashion in this area and continues even after this. By that time the 
raising of memorial stones was certainly a largely Christian tradition. Nevertheless, 
even a burial ground where a Christian runestone was erected, possibly to 
consecrate it, could contain both older pre-Christian graves and pagan or early 
Christian burials that were more or less contemporary with the runestone.595 
In addition to a chronological overlap between the two practices, there was 
also a geographical one. Many Swedish Viking Age memorial stones were erected on 
or close to older burial grounds, more than at other landscape features such as roads 
or waterways.596 They seem to have been placed particularly with grave mounds and 
(round) stone settings, which are Vendel Period and Viking Age burial types.597 The 
factors for deciding the location for a burial and the location for a runestone seem to 
have been similar and both include the re-use of older burial sites.598  
This geographical connection between memorial stones and (older) burials 
allowed the new tradition still to be linked to the old burial places and through this to 
the old traditions.599 Earlier, this principle also occurred the other way round, as an 
example from Tomteboda illustrates. Here, older carved stones were demolished and 
parts of them were integrated in the cairns and stone settings that were put up over 
Vendel Period cremation burials.600 
 
                                            
593 Nilsson 2010, 387. 
594 Broberg 1991, 49-62. 
595 Gräslund 1987, 255-259. 
596 Gräslund 1987, 250-256; Klos 2009, 83, 114-118. 
597 Klos 2009, 85-87; Müller-Wille 1993a, 59, figure 4. 
598 Thäte 2009. 
599 Gräslund 2000, 89. 
600 Gustavson and others 2006, 262-263. 
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5.3 The shared function of runestones and burials 
The complex of mortuary practices as described above functioned in a social context 
to create and publicly display identities, among other things by referring back to the 
past, and to deal with inheritance issues.601 This accounts for runestones as well, 
insomuch as the genealogies and occasional mentions of property in the inscriptions 
are taken as indications of inheritance practices.602 ůƐŽƚŚĞ ‘ĨƌĂŐŵĞŶƚĂƌǇ ?
ŝŶĐŽŵƉůĞƚĞ ?ƉĂƌƚŝĂů ?ĐŽŶĐĞƉƚƵĂůĂŶĚƐĞůĞĐƚŝǀĞ ? 603 nature of the remains of burial 
practices can be recognised in the textual and decorative carvings on memorial 
stones. Especially the latter, with its intricate patterns of loops and knots, also 
ĐŽŵďŝŶĞƐĂƐƉĞĐƚƐŽĨ ‘ĚŝƐƉůĂǇĂŶĚĐŽŶĐĞĂůŵĞŶƚ ?ũƵƐƚĂƐ the objects and bodies in a 
grave.604 tŚĞƌĞĂƐ ‘ŐƌĂǀĞƐĂĨĨŽƌĚĞĚĂĐŽŶƚĞǆƚŽĨďƌŝĞĨĚŝƐƉůĂǇ ? ?605 however, the 
carvings on memorial stones are long-lasting. That is, unless the original paint was 
not re-applied, but allowed to fade and vanish. In that case, a memorial stone would 
slowly transform from a medium with a highly visual display of carvings via a 
monument with un-painted carvings that were only visible up-close to eventually a 
marking in the landscape on which the carvings can only be found when moss and 
dirt is removed. Although the inclusion of runestones in later churchwalls was 
unlikely to be anticipated by the original commissioners of the monuments, this can 
have prolonged their commemorative function. At the same time the memorial 
stones functioned as a more general link to the past. 
                                            
601 Williams and Sayer 2009, 3 with references; Härke 2003. Although the background of these authors, 
esp. Howard Williams, lies in Anglo-Saxon material culture, the studies that I refer to here and below 
discuss Viking Age Scandinavian material in its own right and as parallels to strengthen the argument 
about Anglo-Saxon material. 
602 Sawyer 2000. 
603 Williams and Sayer 2009, 21. 
604 Williams, Ho. 2007, 108. 
605 Williams, Ho. 2007, 113. 
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It seems logical that actions of some kind were also performed as part of the 
process of putting up a memorial stone.606 Commemoration practices may also have 
been carried out at the monument later. The immediate surroundings of only a few 
runestones have been excavated, but with some of these the remains of structures 
and of offerings of food or animals have been found.607 More archaeological work in 
this field has been done on Gotland. Remains of constructions, and also deposits and 
burials, were identified at the sites of various of the picture stones there.608  
There is not enough (archaeological) information to reconstruct general 
practices that were carried out around memorial stones at the time of the carving 
and erection or at a later stage in the commemoration process. Since several 
individual cases of this are known, especially with some Gotlandic picture stones and 
at a few runestones, it seems likely that similar actions would have taken place in 
other places too.  
A counterpart of such traditions may be the practices that some runestone 
inscriptions refer to. For example, the inscriptions on half a dozen monuments seem 
to invoke protection against practices by workers of seiðr, a complex of sorcery, 
divination, and magic. The memorial inscriptions on these monuments end with 
variations on At ræta(?) sá verði er stein þenna elti(?) eða ept annan dragi ? ‘ǁĂƌůŽĐŬ
ďĞŚĞǁŚŽĚĂŵĂŐĞƐ ? Ó )ƚŚŝƐƐƚŽŶĞŽƌĚƌĂŐƐŝƚ ?ƚŽƐƚĂŶĚ )ŝŵĞŵŽƌǇŽĨĂŶŽƚŚĞƌ ? ?Z
209).609 
The carvings on memorial stones generally include text, while the 
performance of burial rites presumably included an oral component. The runestone 
inscriptions, however, also contain various oral influences. The prayers and 
                                            
606 Zilmer (2011, 74-78) discusses this with reference to the hypothesis that carving of (multiple) crosses 
on runestones was part of a blessings ceremony. She shows that the material does not support the idea 
of such a standard blessing practice, although it remains a possibility this happened occasionally. 
607 Ljung and Thedéen in press. 
608 Ljung and Thedéen in press; Andrén 1989, 291, 303. 
609 Vg 67, DR 81, DR 83, DR 209, DR 230, DR 338. 
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alliterative verse in runestone inscriptions possibly go back to oral commemorative 
traditions and funerary texts.610 As such, the runic band serves as a representation of 
the commemorative speech-act.611 Also the spelling in runestone inscriptions can 
reflect an oral aspect of the carvings.612 On a cultural and cognitive level, the written 
commemoration of the runic inscription also functions similarly to the oral 
commemoration of skaldic verse and the recording of the commemorative act.613  
The physical interaction with the deceased and the transformation of the 
dead body were important aspects of the funerary practices, because the strong 
emotion this evokes helps to create memories, both of the deceased and of the 
funeral itself.614 This interaction was most likely not part of any practices related to 
the memorial stones, because they are generally not connected to the graves of the 
people that are commemorated on them.615 These aspects seem to be separated 
more in the later Viking Age when the mnemonic function is taken over by the 
memorials. The inhumation of the dead bodies still involved performances and 
practices, but objects and animals played a much less prominent role, especially 
animals, and were soon absent. The only material traces of Christian burial traditions, 
apart from the dress and position of the body in the grave, is formed by wax candles 
that are found exceptionally in a few burials.616 Burial rods or knives also occur 
ƐŽŵĞƚŝŵĞƐŝŶ ‘ŽƚŚĞƌǁŝƐĞ ?ŚƌŝƐƚŝĂŶŐƌĂǀĞƐ Þ617 Perhaps a less intense action was 
needed to ensure embedding of the event in personal and communal memory, 
because of the longer lasting nature of carvings in stone compared to the relatively 
                                            
610 Zilmer 2012, 407-408; Zilmer 2010, 145-146. 
611 Jesch 1998, 467-468. 
612 Jesch 1998, 470-471; Lagman 1989, 29-31 
613 Jesch 2005a. 
614 Williams, Ho. 2007. 
615 Also, on a large number of runestones the inscription states or implies that the commemorated died 
ĂďƌŽĂĚŽƌƵŶĚĞƌŽƚŚĞƌĐŝƌĐƵŵƐƚĂŶĐĞƐƚŚĂƚƌĞƐƵůƚĞĚŝŶƚŚĞƌĞŶŽƚďĞŝŶŐĂďŽĚǇ ‘ĂƚŚŽŵĞ ?ƚŽďƵƌǇ
(Williams, He. 1996a, 308-309). 
616 Gräslund 2002, 49-50. 
617 Ljung and Thedéen in press. 
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brief display during the funeral.  
Burials and memorial stones are both concerned with the public 
commemoration of the dead and display of the social and economic status of the 
living through actions and their physical, visual remains. That runestones were also 
erected at locations other than burial grounds suggests that in the later Viking Age 
commemoration and status display could be carried out more and more away from 
the grave and be connected to memorial stones instead.  
 
 
5.4 A shared visual language: Objects, animals, and performance 
The visual language that was employed on memorial stones and in burials in the 
context of commemoration and communication was to a large extent a shared one. 
dŚĞďƵƌŝĂůĞǀĞŶƚǁĂƐĂǀŝƐƵĂůƉĞƌĨŽƌŵĂŶĐĞ ?ŝŶǀŽůǀŝŶŐĂŶŝŵĂůƐĂŶĚŽďũĞĐƚƐĂƐ ‘ƉƌŽƉƐ ? ?
as well as the dead body, the physical landscape, and possibly also the living. Most of 
the items that are found in ninth- to early-eleventh-century burials as remains of the 
funerary practices were also depicted on memorial stones. These objects are listed 
briefly below and the weapons are discussed in more detail. Next, the animals in 
burials and on runestones are compared. Finally, images of particular human figures 
that also could be visual references to (burial) practices and (ritual) performances are 
discussed. Together, the following sections illustrate that not only the runestones as 
a phenomenon echo the older burial and memorial traditions, but also the various 
carvings on them.618 
 
 
                                            
618 A different, yet related, view is held by Klos 2009, 318-320. She argues that grave goods reflect both 
ůŝƚĞƌĂůĂƐƉĞĐƚƐŽĨƚŚĞĚĞĐĞĂƐĞĚ ?ƐůŝĨĞĂƐǁĞůůĂs an ideal image with regard to status and regards the 
ƌĞĨĞƌĞŶĐĞƐŝŶƌƵŶĞƐƚŽŶĞŝŶƐĐƌŝƉƚŝŽŶƐƚŽƚŚĞĐŽŵŵĞŵŽƌĂƚĞĚƉĞƌƐŽŶ ?Ɛ ‘ŽĐĐƵƉĂƚŝŽŶ ?ŽƌƐŬŝůůƐĂƐ
replacement for this. 
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5.4.1 Objects in graves and on runestones 
Ships are one of the most common figurative images on memorial stones and they 
are also prominent markers of Viking Age burials. Boats were used in graves as a 
container for the body and (cremation) burials could be topped by stones arranged 
as the outline of a ship. Such ship settings also occur without burials. The use of 
ships, or ship-shapes, in burials has been associated with an idea of the ship of the 
dead as transport to the afterlife, and it is also commonly seen as a worldly status 
ƐǇŵďŽůǁŝƚŚƉŽƐƐŝďůǇĂŶĂĚĚŝƚŝŽŶĂůĨƵŶĐƚŝŽŶŽĨƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚŝŶŐƚŚĞĚĞĐĞĂƐĞĚƉĞƌƐŽŶ ?Ɛ
occupation, since they are found mostly in coastal areas.619  
Ships on memorial stones are interpreted as Naglfar (and as such as a symbol 
ĨŽƌZĂŐŶĂƌƂŬ ) ŒĂƐ&ƌĞǇƌ ?ƐŵĂŐŝĐĂůƐŚŝƉ^ŬşĝďůĂĚŶŝƌ ŒĂŶĚĂƐƚŚĞƐŚŝƉŽĨƚŚĞĚĞĂĚ ŒďƵƚ
also as a symbol for the Christian church.620 Many of the pre-Viking Age and Viking 
Age Gotlandic picture stones also contain images of ships. These have been 
interpreted by Andrén as the Gotlandic equivalent of the ship burials of the 
Scandinavian mainland, which are not found on Gotland. There is also a further 
correspondence between the contents of these ship burials and the images on the 
picture stones of Gotland.621  
It was predominantly men who were buried in ships or whose burials were 
shaped as one, but certainly not exclusively so. One of the richest ship burials in 
Scandinavia, at Oseberg, was of a woman. The Viking Age boat burial at Scar on the 
Orcadian island of Sanday contained three bodies, a man in his thirties, a child, and a 
woman in her seventies.622 The memorial stones that are decorated with ships also 
commemorate men, with the partial exception of Vs 17 Råby, which is erected by a 
                                            
619 DuBois 1999,74; Crumlin-Pedersen 1995, 93; Capelle 1986, 33-35. 
620 See Chapter 2.2.3.  
621 Andrén 1989, 306-310. Based on their form, it seems these picture stones are indeed connected to 
the commemoration of men, see Andrén 1989, 291. Spurkland 2005, 71 also discusses the images of 
ships on Gotlandic picture stones in the context of the cult of the dead and grave rituals as a symbol for 
 ‘ƚŚĞƚƌĂŶƐŝƚŝŽŶĨƌŽŵƚŚŝƐǁŽƌůĚƚŽƚŚĞŶĞǆƚ ?ŽƌƉŽƐƐŝďůǇƚŚĞƐŽƵů ?ƐũŽƵƌŶĞǇƚŽƚŚĞůĂŶĚŽĨƚŚĞĚĞĂĚ ?.
622 Owen and Dalland 1999. 
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man to commemorate his wife and himself. Because ships occur on runestones with 
and without a Christian cross as mast, with and without shields along the edges, and 
with and without people in them, they may not all have had the same meaning. Just 
as with ships in the burial context, the possibility of multiple meanings of depictions 
of them should not be excluded. 
Wagons are less commonly found in graves and they seem to have been 
reserved for high-status women.623 Wagons are depicted on only very few memorial 
stones. On the now lost Gs 19 from Ockelbo, a wagon with a human figure seated in 
it was drawn by a small quadruped. On the surviving drawings of this stone the figure 
seems to be holding something, but it is not visible what. On a fragment, also from 
Gästrikland (Gs 18c), half of what seems to have been a wagon is visible and a man 
with a cross is sitting in it. Because the figure is male and carries a cross-staff, the 
wagon on Gs 18c does not have the same context as those used in high-status female 
burials. The image on Gs 19, on the other hand may have had a parallel in the drawn 
wagons with seated figures that seem to have been depicted on the weaves found in 
the Oseberg ship burial.  
This burial, in which two women were accompanied by extraordinarily rich 
grave goods, must have been an impressive and dramatic event. The weaves in the 
burial seem to have been decorated with a depiction of a procession. Other scenes 
on the weaves also seem to have depicted ritualistic practices, for example the 
female figures that are walking with raised swords underneath a tree from which 
bodies hang.624 It has been proposed that there may have been a connection 
between the images on the wall-hangings and the practices with which the burial 
ǁĂƐĐĂƌƌŝĞĚŽƵƚ ?ŽƌƚŚĂƚƚŚĞǇŚĂĚĂĐŽŶŶĞĐƚŝŽŶƚŽƚŚĞĚĞĐĞĂƐĞĚǁŽŵĂŶ ?ƐƌŽůĞŝŶƚŚĞ
                                            
623 Staecker 2003, 479-472. Some of these have been interpreted as cult leaders or performers of rituals 
in either pagan or Christian religion (Price 2002, 149-157). 
624 Most parts of the textiles are badly worn, but many of the images can still be recognised. 
Nevertheless, it may be that they were in better condition at the time the older, more detailed 
descriptions and drawings were made (Hougen 2006, 132 Appendix by Nockert) 
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community, which, judging by the objects and grandeur she was buried with, must 
have been important.625 
dŚĞŚĂŶĚĨƵůŽĨXſƌƌ ?ƐŚĂŵŵĞƌƐƚŚĂƚĂƌĞĐĂƌǀĞĚŽŶmemorial stones can be 
regarded as a parallel to the small metal hammers that are found in graves. Often 
hammer-shaped pendants that occur in graves were worn as jewellery or amulets by 
the deceased person. In the Mälar valley small iron hammers attached to a large ring 
had a role in some funerary traditions. These hammers might be closer in function to 
those on memorials than to the hammer-jewellery in that they had a more visual role 
in the commemorative practice. The rings were placed on top of or inside the urn 
with the cremated remains. This occurred in ninth- to tenth-century burials, and 
possibly into the eleventh century. The function ŽĨƚŚĞƐĞXſƌƌ ?ƐŚĂŵŵĞƌ-rings might 
be sought in a combination of protection (the hammer) and rebirth or fertility (the 
ring), possibly more for the living than the dead.626 The combination of a hammer 
and a circle is also found on Sö 86 S. Åby ägor, where the inscription band is circle-
shaped ?ǁŝƚŚĂXſƌƌ ?ƐŚĂŵŵĞƌŝŶƚŚĞĐĞŶƚƌĞ Þ 
The hammer might have had other cultic functions too. The myths recorded 
by Snorri about Þórr using his hammer to restore a dead goat to life and to hallow 
ƚŚĞďŽĂƚĂƚĂůĚƌ ?ƐĨƵŶĞƌĂů, as well as the reference in Þrymskviða to Mj۠llnir being 
used during a wedding ceremony might be echoes of this.627 The most common 
ŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚĂƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚĞŽƚŚĞƌŝŵĂŐĞƐŽĨXſƌƌ ?ƐŚĂŵŵĞƌƐŽŶmemorial stones is as a 
symbolic reference to the god Þórr, with an apotropaic function.628 The possibility 
that they are visual representations of hammers as ritual objects should also be 
considered.  
                                            
625 Ingstad 1995; Price 2002, 159-160. 
626 Andersson 2005. 
627 ^ŶŽƌƌŝ ?ƐEdda, Gylfaginning 44, 49; Þrymskviða, str. 30. Mees (2009, 684), goes even further and 
suggests thaƚƚŚĞǀĞƌďĂůĂŶĚǀŝƐƵĂůƌĞĨĞƌĞŶĐĞƐƚŽXſƌƌ ?ƐŚĂŵŵĞƌƐŽŶƌƵŶĞƐƚŽŶĞƐƌĞĨůĞĐƚĂŶĞƐƚĂďůŝƐŚĞĚ
practice of oral invocations to that god during older burial rites as another connection of Þórr with 
memorial practices.  
628 See Chapter 2.2.3. 
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The carving on Sö 86 S. Åby ägor also contains a face, placed above the 
hammer. It has been interpreted as that of Þórr in light of the large hammer, as well 
ĂƐ ?ŝŶĚĞƉĞŶĚĞŶƚůǇ )ŝŶƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶƚŽůŝƚĞƌĂƌǇĚĞƐĐƌŝƉƚŝŽŶƐŽĨƚŚĞŐŽĚ ?ƐĨĞĂƚƵƌĞƐĂŶĚ
possible other visual representations of him.629 dŚĞĐŽŵďŝŶĂƚŝŽŶŽĨĂXſƌƌ ?ƐŚĂŵŵĞƌ
and a face is known from hammer pendants such as the tenth-century Scanian 
example (Figure 4). There, the shaft of the hammer is topped by two eyes with 
eyebrows and a nose.  
 
 
Figure 4. Hammer pendant, Skåne. Figure 5. Figurine from Aska. 
 
The carvings on Sö 86 S. Åby ägor also have a compositional parallel in the 
Aska figurine (Figure 5). The female figure is interpreted as Freyja, possibly pregnant, 
or a vІlva (sorceress), and is surrounded by a ring that is seen as a fertility symbol.630 
It was found in a grave that also contained a staff and an other unusual pendant of a 
ŵĂŶ ?ƐĨĂĐĞ ÞIt has been suggested the pendant of the face might have functioned as a 
ƐǇŵďŽůĨŽƌƚŚĞŚĞĂĚŽĨDşŵŝƌ ?MĝŝŶŶ ?ƐŽƌĂĐůĞ Þ631 In light of especially the pursed lips, 
an interpretion as the face of Þórr is also a possibility.632 The face on Sö 86 has the 
same position as FreyjĂ ?ƐŚĞĂĚŝŶƚŚĞƐŬĂƉĞŶĚĂŶƚ ÞtŚĞƌĞ&ƌĞǇjĂ ?ƐďŽĚǇŝƐŝŶƚŚĞ
ƉĞŶĚĂŶƚ ?ĂůĂƌŐĞXſƌƌ ?ƐŚĂŵŵĞƌŝƐĐĂƌǀĞĚŽŶƚŚĞŵĞŵŽƌŝĂůƐƚŽŶĞ ÞdŚĞĐŽŵƉŽƐŝƚŝŽŶŽĨ
the pendant and the runestone design is the same, but the god that is represented or 
                                            
629 Perkins 2001, 101-102, 123. 
630 Andersson 2005, 57-58; Price 2002, 158, with references.  
631 Price 2002, 158. 
632 ^ĞĞWĞƌŬŝŶƐ ? ? ? ?ŽŶƚŚŝƐĨĞĂƚƵƌĞŽĨXƃƌƌ ÞWĞƌŬŝŶƐĚŽĞƐŶŽƚŵĞŶƚŝŽŶƚŚŝƐƉĞŶĚĂŶƚ ?ŚŽǁĞǀĞƌ Þ 
The images have been removed from the online 
version of this thesis. A hard-bound copy is available in 
Nottingham University Library, or contact the author. 
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referred to is different. Maybe Þórr (or the combination of his hammer and a ring) 
was more suitable in the ŵĞŵŽƌŝĂůƐƚŽŶĞ ?Ɛ context of death and commemoration, as 
ƚŚĞƵƐĞŽĨƚŚĞXſƌƌ ?ƐŚĂŵŵĞƌƌŝŶŐƐŝŶŽůĚĞƌďƵƌŝĂůƌŝƚĞƐƐƵŐŐĞƐƚƐ Þ 
Gaming pieces are also among the objects widely found in graves.633 They 
refer to the leisurely pastimes of the privileged. The depiction of two figures playing 
a board game on Gs 19 Ockelbo can be seen as a parallel to this. Personal items, such 
as combs, scissors, keys, clothing, and jewellery, are often found in graves, but do not 
seem to be carved on memorial stones, with the exception of the headgear of 
warrior figures. Human figures on the monuments are mainly depicted dressed in 
simple knee-length tunics, but a few images contain more details of clothing, such as 
layers, folds, pleats, wrist and ankle cuffs or accessories such as headgear and belts. 
Tools are commonly found in Norwegian graves, but they are rare in burials in 
Denmark.634 They are depicted on the two Sörmlandic Sigurðr carvings (Sö 101 and 
Sö 327), where hammers, tongs and bellows identify the human figure carved in their 
ǀŝĐŝŶŝƚǇĂƐƚŚĞƐŵŝƚŚZĞŐŝŶŶ ?^ŝŐƵƌĝƌ ?ƐĨŽƐƚĞƌĨĂƚŚĞƌ ÞVessels with food and drink are 
commonly found in graves, but notably they do not seem to be depicted on 
runestones. A reason for this might be that commemorative meals were still held, 
also in the Christian tradition.635 Part of the reason why the most conspicuous 
contents of pre-Christian burials  W ships, horses, dogs, weapons  W were transferred 
onto the Viking Age memorial stones, might have been that they were no longer 
used in burials. 
Weapons are also a common grave good and images of these objects also 
occur relatively frequently on memorial stones. The following case study looks in 
more detail at the relationship between weapons depicted on runestones and those 
                                            
633 Roesdahl 1982, 132. 
634 Roesdahl 1982, 165. 
635 Ljung and Thedéen, in press; comp. Lee 2007, 114-115, 122-123 (this study is mostly about Anglo-
Saxon material, but the sections referred to here concern Viking Age Scandinavia). 
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deposited in graves.  
 
5.4.1.a Weapons on runestones  
Weapons are carved on memorial stones in various contexts. They occur as a single 
motif on two stones,636 held as an attribute by a human figure on eight637 and used in 
action on five to eight monuments.638 These swords, spears, axes and bows are the 
subject of this section. The hammer is only once presented as a weapon, and then it 
is of mythological nature: the attribute of the god Þórr in his struggle with the 
DŝĝŐĂƌĝƐŽƌŵƌŽŶh ? ? ? ?ůƚƵŶĂ ÞKƚŚĞƌǁŝƐĞƚŚĞXſƌƌ ?ƐŚĂŵŵĞƌŝƐŽŶůǇĚĞƉŝĐƚĞĚĂƐĂ
symbol.639 The hammer is generally more a tool than a weapon and it is depicted as 
ƐƵĐŚĂƐƉĂƌƚŽĨƚŚĞƐŵŝƚŚ ?ƐƚŽŽůƐŽŶ^Ƃ ? ? ?ZĂŵƐƵŶĚƐďĞƌŐĞƚĂŶĚ^Ƃ ? ? ?'ƂŬ ÞdŚŝƐƐĞƚƐ
the hammer apart from how the other weapons were depicted on runestones and it 
will not be taken into account in the following overview. 
Half of the swords that are depicted as an attribute on memorial stones 
ƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚƚŚĞŵǇƚŚŽůŽŐŝĐĂůǁĞĂƉŽŶŽĨ^ŝŐƵƌĝƌ ?ƐƐǁŽƌĚ'ƌĂŵƌ ?ĨŽƌŐĞĚĨƌŽŵƚŚĞ
ĨƌĂŐŵĞŶƚƐŽĨŚŝƐĨĂƚŚĞƌ ?ƐƐǁŽƌĚǁŚŝĐŚŝŶƚƵƌŶĐĂŵĞĨƌŽŵMĝŝŶŶ ÞĨƵƌƚŚĞƌĨŽƵƌ
swords are held by figures on horseback,640 and two by standing warriors on Ög 181 
>ĞĚďĞƌŐ ÞdŚƌĞĞŽĨƚŚĞĞƋƵĞƐƚƌŝĂŶƐ ?ƐǁŽƌĚƐĂƌĞƌĂŝƐĞĚ ?ǁŚŝůĞƚŚĞŽŶĞŽŶh ? ? ?
^ŬŽŬůŽƐƚĞƌŝƐƚƵĐŬĞĚƵŶĚĞƌƚŚĞƌŝĚĞƌ ?ƐĂƌŵ ÞdŚĞƵƉƉĞƌĨŝŐƵƌĞŽŶƚŚĞĨƌŽŶƚŽĨPŐ ? ? ?
Ledberg holds his sword almost horizontally at waist-height and the sword of the 
figure below him points vertically downward; both seem to be suspended from their 
                                            
636 On Vg 124, the vertical inscription band is shaped like a sword. The inscription band on U 999 follows 
the contours of the stone, ending in the centre in a spearhead.  
637 Swords on Ög 181 (twice), Vg 119, U 678, U 691, U 1161; spears on Ög 181, U 678, U 855; an axe on 
DR 282 and possibly Sö 324; bows and arrows on Sö 324, U 855. 
638  ‘/ŶĂĐƚŝŽŶ ?ŚĞƌĞŵĞĂŶƐƚŚĂƚƚŚĞǁĞĂƉŽŶŝŶƚĞƌĂĐƚƐǁŝƚŚĂŶŽƚŚĞƌĞůĞŵĞŶƚŽĨƚŚĞĚĞĐŽƌĂƚŝŽŶ ?ŽƚŚĞƌƚŚĂŶ
the figure holding it. The axe on Sö 190 is raised to strike the opposing quadruped and swords are used 
by Sigurðr to penetrate the runic serpent, alias Fáfnir, on Sö 101, Sö 327, U 1163, Gs 9, probably on U 
1175, Gs 19, and possibly on Gs 2. 
639 Sö 86, Sö 111, Vg 113, DR 26 (twice), DR 120. 
640 Vg 119, U 678, U 691, and U 1161. 
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ďĞĂƌĞƌƐ ?ǁĂŝƐƚƐ Þ
Only the figures on Ög 181 Ledberg and U 691 Söderby can be identified as 
male by their beards, but this does not mean the other riders are female. The heads 
of all the equestrians with swords and those of the standing men on Ög 181 Ledberg 
are without exception pointed, though they vary strongly in shape. These contours 
suggest the figures wear some sort of headgear, presumably helmets or possibly 
conical leather caps.641 In contrast, Sigurðr is depicted with a shape that suggests 
headgear only on Sö 101 Ramsundsberget (also when he is roasting the heart) and U 
1175 Stora Ramsjö. The Sigurðrs on the other monuments seem to be bare-headed. 
Two spears on runestones are combined with swords: the upper figure on 
the front of Ög 181 Ledberg carries both weapons and U 678 Skokloster is decorated 
with an equestrian with a sword on one side, while the horseman carved on the 
other side is holding a spear. This man is also depicted with headgear, as the sword-
wielders. The hunter on U 855 Böksta is also armed with a spear. That the horseman 
with spear on this monument does not seem to wear any headgear, at least not 
pointed as the other figures with swords and spears, might be because this is a 
hunting scene rather than a battle-related image.642 
Long-shafted axes are depicted on two runestones, once carried over the 
shoulder by the man on DR 282 Hunnestad and once used by the man on Sö 190 
Ytterenhörna to strike(?) the opposing quadruped on the head. Both men are 
presented with strongly pronounced beards, tunics, and pointed headgear. The latter 
might indicate that they represent warriors.  
Only two figures have bows and arrows as attributes. One of these is the 
                                            
641 Graham-Campbell 1980, 68. 
642 sŽŶ&ƌŝĞƐĞŶĚĞƐĐƌŝďĞĚƚŚĞŚŽƌƐĞŵĂŶĂƐ ‘hjälmprydd ? ?ďƵƚ still sees this as a hunting scene) (as quoted 
in U vol. 3 ? ? ? ? ) ÞEŽŚĞĂĚŐĞĂƌŝƐĐƵƌƌĞŶƚůǇŝŶĚŝĐĂƚĞĚďǇŚŽǁƚŚĞůŝŶĞƐ ŽĨƚŚĞŵĂŶ ?ƐŚĞĂĚĂƌĞƉĂŝŶƚĞĚŝŶŽŶ
ƚŚĞƐƚŽŶĞ ?ďƵƚƚŚĞƌĞŝƐŽŶƐŽŵĞŽĨƚŚĞŽůĚĞƌĚĞƉŝĐƚŝŽŶƐŽĨƚŚĞŵŽŶƵŵĞŶƚ ÞƐƉĞĐŝĂůůǇŽŶǇďĞĐŬ ?Ɛ
drawing (as reproduced in U vol. 3, 509) the figure seems to be wearing headgear similar to that of the 
horseman on U 691. If the horseman was originally depicted wearing a helmet, this seems to have been 
of a different shape than the conical headgear of the accompanying archer on skis. 
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skier, who possibly represents the god Ullr, that accompanies the hunter on U 855 
ƂŬƐƚĂ ÞdŚĞƐŬŝĞƌ ?ƐŚĞĂĚ-shape is pointed, in contrast to that of the horseman. The 
other bow and arrow are held by a kneeling figure on Sö 324 Åsby. Tendrils protrude 
from its head (or come from behind it) and the traces of an interlace pattern on its 
face combined with the round eyes and long nose give the impression of a Mammen-
style face or mask. The kneeling figure holds the bow and arrow in its stretched-out 
left arm and it had a small axe in the other. This can be seen on a photo from 1928-
36.643 Traces of the axe are still visible on the stone, though they are no longer 
painted in.644  
 
5.4.1.b A comparison with weapons in burials 
Vg 119 Sparlösa is an eighth- or early-ninth-century runestone (except for the 
eleventh-century inscription on side E).645 The other memorial stones decorated with 
human figures with weapons are all monuments from the eleventh century and most 
can be placed in chronology relative to each other according to the details of their 
ornament.646  
DR 282 Hunnestad was carved in the first half of the eleventh century; Sö 190 
Ytterenhörna and Sö 324 Åsby in the second quarter; U 855 Böksta in the second to 
third quarters; U 1161 Altuna in the third quarter; and U 691 Söderby during the mid-
to late eleventh century. U 678 Skokloster was carved in the same century, but in a 
seventh- or eighth-century style with Ringerike and Mammen features.647 The 
carvings on Vg 124 Ryda and U 999 Funbo are also Viking Age, but have no stylistic 
features that allow a more specific dating. Ög 181 Ledberg cannot be placed more 
                                            
643 Sö, pl. 16. 
644 Visit 11 September 2008. 
645 See Section 2.2.3 note 21. 
646 With help of the relative chronology of serpent ornamentation in Gräslund 2006a, see Chapter 
2.2.2.a and Appendix 1.a-b. 
647 See Chapter 2.3. 
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precisely within the eleventh century. The images of Sigurðr are all part of eleventh-
century carvings too, with Sö 101 Ramsundsberget and Sö 327 Gök from the first half 
and the second quarter of the century, respectively, and the Upplandic and 
Gästrikland monuments from the late eleventh century. Consequently, these 
monuments were raised within a generation or so after it became less common to 
furnish burials with grave goods, with the exception of Vg 119 Sparlösa. This 
runestone dates from before that development and was carved contemporary with 
such burial customs.  
Since, leaving aside the mythological swords on Sigurðr-stones, most swords 
and spears on runestones are held by horsemen, two groups of elaborate graves with 
horses from tenth-century central Sweden can serve as a comparison. This is also 
where these monuments originate, except for DR 282 Hunnestad from Skåne. The 
twenty-four chamber burials on Birka and fourteen boat graves from Vendel, 
Valsgärde, and Tuna have been examined with respect to the weapons they 
contain.648 Approximately three-quarters of these burials contained spears, roughly 
half included swords and arrow-heads, a third contained large knives, and axes were 
found in just under a tenth of them. Finally, 90% of the chamber burials and two-
thirds of the boat graves included shields.  
The ratio between the various weapons on memorial stones clearly does not 
correspond to that of the weapons found in these graves. Large knives are not 
depicted as such on known memorial stones649 and swords are depicted two to three 
times as often as spears, axes, and bows and arrows, also when not counting the six 
ŝŶƐƚĂŶĐĞƐǁŚĞƌĞŝƚŝƐ^ŝŐƵƌĝƌ ?ƐŵǇƚhological sword. It should be noted that due to the 
small number of stones under discussion, not too much value can be attached to this. 
                                            
648 Sundkvist 2001, 194-195. 
649 The fragment Gs 20, on which an object that stabs a foot is depicted, survives only partly and can 
therefore not be identified with certainty. 
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If for instance two more stones with spears came to light, these proportions would 
alter considerably.  
That axes are found rarely in graves with horses, however, does correspond 
to how they are depicted on runestones. They are never the attribute of an 
equestrian, but always of a standing man. Conversely, the swords and spears on 
runestones are held mostly by horsemen (apart from on the Sigurðr-stones) and 
these are also the most common weapons in the graves with horses.  
Something similar was customary in tenth-century Denmark, where swords 
and spearheads are also found mostly in graves with riding equipment. Two burial 
types with distinct grave goods can be observed on Jutland. One combined riding 
equipment and sometimes horses with swords and spears, while another group 
without horses or equestrian objects contained axes instead. Moreover, when grave 
goods included more than one weapon, these were swords, spears and axes in 
approximately equal numbers, but when only one weapon was deposited in a burial 
this was almost exclusively an axe.650 Late-Viking Age graves with an axe as single 
weapon are also found on Gotland.651 This tendency to combine swords and spears 
with equestrian equipment and/or horses on the one hand and have axes be the only 
weapon of a horseless man on the other is also present on the runestones. 
As mentioned above, the majority of the burials with horses from central 
Sweden contained shields, of which there is a notable lack on the Viking Age 
memorials with armed horsemen.652 The depictions of horsemen with weapons 
might better fit the Danish equestrian graves. There is a strong presence of swords 
and spears in these graves and a less prominent occurrence of shields than in non-
                                            
650 Näsman 1991, 167-169. 
651 Trotzig 1985. 
652 The rider on the back of DR 96 carries a shield, but instead of a weapon he seems to be holding a 
triangular vane. The horseman on the pre-Viking Age U 877 is also equipped with a shield and with a 
stick-like object, which might be a kind of short spear. 
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equestrian burials with more than weapon.653 The depiction of the warrior on Ög 181 
Ledberg is more in accordance with this latter type of burial, in that he is equipped 
with both sword, spear and shield. 
These different types of burials, as distinguished by the grave goods, are seen 
as graves of people from various social groups. The Viking Age graves with horses and 
riding equipment that occur particularly in central Sweden, on Gotland and in 
Denmark have been interpreted as burials of men fighting for or otherwise 
connected to the leading dynasties in those areas.654 An interpretation that opposes 
this literal interpretation of especially the equestrian graves is that the burials 
express (regional) identities and that the contents function as status symbol rather 
than showing the deceased was cavalry, partly because they are such a regional 
phenomenon.655  
The axes in burials are alƐŽƐĞĞŶĂƐŝŶĚŝĐĂƚŽƌƐŽĨƚŚĞĚĞĐĞĂƐĞĚ ?ƐƌĂŶŬĂŶĚ
social role, which is thought to have been different from that of the men in 
equestrian graves.656 Like the contents of the horsemen burials, however, the axes 
are likely to be a more complicated symbol of status and identity.657 On the one hand 
axes are cheaper and since they are generally not combined with other, more 
expensive weapons they might indicate a lower financial status. They are also, unlike 
swords and spears, rarely mentioned in skaldic poetry. Because these poems were 
generally composed at the courts of highly-placed leaders, and indeed about those 
leaders, they reflect that elitist milieu. The fact that axes rarely feature in this poetry 
might indicate that they were less prestigious weapons.658 On the other hand, axes 
could also be costly showpieces, splendidly ornamented as the one in the high-status 
                                            
653 Näsman 1991, 169 figure 5. 
654 For Birka, see Gräslund 1989, 162; for Central Sweden and Gotland: Burenholt 1991, 147; for 
Denmark: Näsman 1991, 171-172. 
655 Roesdahl 2006, 171-172, 177; see also the discussion of Härke 1990 in Williams and Sayer 2009, 4-6. 
656 Näsman 1991, 171-174; Trotzig 1985. 
657 Pedersen 2012, esp. 49-53; Roesdahl 1982, 136. 
658 Jesch 2013, 342-343 
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Mammen grave.659  
The fact that the weapons on runestones occur in combinations that seem to 
mirror the contents of these burial types suggests that the same types of identity 
were expressed by the images of armed men on memorial stones.660 Should the axe 
of the man on DR 282 Hunnestad, however, be seen as the only weapon a lower-rank 
warrior could afford or as a luxury showpiece, created for symbolic display? The fact 
hat there are only two runestones with such depictions, DR 282 and Sö 190 
Ytterenhörna, can argue for either. If the axes indicate lower financial and social 
status than sword bearing equestrians, it seems logical that fewer runic monuments 
would have been put up by families in that situation (these might then have been for 
instance at the top of that particular social stratum). If, on the other hand, these axes 
represent weapons of the kind in the Mammen burial, it is also logical that there 
would be only very few memorial stones decorated with an axe that represented 
such a rare weapon of high material and symbolic value. Because of the size and 
impact of the Hunnestad monument as a whole, the latter of the two possibilities 
seems to be the most likely. 
Part of the symbolic function of weapons in burials as markers of identity is 
formed by their role in ritual practices and their mythological connotations.661 
Weapons, especially spears and swords, are often placed on or next to the dead 
body. It is likely that they were put there with some form of meaningful action, but it 
is unknown what form that might have taken. In several burials, however, it is clear 
that the weapons were used actively in a dramatic ritual performance. There are 
examples of spears being thrown into chambergraves over the bodies, of swords 
being broken or bent with great force before they were placed in the grave, and of 
                                            
659 See Iversen and others 1991. 
660 As proposed by Näsman 1991, 172-173 for the axe carrying man on DR 282. 
661 Williams, Ho. 2005, 264-266; Williams, Ho. 2007, 112. 
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the burial being pierced by multiple spears.662  
Miniature weapons are also found in burials. The distinction between use as 
jewellery and a function as amulet or cult object is difficult to establish and the 
symbolic function of miniature weapons is largely unknown. They are likely to have 
been amulets, but this interpretation is mainly based on European parallels. Because 
they also occur made of iron, and not only in precious metal, it is less likely their 
main function was as jewellery.663 Images on early-seventh-century high-status 
metalwork show weapons as the attributes of figures that seem to perform some 
kind of ritual practices, for example on the helmet plates that are mentioned 
below.664 >ŝŬĞƚŚĞXſƌƌ ?ƐŚĂŵŵĞƌƐŽŶƌƵŶĞƐƚŽŶĞƐ ?ƐŝŶŐůĞŝŵĂŐĞƐŽĨ ǁĞĂƉŽŶƐŵĂǇ
have referred to the function of weapons in such practices. The depiction of the 
sword on Vg 124 Ryda and the spear on U 999 Åkerby are not part of an image of a 
hunter or a warrior as the other swords and spears on memorial stones. Instead of 
heroic, status-affirming attributes of male figures, they may be visual references to 
this other, ritualistic function of weapons. 
 
5.4.2 Animals in graves and on runestones 
Horses are found mostly in male burials, but also in female ones. They occur in 
elaborately furnished graves, but also in simple, less well-equipped ones.665 
Sometimes a horse was buried together with the deceased, while in other cases only 
a part of the animal was interred. In again other, more exceptional cases multiple 
horses were slaughtered and chopped up during the funeral practices before they 
were deposited in the grave. Archaeological research has shown that it was not 
                                            
662 Resp. Bj. 834 on Birka (Gräslund 1981, 30-31; Price 2002, 132-139); e.g. Bj. 823a on Hemlanden, Birka 
or Grue, Vold k., Hedmark (Oslo UIO, inv. no. C15888); and a burial at lake Dalstorp in Västergötland 
(Artelius 2005). 
663 Fuglesang 1989, 15-16. 
664 Williams, Ho. 2005, 264. 
665 Müller-Wille 1970/71, 160-169; Sundkvist 2001, 66-70, 194-197. 
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necessarily the best horses that were sacrificed, but also for instance crippled 
ones.666 This practice indicates that the symbolic meaning of the horse was more 
important than its physical value. A horse is depicted on its own on only a few 
monuments. They are mostly combined with images of armed or unarmed riders, 
dogs, and birds in scenes that refer to hunting or warrior activities.667  
Dogs also occur in male and female Viking Age burials. They are found in 
richly furnished as well as in simple burials and occur in a large variety, ranging from 
lapdogs to hunting dogs.668 Their companionship or status may not have been the 
only reason for their interment, however. There is a close physical and conceptual 
relationship between dogs and wolves, and it has been suggested that dogs were 
sacrificed at burials as a symbolic substitute for wolves.669 It is true that other 
features of graves can be taken to symbolise what they resemble in a similar fashion, 
such as topping a grave with a stone ship setting instead of burying an actual ship, or 
offering a crippled horse rather than the best one. However, in these examples, the 
objects and animals that were ƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĞĚďǇƚŚĞ ‘ůĞƐƐĞƌ ?ƐƵďƐƚŝƚƵƚĞǁĞƌĞĂĐƚƵĂůůǇ
used in burial practices as well. This is not the case for wolves, of whom no remains 
are found in burials. It would certainly have been possible to get hold of a wolf in 
Viking Age Scandinavia.670 If wolves were something to aspire to include in burials but 
were substituted by dogs, one would expect to find them at least occasionally in for 
instance very rich or otherwise high-status burials. 
As was discussed in Chapter 2.2.3.b, it can be difficult to identify dogs among 
the quadrupeds on runestones. On the basis of their features and their context, some 
                                            
666 Sundkvist 2001, 67. 
667 See Chapters 2.2.3.a.ii and 2.2.3.b. 
668 Knol and others 1996, 326; Gräslund 2004; Roesdahl 1982, 132. 
669 Gräslund 2004, 171-173; Pluskowski 2006b, 87. 
670 Pluskowksi 2006a, 289-290; 2006b, 23-24, 106-107. Although the difficulty in distinguishing between 
the remains of wolves and (certain types of) dogs may have led to some wolves being interpreted as 
dogs, the scarcity of wolves in the archaeological record also has socio-cultural and bio-geographical 
reasons. 
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of the animals can be identified as dogs. The curled-up quadruped with a cropped tail 
that lies next to a man in a lying position on U 241 Lingsberg is likely to represent a 
dog. The images on this runestone provide a parallel to dogs in burials, not only in 
species, but also in posture. There are a few similar-looking quadrupeds with roughly 
the same posture, but without a human companion. Other dogs accompany armed 
riders, in hunting or warrior contexts, as well as the standing warriors on Ög 181 
Ledberg.  
In addition to their function as hunting dog, guard dog, or pet, the dogs that 
are depicted on memorial stones may also have had connotations of their use in 
burial tradition. It is less likely that these canine quadrupeds represent wolves, 
however, because wolves are also depicted as such on runestones. On Ög 181 
Ledberg, for instance, there is a clear distinction between the dogs that accompany 
the armed men on the front, and the wolf on the back as a symbolic-mythological 
beast of battle. If onĞĂĐĐĞƉƚƐ'ƌćƐůƵŶĚ ?ƐƐƵŐŐĞƐƚŝŽŶƚŚĂƚĚŽŐƐŝŶŐƌĂǀĞƐŵŝŐŚƚ
symbolise wolves, which I am hesitant about, this would have implications for the 
interpretation of the canine animals that cannot be identified as dog or wolf on the 
basis of their visual context. It becomes almost irrelevant what animal is depicted, if 
the one is taken to represent the other, because in that case these images represent 
wolves either way. Pluskowski maintains that when canine quadrupeds in Anglo-
Saxon and Viking visual arts cannot be identified as either dog of wolf, they might 
represent both at the same time.671 
Wolves do not occur as species in burials, but they are often depicted on 
items that were interred with the deceased. The significance of wolves in burials (as 
depictions on objects and possibly represented by dogs) is, again, multilayered. Their 
ĐŽŶŶŽƚĂƚŝŽŶƐŽĨŵǇƚŚĂŶĚŵĂŐŝĐ ?ĨŽƌŝŶƐƚĂŶĐĞĂƐMĝŝŶŶ ?ƐĂŶŝŵĂůƐ ?ĂƐ&ĞŶƌŝƌ ?ĂŶĚĂƐ
                                            
671 Gräslund 2004; Pluskowski 2006b, 87. 
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the steeds of sorceresses may have played a role here, as well as their role in the 
ideology of battle. The references to wolves in personal names and in the animal 
ornamentation on weapons, on armour, and on elite objects such as decorated 
drinking horns and lyres, are expressions of an elite martial identity.672  
This function of shaping and expressing identity encompasses and utilises the 
range of mythological and ideological connotations of the wolf, and it is in this 
context that any references to these animals in burial practices should be seen. This 
is the same for the depictions of wolf-like animals on runestones. Ög 181 Ledberg is 
again illustrative of this. The memorial is decorated with images of a warrior. To start 
with he is fully-armed, which includes bearing the high-status weapon of sword, and 
accompanied by a dog. A ship is carved at the bottom of this side. On the back of the 
monument the warrior has lost his weapons and is depicted with the wolf as 
symbolic beast of battle. For reasons explained in Chapter 2.2.3.a.i, an interpretation 
of this scene as a beast of battle feeding off the fallen warrior is preferred over one 
as Óðinn and Fenrir at Ragnarök. This image might nevertheless have alluded to the 
mythological context of the wolf and its connections to Óðinn, especially in the 
context of warrior and battle ideology.  
Wolves were not only connected to the battlefield and heroic ideology, but 
lupine qualities were also attributed to people in the context of shamanism and it 
seems that animal disguises in ritualistic mimicry were not only used by warriors but 
also by sorcerers.673 
Birds that are found in graves vary from chickens, to hawks, to even a 
peacock in the famous Gokstad ship burial.674 Again, as discussed in Chapter 2.2.3.c, 
it is not always possible to identify the birds that are carved on memorial stones on 
                                            
672 Pluskowski 2006b, 134-139. 
673 Pluskowski 2006b, 143, 174, 182-183. 
674 Price 2008b, passim. 
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the basis of their features or the images they are combined with. Nevertheless, a 
distinction can often be made between birds of prey or carrion-eaters on the one 
hand and birds such as doves or cocks on the other. Additionally, an image of 
possibly a peacock can be seen on Gs 2 Österfärnebo. Especially when a predatory 
bird is combined with an image of a horseman, the images provide a parallel to the 
hunting birds that are found in graves together with horses and dogs. The birds on 
weapons, amulets, etc. that are identified as eagles are seen as symbols of power.675 
As for the wolves, this elitist connotation complements the meaning of the eagles on 
memorial stones as beast of battle in the expression of social identity.  
Other animals that were deposited whole or in part in graves are pigs or wild 
boars, cattle, sheep or goats, cats, and bears. These animals, and those discussed 
above, were used in a wider range of practices than only the funerary performances 
that are focused on here.676 Cervine quadrupeds on runestones are recognised by 
their horns or antlers. Some of the smaller quadrupeds on runestones have the 
posture or appearance of a bear or maybe a boar, but otherwise these animals do 
not seem to be represented on memorial stones.677 
The objects and animals that are found in burials are the remains of 
mortuary practices. The studies of dogs, horses, ships, animals in general, or the 
general contents and structures of burials, that are mentioned above, all stress the 
importance of these animals as items with which the funeral practices were 
performed. As is demonstrated in this overview, many of these physical remains can 
also be recognised in the images on memorial stones. Analogous to this, the next 
sections of this thesis explore other images on these monuments that also seem to 
refer to traditional practices and performances. 
                                            
675 Gräslund 2006b, 127-128; Ambrosiani 1983. 
676 See Jennbert 2002. 
677 A boar is depicted among the various animals on Br Olsen;184 (Andreas (II), MM 131) on the Isle of 
Man. 
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5.4.3 Ritual performance on runestones 
A recent and exciting suggestion in early medieval burial archaeology is that the 
elaborateness of the funerary practices, judging by the contents and shape of the 
graves, may have involved acting out stories.678 This idea can be developed further 
with reference to other visual and verbal media concerned with commemoration and 
status display that also refer to mythological, legendary, and historical narratives. 
The images and inscriptions on memorial stones and skaldic praise poems that refer 
to stories to commemorate and praise the deceased were discussed in Chapter 4.6. 
These sources support the idea that similar narratives also played a role in the 
expression of identity and the creation of memories during the funerary 
performance. That this was not only done verbally, but also visually with the use of 
objects and animals that are found in burials seems logical. 
Andrén argues that the images on Gotlandic picture stones are also related 
to burial customs. Since several of these images can be interpreted in light of the 
V۠lsung narratives (some with more certainty than others), he further suggests that 
the stories that were performed as part of the burial included those about Sigurðr 
Fáfnisbani.679 The depictions of the hero Sigurðr and related figures on stone 
memorals refer to narratives with themes of treasure, death, deceit, and wisdom.680 
In addition, that the Sigurðr stories were depicted on runestones can also have 
echoed the use of those stories in burial customs.  
A performative aspect in the context of burials can also be attributed to 
other stories of which scenes or characters are depicted on memorial stones. The 
narrative of Þórr fishing for the Miðgarðsormr, to which the images on U 1161 Altuna 
                                            
678 Andrén 1989, 209-310; Price 2010, 137-148. On the dramatic aspect of rituals in general and the role 
of drama and ritual in Eddic poems, see Gunnell 1995. 
679 Andrén 1989, 297-303, 310. 
680 See Chapter 4.6.1. 
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and on the damaged DR EM1985;275 Hørdum refer, deals with the themes of 
struggle, liminality, and transition between life and death, this world and the 
otherworld.681 Such a meaning would be suitable in the context of burials, death and 
commemoration. The image on DR 284 Hunnestad is often interpreted as 
Hyrrokkin.682 This giantess plays an important role in the myth of the funeral of the 
god Baldr.683 One can imagine that burial performances could include references to 
this story.684 A wolf-steed and snake-reins, however, are not the attributes of 
Hyrrokkin alone, but are connected to giantesses and troll-women in general.685 
These supernatural creatures also had connotations of death, though maybe not as 
ƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĐĂůůǇĂƐ,ǇƌƌŽŬŬŝŶĨŽƌŚĞƌĐŽŶŶĞĐƚŝŽŶƚŽĂůĚƌ ?ƐĨƵŶĞƌĂů ÞƚŚŝƌĚĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚŝǀĞ
interpretation of the figure on this runestone is put forward in the following 
discussion. 
So far this chapter has discussed images on memorial stones that depict 
objects or animals that also featured in burial practices and show scenes from stories 
that might have been connected to those performances. This section looks at a group 
of images that possibly represent people who performed rituals, be it at funerals or 
in other aspects of life.  
The Old Norse terms for various kinds of performers of magic and sorcery 
and related spirits are manifold. Two main terms are seiðmaðr (pl. seiðmenn) for 
men and women and vІlva (pl. vІlur) for women, which also includes seeresses.686 
These terms covered various kinds of sorcerers or sorceresses with shamanic traits, 
such as trance, guardian spirits, and an important role in the community.687 It is not 
within the scope of this chapter to pinpoint the exact rituals of the Old Norse seiðr-
                                            
681 Meulengracht Sørensen 1986, 265-274. 
682 See Chapter 2.2.3.a.iv. 
683 ^ŶŽƌƌŝ ?ƐEdda, Gylfaginning 49.  
684 The funeral procession at this occasion is also described in stanza 7- ? ?ŽĨjůĨƌhŐŐĂƐŽŶ ?ƐHúsdrápa. 
685 Moltke 1985, 282n1. 
686 Fritzner 1954 vol. 3, 198, 984. 
687 See Price 2002, 63-66, 111-127 for an overview of the other terms.  
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complex and the variety of people who perform them, therefore the broad term 
 ‘ƌŝƚƵĂůƉĞƌĨŽƌŵĞƌƐ ?ŝƐĞŵƉůŽǇĞĚŚĞƌĞ Þ688 This seems more appropriate here, because 
the nature of the practices of which archaeological remains are found and those that 
may be referred to in runestone inscriptions is very elusive. It is clear that there was 
a broad variety among these rituals and among the people who performed them. 
These people are very difficult to identify in the archaeological record. For 
ƚŚĞĨŽůůŽǁŝŶŐĚŝƐĐƵƐƐŝŽŶ ?/ŚĂǀĞŚĂĚƚŽƌĞůǇŵĂŝŶůǇŽŶEĞŝůWƌŝĐĞ ?ƐƐƚƵĚǇŽĨƚŚŝƐ
material. Although I do not always follow his interpretations, his collection of source 
material is most useful.689 
Various burials with specific contents are identified by Price as those of 
performers of magic, with reference to Viking Age and medieval written sources, 
Scandinavian Iron Age imagery, and ethnographic studies of shamanism in Sámi and 
other circumpolar cultures. These burials contain particular attributes such as staffs, 
specific amulets, (tool)belts, and possibly narcotics. Some of them also display a 
complex gender identity.  
The images in Viking Age and pre-Viking Age visual arts that are given as 
possible examples of ritual performers in action show a specific outfit and headdress, 
often with parts of animals. They also hold specific attributes such as snakes, staffs or 
certain weapons. Their posture often suggests that they perform a kind of dance or it 
has a sexual overtone. Price also lists written sources that record or refer to the 
practising of magic and related rituals. Some of these comment on the appearance of 
the performers and give information about the spatial circumstances and the actions 
that are part of the performance.  
These sources, especially the textual ones, need to be considered with 
                                            
688 For recent studies of Old Norse seiðr, its performers and the shamanic aspects of this see e.g. Price 
2002; 2001; Williams, Ho. 2001, 204-205; and references in these studies. 
689 Price 2002. 
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caution, and may not be taken at face value as representative of pre-Christian Norse 
rituals in general. Nevertheless, the evidence collected by Price shows that people 
who performed rituals of various kinds and with different purposes had an important 
place in pre-Christian Scandinavian culture. Just as the material culture of burials 
shows that there was a very large variety in funerary practices, the performers of 
these and other rituals were very individual and differ from one to the next.690  
It is only logical to assume that such specialist performers of (ritual) practices 
were also involved in or were leading the funerary events that accompanied a 
burial.691 That this was indeed the case, at least sometimes, is supported by some 
archaeological evidence. The uniformity of the complex cremation graves at 
Lindholm Høje suggests the burials were carried out by a specialist.692 That the 
cremation funĞƌĂůŽĨĂZƻƐĐŚŝĞĨƚĂŝŶ ?ĂƐĚĞƐĐƌŝďĞĚďǇ/ďŶ&ĂĚůĂŶ ?ŝƐŽǀĞƌƐĞĞŶďǇĂ
designated person confirms this to some extent. This woman, who is called the Angel 
of Death, also executes (part of) the rituals involved.693  
Three pre-Viking Age archaeological examples show that rune- or picture 
stones could also be involved in burials. The re-use of parts of carved stones from the 
Vendel Period in burial cairns at Tomteboda was mentioned in Section 5.2. Because 
this happened not long after the memorials were carved, it has been suggested that 
the same person who carved the stones was involved in the funeral ceremony in 
which the stones were re-used.694 The rune-inscribed slab that was found in the 
Kylver grave on Gotland (G 88) probably formed the side of the stone coffin. The 
                                            
690 Price 2008a, 147, 156. 
691 The brief exploration of shamanic involvement in funerals in Viking Age Scandinavian and other 
cultures in Williams 2001, 202-205 also suggests this. 
692 Nielsen 2009, 97-98. 
693 /ďŶ&ĂĚůĂŶ ?ƐZŝƐĈůĂ in Lunde and Stone 2012, 52-53. See Montgomery 2000 for an introduction and 
ĂŶŶŽƚĂƚĞĚƚƌĂŶƐůĂƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚĞƉĂƌƚŝŶǀŽůǀŝŶŐƚŚĞZƻƐĂŶĚ>ƵŶĚĞĂŶĚ^ƚŽŶĞ ? ? ? ?ĨŽƌƚƌĂŶƐůĂƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚĞĨƵůů
report of Ibn Fadlan as well as ǁƌŝƚŝŶŐŽĨŽƚŚĞƌ ‘ƌĂďƚƌĂǀĞůůĞƌƐŝŶƚŚĞĨĂƌEŽƌƚŚ ? Þ/ƚŝƐŽĨƚĞŶĐůĂŝŵĞĚƚŚĂƚ
ƚŚĂƚƚŚĞZƻƐŝŶƚŚŝƐƉĂƐƐĂŐĞĚĞƐŝŐŶĂƚĞĂŐƌŽƵƉŽĨ^ĐĂŶĚŝŶĂǀŝĂŶsŝŬŝŶŐƐ ?Ğ ÞŐ ÞWƌŝĐĞ ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?-133; Lunde 
and Stone 2012, xiii, 204-205. Although this seems to be the current prevailing view, it is not certain that 
they were Scandinavian Vikings, and if indeed they were, how much they had been influenced by the 
Khazar or Slavic cultures (Montgomery 2000, Introduction; see also Lunde and Stone 2012, 204-206). 
694 Gustavson and others 2006, 266. 
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burial is dated to c. 350-475 and the inscription, an almost complete futhark and a 
palindrome, is dated largely contemporary to this.695 The stone consequently seems 
to have been carved for the burial rather than being a re-used older runestone. 
Another example is the seventh-century Eggja stone (N KJ101), which was 
the cover stone of a small burial chamber, probably a cenotaph. There are various 
readings and even more interpretations oĨƚŚŝƐƌƵŶĞƐƚŽŶĞ ?ƐůŽŶŐŝŶƐĐƌŝƉƚŝŽŶ ÞDŽƐƚ
scholars agree that line C contains an invocation for protection of the monument 
against people with magical powers. In addition, some have identified a description 
of sprinkling of blood in other parts of the inscription and an alternative reading 
provides an account of a shipwreck and references to spirits that guide the souls of 
the lost crew to the other world.696 A connection between the inscription and burial 
practice is formed by the references to the journey of souls and to the rituals with 
which the monument is to be treated/protected. The image of the horse might have 
been a further link between the carvings and execution of practices, for instance 
horse-offerings, especially since horses seem to have had a special purpose in myth 
and in a funerary context in relation to transformation and transport of the deceased 
or their soul.697  
This connection between memorial stones and ritual practices also brings to 
mind the ritual performers that are mentioned on half a dozen Viking Age runestones 
in relation to practices that involve altering and protecting the monument.698 Could 
the figures mentioned in those inscriptions be related to those that were involved in 
the shamanic burial practices and maybe also in the construction of memorials 
(including carved stones) in the earlier traditions? 
                                            
695 Imer 2011, 176; Imer 2007 Katalog, 225; G 135-137. 
696 See Spurkland 2005, 56-69 and Magnus 1988, 346-350 for an overview of interpretations. 
697 Grønvik 2000, 14-15; Williams, Ho. 2001, 200-201, 204. The references to shamanic practices in the 
inscription identified by Bente Magnus (1988, 349-354) are more speculative, as is her hypothesis that 
the rune carvers of the early Iron Age were shamans. 
698 See Section 5.3. 
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So far, this section has discussed the evidence for the material culture that is 
possibly connected to specialist performers of (ritual) practices, their possible role in 
pre-Christian Viking Age burial customs, their possible connection to the creation and 
(re-)use of carved stones in Pre-Viking Age Scandinavia, and the warning against 
them on Viking Age runestones. Now the possible depictions of performers of 
practices on Viking Age memorial stones will be explored. The anthropomorphic 
figures in these images have distinct, sometimes supernatural features that can 
sometimes be linked to archaeological counterparts. 
Firstly, there is the masked figure on Vg 56 Källby ås. A snake is wrapped like 
ĂďĞůƚĂƌŽƵŶĚƚŚĞĨŝŐƵƌĞ ?ƐǁĂŝƐƚ ÞdŚĞĨŝŐƵƌĞŝƐŚŽůĚŝŶŐƚŚĞďĞůt in way that may 
suggest a phallic overtone. The face has a snout and droopy ears and looks similar to 
the tenth-century felt masks that were found in Hedeby (Figure 6). There is no 
indication for what their function was in the find context of these masks. However, 
the use of animal masks in rituals is attested in various literary, iconographical, and 
socio-cultural sources.699 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Felt masks from Hedeby. 
 
WƌŝĐĞ ?ƐŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚĂƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚĞĨŝŐƵƌĞŽŶsŐ ? ?Källby ås should briefly be 
mentioned. He discusses this image as a possible depiction of a berserkr, mainly 
because in his opinion it is wearing an animal skin (because there is no neckline 
                                            
699 Gunnell 1995, 36-91; Price 2002, 171-174, 295, 370-376. 
The images have been removed from the online 
version of this thesis. A hard-bound copy is available in 
Nottingham University Library, or contact the author. 
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between the mask and the bodysuit).700 Although the animal mask is obvious, 
however, it is difficult to see an animal skin in what covers the body, especially 
compared to the various depictions of figures that are clearly wearing such items, 
such as the Ekhammar figurine (Figure 7), various images on the Oseberg textiles 
(Figures 8-9), the Torslunda helmet plate die (Figure 10), and the pressed mounts 
from Gutenstein and Obrigheim figures (Figure 11). Moreover, the antler-like 
structure on the head and the snake belt also do not fit with an interpretation as a 
berserkr.  
 
 
 
Figure 7. Cast figure, 
Ekhammar. 
Figure 8-9. Oseberg tapestry: figure dressed as bird on 
Fragment 7B and figure with boar skin on Fragment 16. 
 
 
  
Figure 10. Die, Torslunda Figure 11. Pressed mounts, Gutenstein and Obrigheim 
 
I would argue instead that this figure is either wearing a tight body suit, or 
that it is depicted naked, with a belt and rings or cuffs at the wrists and knees (and 
ŵĂǇďĞĂŶŬůĞƐ ) ÞdŚŝƐĂƉƉĂƌĞŶƚŶĂŬĞĚŶĞƐƐǁŝƚŚĂďĞůƚĨŝƚƐǁŝƚŚ ŽǁƚŚĞ ‘ǁĞĂƉŽŶ-
ĚĂŶĐĞƌ ?ŝƐĚĞƉŝĐƚĞĚŽŶĞ ÞŐ ÞƚŚĞƐĞǀĞŶƚŚ-century Torslunda helmet plate die (Figure 
10). Although there are no Viking Age parallels in written sources, there are later 
                                            
700 Price 2002, 373. 
The images have been removed from the online 
version of this thesis. A hard-bound copy is available in 
Nottingham University Library, or contact the author. 
The images have been removed from the online 
version of this thesis. A hard-bound copy is available in 
Nottingham University Library, or contact the author. 
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records of antlers being used in mimicry and dramatic performances, sometimes with 
a ritualistic purpose.701 
The kneeling archer on Sö 324 Åsby is depicted with similar clothing, or lack 
thereof, and with rings or cuffs around arms and legs. Similar tendrils to those on Vg 
56 Källby ås ĂƌĞĚĞƉŝĐƚĞĚŽŶƚŚŝƐĨŝŐƵƌĞ ?ƐŚĞĂĚŽƌĐŽŵŝŶŐĨƌŽŵďĞŚŝŶĚŝƚ Þ&ŝŶĂůůǇ ?ƚŚĞ
figure seems to have been depicted with a mask too. This mask was not shaped as an 
animal head, but as the interlaced Mammen masks that are carved on memorial 
stones and other objects. The round eyes and long nose of the figure on Sö 324 are 
the same as on those masks and traces of the interlace pattern can be seen on the 
stone.702 The images of Mammen-masks are generally assigned an apotropaic 
function as the face of a mythological god. It is also possible that these interlace 
masks were depictions of actual masks that may have been worn during 
(shamanistic) practices, but this cannot be confirmed with a reasonable degree of 
certainty.703 ŶŝŶƚĞƌƐĞĐƚŝŽŶďĞƚǁĞĞŶƚŚĞƐĞƚǁŽŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚĂƚŝŽŶƐŝƐĨŽƌŵĞĚďǇMĝŝŶŶ ?Ɛ
mask-ŶĂŵĞƐŝŶŬĞŶŶŝŶŐƐ ?ƐƵĐŚĂƐ'ƌşŵƌ ?ĂŶĚďǇƚŚĞŵǇƚŚŽĨDşŵƌ ?ƐŚĞĂĚƚŚĂƚǁĂƐ
used by Óðinn in divination rituals. Masks and mask-depictions may refer to this.  
If the images of Mammen-style masks do indeed represent actual masks, 
then the figure on Sö 324 Åsby would be a unique depiction of such a mask in 
context. This interpretation would fit with the use of antlers as described above. An 
interpretation of this figure as ritual performer is supported by archaeological 
parallels for its posture and its attributes. The kneeling position of the legs and the 
stretched-ŽƵƚĂƌŵƐĂƌĞƌĞŵŝŶŝƐĐĞŶƚŽĨƚŚĞƉŽƐƚƵƌĞŽĨƚŚĞƐŽŵĞŽĨƚŚĞ ‘ǁĞĂƉŽŶ
daŶĐĞƌƐ ?ŽŶƚŚĞŚĞůŵĞƚƉůĂƚĞƐŵĞŶƚŝŽŶĞĚĂďŽǀĞ (Figures 10-11). In the light of these 
indications that this figure represents a performer of ritual, could the small bow and 
                                            
701 WƌŝĐĞ ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ÞWƌŝĐĞĚŽĞƐŶŽƚŵĂŬĞĂĐŽŶŶĞĐƚŝŽŶďĞƚǁĞĞŶ ŚŝƐĂŶĚƚŚĞƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞŽŶƚŚĞĨŝŐƵƌĞ ?Ɛ
head on Vg 56.  
702 See Chapter 2.2.3. 
703 Price 2002, 173-174. 
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ĂƌƌŽǁŝŶƚŚĞĨŝŐƵƌĞ ?ƐŚĂŶĚ ?ĂŶĚƚŚĞƐŵĂůůĂǆĞƚŚĂƚƉŽƐƐŝďůǇǁĂƐŝŶƚŚĞŽƚŚĞƌ ?ďĞƐĞĞŶ
as parallels to the miniature weapons that are found in graves?  
Belts resembling that of the figure on Vg 56 Källby ås can possibly also be 
seen in a few other images of human figures on memorials. The carving traces that 
can be seen on the figure on U 241 Lingsberg are especially relevant in this respect. 
Although this is not painted in on the stone now, a line can be seen across the lower 
waist and from the knee up to the hand above it.704 These lines may have depicted a 
belt that was held in a similar way to the one on Vg 56.705 The phallic protrusion from 
the lower body on the damaged N 66 Gran that ends in a snake head and the bulge 
from or slightly below the waist of the possible figure of Ullr on U 855 Böksta may 
also be the remains of similar (snake-)belts.706 Since no lines across the waist are 
visible, however, these protrusions can also represent a phallus.  
The situation on Sö 40 Västerljung is the other way round. Here a snake is 
not protruding from the lower body, but pointing towards the loins of the seated 
figure. Texts like VІlsa þáttr and /ďŶ&ĂĚůĂŶ ?ƐZţƐĂůĂ (both discussed in more detail 
below) and archaeological material suggest that ritual practices and performances 
could involve actual actions of a sexual nature or direct references to this.707 
Ethnographic research into shamanism among circumpolar cultures and the 
association of seiðr with ergi support the view that sexual overtones were a common 
aspect of ritual performance.708 Vg 56 Källby ås and Sö 40 are mentioned briefly in 
                                            
704 Visit 6 September 2008. 
705 The belt of the man on Vg 32 is reminiscent of the snake-belt on Vg 56 in the way it crosses at the 
ĨƌŽŶƚŽĨƚŚĞŵĂŶ ?ƐďŽĚǇǁŝƚŚƚŚĞĞŶĚƐƐƚŝĐŬŝŶŐĨŽƌǁĂƌĚ ?ďƵƚƚŚĞĞŶĚƐůŽŽŬƐĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚ Þ 
706 The protrusion on U 855 is never explicitly commented on in the descriptions of the images. 
Presumably, it is tacitly seen as the other arm of the archer (e.g. von Friesen describes the figure as 
holding the bow in his händerna  ‘ŚĂŶĚƐ ? ?ĂƐƋƵŽƚĞĚŝŶU vol.3, 510). Not only its position, but also the 
fact that it does not reach all the way up to the bow, speaks against this interpretation. It may be that 
^ŝůĠŶŝƐŶŽƚŽŶůǇƌĞĨĞƌƌŝŶŐƚŽƚŚĞĨŝŐƵƌĞ ?ƐďĞĂƌĚ ?ďƵƚĂůƐŽŚĂƐƌĞĐŽŐŶŝƐĞĚĂƉŚĂůůƵƐǁŚĞŶŚĞƐƚĂƚĞƐƚŚĂƚƚŚĞ
ƐŬŝĞƌŝƐ ‘ƚŝůůƌćĐŬůŝŐƚŶĂƚƵƌĂůŝƐƚŝƐŬƚĊƚĞƌŐŝǀĞŶƐŽŵĞŶŵĂŶ ?  ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ) Þ 
707 Price 2002, 216-223. 
708 Price 2002, 304-306.  
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this context by Christiansson.709 /ǁŽƵůĚŶŽƚĐŽŶĐƵƌƚŚĂƚ ‘ĚĞƚćƌƵƉƉĞŶďĂƌƚĂƚƚĞŶ
ŽŵĨĂƚƚĂŶĚĞƐĞǆƵĂůƐǇŵďŽůŝŬĚƂůũĞƌƐŝŐŝƌƵŶƐƚĞŶƐŬŽŶƐƚĞŶ ? ?ďƵƚƚŚĞĨŝŐƵƌĞƐŽŶƚŚĞƐĞ
monuments seem to share a phallic feature. Although Christiansson does not 
mention them, he might also have been thinking of the figures with spread legs on Sö 
175 Lagnö, Öl 19 Hulterstad, and the fifth- to sixth-century picture stone Smiss III in 
När parish on Gotland, and the couple that are possibly having intercourse on U 1043 
Onslunda. 
The figures on Sö 175, Öl 19, and Smiss III are depicted frontally, sitting with 
spread legs and seemingly without clothes. The union knot between the legs of the 
man on Sö 175 may represent or emphasise his scrotum. These figures belong to the 
small group of images of human figures that are in close physical contact with 
snakes.710 Serpents and snakes are a prominent feature of runestone decoration, 
especially on those from eleventh-century Sweden. It is a general view that the 
serpent ornamentation on memorial stones has (had) a symbolic meaning. These 
interpretations vary widely, but they have in common that serpents and snakes are 
seen as symbolic representations of an otherworldly power or entity.711  
The fact that the figure on Sö 175 Lagnö holds snakes to his ears may thus 
represent a kind of communication with another world or a supernatural being. The 
ƐŶĂŬĞƐ ?ŚĞĂĚƐĂƌĞŝŶĂƐŝŵŝůĂƌƉůĂĐĞŝŶƌĞůĂƚŝŽŶƚŽƚŚĞŚƵŵĂŶĨŝŐƵƌĞŽŶPů ? ? 
Hulterstad, although this figure does not hold these serpents, but strands of hair that 
end in snakes. The figure on Smiss III also holds a snake on either side with their 
heads facing towards, but not touching the head.712  
Snakes also occur as attributes in depictions of figures that are interpreted in 
a magical or shamanic context on other materials. The Viking Age figurine from grave 
                                            
709 Christiansson 1974, 70-71. 
710 See Chapter 2.2.3.a.iii. 
711 See Chapter 2.2.2.a. 
712 Price 2002, 222 ƌĞĨĞƌƐƚŽƚŚŝƐĨŝŐƵƌĞĂƐĂ ‘ƐŶĂŬĞ-ǁŝƚĐŚ ? Þ 
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6 at Ekhammar, for instance, is holding a long snake as a staff (Figure 7). There are no 
material or literary traces of rituals being performed with actual snakes, so it may be 
more likely that the serpents in the images of human figures interacting with them 
represent supernatural or otherworldly forces or entities they interacted with during 
performances. 
The anthropomorphic figures on U 629 Grynsya backe and Sö 322 Stora 
Väsby are interacting with serpents in a different way. On these stones, the human 
figures are the ones being held by the serpent(s) instead. They are respectively 
depicted diagonally and horizontally, so they are possibly in a lying position. The 
heads of the two humanoids on U 629 are trapped in the claws of the two runic 
serpents. The small figure on Sö 322 is embedded in serpent ornamentation and held 
ĂƌŽƵŶĚƚŚĞǁĂŝƐƚďǇƚŚĞůŽŽƉŽĨĂƐŶĂŬĞ ?ƐƚĂŝů. One of its arms is stretched out, 
holding a stick with a triangle at the end, possibly an axe. It seems that they are not 
in control of whatever force is represented by the serpents. They are also much 
smaller than the serpents, which also indicates a different power balance between 
these human figures and the serpents than in the images on Sö 175 Lagnö and Öl 19 
Hulterstad. 
The wolf-rider on DR 284 Hunnestad also interacts with snakes. This figure 
has a snake as rein, which together with the wolf-steed is the attribute of Hyrrokkin 
and other giantesses and she-trolls. The figure also holds a small snake in the other 
hand. The posture of the arms is the same as of the figures on Sö 175, Öl 19, and 
^ŵŝƐƐ/// ?ďƵƚƚŚĞĨŝŐƵƌĞ ?ƐŚĞĂĚŝƐƚƵƌŶĞĚƚŽŽŶĞƐŝĚĞƐŽƚŚĞƐŵĂůůƐŶĂŬĞŝƐĨĂĐŝŶŐƚŚĞ
back of the head. The ear is clearly marked as protruding though the hair or head 
cover, which is tied in a knot on top of the head. A snake is also coming from the 
ĨŝŐƵƌĞ ?ƐŵŽƵƚŚ ÞdŚŝƐƐŶĂŬĞĐŽƵůĚďĞĂƚŽŶŐƵĞ ?ďƵƚĂƉĂƌĂůůĞůŽŶƚŚĞĨŝĨƚŚ- or sixth-
century gold bracteate from Tjurkö (DR IK 183 (BR 77)) gives rise to an alternative 
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interpretation (Figure 12).  
The depictions on bracteates are generally thought to be of mythological-
magical nature. It is argued that the majority of the images represent Óðinn himself, 
involved in various ritualistic practices. A specific group seems to depict the god, 
often accompanied by a bird, healing a lame horse by blowing into or in the general 
direction of its ear. This healing breath is indicated by lines in various shapes coming 
ŽƵƚŽĨƚŚĞĨŝŐƵƌĞ ?ƐŵŽƵƚŚ Þ713 These lines can be straight or curved, point upwards or 
downwards, and on the gold bracteates IK 183 from Tjurkö it is shaped almost 
exactly like the snake coming out of the mouth of the rider on DR 284 Hunnestad.714 
 
Figure 12. Gold bracteate, Tjurkö. 
 
Although the bracteates show this feature as part of depictions of Óðinn, this does 
not have to mean the rider on DR 284 represents Óðinn as well. In the centuries 
between the two depictions, this visual element that represents a (healing) spell or 
power can have been extricated from Óðinn and became available to apply to other 
mythological figures or performers of similar practices. Consequently, a human 
ƉƌĂĐƚŝƚŝŽŶĞƌŽĨMĝŝŶŶ ?Ɛseiðr, male or female, could very well be perceived as 
emanating similar powers as the god that were visually represented in the same way.  
The wolf-steed and snake-reins are linked to the mythological creatures of 
                                            
713 Kolstrup 1991, 191-194. Heizmann 2001, 334 suggests that in addition to breath these features may 
represent a speech-act as part of the ritual. 
714 The horse is not depicted on this bracteate, but the bird is. 
The images have been removed from the online 
version of this thesis. A hard-bound copy is available in 
Nottingham University Library, or contact the author. 
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troll-women and giantesses.715 However, riding the wolf can also be connected to the 
 ‘ǁŝƚĐŚ-ƌŝĚĞ ? ?ĂƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞƚŚĂƚPrice suggests was part of the seiðr-complex.716 There is a 
relation between this practice and troll-women and giantesses, but it likewise seems 
to have been performed by human women, female seiðr-workers. This witch-ride 
was conceived of as the action of a nightmare-like shape-changer, as part of the 
ƉƌĂĐƚŝƚŝŽŶĞƌ ?ƐƐŽƵůƚŚĂƚǁĂƐƐĞŶƚŽƵƚ ?ŽƌĂƐĂǁŝƚĐŚƌŝĚŝŶŐĂƐƵƉĞƌŶĂƚƵƌĂůƐƚĞĞĚ Þ 
One of the arguments against the wolf-rider on DR 284 Hunnestad 
representing the giantess Hyrrokkin is that it seems to wear a male tunic.717 Because 
the figure is depicted without facial hair, it can represent a beardless man, or 
alternatively a woman wearing a masculine item of clothing. This brings us into the 
domain of gender-identity, which for some practitioners of magic or shamanism 
seems to have been ambiguous and could involve cross-dressing.718 In the light of the 
other features of this figure that point towards its ritualistic context, the uncertainty 
about its gender on the one hand strengthens this interpretation and on the other 
hand becomes irrelevant. One feature of this figure that is not mentioned in the 
descriptions I have read is that its cheek is clearly accentuated by a carved circle. This 
feature is not found on the other humanoid figures in runestone decoration. One 
explanation is that this mark represents some kind of facial paint, maybe in lieu of a 
mask, as part of the mimicry/mumming aspect of ritualistic or shamanic practices.  
The last figure to be discussed in the context of interacting with snakes is 
that in the low chair on Sö 40 Västerljung. This person has two snakes wound around 
ƚŚĞŝƌůŝŵďƐĂŶĚŽŶĞƉŽŝŶƚƐŝƚƐŚĞĂĚƚŽǁĂƌĚƐƚŚĞĨŝŐƵƌĞ ?ƐǁĂŝƐƚ ÞEŽĚĞƚĂŝůƐŽĨĐůŽƚŚŝŶŐ
are depicted and the shoulder-length hair style make it unclear whether this figure 
                                            
715 See Chapter 2.2.3.a.iv. 
716 Price 2002, 119-121. 
717 See Chapter 2.2.3.a.iv. 
718 Price 2002, 212-216, 271-272, 277-278. Price 2002, 114 mentions possible depictions of men (with 
beards and possibly helmets) in female dress and some with the female attribute of drinking horns on 
the Gotlandic picture stones I and IV from Läbro Tängelgårda. Incidentally, Price 2002, 121 describes the 
ĐůŽƚŚĞƐĂŶĚďŽĚǇŽĨƚŚĞ,ƵŶŶĞƐƚĂĚƌŝĚĞƌĂƐ ‘ĂŶĚƌŽŐǇŶŽƵƐ ? Þ
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represents a man or a woman. Chair-pendants of a similar shape have been found in 
female burials that on the basis of other features seem to have had links to the 
practise of sorcery (Figure 13). Although their precise function is uncertain, the 
miniature chairs may have had a supernatural context and are likely to have played a 
role in performances of practitioners of magic and shamanism. Because it is depicted 
with short legs, the chair on Sö 40 is not a kubbstol of the kind most of the miniature 
chairs seem to represent. The miniature chairs vary highly in their details, though. 
Some are round, while others are square, and the square Hedeby chair even has arm 
rests in the shape of a wolf or dog and birds on either side of the sculpted backrest. 
Clearly, variety was possible in the shape of these chairs. Consequently, and in 
relation to the handling of snakes this image may represent a similar ritual involving a 
such a special chair. The miniature chairs, as well as the one on the Sanda picture 
stone, are all connected to women.719 Life-size chairs (or other types of seating 
support) occur in burials too, most notably in some of the Birka chamber graves.720 
The connection of the figure on Sö 40 with a chair that was used in ritualistic 
practices, then, would point to a female performer of seiðr. In the light of the often 
complex gender identity of sorcerers and shamans, to some extent it may be 
irrelevant whether this image represents a male or female figure. 
                                            
719 See Price 2002, 155, 164-167 with references. The Sanda chair does resemble the miniature 
kubbstolar in shape. A woman is sitting on it, facing a sitting man. Another figure stands between them, 
also facing the seated man. They are holding one spear together. The scene that is carved below the 
frame with these three figures is interpreted as figures walking away from a sacrificial altar and the two 
men with the spear as Óðinn receiving a sacrifice. Price tentatively suggests that the female figure on 
the kubbstol might be a vІlva, because of the link to Óðinn. He does not mention the object on the 
ǁŽŵĂŶ ?ƐůĂƉ ?ǁŚŝĐŚŚĂƐĂƉŚĂůůŝĐƐŚĂƉĞĂŶĚƉŽƐŝƚŝŽŶ ÞdŚŝƐŵĂǇďĞĂŶarm reaching up to the mouth, but 
arms are generally (and also on this stone) only depicted when they hold something. If this indeed is a 
phallus, the figure could represent a male figure in female dress (and thus probably a seiðr-worker) and 
with an female seiðr-attribute, the chair. Alternatively, this could be a depiction of a female seiðr-
worker, performing a ritual that involves using a phallus. 
720 Gräslund 1981, 37-38. 
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Figure 13. Miniature chairs 
from hoards in Gravlev, 
Jylland (top left), Eketorp, 
Närke (top), Fölhagen, 
Gotland (bottom row), and a 
grave in Hedeby (top right) 
 
It has been suggested that the (miniature) chairs that seem to have played a 
role in the performances by vІlur ŚĂĚĂĐŽŶŶĞĐƚŝŽŶƚŽMĝŝŶŶ ?ƐŵǇƚŚŽůŽŐŝĐĂůƐĞĂƚ
Hliðskjálf.721 As discussed in Chapter 2.2.3.a.iii, however, Hliðskjálf refers to a frame, 
possibly with hight-seat connotations, rather than a piece of furniture. Furthermore, 
other than the Hedeby miniature chair described above, the simple form and 
technique of real kubbstolar do not seem to match the concept of a special seat for 
particular persons, unless they were placed in the particular high-seat area of the set-
platform. The silver chair of the figurine that was found in 2009 in Lejre is similar to 
the miniature chairs discussed above, but more elaborately ornamented with animal 
heads and birds. The figure that is seated on this chair has been interpreted as Óðinn 
by the leader of the excavation Tom Christensen, ďƵƚƚŚĞĨŝŐƵƌĞ ?ƐĨĞŵĂůĞĚƌĞƐƐĂŶĚ
neck-rings (that resemble those of the Aska figurine) give more ground to interpret it 
as a woman.722 The goddess Freyja seems the most likely candidate, but the figure 
might equally well represent an otherwise important female figure (compare the 
woman buried at Oseberg).  
Textual sources about seiðr-performances refer to the use of special 
                                            
721 Price 2002, 163. 
722 Christensen 2010; Mannering 2010.  
The images have been removed from the online 
version of this thesis. A hard-bound copy is available in 
Nottingham University Library, or contact the author. 
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platforms and doorframes. The first, the seiðhjallr-structure, is described in half a 
dozen sagas as some kind of platform that was put up in preparation for a vІlva ?Ɛ
visit.723 /Ŷ/ďŶ&ĂĚůĂŶ ?ƐZţƐĂůĂ and in VІlsa þáttr the structure that is used during a 
ritual is described more precisely as a doorframe or something that resembles one. 
The prose text of VІlsa þáttr describes how the Christian King Óláfr of Norway 
witnesses a ritual in a remote household that involves a preserved horse phallus, 
which he throws to the dog in disgust.724 /ďŶ&ĂĚůĂŶ ?ƐĂĐĐŽƵŶƚŽĨŚŝƐƚƌĂǀĞůƐĂůŽŶŐƚŚĞ
sŽůŐĂŝŶ ? ? ?ŝŶĐůƵĚĞƐƌĞĐŽƌĚŽĨĂZƻƐĐŚŝĞĨƚĂŝŶ ?ƐĐƌĞŵĂƚŝon ship burial. In both 
sources women are lifted up by men to look over the doorframe. In the first, the 
ƐůĂǀĞŐŝƌůǁŚŽŝƐŐŽŝŶŐƚŽďĞƐĂĐƌŝĨŝĐĞĚĂƚŚĞƌŵĂƐƚĞƌ ?ƐĨƵŶĞƌĂůŝƐƌĞƉŽƌƚĞĚƚŽ
apparently see into a different world where she sees her deceased relatives and 
master.725 In VІlsa þáttr the woman of the household wants to find the ritual horse 
phallus that was thrown away by King Óláfr:  
Hefi mik of hjarra 
ok á hurðása,  
vita ef ek borgit fæ 
blætinu helga.  
Lift me over doorhinges 
and over doorframes  
to see if I can save 
the holy sacrifice.726 
How the holy sacrifice could be saved by looking over the doorframe, cannot be 
deduced from this poem. Maybe she is trying to cast spells, or perhaps just wants to 
be up higher to see more clearly what the dog is doing with the ritual object. Price 
                                            
723 Price 2002, 162-163. 
724 See also Joseph 1972; Turville-Petre 1964, 256-258 for description and some analysis of the story.  
725 /ďŶ&ĂĚůĂŶ ?ƐZŝƐĈůĂ in Lunde and Stone 2012, 52. 
726 VІlsa þáttr str. 13, my translation with reference to Faulkes 2007, 86, 110-111. 
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ůŝŶŬƐƚŚŝƐƉƌĂĐƚŝĐĞƚŽƚŚĞƉĂƐƐĂŐĞĨƌŽŵ/ďŶ&ĂĚůĂŶ ?ƐZţƐĂůĂ, and argues that also in 
VІlsa þáttr the wife wants to employ clairvoyance to retrieve the phallus by looking 
over the doorframe into another world.727  
The structure on U 1161 Altuna can be identified as MĝŝŶŶ ?ƐHliðskjálf.728 
Because a raven is perched on the shoulder of the figure who is looking over the 
frame, it is likely that he represents Óðinn himself. He is not identified by any other 
attributes in this image, however, and the figure is not decisively male either. 
Consequently, there is also a possibility that this image represents a human 
performing a (shamanic) ritual. Either way, the passages from VІlsa þáttr and ZţƐĂůĂ 
explain why the figure on U 1161 is looking over the frame and they strengthen the 
interpretation of this image as a ritualistic scene.729 That a figure who is likely to 
represent Óðinn would perform a ritual that in these two texts is performed by 
women is not a problem for this interpretation. In Old Norse myth Óðinn is strongly 
associated with seiðr and its female sphere. 
The human figure with an animal body on U 860 Måsta and the one with two 
heads on Sö 40 Västerljung, may also be explained in the context of ritual 
performance. When looking at the quadruped with the human head on U 860 in a 
ritualistic context, the possibility arises that this image represents a shape-shifter. 
The emphasis on transformation during burial rites has been pointed out in various 
archaeological studies730 and this has been tentatively connected to shape-changing 
beliefs.731 It seems that various kinds of transformation were conceived of in the 
seiðr-complex, with a distinction between physical change and spiritual 
                                            
727 Price 2002, 168. 
728 See Chapter 2.2.3.a.iii. 
729 Price does not make the connection between these texts and the structure on U 1161. Oehrl (2006, 
126-127), on the other hand, discusses other textual and iconographical examples of such structures in 
relation to U 1161 and adds, following Lindqvist, the ladder-like frame on the Gotlandic Picture stone 
Läbro, St Hammars I, which is shorter than that on U 1161 and on which a human figure is lying, to the 
possible images of a seiðhjallr.  
730 Nielsen 2009; Williams, Ho 2007. 
731 Price 2010, 129; Williams, Ho. 2001. 
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manifestation in animal form.732  
There are images on a variety of objects that have been suggested to 
represent such shape-changers. The women dressed up as a bird and a boar on one 
of the wall-hangings from the Oseberg burial and various half-man, half-bird figurines 
and mounts have been mentioned above (Figures 8-11). These images all show an 
animal upper body on human legs (and so does Vg 56), while U 860 is decorated with 
a figure that has a human head on an animal body. There seems to have been a 
special relation between horses and transformation in shamanic traditions.733 In light 
of this, could the image on U 860 be a visual representation of a variety of shape-
shifter or witch-ride? It is not certain that those other images represent 
transformation, and if so what kind and for which purpose. Maybe these half-animal, 
half-human figures depict ritual practitioners dressed up or performing animal 
mimicry, while the figure on U 860 represents another kind of transformation, 
possibly more related to death and burial. In this respect, the two-headed figure on 
Sö 40 Västerljung may also be a visual rendering of the spiritual shape of a performer 
during a shamanic ritual. The different, individual ways that shamans seem to have 
had of communicating with the spirit world may have given rise to a variety of 
visualisations of their spiritual form. 
Although much supports the above interpretations of these various figures 
on runestones as (ritual) performers, a few problems should be discussed. Firstly, the 
majority of the seiðr-workers that are identified in both literary and archaeological 
sources are female. On memorial stones, there are more possible depictions of ritual 
performers that can be identified as male (on Sö 175, U 860, and the two-headed 
figure on Sö 40) than as female (Öl 19), but the majority has no conclusive visual 
gender identity (on DR 384, Vg 56, Sö 324, and the seated figure on Sö 40). As 
                                            
732 Price 2002, 364. 
733 Williams, Ho. 2001, 200-201, 204. 
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discussed above, however, an ambigious gender-identity is not a problem. 
A larger problem with identifying these figures as ritual performers is that a 
special kind of staff, that apparently was an attribute of (in particular female?) 
practitioners of shamanism and sorcery seems to be missing in these images. In 
analogy to the depictions on runestones of objects that might have had a specific 
function in the performing of magic or shamanism, such as the doorframe structures 
and masks, it is tempting to look for images that might represent the seiðr staffs 
known from textual and archaeological material.734 These staffs tend to have a large, 
basket-shaped bulge at one end (which resembles a handle, but is often too big to 
hold comfortably) and several smaller ones along the shaft. Items with these features 
are not depicted as such on memorial stones. On two of the monuments from 
Gästrikland, however, there are some human figures who hold long thin vertical 
objects of which it is not clear whether they represent sticks, spears or, for instance, 
staffs, because the parts of both stones which contained these images are now 
missing and the upper parts of the figures could not be recorded. On Gs 19 Ockelbo, 
the figure with this object stands in front of the wagon and behind a much larger 
anthropomorphic figure (of which only the back and legs are recorded in the 
drawings). The records for the bottom half of Gs 2 Österfärnebo show three figures 
with such objects. Both stones are carved with many other images that depict 
objects and animals that were used as grave goods, e.g. the wagon and game board 
on Gs 19 and the peacock on Gs 2.  
Although none of the human figures that are suggested above to represent 
performers in the seiðr-framework carry staffs, they are depicted with other 
attributes or characteristics that point in that direction: (snake-like) belts, a place on 
a special chair or frame, miniature weapons, interaction with serpents that possibly 
                                            
734 As listed by Price 2002, 175-204, with references. 
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representing otherworldly forces or beings, supernatural features that may visualise 
the power of the performer (snake-shaped tongue, animal body, two heads), masks 
and possibly antlers.  
Finally, in relation to the sexual overtones of certain shamanic or cultic 
practices, the couple on U 1043 Onslunda can tentatively be considered in this 
respect. Their horizontal position, one on top of the other with their legs entwined, 
suggests they are making love and a link to fertility rites has been suggested.735 As 
discussed above, however, sexual actions or references to it could also be part of the 
rituals performed at burials (as described by Ibn Fadlan), or for the purpose of 
domestic divination (as in VІlsa þáttr). In the ŵŽŶƵŵĞŶƚ ?Ɛ context of death and 
commemoration, it is tempting to associate this image with the former. It has been 
possible in a few cases to establish with certainty that one person was killed to follow 
the other into the grave.736 /Ŷ/ďŶ&ĂĚůĂŶ ?ƐƌĞĐŽƌĚƐŽĨƐƵĐŚĂŶĞǀĞŶƚ ?ƐĞǀĞƌĂůŝŶƐƚĂŶĐĞƐ
of sexual intercourse were involved in this. Consequently, in continuation of the 
correspondences between the items deposited in burials and depicted on memorial 
stones as discussed above, some of the human figures might refer to the practise of 
human sacrifice as part of funerary practices. U 1043 Onslunda is also decorated with 
a large cross and the inscription contains a prayer to God to help the commemorated 
ĨĂƚŚĞƌ ?ƐƐƉŝƌŝƚ ÞŽƵůĚŝƚďĞƚŚĂƚŚŝƐƚǁŽƐŽŶƐŶŽŶĞƚŚĞůĞƐƐĨĞůƚƚŚĞǇǁĂŶƚĞĚƚŽŚŽŶŽƵƌ
their father also by visually referring to the grand burials of the past on the stone 
that commemorates him? 
The interpretations of these runestone images in a ritual framework fit in 
with the fact that other objects and animals that are depicted on memorial stones 
were used during mortuary practices, and that the mythological or legendary stories 
of which scenes or figures are depicted on runestones may have played a role in 
                                            
735 See Oehrl 2006, 124 with references. 
736 Jesch 1991, 24-27; Price 2008b, 266-267 lists more. 
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some funerary dramas. Irrespective of their decoration, runestones are clearly 
connected to burials. They are both visual and physical remains of commemoration 
practices and serve much the same functions. This chapter has shown that many of 
the monuments refer through their images to these older burial practices or to 
performance of sorcery or cultic practices in general.  
Some of the images that seem to refer to pre-Christian (funeral) traditions 
are combined with crosses or textual Christian references. The animals and objects 
that are depicted on explicitly Christian stones vary.737 Birds and ships are particularly 
often visually integrated with a Christian cross. The stones that are decorated with 
images of the pre-Christian mythological figure of Þórr or of his hammer, on the 
other hand do not contain any visual or textual Christian references. Two of the 
runestones with human figures that with some certainty can be seen as performers 
of rituals on the basis of their features, attributes or posture, do not contain Christian 
carving elements (Sö 175 and Vg 56). Two monuments with such images are 
decorated with a cross (Sö 324 and Sö 40), two contain both visual and textual 
Christian references (U 860, U 629) and Öl 19 only the latter. None of the inscriptions 
on stones with faces contain a Christian reference, but three of the twelve interlace 
mask-like faces are combined with a cross (Sö 112, Sö 167, Sö 367, all from 
Södermanland), and two of the seven other faces (Sö 95 and U 1034).738 The 
monuments that are carved with images from the Sigurðr stories, on the other hand, 
are mostly decorated with a cross.739 The one that is not, Sö 101 Ramsundsberget, 
has Christian elements in the inscription. 
In the period when memorial stones to some extent came to replace certain 
burial practices, the two traditions overlapped. The visual references to older 
                                            
737 See Chapters 2.6 and 3.2. 
738 Without Christian carvings: DR 62, DR 66, DR 81, DR 286 (but cross on pairstone DR 283), DR 314 
(also wolves; 4 small crosses at the ends of the inscription band), DR 335, DR Aud1996;274, [DR] DK MJy 
69, Sö 86 (also hammer), Nä 34, U 508, U 824 and Vg 119. 
739 Sö 327, U 1163, U 1175, Gs 9, Gs 19. 
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practices fits in with the links that were made to the old locations of 
commemoration. Furthermore, seiðr did not disappear with the introduction of 
Christianity, but remained part of the Viking Age culture.740 Grave 4 at Fyrkat is an 
example of this. In the late tenth century, when Denmark was already officially 
Christian, a woman was buried in the cemetery of the fortress at Fyrkat, that in all 
likelihood had connections to the Christian kŝŶŐ ÞdŚĞǁŽŵĂŶ ?ƐďƵƌŝĂůǁĂƐƚŚĞƌŝĐŚĞƐƚ
of the whole cemetery and the contents of the grave, e.g. a staff and narcotics, 
suggest she may have been a seiðr-worker.741  
The visual language of referring to the performance of rituals on memorial 
stones continues into the Middle Ages. In this time, some stone monuments are 
decorated with images that represent clergy or liturgy of the Christian religion.  
 
5.4.4 Christian performance on runestones and early Christian grave monuments 
Visual references on memorial stones to practices in the pre-Christian seiðr-
framework and their performers have been identified above. Christian ceremonies 
and performers of Christian practices (liturgy) are also depicted on runestones, as 
well as on early medieval grave monuments. 
Firstly, there are depictions of human figures with cross-staffs, some of 
which seem to perform Christian practices. Such a staff is the liturgical attribute of 
the man on the eleventh-century DR 290 Krageholm, who is also wearing liturgical 
robes.742 Two human figures are carved on the back of the late Viking Age runestone 
U 631 at Kalmar church, which was probably raised over a grave.743 They stand next 
to each other in a frame with their arms around each other ?s shoulders and one of 
them holds a small cross in the other arm outside the frame. Because the figures are 
                                            
740 Price 2002, 394. 
741 Price 2002, 149-157. 
742 See Chapter 2.2.3.a.iv. 
743 U vol. 3, 69. 
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both wearing hoods and they seem to follow the cross out of the frame, which may 
represent a door, it has been suggested this image is a pilgrimage scene.744 An older 
drawing of the now lost twelfth-century grave-slab Vg 80 Härlunda shows an image 
of a human figure with a similar hood who is holding a large cross on a staff.745 The 
cross-staff that is held by the man in the wagon on the fragment Gs 18c Björke is very 
similar to the cross on U 631. There was possibly another person sitting in front of 
ŚŝŵŝŶƚŚĞǁĂŐŽŶĂŶĚŝƚƐĞĞŵƐƚŚĞƐŚĂĨƚŽĨƚŚĞƐƚĂĨĨƚŽƵĐŚĞĚƚŚĂƚƉĞƌƐŽŶ ?ƐďĂĐŬ, but 
the stone is damaged there.746 
 One of the human figures on the damaged U 901 Håmö holds a cross with 
which he touches a second person on the back. This second person is bending over 
and holds the upper body of a third man, who seems to be lying down. They are 
depicted without details of clothing, but all three of them have beards. This scene 
has often been interpreted as a fight,747 but more recently it has been demonstrated 
convincingly that it is likely that a Christian funeral was depicted here, with the priest 
consecrating the grave and the burial.748 This interpretation is now widely accepted 
and it is of particular relevance to the argument in this chapter as a visual reference 
to funerary practices, in this case Christian.749 
The runestone U 595 at Harg, carved in the second half of the twelfth 
century, is decorated with an image of a bell-tower with a large cross on top. Inside 
the tower, a human figure is ringing the bell. An object is carved in the centre of the 
tower with next to it carving traces of probably another person who was facing the 
object with its arms(s) stretched out upwards. This scene is interpreted as a priest 
                                            
744 U vol. 3, 70. The rider with sword and cross-staff on U 691 has also been suggested to be a depiction 
of a pilgrim, but this interpretation is not followed widely, see Chapter 2.2.3.a.i. 
745 Vg, 137, fig. 119. 
746 Gs, 185. 
747 See e.g. U vol. 3, 621. 
748 Hult 1992. 
749 e.g. Samnordisk runtextdatabas. 
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celebrating mass over the altar.750 The depiction of the bell-ringing may represent 
the custom of bell-ringing for the soul at Christian funerals.751 For time- and place 
restraints of this thesis, an exploration of whether this depiction indicates a formal 
relationship to a church (e.g. sponsorship) or instead possibly replaced actual bell-
ringing because there was no church remains a topic for a separate study. The 
carvings on a rock wall at Sika (U 529) seem to depict a church procession with a 
similar mass celebration at the altar.752 A convincing, though not conclusive, case has 
also been made for interpreting the images as a depiction of the Nativity and 
Adoration of the Magi, as on N 68 Dynna.753  
In addition to these depictions of Christian (church) practices, there are 
images that refer to aspects of the Christian religion itself, or its scripture. The 
Nativity/Adoration scene with the three Magi on N 68 Dynna is an example of this. 
The figure on the medieval grave monument DR 184 Bregninge, carved 1200-1250, is 
holding a similar cross-staff as some of the figures mentioned above. The rectangular 
object he holds horizontally in front of his chest is possibly a book or a scroll. The 
figure is depicted with a cruciform halo, so it seems that he represents Christ.754 The 
Christ in crucified posture on DR 42 Jelling also refers to a crucial moment in Christian 
scripture. The quadruped on DR 27 Vamdrup, a lost fragment of a medieval grave-
slab, was, according to older records, holding a cross-staff and has consequently 
been interpreted as an Agnus Dei image.755  
These images show that references to rituals, whether connected to burial or 
                                            
750 See descriptions and older illustrations in U vol. 2, 499.  
751 Salvén 1923, 73 ff., as reproduced in U vol. 2, 497-498. 
752 U vol. 2, 402-403. This carving is generally dated to late eleventh to early twelfth centuries, and is as 
such excluded from the Viking Age corpus in this thesis. However, it came to my attention after the 
analysis was completed that this carving should be seen as a late-Viking Age and should have been 
included there (see e.g. Bianchi 2010, 215-216). As such, it is listed in the Database after Appendix 1.A 
and its image is included in the catalogue, but it could not be taken into account in the visual analysis in 
Appendix 2 and Chapter 2.  
753 Strömbäck 1969, 16-18; Marchand 1976, 113-117; Williams 1996b, 56. 
754 DR, 218. 
755 DR, 53. 
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commemoration practices or not, in the visual communication on memorial stones 
also occur in a Christian context during late Viking Age and that this was extended 
into the Middle Ages. Reciprocally these examples support the idea that many of the 
Viking Age runestone images refer to (pre-Christian) practices too. There is a small 
number of images on memorial stones of a simple cross with half a dome as foot.756 
It has been suggested for Vg 186 Timmele and U 989 Funbo that this type of cross-
foot represents a small mound, and for the latter that this depicts a grave.757 This 
interpretation would correspond well with the practice of visually referring to burial 
practices on memorial stones and could also be applied to the crosses on mounds on 
the other monuments.  
 
 
5.5 Conclusion 
In this chapter, runestone imagery was put in the context of (mortuary and 
commemoration) practices and (ritual) performance. This has demonstrated that 
many of the images can be related to older practices.  
Tradition and rituals are an important aspect of dealing with death and 
remembrance. In the pre-Christian Viking Age this happened at the grave and 
possibly also in other places before and after the funeral. In the later Viking Age, the 
erecting of a memorial stone took over part of the function of the creation of 
furnished graves in the commemoration practices and the expression of identity. 
There was a material and spatial interaction between the two media when the 
memorial stone was placed at the location of an older burial monument and in some 
places their use overlapped chronologically. Presumably specific actions also 
                                            
756 Vg 186, Sö 14, Sö 350, Sö 351, Sö 352 (on which the mound/foot of the cross is formed by a 
horizontal b-rune), and the gravestone U 989. 
757 Widéen 1955, 147; U vol. 4, 152. 
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accompanied the establishing of these memorial stones and (commemorative) 
practices sometimes took place at them. In the shared visual language of funerary 
performance and memorial stones, selective, symbolic elements were used to create 
identity, shape memory, and record the commemorative act in public 
communication. In burials, one thing could be symbolic for another: a ship-shaped 
stone setting might refer to an actual ship, and the sacrifice of a sick horse might 
symbolise sacrificing the best horse. In addition, miniature objects deposited in 
ŐƌĂǀĞƐƉŽƐƐŝďůǇƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĞĚƚŚĞ ‘ĂĐƚƵĂů ?ŽďũĞĐƚ Þ758 Objects and animals that were 
deposited in graves during funerary practices can be recognised in the decoration on 
runestones. Such images represent the thing itself and could through that refer to its 
role in e.g. older traditions.759 
Visual references to the stories that may have been part of burial traditions 
are also depicted on memorial stones. This chapter furthermore identifies that some 
of the human figures depicted on these monuments represent a kind of performer of 
sorcery or cult practices. Whether they were connected specifically to the practices 
that were performed in a funerary context, at putting up memorial stones, or 
represent or echo more generally aspects of the pre-Christian system of beliefs, is 
hard to say. The references to ritual practices or their performers in some of the 
runic inscriptions form to some extent a textual equivalent to these visual references.  
 Expressing a link to the past was an important element of creating identity 
and memory in this context. Runestones could be placed on pagan burial grounds to 
establish such a connection to the old burial traditions. And just as ship settings and 
exceptionally large mounds were re-invented in tenth-century Denmark to recall and 
echo Bronze Age monuments,760 the older pre-Christian (burial) traditions seem to 
                                            
758 Härke 2003, 109. 
759 Semiotics and representation theories support this view, see Chapters 4.2 and 4.7. 
760 Roesdahl 2006, 175-176. 
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have been recalled in runestone decoration.  
Seiðr and, more practically, burial customs were an important part of (pre-
Christian) Viking Age world view and culture.761 Consequently, it seems logical that 
visual references to the practices of this complex were sometimes carved on the 
memorial stones that partly took over the role of some of the aspects of burial 
traditions. This world view did not disappear as Christianity was introduced, but 
continued to play a role in how people saw the world. As such it remained part of the 
visual language that was used in the context of death and commemoration. By the 
end of the Viking Age, when Scandinavia in its new political entities joined Christian 
Europe, this world view had changed, but the practice of visually referring to rituals 
and their performers on memorial stones remained. In the late Viking Age and early 
Middle Age, this also came to include depictions of Christian liturgy, scripture 
narratives around which such liturgy evolves, and dignitaries that would perform it. 
That the visual language on memorial stones was consistent into the Christian Middle 
Ages is also shown by the fact that the use of crosses did not change from the Viking 
Age runestones to the early medieval grave monuments.762 
For most of the images discussed in this chapter, an interpretation as a 
reference to ritual performance has to remain one of several plausible suggestions.763 
The correspondence between images of objects and animals on memorial stones and 
grave goods, the link between depictions of mythological and legendary characters 
and the possible use of their stories in (funerary) performances, and finally the 
depictions of ritualistic performers are nevertheless rather strong cases of visual 
references to ritual practices. This is a context into which most images on memorial 
stones can be fitted, because they can be linked to (burial) traditions in various ways. 
                                            
761 Price 2002, esp. Chapter 3 and 6.  
762 Zilmer 2011, 87. 
763 See also Chapter 2.2.3. 
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This visual language is partly a continuation of that of funerary displays and 
continued to be used in a Christian form as well. 
The identity-affirming and memory-shaping message that was 
communicated through various media in the context of commemoration combined 
information of practical (or factual) and ideological nature. Examples of this are the 
skaldic poem that mentions how and where a leader died (fact) and refers to 
mythological stories (ideological) or the grave goods that collectively reflect material 
wealth (practical), but which can also form a link to the ancestors or refer to a 
concept of the afterlife. Runestone inscriptions mention, for instance, family 
relations or landownership, which is practical/factual information that at the same 
time bears witness to certain social values. That the images on memorial stones 
could have worked in the same dual way is illustrated in the next chapter. The case 
study that follows explores the function of a group of images as expressions of the 
social and economic status of the commemorated person and as allusions to a 
warrior ideology. 
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Chapter 6. Runestones and Viking Age visual communication: 
Case study and conclusion 
 
 
6.1 Summary 
The Viking Age memorial stones of Scandinavia are monuments that were meant to 
convey publicly a message through a visual way of communication. They were often 
made to stand out in the landscape through size, shape and colour. On the stone, the 
message can be communicated through a combination of carvings of a textual, 
abstract, and figural nature. The overall research question of this thesis has been 
how this visual communication worked. To answer this question, the practical, 
cognitive, and social contexts of the runestone images have been studied. 
The visual relations between the different carving elements (images, 
ornamentation, crosses, and inscription) were analysed in Chapter 2. Tendencies in 
how the various image types were used in the Viking Age runestone design were 
identified with regard to the other carving elements they were combined with and 
the visual hierarchy between them. The relation between images in the runestone 
design and the contents of the inscriptions was analysed in Chapter 3. From the 
results of these analyses, the role of images in the visual communication on 
memorial stones can be summarised as follows:  
x Images are an optional carving element, just as several different elements of 
the inscription and ornamental carvings. 
x There was no strict one-on-one connection between image and inscription, 
and the few patterns in the combination of particular images and the 
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contents and/or features of the textual additional elements that can be 
identified were regional conventions.  
x The tendency that textual additions to the standard memorial inscription 
occur more often on runestones that are also decorated with figural images, 
however, is observed throughout Viking Age Scandinavia.  
x Since images are generally perceived earlier than text, their presence can 
signal the presence of optional textual elements.  
 
The cognitive and social contexts of runestone images were reconstructed in 
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, based on parallels in the wider Viking Age visual language 
of commemoration and of creating and displaying identity. One function of the 
images was to bring to mind related narratives. In the case of multiple images, the 
order in which they were perceived was not necessarily important, because the 
narratives were not related to each other in a chronological way. Instead, the 
historical, legendary, or mythological narratives all related to the commemorated 
person in a more abstract way to create an identity. Images on memorial stones can 
also refer to the physical performative aspect of pre-Christian rituals. They represent 
items that were used in burial rituals, possibly depict ritualistic performers, or refer 
to mythological and legendary stories that also had a connection with ritual 
performances. As an echo of these practices, the images provide a continuing link to 
the past. Runestones themselves are also a continuation of older monuments 
connected to burials and commemoration and often a physical connection was 
created by placing a memorial stone close to older burials. Although runestone 
inscriptions may also contain remainders of oral funerary texts, this continuation is 
created and communicated mainly through a visual language. This visual language 
was flexible both in what elements were combined and in what was communicated. 
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It tied closely into a wider Viking Age visual culture and was adapted over time.  
The following case study of monuments with heroic imagery draws together 
the results of the previous chapters to illustrate how statements about death, 
commemoration, and identity were communicated in the visual language of the 
Viking Age. It illustrates how the verbal and visual elements of the monument tap 
into different sets of references and complement each other in the visual 
communication that was employed on Viking Age memorial stones. That they 
functioned on various levels is illustrated by the fact that the decoration and the 
inscriptions on these runestones seldom communicate the same explicit message, 
whether about heroism, ships, circumstances of death, or Christianity. On a more 
abstract level the inscription and the decoration do contribute to the same, implicit, 
message of the monument about the wealth and status of the people involved. 
Images add to the elaborateness and exclusivity of the memorial, which gives an 
impression of the economic and social identity of the people involved. In addition to 
making the monument visually more striking, the use of images engages another 
means of communicating than ƚŚĞƌƵŶĞƐƚŽŶĞ ?ƐƐƉĂƚŝĂů ?ŵĂƚĞƌŝĂů, and textual 
message, which could be used to reach a wider audience or in contrast to add a 
message for a more select audience. 
 
 
6.2 Case study. Runestones with heroic images: Visual communication in a 
commemorative context 
One can become a hero by performing a deed that requires and attests to extreme 
courage, surpassing that of others. Characters in myth or legend often do this with 
the help of a special skill or attribute. Sigurðr Fáfnisbani, for example, killed a 
monster with an ancestral sword. An heroic deed of a real person can be doing 
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something dangerous, for instance fighting in a battle or partaking in a distant 
expedition. The Viking Age offered ample opportunity for such hazardous 
undertakings, which is reflected in how heroes are portrayed in the sources of the 
day.  
/ŶƐŬĂůĚŝĐǀĞƌƐĞ ‘ƐƵĐĐĞƐƐĨƵůĂŶĚŚĞƌŽŝĐ ?ǁĂƌƌŝŽƌƐĂƌĞƉƌĂŝƐĞĚŵĂŝŶůǇďǇ
mentioning that they did not flee from the battlefield and how they, by being 
victorious, provided food for the beasts of battle.764 In the Old Norse poetic tradition, 
these animals, the wolf, the raven and the eagle, are present on the battlefield to 
feed off the fallen warriors.765 Four memorial inscriptions on runestones express the 
heroic qualities of the commemorated person also in terms of this warrior ideal by 
using the same motif of not-fleeing or by mentioning the feeding of a beast of battle, 
in these cases the eagle.766 
Runestone inscriptions contain further, less poetic, statements about a 
ĚĞĐĞĂƐĞĚƉĞƌƐŽŶ ?ƐŚĞƌŽŝĐǁĂƌƌŝŽƌƉĂƐƚ Þ^ĞǀĞƌĂůŵŽŶƵŵĞŶƚƐƐƚĂƚĞĐůĞĂƌůǇƚŚĂƚƚŚĞǇĨĞůů
in a battle. The verbs that indicate a violent death also seem to refer to warfare, 
certainly when a location is also given. The more neutral verbs that are used to 
express the fact that someone died seem to point to a less peaceful death too when 
the death occurred abroad or on a ship.767  
Thus the heroic character of a man could be conveyed on a memorial stone 
by mentioning what he did or how he died, but also by what he was called in the 
memorial inscription. On ^Ƃ ? ? ?^ƉĊŶŐĂ ?ƚŚĞĐŽŵŵĞŵŽƌĂƚĞĚŵĂŶŝƐŐŝǀĞŶ ‘ĂŚĞƌŽŝĐ
ĐĂƐƚ ?ďǇǁƌŝƚŝŶŐƚŚĂƚŚĞstóð drengila í stafn skipi, ? ‘ƐƚŽŽĚůŝŬĞĂdrengr in the stern of 
ƚŚĞƐŚŝƉ ? Þ768 Drengr was predominantly used for warriors, with the associations of a 
war-ďĂŶĚ ÞŶŽƚŚĞƌǁŽƌĚƚŚĂƚǁĂƐĂůƐŽƵƐĞĚŝŶƌƵŶŝĐŝŶƐĐƌŝƉƚŝŽŶƐĨŽƌĂ ‘ƉĂƌƚŶĞƌ ?ŝŶƚŚĞ
                                            
764 Jesch 2010, 166-167. 
765 See Chapter 2.2.3.a.i for more details and references. 
766 On DR 295, DR 279, Sö 174 and Sö 179.  
767 See Chapter 3.2.2. with references.  
768 Jesch 2001, 120. 
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context of fighting and battles is félagi. Both words could also be used for partners 
on expeditions that concerned raiding or trading or both.769 Heimþegi, which occurs 
ŝŶĂĨĞǁƌƵŶĞƐƚŽŶĞŝŶƐĐƌŝƉƚŝŽŶƐ ?ƐĞĞŵƐƚŽŚĂǀĞďĞĞŶĂƉƉůŝĐĂďůĞĨŽƌƚŚĞ ‘ĐůŽƐĞƐƚĂŶĚ
highest-ranking followers of a war-ůĞĂĚĞƌŽƌŬŝŶŐ ? Þ770  
In short, mentioning (heroic) achievements of the deceased, which are often 
also the cause of death, was the most common way of expressing heroism in 
inscriptions on monuments that commemorate men. Sometimes denominations with 
martial connotations and a heroic tinge were employed and a few inscriptions refer 
to the Viking Age warrior ideal by using the poetic motifs of not-fleeing on the battle 
field and feeding the beasts of battle. 
These references to heroic deeds and characteristics of the commemorated 
are textual, but memorial stones can also contain allusions to heroism in the 
decoration. Scenes featuring the legendary hero Sigurðr are depicted on some 
monuments, other runestones contain an image of a warrior figure or a single 
weapon, and a third group may refer to the late Viking Age heroic warrior ideal 
through images that might represent a beast of battle.771 
As discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, commemorative skaldic poetry and burial 
practices are Viking Age commemoration practices that use similar expressions, 
imagery, and objects to what is represented on runestones. These parallels can help 
to reconstruct the complex, multi-faceted way in which the heroic images on 
runestones ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƚĞĚƉĂƌƚŽĨƚŚĞŵĞŵŽƌŝĂů ?ƐŵĞƐƐĂŐĞ. 
/ŶƉŽĞƚƌǇ ?ƚŚĞŵŽƚŝĨŽĨ ‘ŶŽƚĨůĞĞŝŶŐŽŶƚŚĞďĂƚƚůĞĨŝĞůĚ ?ŝƐĂƉƉůŝĐĂďůĞƚŽƚŚĞ
defeated warrior to indicate he died a heroic death.772  ‘&ĞĞĚŝŶŐƚŚĞďĞĂƐƚƐŽĨďĂƚƚůĞ ?
is also mostly used to praise victorious warriors, but it can be used as well in a way 
                                            
769 Jesch 2001, 130, 217-225, 229-233. 
770 Jesch 2001, 235-236. 
771 See Chapters 2.2.3.a.i-ii and 2.2.3.b-c. 
772 Jesch 2010, 168. 
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ƚŚĂƚŝƐ ‘ƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĐ ?ĚĞƐĐƌŝďŝŶŐƚŚĞǁĂƌƌŝŽƌ ?ƐĂĐƚŝŽŶŝŶĂƉĂƌƚŝĐƵůĂƌďĂƚƚůĞ ?ŽƌŐĞŶĞƌĂů ?
praising the warƌŝŽƌĨŽƌŚŝƐƉƌŽǁĞƐƐŝŶĂĐĂŵƉĂŝŐŶŽƌŝŶƚŚĞǁŚŽůĞŽĨŚŝƐĐĂƌĞĞƌ ? Þ773  
The various visual references to heroism on memorial stones served a similar 
range of functions. If the images are taken to communicate information about the 
deĐĞĂƐĞĚƉĞƌƐŽŶ ?ƐŝĚĞŶƚŝƚǇ ?ďattle imagery may have indicated the cause of death of 
the commemorated man, instead of this being mentioned in the inscription. Despite 
not being victorious, dying in battle was heroic. Alternatively, heroic images could 
refer to battles the man fought during his life in which he was victorious, and not to 
the cause of death.  
The latter possibility is supported by a similar textual construction in two 
runestone inscriptions. On Sö 55 Bjudby it is said of Hefnir that he travelled to 
England, but died at home: Var til Englands ungr drengr farinn, varð þá heima at 
harmi dauðr. h ? ? ? ?&ũƵĐŬďǇǁĂƐƌĂŝƐĞĚŝŶŵĞŵŽƌǇŽĨ>ũſƚ ?ƐƚǁŽƐŽŶƐ ?ŽĨǁŚŽŵŬŝ
perished abroad and the other died at home. Depending on the reading, the addition 
Stýrði [k]nerri, kvam hann Grikkhafnir  ‘ƐƚĞĞƌĞĚĂƐŚŝƉ ?ĐĂŵĞƚŽ'ƌĞĞĐĞ ?Žƌ'ƌĞĞŬ
ŚĂƌďŽƵƌƐ ) ?can apply to the first or to the second son.774 Thus in certainly one and 
possibly two out of the three inscriptions that mention home as place of death this is 
compensated by statements about heroic events that are clearly not related to the 
death of the commemorated men, but to activities during their life. Presumably, 
many of the stones on which the manner of death is not specified commemorate 
someone who died at home of old age, disease or an accident.775 The depictions of 
warriors, weapons, and beasts of battle could function in the same way as the 
ŝŶƐĐƌŝƉƚŝŽŶĞůĞŵĞŶƚƐŽŶ^Ƃ ? ?ĂŶĚŽŶh ? ? ? ? ?ŝ ÞĞ ÞƚŽ ‘ŵĞŶƚŝŽŶ ?ƚŚĞĚĞĐĞĂƐĞĚ ?ƐŚĞƌŽŝĐ
qualities in general or to indicate that he fought successful battles during his life 
                                            
773 Jesch 2002, 254. 
774 Wulf 1997; Jesch 2001, 100; Thedéen 2009, 68. 
775 Jesch 2001, 57; Thedéen 2009, 63. 
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before dying peacefully at home. Only two of the inscriptions on stones with heroic 
imagery specify the manner of death (through arson on U 1161 Altuna and murder 
on U 691 Söderby), which fits in with the tendency that the same information is not 
expressed in both image and text.776  
The images of warriors may also have had a further, more specific function. 
The comparison of the armed figures on runestones with weapons that were 
deposited in burials has shown a tendency to combine swords (and spears) with 
horses (or riding equipment) on the one hand and have axes be the weapon of a non-
equestrian warrior on the other, both in runestone decoration and in early Viking 
Age burial customs in various Scandinavian regions.777 These burials, and so possibly 
also the corresponding images, represent different kinds of warriors with probably 
varying social standing. The additional visual and textual information on memorial 
stones may be regarded as an extension of what was previously contained in the 
grave. Consequently, the visual representations of warriors on these monuments 
may have communicated a combined message about the heroic character of the 
commemorated men and their social identity.  
Part of this message could be communicated through the size of the 
monuments, and there may have been a connection between the use of heroic 
images and the size of the memorials in Uppland. It is not possible to observe a 
difference between the contents of inscriptions on Upplandic monuments with 
images of armed horsemen and on those with unarmed riders, but the size of the 
memorials are different in the two groups. The four monuments that are decorated 
with images of armed riders are distinctly taller than the three with images of 
unarmed horsemen.778 Furthermore, the majority of the runestones with armed 
                                            
776 See Chapter 3.5. 
777 See Chapters 5.4.1.a-b. 
778 Between 2-3 metres tall compaired to approximately 1.85 metres. 
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equestrians are also taller than the two monuments with standing men that carry 
axes, especially in relation to the average in their regions.779 This discrepancy in size 
of the monuments with various types of warriors underlines the distinction between 
them, and might point to a difference in status of the commemorated persons and 
their families. 
Analogies with skaldic praise poems provide further information about the 
role of heroic images on memorial stones. In skaldic praise poetry, the heroic warrior 
ideal is referred to as part of the glorification of the commemorated leader. The 
specific motifs of not-fleeing and beasts of battle through which this was done seem 
to have been chosen in order to inspire young warriors and prepare them for the 
horrors of the battlefield.780 The corresponding images on runestones of warriors and 
beasts of battle may have been aimed at a similar audience. Since the depictions are 
less detailed and less bloody than the verbal poetic references to the battlefield, the 
effect on young warriors or warriors-to-be would not have been quite the same, but 
the images might have resonated especially with this subgrouƉŽĨƚŚĞƌƵŶĞƐƚŽŶĞ ?Ɛ
audience. 
The audience of memorial stones is difficult to reconstruct,781 but it seems 
that the monuments were aimed at a wider target group than specifically (young) 
warriors of the type that would be familiar with skaldic praise poems. The runestones 
with heroic imagery were all carved in honour of deceased men, but not exclusively 
so. Gs 9 in Årsunda commemorates three or four men and one woman. Furthermore, 
a woman called Sigríðr commissioned the bridge and Sö 101 on Ramsundsberget, 
Þyrvé raised Vg 150 in Skattegården, and Gunna co-commissioned Ög 181 in Ledberg. 
This female involvement shows that women had a role in the commemorative 
                                            
779 Because Sö 190 and DR 96 are not from Uppland, they are compared to the average in their 
respective regions rather than to each other.  
780 Jesch 2010, 171-172. 
781 See e.g. Bianchi 2010, esp. Ch. 4 and 5. 
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practice of runestones and it implicates that they were also included as audience. 
The use of various means of communication on memorial stones, textual, visual and 
material, further suggests an inclusive rather than an exclusive approach to 
audiences. Specific aspects of the inscription, such as the occasional coded runes, 
however, could be aimed at a specific in-group. Similarly, the choice of particular 
heroic imagery, such as images of warriors or beasts of battle, could have been 
aimed at a specific subgrouƉŽĨƚŚĞƌƵŶĞƐƚŽŶĞ ?ƐŐĞŶĞƌĂůĂƵĚŝĞŶĐĞ.  
Like the images of beasts of battle, the depictions of Sigurðr also have 
counterparts in skaldic verse. The runestone images from the stories about Sigurðr 
refer to three themes. The otter represents the treasure that lies at the root of the 
dramatic events. This compensation gold is also present as the pack ŽŶ'ƌĂŶŝ ?ƐďĂĐŬ
and as the ring Andvaranaut. Sigurðr gains knowledge from the birds after the blood 
of Fáfnir enables him to understand them and from the valkyrie when they exchange 
the toast and the ring. Thus the runestones show Sigurðr performing his heroic deed 
of killing Fáfnir, the treasure in various forms, and two kinds of scenes in which the 
hero acquires certain knowledge and wisdom. In some late-tenth- and eleventh-
century poems by Icelandic skalds that were composed in praise and 
commemoration of Norwegian rulers, reference is made to largely the same scenes 
and the same themes of heroism, wealth and wisdom.782 A reference to Sigurðr in 
verbal and visual expressions of late Viking Age commemoration and glorification 
was not only a reference to heroism, but also to the acquiring of wisdom and wealth. 
The various heroic images, then, each seem to have slightly different 
functions. The depictions of Sigurðr refer not only to heroism, but also to wealth and 
wisdom. The details of the heroic warrior images reflect ideology and identity and 
possibly also indicate social (or military) standing. Carvings of the beasts of battle 
                                            
782 See Chapter 4.6.1. 
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refer to the heroic warrior ideal, and may have resonated specifically with young 
warriors.  
The inscriptions on the monuments with heroic imagery seldom refer to 
heroism. Only Vg 119 Sparlösa seems to mention a battle. The deaths that are 
mentioned on U 1161 Altuna (arson) and U 691 Söderby (murder) are violent, but not 
necessarily heroic. Many, however, refer to the commemorated person ?Ɛstatus and 
social role through the use of the epithets þegn,  ‘ŵĂŐŶĂƚĞ ? ?bóndi,  ‘ŚĞĂĚŽĨ
ŚŽƵƐĞŚŽůĚ ? ?ĂŶĚlandmennr ? ‘ůĂŶĚŽǁŶĞƌ ?ĂŶĚƐŽŵĞŽĨƚŚĞƐĞŵĞŶĂƌĞĐĂůůĞĚgóðr 
 ‘ŐŽŽĚ ?ĂďůĞ ?ĂŶĚsnjallr  ‘ĂďůĞ ?ǀĂůŝĂŶƚ ?ŐŽŽĚ ?.783 In addition, prayers for the soul or 
spirit of the deceased are included in the inscriptions on four of the monuments with 
heroic imagery.784 Sö 101 Ramsundsberget records the contruction of a bridge, which 
adds to the grandness of the memorial and was a good Christian deed. Hence the 
addition that the bridge was made for salu  ‘ĨŽƌƚŚĞƐŽƵů ?ŽĨƚŚĞĐŽŵŵĞŵŽƌĂƚĞĚ
Holmgeirr. The inscription on Vg 150 in Skattegården, in contrast, contains an 
invocation to Þórr and the text on Ög 181 Ledberg includes the spell 
þmk:iii:sss:ttt:iii:l[(l)]l, þistill/mistill/kistill ? ‘ƚŚŝƐƚůĞ ?ŵŝƐƚůĞƚŽĞ ?ĐĂƐŬĞƚ ?.785 Several of 
the monuments with heroic imagery are furthermore decorated with a cross. A cross 
is the dominant decoration on three standing Sigurðr stones (U 1161, U 1175, Gs 9) 
and on two runestones with birds (U 920, Vg 103), but it is of secondary importance 
to the images of warriors and wolves on U 678 Skokloster, Ög 181, and the 
Hunnestad monument (DR 282-286) , and to the Sigurðr images on Sö 327 
Näsbyholm. 
 On most memorial stones with heroic images and crosses the Christian 
                                            
783 On Vg 103, Vg 150, U 999, DR 314, U 692, U 1163 and Gs 2. See Chapter 3.2.1 for a discussion of 
these terms.  
784 Sö 190, U 691, U 920 and DR 96. The inscriptions on Vg 124, U 692, DR 282 and the remains of Gs 9 
and Gs 19 consist of the memorial formula only. On Vg 119, Sö 190, U 678 and U 1161 the carvers have 
identified themselves at the end of the inscriptions, on the latter two this is the only addition to the 
memorial formula. 
785 See Chapter 3.2.3. 
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message is only communicated visually and not also in the inscription,786 but U 920 in 
Broholm is carved with both. This monument contains two crosses as well as a prayer 
for the soul. Furthermore, on U 691 Söderby, which has a Christian prayer in the 
inscription, a small cross on a staff is held by the horseman. In Uppland, where these 
memorials are found, only 12% of the runestones are carved with a combination of 
visual and textual Christian markings.787 It seems it was especially important that the 
Christian message on U 920 was understood, since it is communicated through both 
media. On the monuments with either a verbal or a visual Christian reference these 
references are much less prominent, and regularly secondary to the heroic imagery. 
Apparently, it was sometimes decided to give the visual reference to heroism 
prominence over the display of the Christian message. This seems to be the case 
especially when it concerns a warrior image, as on U 678 Skokloster, Ög 181 Ledberg 
and the Hunnestad monument. Conversely, the crosses that are combined with 
images of Sigurðr on raised stones and with the possible eagles are prioritised over 
the images. Although these heroic references clearly function against a Christian 
background, the Christian message of the monument is generally secondary to the 
display of heroism. 
This analysis could be done for monuments with imagery that refers to 
heroism, because it can be identified with a reasonable degree of certainty for a large 
enough group of images that this is the theme, or at least one of the themes, they 
ƌĞĨĞƌƚŽ ÞƚƚŚĞƐĂŵĞƚŝŵĞƚŚĞƐĞ ‘ŚĞƌŽŝĐ ?ŝŵĂŐĞƐĂƌĞŶŽƚĂůůŽĨƚŚĞƐĂŵĞƚǇƉĞ ?ďƵƚĨŽƌ
instance depict the legendary hero Sigurðr Fáfnisbani, armed warriors, or weapons 
on their own, which allows for a comparative study within this thematic group. This 
                                            
786 None of those that contain neither visual nor textual Christian expressions are in their original 
location (Vg 119, Vg 124, Vg 150, U 692, U 999, U 1161, Gs 19 and DR 314). Consequently, any spatial 
relation to for instance a Christian burial ground or church they might have had cannot be taken into 
account. The lack of an explicit Christian message, however, does not necessarily mean the stones were 
not raised in a Christian context. 
787 See Chapter 3.5. 
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approach may be applied fruitfully to other image types that can be linked 
thematically, for instance Christian imagery. It will not be possibly, however, to 
follow this approach through for the complete corpus of runestone images because 
of two reasons. Firstly, as discussed in Chapter 2.2.3, several image types cannot be 
interpreted unambiguously. For instance, although ships and birds both form a 
substantial enough group to study in their own right, some may be seen as 
references to pre-Christian mythology or burial practices, while others might be part 
of a Christian visual programme. However, bridging this interpretation-impasse to 
some extent, ships can naturally also have heroic connotations and several birds may 
represent the beasts of battle. Thus it seems that many of the cultural references 
that are connected to runestone imagery can be linked to a general heroic ideology. 
As a general statement then, the memorial stones, through their visual language, 
may refer back to older (burial) practices and plug into a heroic ideology espoused by 
the elites, even if this did not necessarily represent their daily lives. 
 
6.3 The visual culture of Viking Age Scandinavia and further directions 
Runestones and early Christian grave monuments, which are closely related with 
regard to function, material, and chronology, are only a small part of the visual 
culture of Viking Age Scandinavia. This thesis has touched upon other exponents of 
this wider complex, such as decorations in buildings, on armour and on jewellery, 
and funerary performances. In addition, there were images and abstract 
ornamentation on for instance clothing, weapons, ships, and coins. Figurative 
language in poetry can also be seen as a manifestation of Viking Age visual culture. A 
broader study of Viking Age visual communication as a whole would also take these 
aspects into account.  
The visual language that was employed in Viking Age Scandinavia was 
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versatile and flexible. Visual elements from this language (images, symbols, etc.) had 
not one strict place in the visual communication, but a flexible attitude was held 
towards them.788 Decorations could also be combined and adapted to emphasise 
different aspects of a cultural and religious identity. For instance, when displaying 
their identity as Christian Scandinavians, the focus would be on the Christian aspect 
in Scandinavia, but on the Scandinavian aspect in the Christian British Isles.789  
This flexibility of the visual language is further illustrated by how it developed 
towards and into the Middle Ages. With the coming of Christianity, new visual 
elements wĞƌĞŝŶƚƌŽĚƵĐĞĚĂŶĚĂĚŽƉƚĞĚŝŶƚŽƚŚĞ ‘ŽůĚ ?ƐƚǇůĞĂŶĚŽŶƚŚĞƐĂŵĞŵĂƚĞƌŝĂů
to add to the language of visual communication.790 Furthermore, similarities between 
the layout of (Christian) manuscripts and the design of a few runestones can be seen, 
most conspicuously on the Jelling stone (DR 42).791 The Bamberg casket, that is 
decorated with mask-like faces, quadrupeds and birds in Viking Age style, is also an 
example of this adoption of new elements into the old visual language. It has been 
suggested that the images represent the four evangelists in the same structure as an 
Irish manuscript.792  
Similarly, elements from the Viking Age visual language were transferred to 
new media. Chapter 2.3.1 and Appendix 1.c showed that several of the runestone 
images and sometimes also the runestone layout were used on the early Christian 
grave monuments.793 The Viking Age visual language can also be recognised in the 
thirteenth-century tapestry from Skog, with e.g. a bell-tower and the three Magi, and 
the images from the Sigurðr stories that decorate portals of a few late-twelfth- and 
                                            
788 This was shown for images on runestones in Chapters 2 and 3 and for crosses on runestones by 
Zilmer 2011. 
789 Lager 2004, 150-152. 
790 The Christian imagery on runestones was discussed in Chapter 2.2.3 and Chapter 5.4.4. 
791 Roesdahl 1999. 
792 Staecker 2003. 
793 See also Chapter 2.2.2. 
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thirteenth-century Norwegian stave churches.794  
The latter is an example of an element that was retained in the visual 
language, but with a new meaning. In the Christian theology, stories from the Old 
Testament could be interpreted as pre-figurations to the story of Christ in the New 
Testament and the Christian Church. In the medieval Scandinavian visual language, 
figures from traditional Scandinavian myth and legend could be used for the same 
purpose. For example, the Sigurðr scenes on the Norwegian churches prefigure a 
Christ or St Michael figure, who similarly defeat Evil in the shape of a monster.  
The approach in this thesis has been that the Viking Age visual language is 
flexible enough to combine heroic imagery (e.g. Sigurðr, warriors, and possibly beasts 
of battle) with expressions of a Christian identity such as crosses and prayers. The 
memorials with other mythological figures, e.g. Óðinn and Þórr on U 1161 Altuna, do 
not propagate a Christian identity. Consequently these scenes can be appreciated as 
referring to the transition between life and death and the connection between these 
two. Þórr is in physical contact with the forces of another world and Óðinn on his 
Hliðskjálf spiritually.  
That the Viking Age Scandinavian visual language interacted with other visual 
cultures also is clear from the Insular material that was briefly discussed in Chapter 
2.3.1. This interaction ?ǁŚŝĐŚĨƵƌƚŚĞƌŝůůƵƐƚƌĂƚĞƐƚŚĞǀŝƐƵĂůůĂŶŐƵĂŐĞƐ ?ĨůĞǆŝďŝůŝƚǇĐŽƵůĚ
in the future be studied in more detail, based on for instance, the Norse influenced 
ƐƚŽŶĞŵĞŵŽƌŝĂůƐŝŶƚŚĞƌŝƚŝƐŚ/ƐůĞƐ ?ďƵƚĂůƐŽ ‘ŶĂƚŝǀĞ ?ƉĂƌĂůůĞůƐƐƵĐŚĂƐŶŐůŽ-Saxon 
and Pictish carved memorial stones or grave monuments. Some of these monuments 
that are decorated with images similar to those on runestones have been mentioned 
in this thesis, but to include them in a more systematic way would place the visual 
language of the Viking Age in a broader context. 
                                            
794 For Skog see Franzén and Nockert 1992, 51-61; for stave churches see Nordanskog 2006. 
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An example of how elements in this visual language changed is shown by the 
fragment Nä 21 from Glanshammer church. Of the decoration, only serpent 
ornamentation, a hand with sword and seĐŽŶĚ ‘ƐǁŽƌĚ ?ǁŝƚŚƚŚƌĞĞƌŝŶŐƐƌĞŵĂŝŶƐ Þ/ƚ
has been suggested on occasion that this was another Sigurðr carving, based on the 
hand with the sword. Because the sword is not penetrating the serpent, this 
argument is not very strong. The part of the image that has often been seen as a 
second sword, however, gives more ground to identify the arms as belonging to 
^ŝŐƵƌĝƌĂĨƚĞƌĂůů ÞdŚĞƚŚƌĞĞƌŝŶŐƐĂƌŽƵŶĚƚŚŝƐ ‘ƐǁŽƌĚ ?ĂƌĞ ĞǆĂĐƚƉĂƌĂůůĞůƐƚŽŚŽǁ
&ĄĨŶŝƌ ?ƐŚĞĂƌƚŝƐĚĞƉŝĐƚĞĚŽŶtwelfth- and thirteenth-century Norwegian stave 
churches: in three slices on a sword or stick. On the eleventh-century Swedish 
Sigurðr carvings on Sö 101 Ramsundsberget and Sö 327 Näsbyholm, the heart is 
represented by an open triangle on a stick. Nä 21 was most likely an early Christian 
grave monument, but may be dated only slightly later than the Sörmlandic Sigurðr 
carvings and contemporary to Sörmlandic runestones in general.795 It represents a 
step in a changing Sigurðr imagery on a monument that is still very close to 
runestones with regard to function, material, and technique, but already with some 
changed visual elements. 
The research in this thesis could also be expanded with a more detailed study 
of the individual runestone carvers and the place that the figural images hold in their 
oeuvre. Such a study should critically evaluate the attribution of unsigned 
monuments to carvers, especially when this was done on the basis of the image. A 
technical component in the form of groove-analysis through laser-scanning would 
have to be part of such a project. This can establish for instance how many different 
carvers worked on a particular stone and, especially relevant in this context, which 
                                            
795 Cecilia Ljung, pers. comm. 15 October 2012. 
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parts of the design they carved.796 More knowledge about the role of the carvers and 
the influence of the commissioners in the process of creating a memorials stone can 
provide more information about the reasons behind the choice of imagery for a 
monument. 
Another aspect of the visual communication with Viking Age runestones that 
can be investigated further are practices and actions that were part of the 
establishment of the memorials and the role of the monument in subsequent 
commemorative actions. Traces of the performative aspects of a monuments may be 
identified though archaeological excavations around memorial stones that are in 
their original position. This is one of the most elusive aspects of runestones, but it is 
important for our understanding of how these memorial stones functioned, how 
their meaning was enhanced and expressed visually and orally, and how a multi-
layered message was communicated through the use of different visual media. 
                                            
796 Kitzler Åhfeldt 2002. 
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APPENDIX 1. DATABASE: OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH MATERIAL 
 
APPENDIX 1.A. COMPLETE VIKING AGE RUNESTONES WITH IMAGES  
 
   
 SIGLUM AND PLACE REGION STYLE1 PERIOD2 CARVER3 IMAGE STONE4 
1.  DR 26 Læborg, Læborg sn  Malt hd, 
Nørrejylland 
RAK 900-1000 Hrafnunga-
Tófi 
2 hammers 2.36 x 0.64 x 
0.76 
2. DR 42 Jelling, Jelling sn Tørrild hd, 
Nørrejylland 
Fp, Pr1? = 
1010-1050 
965-970 
(dendro-
chronology; 
Christian) 
? Christ; leonine 
quadruped 
2.43 x 2.90 x 
1.62 x 1.58 on 
boulder 
3. DR 62 Sjelle, Sjelle sn Framlev hd, 
Nørrejylland 
Mammen 
RAK 
950-1000; 970-
1020 (language, 
runes) 
? mask 1.63 x 0.53 
4. DR 66 Århus, Århus sn,  Hasle hd, Mammen 970-1020 ? mask 1.60 x 0.85 x 
                                                          
1 See Chapter 2.2.2.a for ĞǆƉůĂŶĂƚŝŽŶŽĨƚŚĞƐƚǇůĞŐƌŽƵƉƐĂŶĚ'ƌćƐůƵŶĚ ?ƐĐŚƌŽŶŽůŽgy for Swedish runestones. Although this system can be used to describe the style of serpent ornamentation or 
shape of the runic band on Danish and Norwegian material, it cannot be used to date these monuments, because the relative chronology was developed on the basis of material from (central) 
Sweden. 
2 Information for DR from runer.ku.dk, for Norwegian and Swedish monuments from Samnordisk runtextdatabas. 
3  ?^ )ďĞŚŝŶĚĂĐĂƌǀĞƌ ?ƐŶĂŵĞA?ƚŚĞƌƵŶĞƐƚŽŶĞŝƐƐŝŐŶĞĚďǇƚŚĂƚĐĂƌǀĞƌ Œ ? )A?ƚŚĞƐƚŽŶĞŝƐĂƚƚƌŝďƵƚĞĚƚŽƚŚĞŵŽŶƚŚĞďĂƐŝƐ ŽĨŽƚher features. 
4 (f) = front; (b) = back 
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now in Moesgard museum Nørrejylland RAK  0.47 x 0.75 
 SIGLUM AND PLACE REGION STYLE PERIOD CARVER IMAGE STONE 
5. DR 77 Hjermind, Hjermind sn  Middelsom hd, 
Nørrejylland 
RAK 970-1020 
(language, 
runes) 
? ship 1.65 x 0.50-0.85 
x 0.52 
6. DR 81 Skern, Skjern sn Middelsom hd, 
Nørrejylland 
Mammen 
RAK 
970-1020 ? mask 1.93 (b)-1.77 (f) 
x 0.93 
7. DR 96 Ålum, Ålum sn  Sønderlyng hd, 
Nørrejylland 
RAK 970-1020 
(Christian) 
possibly same 
carver as DR 
97 
rider with vane 2.05 x 1.37 
8. DR 264 Vissmarlöv, Hyby sn (1) Bara hd, Skåne RAK? 970-1020 
(language, 
runes, Christian) 
Þórðr cervine quadruped 1.18 x 0.78 x 
0.33 
9. DR 271 Tullstorps k:a, Tullstorps sn Vemmenhögs 
hd, Skåne 
Mammen-
Ringerike 
970-1020 ? ship; leonine 
quadruped 
2.04 x 1.85 x 
0.50 
10. DR 280 Gusnava, Skårby sn (1), 
now in Lunds historiska museum 
Ljunits hd, 
Skåne 
RAK 970-1020; c. 
1000 (style) 
probably 
 ‘,ƵŶŶĞƐƚĂĚ
leonine quadruped 2.40 x 1.30 
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ĐĂƌǀĞƌ ? 
 SIGLUM AND PLACE REGION STYLE PERIOD CARVER IMAGE STONE 
11. DR 282 Hunnestad (1), Skårby sn Ljunits hd, 
Skåne 
Mammen 
RAK 
970-1020  ‘,ƵŶŶĞƐƚĂĚ
ĐĂƌǀĞƌ ? 
standing man with 
axe 
1.53 x 1.70 
12. DR 284 Hunnestad (3), Skårby sn Ljunits hd, 
Skåne 
Mammen-
Ringerike 
970-1020  ‘,ƵŶŶĞƐƚĂĚ
ĐĂƌǀĞƌ ? 
wolf-rider with 
snakes 
1.79 x 1.06 
13. DR 285 ฀ Hunnestad (4), Skårby sn Ljunits hd, 
Skåne 
Mammen-
Ringerike 
970-1020  ‘,ƵŶŶĞƐƚĂĚ
ĐĂƌǀĞƌ ? 
leonine quadruped was 1.72 x 0.78 
14. DR 286 ฀ Hunnestad, Skårby sn Ljunits hd, 
Skåne 
Ringerike 970-1020  “,ƵŶŶĞƐƚĂĚ
ĐĂƌǀĞƌ ? 
mask; lupine 
quadruped  
was 1.57 x 0.94 
15. DR 290 Krageholm, Sövestad sn (1) Herrestads hd, 
Skåne 
? 11th C (arch.); 
970-1020 (style) 
? humanoid with 
cross-staff 
1.65 x 0.98 
16. DR 314 Allhelgonakyrkan, Lund, 
now in University Library 
Skåne RAK 970-1020 (style) ? 2 masks; 2 lupine 
quadrupeds 
3.96 x 0.48 x 
0.31 x 0.52 
17. DR 328 Holmby k:a, Holmby sn Frosta hd, Skåne RAK 970-1020 
(runes, 
language) 
? ship 1.13 x 1.27 x 
0.30 
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 SIGLUM AND PLACE REGION STYLE PERIOD CARVER IMAGE STONE 
18. DR 335 Västra Strö, Västra Strö sn Onsjö hd, Skåne RAK 970-1020 (style) ? mask 2.05 x 1.00 x 
0.85 
19. DR Aud1996;274 Bjerring kirke, 
Bjerring sn 
Middelsom hd, 
Nørrejylland 
Mammen end 10th C; 970-
1020 (language, 
runes) 
Tófi Smiðr mask 2.25 x 0.85 x 
1.35 
20. DR EM85;523B Farsø kirke, Farsø 
sn 
Gislum hd, 
Nørrejylland 
? 970-1020 ? ship 1.80 x 0.72 x 
0.40 
21. [DR] DK MJy 695 Sjellebro, Lime sn Sønderhald hd, 
Randers amt 
Mammen 950-1050 ? mask 1.70 x 1.00 
22. Gs 7 Torsåkers k:a, Torsåkers sn  Gästriklands 
västra tingslag 
RAK = 980?-1015 Ásmundr (A)6 humanoid with 
spread arms 
2.10 x 1.20 x 
0.12 
23. Gs 9 Årsunda k:a, Årsunda sn  Gästriklands 
östra tingslag 
Pr2 = 1020-1050; 
late 11th C 
Balli (A), 
Lífsteinn (A) 
Sigurðr 2.10 x 0.85 (was 
c. 0.18 wider) 
24. Gs 19 ฀ Ockelbo k:a, Ockelbo sn Gästriklands Pr2? = 1020-1050; same carver as Sigurðr; other was c. 2.30 x 
                                                          
5 Since this stone is not listed in DR nor the Samnordisk runetextdatabas, the DK signum is used following the Danish National Museum and the Kulturhistoriske Centralregister. MJy in this 
signum indicates the region Midtjylland.  
6 Jansson (Gs, 71), doubts that Gs 7 was carved by Ásmundr and argues it may only have been influenced by his style. 
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västra tingslag late 11th C  Gs 2 humanoids; various 
quadrupeds; birds 
1.20 
 SIGLUM AND PLACE REGION STYLE PERIOD CARVER IMAGE STONE 
25. N 61 Alstad, Hof sn, now in 
Oldsaksamlingen (22007) 
Oppland fylke RAK towards 1000 
(style) 
? riders/hunters; 
horse; bird 
2.50 x 0.47 
26. N 68 Dynna, Gran sn, now in 
Oldsaksamlingen (9909) 
Oppland fylke RAK? c. 1025-1050 ? Christ; Magi; Nativity 
/Adoration; horse 
2.82 x 0.16 x 
0.54 
27. N 84 Vang, Vang sn Oppland fylke Ringerike 1st half 11th C ? leonine quadruped 2.15 x 1.25 
28. N 228 Tu, Klepp sn Rogaland fylke RAK Viking Age ? male and female 
humanoids 
2.15 x 0.40 x 
0.17 
29. Nä 34 Nästa, Rinkaby sn Glanshammers 
hd 
Pr3? = 1045-1075 ? face; serpentine 
quadruped 
1.93 x 1.31 
30. Ög 181 Ledbergs kyrkogård, 
Ledbergs sn 
Valkebo hd Ringerike-
elements 
Viking Age ? warriors; dogs; ship; 
wolf 
2.75 x 0.80-0.46 
x 0.32 
 SIGLUM AND PLACE REGION STYLE PERIOD CARVER IMAGE STONE 
31. Ög 224 Stratomta, Törnevalla sn Åkerbo hd Fp (RAK) = 1010-1050 ? ship 1.85 x 1.06 
32. Ög MÖLM1960;230 Törnevalla k:a, Åkerbo hd RAK = 980-1015 ? ship [??] 
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Törnevalla sn 
1. Öl 19 ฀ Hulterstads k:a, Hulterstads 
sn 
Möckleby hd Pr4 = 1070-1100 ? humanoid in snakes was 1.85 (1.78) 
x 1.09, probably 
grave 
monument 
2. Sm 133 Sunneränga, Flisby sn S. Vedbo hd RAK? = 980-1015 ? lupine quadruped 2.15 x 0.80 
3. Sö 40 Västerljungs k:a, Västerljungs 
sn  
Hölebo hd Pr2 = 1020-1050 Skammhals 2 
(S) 
humanoid with 
spread arms and 
belt; horse; 
humanoid with 
snakes in chair  
3.42 x 0.70 
4. Sö 82 Tumbo k:a, Tumbo sn  Västerrekarne 
hd 
Pr1-Pr2? = 1010-1050 ÞuliR (S) 
(possibly also 
Vs 4) 
leonine quadruped 1.18 (is visible) x 
1.30 
5. Sö 86 S. Åby ägor, Västermo sn Västerrekarne 
hd 
Fp? = 1010-1050 ? face; hammer 1.77 x 1.56 on 
rock wall  
6. Sö 95 Berga, Husby-Rekarne sn Österrekarne hd ? Viking Age ? face measurements 
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not given in Sö  
 SIGLUM AND PLACE REGION STYLE PERIOD CARVER IMAGE STONE 
7. Sö 101 Ramsundsberget, Mora, 
Jäders sn 
Österrekarne hd Pr1 = 1010-1040 ? Sigurðr scenes 4.70 wide, on 
rock wall, 0.70-
3.40 above 
ground  
8. Sö 111 Stenkvista kyrkogard, 
Stenkvista sn 
Österrekarne hd Fp = 1010-1050 ? hammer 2.20 x 1.00-0.59 
9. Sö 112 Kolunda, Stenkvista sn Österrekarne hd Fp = 1010-1050  ‘Træn ? (A) mask 1.90 x 0.57-0.80 
10. Sö 122 Skresta, Allhelgona sn (now 
Helgona) 
Rönö hd Fp = 1010-1050  ‘Træn ? (A) ship 1.94 x 1.00-0.75 
(pairstone Sö 
123) 
11. Sö 154 Skarpåker, Runtuna sn Rönö hd Pr1 = 1010-1040  ‘Træn ? (A) ship 1.90 (now) x 
1.18-0.52 
12. Sö 158 Österberga, Runtuna sn Rönö hd Fp = 1010-1050  ‘Træn ? (A) ship 1.60 x 1.02 x 
0.60 
13. Sö 164 Spånga, Råby-Rönö sn Rönö hd RAK = 980-1015  ‘Træn ? (A) ship 1.96 x 1.98-0.38 
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 SIGLUM AND PLACE REGION STYLE PERIOD CARVER IMAGE STONE 
14. Sö 167 Landshammar, Spelviks sn Rönö hd Fp = 1010-1050  ‘Træn ? (A) mask 1.57 x 0.42-0.52 
x 0.58 
15. Sö 175 Lagnö, Aspö sn Selebo hd Pr3 = 1045-1075 Balli (A) humanoid holding 
serpents 
c. 2.00 x 1.50 on 
rock wall, c. 1 m 
above Viking 
Age water level 
16. Sö 190 Ytterenhörna k:a, 
Ytterenhörna sn 
Selebo hd Pr2 = 1020-1050 Þorbj۠rn skald 
(S) Þorbj۠rn 4 
warrior with axe; 
serpentine 
quadruped 
1.94 (now) x 
2.06-1.23 
17. Sö 222 Frölunda, Sorunda sn Sotholms hd Pr3 = 1045-1075 ? horse 1.35 x 1.17 on 
rock wall7 
18. Sö 226 N. Stutby, Sorunda sn Sotholms hd Fp = 1010-1050 Ámundi (A) horse 1.60 x 1.55-1.40 
19. Sö 237 Fors, Västerhaninge sn Sotholms hd Pr2-Pr3 = 1020-1075 Hálfdan (A) horse?; serpentine 
quadruped  
1.79 x 1.25-0.91 
20. Sö 270 Tyresta, Österhaninge sn Sotholms hd Pr3-Pr4 = 1045-1100 Hálfdan (S) bird on cross 1.68 x 1.00 in 
                                                          
7 Measurements given in Sö are: 1.60 x 1.55. 
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 living rock 
 SIGLUM AND PLACE REGION STYLE PERIOD CARVER IMAGE STONE 
21. Sö 301 Ågesta bro, Huddinge sn Svartlösa hd Pr2-Pr3 = 1020-1075 Hálfdan (A) 2 non-specific 
quadrupeds 
1.86 x 0.73 
(damaged 
edges) 
22. Sö 304 Oxelby, Salems sm Svartlösa hd Fp = 1010-1050 Ásgautr (A) cervine quadruped 1.62 x 1.07 
23. Sö 311-313 Södertälje, G:a 
Turingevägen 
 Pr2 and Pr3 = 1020-1075 Eysteinn 1 (S)  lupine quadruped whole carving is 
2.30 x 1.55 on 
rock wall, Sö 
313 is 0.46 wide 
24. Sö 322 Stora Väsby, Fogdö sn Åkers hd Pr2? = 1020-1050 ? humanoid in snakes 3.00 x 0.45 x 
0.50 
25. Sö 324 Åsby, Helgarö sn Åkers hd Fp = 1010-1050; 
2nd quarter 11th 
C 
probably same 
carver as Sö 
327 
kneeling archer  1.53 x 1.46 on 
outcrop8 (also 
carved on two 
other sides) 
                                                          
8 Measurements given in Sö are: 1.60 x 1.28. 
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 SIGLUM AND PLACE REGION STYLE PERIOD CARVER IMAGE STONE 
26. Sö 327 Göksten (Näsbyholm), 
Härads sn 
Åkers hd Pr1-Pr2 = 1010-1050 probably same 
carver as Sö 
324 
Sigurðr scenes 2.50 x 1.65 on 
erratic block 
5.00 x 3.00 
27. Sö 352 Linga, Överjärna sn, now in 
Skansen 
Öknebo hd Fp = 1010-1050  ‘Træn ? (A) ship 1.48 (incl. top) x 
0.66 
28. Sö 367 Släbro, S:t Nicolai sn (now 
Nyköping) 
Jönåkers hd RAK = 980-1015 ? mask 1.74 x 0.62 
29. U 35 Svartsjö, Sånga sn Färentuna hd Pr2 = 1020-1050 ? 2 non-specific 
quadrupeds 
3.00 x 1.83 
30. U 79 Skesta, Spånga sn, Hasselby 
slot 
Sollentuna hd  Pr3  = 1045-1075 Arnfastr (S) non-specific 
quadruped 
2.40 x 0.72 x 
0.53 
31. U 160 Risbyle, Täby sn Danderyds 
skeppslag 
Pr1 = 1010-1040 Gunnarr (A), 
Úlfr i Borresta 
(A) 
non-specific 
quadruped 
1.85 x 0.81 on 
stone 2.75 x 
1.00 
32. U 171 Söderby, Ö. Ryds sn Danderyds 
skeppslag 
Pr4 = 1070-1100 Fasti/Fastulfr 
(S) 
2 birds in snakes 1.55 x 1.70 
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 SIGLUM AND PLACE REGION STYLE PERIOD CARVER IMAGE STONE 
33. U 193 Svista, Össeby-Garns sn Vallentuna hd Pr4 = 1070-1100 Þórfastr (A), 
Ásmundr (A) 
non-specific 
quadruped 
1.76 x 1.32 
34. U 240 Lingsberg, Vallentuns sn Vallentuna hd Pr 3 = 1045-1070 Ásmundr (A) 2 non-specific 
quadrupeds 
2.60 x 1.35 
35. U 241 Lingsberg, Vallentuns sn Vallentuna hd Pr 3 = 1045-1070 Ásmundr (A) humanoid in 
serpent; canine 
quadruped 
1.72 x 1.06 
36. U 313 Harg, Skånela sn Seminghundra 
hd 
Pr 3 = 1045-1070 -fastr (A), also 
U 312 and U 
314 
2 humanoids with 
spread arms 
1.43 (1.33) x 
o.66 x 0.31  
37. U 375 Vidbo k:a, Vidbo sn Seminghundra 
hd 
Pr 2 = 1020-1050 Ásmundr (A), 
Þórfastr (A) 
rider; bird 1.90 x 1.12  
38. U 448 Harg, Odensala sn Ärlinghundra hd Pr3? = 1045-1070 Fótr (A) rider; bird 1.80 x 1.20 
39. U 508 Gillberga, Lövstalund, Kårsta 
sn 
Långhundra hd  RAK = 980-1015 Gunnarr (A) face 1.64 (1.57) x 
1.15 
40. U 548 Husby-Lyhundra k:a Husby- Lyhundra hd ? 2nd half 11th C Ásmundr (A) bird; cervine 1.50 x 0.59 
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Lyhundra sn (now Husby-
Sjuhundra) 
(based on 
carver) 
quadruped 
 SIGLUM AND PLACE REGION STYLE PERIOD CARVER IMAGE STONE 
41. U 590 Burvik, Knutby sn  Närdinghundra 
hd 
Pr 3 = 1045-1070 Eysteinn 2 (S) bird; non-specific 
quadruped 
1.61 x 1.22 
42. U 598 Borggärde [Borggårde], 
Hökhuvud sn 
Frösåkers hd Pr 3?? = 1045-1070 Auðmundr (S) 
(ƐŵƵŶĚƌ ?Ɛ
influence) 
2 non-specific 
quadrupeds 
1.42 x 1.37 on 
2.06 m high 
rock wall 
43. U 599 Hanunda, Hökhuvud sn Frösåkers hd Pr3?-Pr4? = 1045-1100 Þórfastr (S) rider; bird 1.85 x 1.50 
44. U 629 Grynsta backe, Svarsta, 
Håbo-Tibble sn 
Håbo hd Pr 3 = 1045-1070 Þórfastr (S) 2 humanoids in 
serpents; bird 
2.25 x 1.17 
45. U 678 Skoklosters k:a, Skoklosters 
sn 
Håbo hd RAK, in 7th-
8th-C 
Mammen-
Ringerike 
style 
2nd half 11th C Fótr (S) rider with sword; 
rider with spear 
2.50 (2.20) x 
1.05-1.15 
46. U 691 Söderby, Arnö sn (now Aspö) Trögds hd Pr4 = 1070-1100; previously rider with sword; 3.10 x 1.05 
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mid-11th C Auðbi۠rn (A), 
now Tíðkumi 
(A) 
serpentine 
quadruped 
 SIGLUM AND PLACE REGION STYLE PERIOD CARVER IMAGE STONE 
47. U 692 Väppeby, Arnö sn (now 
Aspö) 
Trögds hd Pr4 = 1070-1100 Auðbi۠rn (S), 
also poss. 
Tíðkumi (A) 
bird (eagle); 
serpentine 
quadruped 
1.37 x 0.80 
48. U 746 Hårby, Husby-Sjutolfts sn Trögds hd Pr4 = 1070-1100 Þorgautr (S), 
Þorgautr 
Fótsarfi (S) 
bird; legs 1.60 x 1.50 (top 
is damaged) 
49. U 753 Litslena prästgård, Litslena 
sn 
Trögds hd Pr 3 = 1045-1070 Balli (S) bird; serpentine 
quadruped 
2.30 x 1.27 
50. U 824 Holms k:a, Holms sn Lagunda hd Pr3-Pr4? = 1045-1100 Ásmundr (S), 
but probably 
not carved 
himself 
(technique) 
face with tendrils 2.22 x 1.60 
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 SIGLUM AND PLACE REGION STYLE PERIOD CARVER IMAGE STONE 
51. U 855 Prästgården, Ballingsta sn, 
now at Böksta backe 
Hagunda hd Pr2? = 1020-1050 ? rider with spear 
hunting cervine 
quadruped with bird; 
skiing archer; bird 
2.75 x 2.12 
52. U 860 Måsta, Ballingsta sn, at 
Ballingsta by 
Hagunda hd Pr 3 = 1045-1070 Ásmundr (A) human head on 
animal body; canine 
quadruped; non-
specific quadruped; 
serpentine 
quadruped 
1.70 x 1.43 
53. U 904 Västerby, Läby vad, Läby sn Ulleråkers hd Pr 3 = 1045-1070 Ásmundr (A), 
Þórfastr (A) 
canine quadruped; 
non-specific 
quadruped 
1.55 x 1.02 
 SIGLUM AND PLACE REGION STYLE PERIOD CARVER IMAGE STONE 
54. U 920 Broholm, Jumkils sn Ulleråkers hd Korsband9 ? ? bird (raven) 2.25 (1.97) x 
                                                          
9 The runic band develops into a cross, rather than a serpent. This motif is often considered to be indicative of the first half of the eleventh century, but it also occurs on monuments that are 
dated to the late eleventh century (Källström 2007, 66-67). 
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1.40 
55. U 969 Bolsta, Vaksala sn (now 
Uppsala) 
Vaksala hd Pr3-Pr4? = 1045-1100 Ásmundr (S) non-specific 
quadruped 
1.33 x 1.25-0.65 
56. U 999 Åkerby, Funbo sn Rasbo hd RAK?10 = 980-1015 ? spearhead 2.38 x 0.65 
57. U 1004 Frötuna, Rasbo sn  Rasbo hd Pr3?? = 1045-1075 Ásmundr (A) cervine quadruped 0.84 x 0.95 
(carving: 0.45 x 
0.58) 
58. U 1034 Tensta k:a, Tensta sn Norunda hd Pr5 = 1100-1030 VƉŝƌ 1 (S) face 2.00 x 1.07 
59. U 1043 Onslunda, Tensta sn Norunda hd Pr3-Pr4 = 1045-1100 Ásmundr (A) couple 1.63 x 1.60 
60. U 1052 Axlunda, Björklinge sn Norunda hd Pr4 = 1070-1100 Ingólfr (S), 
Þjálfi 2 (S) 
ship 1.36 x 0.79 
61. U 1065 Rångsta, Viksta sn Norunda hd Pr4 = 1070-1100 Ingólfr (A) humanoid holding 
serpent 
1.83 x 0.83 
 SIGLUM AND PLACE REGION STYLE PERIOD CARVER IMAGE STONE 
62. U 1071 Sylta, Söderby, Åkerby sn Bälinge hd Pr 3 = 1045-1070 ? bird 1.78 x 1.26 
                                                          
10 Samnordisk runtextdatabas ůŝƐƚƐƚŚŝƐƐƚŽŶĞĂƐĐĂƌǀĞĚŝŶ&Ɖ ?ďƵƚƚŚĞƌƵŶŝĐďĂŶĚĞŶĚƐŝŶĂƐƉĞĂƌŚĞĂĚĂŶĚŶŽƚĂƐŶĂŬĞŚĞĂĚŝŶďŝƌĚ ?ƐĞǇĞƉĞƌƐƉĞĐƚŝǀĞ Þ 
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63. U 1161 Altuna k:a, Altuna sn Simtuna hd Pr 3 = 1045-1070 Freysteinn (S), 
Balli (S), 
Lífsteinn (A), 
unknown 
humanoid with 
spread arms and bird 
(raven) on structure; 
rider with sword; 
Þórr fishing; bird 
attacking serpentine 
quadruped 
2.42-1.96 x 0.60 
x 0.31 x 0.31 
(top is missing) 
64. U 1163 Drävle, Altuna sn Simtuna hd Pr 2 = 1020-1050; 
late 11th C 
Balli (A), 
Lífsteinn (A) 
Sigurðr 1.85 x 0.86 
65. U 1175 Stora Ramsjö, Vittinge sn  Torstuna hd Pr 2 = 1020-1050 probably 
influenced by 
U 1163 
Sigurðr 1.37 x 0.85 
66. U Fv1946;258 Fällbro, Täby sn Danderyds 
skeppslag 
Pr4 = 1070-1100 Véseti (S) humanoid with 
spread arms  
2.23 x 1.14 on 
outcrop 
67. U Fv1955;219 Rydbylund, Kungs-
Husby sn 
Trögds hd Pr 2 = 1020-1050 Fótr (A) bird (raven); 
serpentine 
quadruped 
2.10 x 0.88 
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 SIGLUM AND PLACE REGION STYLE PERIOD CARVER IMAGE STONE 
68. U Fv1978;226 Ösby, Lunda sn Seminghundra 
hd 
Pr1 = 1010-1040 Sóni 1 (A) lupine quadruped 1.30 x 0.75 
69. Vg 4 Stora Ek, Eks sn Vadsbo hd RAK = 980-1015 ? leonine quadruped 1.65 x 1.25 
70. Vg 32 Kållands-Åsaka k:a 
(kyrkogård), Kållands-Åsaka sn 
Kållands hd  RAK = 980-1015 ? humanoid with belt 1.73 x 0.55 
71. Vg 51 Husaby kyrkogård, Husaby 
sn, now in SHM(11645) 
Kinnefjärdings 
hd 
RAK? = 980-1015 ? ship 2.10 x 1.00 
72. Vg 56 Källby ås, Källby sn Kinnefjärdings 
hd 
RAK = 980-1015 ? humanoid with 
animal head and 
snake-belt 
3.10 x 1.43 
73. Vg 103 Håle ödekyrkogård, Håle sn Åse hd RAK = 980-1015 ? ďŝƌĚ ?ƐŚĞĂĚ 1.57 x 0.41 x 
0.37 
74. Vg 113 Lärkegapet, Töfta, Bjärby sn Viste hd RAK = 980-1015 ? hammer 2.50 x 0.55 
75. Vg 119 Sparlösa k:a, Sparlösa sn Viste hd  c. 775-825 
(style: 750-825, 
AlrikR?12 rider with sword; 
dogs; quadrupeds; 
1.77 x 0.69 
                                                          
12 Not listed as carver in Samnordisk runtextdatabas. 
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runes: 775-
90011). + 11th-C 
inscr. on side E. 
ship; birds; building; 
face; wrestling birds 
 SIGLUM AND PLACE REGION STYLE PERIOD CARVER IMAGE STONE 
76. Vg 124 Ryda k:a, Ryda sn Barne hd RAK = 980-1015 ? sword 2.20 x 0.80 
77. Vg 150 Skattegården, Velanda, 
Väne-Åsaka sn 
Väne hd RAK = 980-1015 ? ďŝƌĚ ?ƐŚĞĂĚ 1.90 x 0.50 
78. Vg 181 Frugården, N. Åsarps sn Redvägs hd Pr1 = 1010-1040 Hávarðr?13  leonine quadruped 2.10 x 1.60 
79. Vs 17 Råby, Tortuna sn Yttertjurbo hd Pr5? = 1100-1130 Lítli (A) ship 1.42 x 0.86 (was 
4 x 2 fot) 
 
                                                          
11 Imer 2007, Tekst 77-80, Katalog 367. Norr 1998 214-216 dates Vg 119 to the eighth century. This dating seems to be followed by Swedish archaeologists, but not in the Samnordisk 
runtextdatabas. Based on this dating, this monument should not have been included in this thesŝƐ ?ĐŽƌƉƵƐŽĨsŝŬŝŶŐŐĞƌƵŶĞƐƚŽŶĞƐ ?ďƵƚĐŽŶƐŝĚĞƌĞĚĂƐĂƉƌĞ-Viking Age parallel. This was, 
however, brought to my attention after the analysis had already been completed, therefore Vg 119 is still listed here and also in Appendix 2. The exclusion of this monument from the analysis 
would not alter the overall results.  
13 Not listed as carver in Samnordisk runtextdatabas. 
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The following memorials should also have been included in the database, but had initially escaped my attention, or in the case of U 529 was counted as a 
medieval carving (see also Chapter 2.2.3 note 20). These runestones are included in the Image Catalogue. 
 SIGLUM AND PLACE REGION STYLE PERIOD CARVER IMAGE STONE 
1. DR 123 Glenstrup, Glenstrup sn Nørhald hd, 
Nørrejylland 
RAK Viking Age, 
post-Jelling 
? 2 quadrupeds on 
back, at least one 
with antlers 
 1.47 x  0.54 x 
0.47 
2. U 529 Sika, Frötuna sn Frötuna och 
Länna skeppslag 
? late 11th-early 
12th C 
? church building with 
people 
0.62 x 0.68 on 
rock wall 
3. U 951 Säby, Danmarks sn Vaksala hd Pr 2 = 1020-1050 Grímr skald (S) 3 church roofs with 
crosses 
1.31 x 0.59 (face 
A), 0.69 (face B) 
4. U 989 Funbo k:a, Funbo sn Rasbo hd not 
runestone 
layout 
late 11th-early 
12th C 
? knife, cross (on 
mound), pestle? 
gravestone 
1.60 x 0.63-0.52 
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APPENDIX 1.B. DAMAGED, FRAGMENTARY, AND/OR LOST VIKING AGE RUNESTONES OR EARLY CHRISTIAN GRAVE MONUMENTS WITH IMAGES 
 SIGLUM AND PLACE REGION STYLE PERIOD14 CARVER IMAGE STATUS 
1.  DR 119 Spentrup 1, Spentrup sn Nørhald hd, 
Nørrejylland 
RAK 970-1020 ? ship fragment 
2.  DR 120 Spentrup 2, Spentrup sn, 
now in Randers museum 
Nørhald hd, 
Nørrejylland 
RAK 970-1020 ? small hammer damaged 
3.  DR 220 Sønder Kirkeby, Sønder 
Kirkeby sn, now in 
Nationalmuseet 
Falsters Sønder 
hd, Lolland-
Falster 
RAK 950-1000 
(runes, 
language) 
? ship fragment 
4.  DR 258a & DR 258b Bösarp, 
Bösarp sn, now in Lunds 
historiska museum 
Skytts hd, Skåne RAK 970-1020 ? mask; ship fragments 
 
5.  DR EM1985;275 Hørdum sn Thisted (Amt), 
Hassing 
(Herred) 
? 800-1250 ? Þórr fishing damaged 
6.  Gs 2 Österfärnebo k:a, 
Österfärnebo sn 
Västra Tingslag Pr2 = 1020-1050 
/late 11th C 
same carver as 
Gs 19 
Sigurðr and other 
images 
fragment, 
record for c. half  
                                                          
14 Information for DR from runer.ku.dk, for Norwegian and Swedish monuments from Samnordisk runtextdatabas. 
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 SIGLUM AND PLACE REGION STYLE PERIOD CARVER IMAGE STATUS 
7.  Gs 18c Björke, Hille sn, now in 
Hille hembygdsgård 
Östra Tingslag ? Viking Age Ásmundr (A) humanoid in wagon 
with cross-staff 
fragment 
8.  Gs 20 Ockelbo prästgård, Ockelbo 
sn, now in "Pålsgården", Ockelbo 
hembygdsförenings samlingar 
Västra Tingslag ? Viking Age ? hand stabbing foot fragment 
9.  N 66 Gran kirke, Gran sn, now in 
Oldsaksamlingen (17793) 
Oppland fylke RAK = 980-1015 ? armed? rider; grotto 
with holy family; legs 
with snake-
belt/phallus 
damaged 
10.  N Tanberg, Norderhov sn Buskerud fylke ? c. 900 ? sword in serpent fragment 
11.  Nä 21 Glanshammars k:a, 
Glanshammars sn, now in Örebro 
läns museum (5556) 
Glanshammars 
hd 
? late 11th C ? arms with sword; 
&ĄĨŶŝƌ ?ƐŚĞĂƌƚ 
fragment of 
grave 
monument 
12.  Ög 96 Karleby, Väderstads sn Göstrings hd RAK = 980-1015 ? non-specific (or 
cervine?) quadruped  
damaged, lost  
13.  Ög 106 Kärna kyrkogård, Kärna sn Hanekinds hd ? Viking Age ? body of lupine? 
quadruped 
damaged 
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14.   Ög 122 Lambohov, Slaka sn Hanekinds hd Fp? = 1010-1050 ? leonine? quadruped 
with cross 
lost 
15.  Ög 196 Hulterstad, Mjölby sn Vifolka hd RAK? = 980-1015 ? body of non-specific 
quadruped 
lost damaged 
16.  Ög Hov 22-23 Hovs k:a, Hovs sn Göstrings hd ? Viking Age same carver as 
Hov 24 
rider with spear? fragments of 
grave 
monument 
 
17.  Ög Hov 24 Hovs k:a, Hovs sn Göstrings hd ? Viking Age same carver as 
Hov 22-23 
face with 2 birds fragment of  
grave-
monument 
18.  Ög Hov 27 Hovs k:a, Hovs sn Göstrings hd ? Viking Age ? humanoid between 
serpents 
fragment of  
grave 
monument 
19.  Sm 103 Rösa, Skede sn Östra hd ? Viking Age ? face? lost fragment 
20.  Sö 80 Rambron, Torshälla sn Västerrekarne 
hd 
Fp, Pr1? = 1010-1050 þuliR (S) leonine quadruped damaged and 
lost 
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21.  Sö 155 Söderby, Runtuna sn Rönö hd Pr2? = 1020-1050 ? legs quadruped damaged and 
lost 
22.  Sö 235 Västerby, Sorunda sn Sotholms hd Pr3 = 1045-1070 Hálfdan (A) horse; hooves damaged 
23.  Sö 239 Häringe, Västerhaninge sn Sotholms hd Pr3 = 1045-1070 Hálfdan (A) rider damaged 
24.  Sö 245 Tungelsta, Västerhaninge 
sn 
Sotholms hd ? Viking Age Hálfdan (A) bird on cross fragment 
25.  Sö 247 Ålsta, Västerhaninge sn Sotholms hd ? Viking Age Hálfdan (A) bird on cross fragment 
26.  Sö 272 Upp-Norrby, Österhaninge 
sn 
Sotholms hd Pr1-Pr2 = 1010-1050 Hálfdan (A) rider damaged 
27.  Sö 290 Farsta, Brännkyrka sn Svartlösa hd Pr2 = 1020-1050 Hálfdan (A) bird? damaged 
28.  Sö 303 Bornö, Salems sn Svartlösa hd ? Viking Age Ásgautr (A) cervine quadruped fragment 
29.  Sö 351 Överjärna k:a, Överjärna 
sn 
Öknebo hd ? Viking Age  ‘Træn ? (A) ship damaged 
30.  Sö Sb1965;19 Runmarsvreten, 
Berga, Österhaninge sn 
Sotholms hd Pr2 = 1020-1050 ? bird? on cross damaged 
31.  U 6 Björkö, Adelsö sn, now in 
SHM (5208) 
Färentuna hd Pr3? = 1045-1070 ? human? legs; 
hooves?  
fragment 
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32.  U 8 Björkö, Adelsö sn, now in 
SHM (30574) 
Färentuna hd ? Viking Age ? part of cervine? 
quadruped 
damaged 
33.  U 31 Väntholmen, Hilleshögs sn Färentuna hd ? Viking Age ? bird damaged 
34.  U 51 Drottningholm, Lovö sn Färentuna hd Pr3 = 1045-1070 Arnfastr (A) 2 non-specific 
quadrupeds 
lost 
35.  U 78 Råsta, Spånga sn, now in 
Sundbybergs hembygdsmuseum 
Sollentuna hd Pr5 = 1100-1130 VƉŝƌ 1 (A), not 
by VƉŝƌ acc. to 
Åhlén 1997 
face damaged, image 
of rest 
36.  U 128 Danderyds k:a, Danderyds 
sn 
Danderyds 
skeppslag 
Pr5 = 1100-1130 VƉŝƌ 1 (A) face and upper body damaged 
37.  U 176 Berga, Österåkers sn Åkers skeppslag Pr3? = 1045-1070 Fótr (A) non-specific 
quadruped 
lost 
38.  U 257 Fresta k:a, Fresta sn Vallentuna hd ? Viking Age Fótr (A); 
Þorgautr 
Fótsarfi (S) 
bird fragment 
39.  U 485 Marma, Lagga sn Långhundra hd Pr5 = 1100-1130 Ófeigr (S), 
VƉŝƌ 1 (S) 
bird? damaged edges 
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40.  U 521 Länna k:a, Länna sn Frötuna och 
Länna skeppslag 
? Viking Age ? sitting humanoid; 
head; bird gripping 
snakes 
lost fragment 
41.  U 574 Estuna k:a, Estuna sn Lyhundra hd Pr2 = 1020-1050 Viðbj۠rn (A)  bird gripping snakes fragment 
42.  U 576 Estuna k:a, Estuna sn Lyhundra hd ? Viking Age Viðbj۠rn (A)  bird on cross fragment 
43.  U 588 Gärsta, Edsbro sn Närdinghundra 
hd 
Pr4? = 1070-1100 ? humanoid with 
spread arms 
lost 
44.  U 631 Kalmar k:a, Kalmar sn, now 
in SHM (24372) 
Håbo hd Pr4? = 1070-1100 ? embracing couple 
with cross-staff 
damaged 
45.  U 633 Broby, Kalmar sn Håbo hd ? Viking Age ? bird damaged 
46.  U 670 Rölunda, Häggeby sn Håbo hd ? Viking Age ? face damaged 
47.  U 694 Veckholms k:a, Veckholms 
sn  
Trögds hd ? Viking Age Balli (A)?; 
Þorgautr 
Fótsarfi (A) 
bird lost fragment  
48.  U 713 Skeberga, Kungs-Husby sn Trögds hd ? Viking Age Balli (A)  bird lost fragment 
49.  U 714 Skeberga, Kungs-Husby sn Trögds hd ? Viking Age Balli (A)? legs quadruped damaged, lost 
50.  U 754 Hällby, Litslena sn Trögds hd ? Viking Age ? stirrups; spurs damaged 
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51.  U 874 Hagby k:a, Hagby sn Hagunda hd Pr3? = 1045-1070 Fótr (A) bird damaged, lost 
52.  U 901 Håmö, Läby sn, now in 
SHM (22437) 
Ulleråkers hd Pr3-Pr4? = 1045-1100 Ásmundr (A); 
Þórfastr (A) 
3 humanoids, 
1consecrating the 
others with cross; 
non-specific 
quadruped 
2 fragments 
53.  U 979 Gamla Uppsala k:a, Gamla 
Uppsala sn (now Uppsala) 
Vaksala hd ? Viking Age ? ship damaged 
54.  U 980 Prästgården, Gamla 
Uppsala sn (now Uppsala) 
Vaksala hd Pr4? = 1070-1100 Fótr (A) non-specific 
quadruped 
fragment, image 
of rest 
55.  U 1001 Rasbo k:a, Rasbo sn Rasbo hd ? possibly 9th C  ? ship lost fragment 
56.  U 1003 Frötuna, Rasbo hd Rasbo hd Pr4? = 1070-1100 Ásmundr (A) rider fragment 
57.  U 1112 Rasbokils k:a, Rasbokils sn Rasbo hd Pr3-Pr4 = 1045-1070 Ásmundr (A) bird on cross lost fragment 
58.  U 1123 Tuna k:a, Tuna sn Olands hd Pr4? = 1070-1100 Auðmundr (A) 2 non-specific 
quadrupeds 
damaged 
59.  U 1144 Tierps k:a, Tierps sn Örbyhus hd Pr3 = 1045-1070 hiriaR 
(Herjarr?) (S), 
2 non-specific 
quadrupeds 
damaged 
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60.  U 1147 Västlands k:a, Västlands 
sn 
Örbyhus hd Pr1-Pr2? = 1010-1050 ? hand with object 
with cross on top 
lost fragment 
(drawing up-
side-down?) 
61.  U 1150 Gårdskär, Västerboda, 
Älvkarleby sn 
Örbyhus hd Pr1-Pr2 = 1010-1050 ? face/mask damaged 
62.  U Fv1955;222 Långtora k:a, 
Långtora sn 
Lagunda hd Pr4 = 1070-1100 ? ship; humanoid with 
spread arms; 2 
humanoids carrying 
cross-contraption 
damaged 
63.  U Fv1959;260 Österlisa, Länna sn Frötuna och 
Länna skeppslag 
? Viking Age Ásmundr (A) horse? damaged 
64.  U Fv1973;194 Uppsala domkyrka, 
Uppsala 
 Pr4 = 1070-1100 ? rider under pillar 
65.  Vg 14 Rogstorp, Lyrestads sn Vadsbo hd RAK = 980-1015 ? lupine? quadruped 
attacking cervine 
quadruped 
damaged 
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66.  Vg 27 Häggesleds kyrkogård, 
Häggesleds sn 
Kållands hd ? c. 1100 ? human feet fragment of 
head- or 
footstone 
67.  Vg 106 Lassegården, Karleby, 
Leksberg sn 
Vadsbo hd RAK = 980-1015 ? mask damaged 
68.  Vs 4 Vändle, Norrgården, 
Dingtuna sn 
Tuhundra hd Pr1-Pr2 = 1010-1050 
poss. 12th C 
possibly same 
carver as Sö 82 
head of leonine? 
quadruped 
fragment 
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APPENDIX 1.C PRE- AND POST-VIKING AGE SCANDINAVIAN MEMORIAL OR GRAVE STONES WITH IMAGES 
 SIGLUM AND PLACE REGION STYLE PERIOD15 IMAGE MONUMENT TYPE 
AND STATUS 
1. 1
. 
DR 23 Åstrup, Åstrup sn (3), in 
wall in chancel in Åstrups k:a. 
Gørding hd, 
Nørrejylland 
medieval 1150-1200 warrior/knight with shield and raised 
arm  
ashlar 16 
2.  DR 27 Vamdrup, Vamdrup sn (1) Anst hd, 
Nørrejylland 
medieval medieval quadruped with cross-staff (Agnus 
Dei) 
lost fragment of 
grave-slab 
3.  DR 184 Bregninge, Bregninge sn Sunds hd, Fyn medieval 1200-1250  humanoid with crossed halo (Christ?) 
with cross-staff and rectangular object 
grave-slab 
4.  DR 187 Sørup, Sørup sn, now in 
Nationalmuseet 
Sunds hd, Fyn romanes-
que 
medieval leonine quadruped runestone 
5.  Sm 83 Vrigstads kyrkogård, 
Vrigstads sn, now in SHM (3450) 
Västra hd medieval 12th C roof/house structure cist with head 
and foot stones 
6.  U 370 Herresta, Skepptuna sn Seminghundra 
hd 
medieval 
(cross 
style) 
medieval cross; ship with mast and bird on top; 
humanoid with spread arms and 
possibly a halo 
runestone 
7.  U 595 Hargs skog, Hargs sn Frösåkers hd Pr3? 1100-1150 bell-tower (with altar?), humanoid runestone 
                                                          
15 Information for DR after runer.ku.dk, for Norwegian and Swedish monuments after Samnordisk runtextdatabase. 
16 The inscription on pairstone DR 22 is uninterpreted. 
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 SIGLUM AND PLACE REGION STYLE PERIOD17 IMAGE MONUMENT TYPE 
AND STATUS 
8.  U 877 Möjbro, Hagby sn, now in 
SHM (24203) 
Hagunda hd pre-Viking 
Age  
375/400-
560/57018 
rider with shield and stick, dogs runestone 
9.  U 1125 Krogsta, Tuna hd Olands hd pre-Viking 
Age 
after mid-6th C humanoid with spread arms next to 
face 
runestone 
10.  Vg 80 Härlunda k:a, Bjärka sn 
(now Härlunda sn) 
Gudhems hd medieval 12th C humanoid holding large cross on staff lost grave-slab 
11.  Vg 129 Skärvums kyrkogård, 
Grolanda sn, now in 
Västergötlands museum, Skara 
Vilske hd medieval c. 1200 humanoid couple, one of which faces 
serpent 
grave-slab 
or lid-stone 
12.  Vg 147 Slöta k:a, Slöta sn Vartofta hd medieval 12th C humanoid with arms at chest or waist lost fragment of 
grave-slab 
13.  Vg 196 Älvsborg, Göteborg 
(Västra Frölunda), now in 
Göteborgs museum (GM 367) 
Göteborgs och 
Bohus län 
medieval 1st half 13th C,  leonine quadruped grave-slab 
 
                                                          
17 Information for DR after runer.ku.dk, for Norwegian and Swedish monuments after Samnordisk runtextdatabase. 
18 Imer 2007, Katalog 266. 
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APPENDIX 2. DATABASE: VISUAL ANALYSIS OF VIKING AGE RUNESTONES WITH IMAGES 
 
i = isolated 
t = touching 
e = embedded 
 
 
c = central 
t = top 
b = bottom 
t = top within band 
o = outside band 
r = right 
l = left 
cr = cross 
(s)o = (serpent) ornamentation 
in = inscription 
od = other decoration 
or = other ornamentation 
< = smaller 
 > = larger 
 = = equal 
f = on front 
b = on back 
os = on the opposite side 
as = on an adjacent side 
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APPENDIX 2.A COMPLETE VIKING AGE RUNESTONES WITH IMAGES (INCL. LOST OR DAMAGED MONUMENTS FOR WHICH THERE ARE GOOD RECORDS) 
(key in note19) prominence location surface occupied rel. to carvings20  
stone image cross
21
 i  t e c b t o <¼  ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ o
22
 in
23
 od 
DR 26 hammer   in     t x     < = 
hammer  x      b x     < = 
DR 42 Christ    so x      x  = ss > 
as =  
= 
leonine quadruped    so x      x  = ss > 
as = 
= 
DR 62 face/mask   in    x  x     <  
DR 66 face/mask   in  x       x  > ss,  
< as 
 
DR 77 ship  x   x    x     os, <  
DR 81 face/mask    in x    x     <  
                                                          
19 i = isolated, t = touching, e = embedded, c = central, t = top, b = bottom, t = top within band, o = outside band, r = right, l = left, cr = cross, (s)o = (serpent) ornamentation, in = inscription 
od = other decoration, or = other ornamentation, < = smaller, > = larger, = = equal, f = on front, b = on back, os = on the opposite side, as = on an adjacent side. 
20 > Or < indicates whether the images are larger or smaller than the other carving elements (and not the other way round). 
21 > Or < indicates that the images are larger or smaller than the cross (and not the other way round). 
22 Especially compared to the serpent-heads, -tails, and -tendrils, incl. union knot. 
23 Compared to space taken up by inscription as a whole.  
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(key in note24) prominence location surface occupied rel. to carvings25  
stone image cross
26
 i  t e c b t o <¼  ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ o
27
 in
28
 od 
DR 96 rider with vane  x   x     ?    < os  
DR 264 cervine quadruped t, =, as b,> x    x    x    <  
DR 271 leonine quadruped   in    x    x  > > > 
ship  x    x   x    > < < 
total images            x    
DR 280 leonine quadruped 2 small, t, 
> 
x    x    x    <  
DR 282 warrior with axe DR 283 >  in  x    x     <  
DR 284 rider on wolf DR 283 >  so  x       x >   
DR 285 ฀ leonine quadruped DR 283 > x   x       x    
DR 286 ฀ lupine quadruped (wolf) DR 283 >  od   l? l?   x     > 
face/mask DR 283 >  od  r?  x?   x     < 
                                                          
24 i = isolated, t = touching, e = embedded, c = central, t = top, b = bottom, t = top within band, o = outside band, r = right, l = left, cr = cross, (s)o = (serpent) ornamentation, in = inscription 
od = other decoration, or = other ornamentation, < = smaller, > = larger, = = equal, f = on front, b = on back, os = on the opposite side, as = on an adjacent side. 
25 > Or < indicates whether the images are larger or smaller than the other carving elements (and not the other way round). 
26 > Or < indicates that the images are larger or smaller than the cross (and not the other way round). 
27 Especially compared to the serpent-heads, -tails, and -tendrils, incl. union knot. 
28 Compared to space taken up by inscription as a whole.  
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(key in note29) prominence location surface occupied rel. to carvings30  
stone image cross
31
 i  t e c b t o <¼  ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ o
32
 in
33
 od 
DR 290 humanoid: cross staff > on staff x   x       x    
DR 314 face/mask 4 small, 
as, t+b 
x     x  x     < as > 
lupine quadruped (wolf)   od, in as   x    x    = as >, = 
face/mask   od, in as  x    x     < as < 
lupine quadruped (wolf)   od, in as    x   x    = as >, = 
images total            x  >  
DR 328 ship   in   x    x    <  
DR 33534 face/mask  x     x    x   <, os  
DR Aud1996;274 face/mask (damaged)  x   x      x   os, <  
DR EM85;523B ship   in   x   x     <  
[DR] DK MJy 69 face/mask  x   x       x    
                                                          
29 i = isolated, t = touching, e = embedded, c = central, t = top, b = bottom, t = top within band, o = outside band, r = right, l = left, cr = cross, (s)o = (serpent) ornamentation, in = inscription 
od = other decoration, or = other ornamentation, < = smaller, > = larger, = = equal, f = on front, b = on back, os = on the opposite side, as = on an adjacent side. 
30 > Or < indicates whether the images are larger or smaller than the other carving elements (and not the other way round). 
31 > Or < indicates that the images are larger or smaller than the cross (and not the other way round). 
32 Especially compared to the serpent-heads, -tails, and -tendrils, incl. union knot. 
33 Compared to space taken up by inscription as a whole.  
34 The  traces of a humanoid couple are not taken into account. 
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(key in note35) prominence location surface occupied rel. to carvings36  
stone image cross
37
 i  t e c b t o <¼  ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ o
38
 in
39
 od 
Gs 7 humanoid with spread 
arms 
<, c x    l   x     <  
Gs 9 Sigurðr with sword? <, c  in, or    x  x    < < < 
Sigurðr with ring <  or    r  x    < < > 
total images >        x    = <  
Gs 19 Sigurðr with sword in Fafnir   in    c  x    = < = 
humanoid in drawn cart   od  t l    x    < < = 
standing humanoid   od  t r    x    < < = 
legs of large standing 
humanoid 
  od  t r    x    < < = 
bowing humanoid with 
twig? 
  od  l    x    < < < 
                                                          
35 i = isolated, t = touching, e = embedded, c = central, t = top, b = bottom, t = top within band, o = outside band, r = right, l = left, cr = cross, (s)o = (serpent) ornamentation, in = inscription 
od = other decoration, or = other ornamentation, < = smaller, > = larger, = = equal, f = on front, b = on back, os = on the opposite side, as = on an adjacent side. 
36 > Or < indicates whether the images are larger or smaller than the other carving elements (and not the other way round). 
37 > Or < indicates that the images are larger or smaller than the cross (and not the other way round). 
38 Especially compared to the serpent-heads, -tails, and -tendrils, incl. union knot. 
39 Compared to space taken up by inscription as a whole.  
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2 humanoids with board 
game 
  od  l    x    < < = 
small bird on ornamented 
tree  
  or  x    x    < < < 
non-specific quadruped 
with bound legs 
  or  r    x    < < = 
large bird walking   in   l   x    < < = 
Valkyrie with horn   in   l   x    < < = 
Sigurðr with ring   or   r   x    < < = 
total images            x > >  
(key in note40) prominence location surface occupied rel. to carvings41  
stone image cross
42
 i  t e c b t o <¼  ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ o
43
 in
44
 od 
N 61 bird  x     x   x    > ss,  
< as 
> 
                                                          
40 i = isolated, t = touching, e = embedded, c = central, t = top, b = bottom, t = top within band, o = outside band, r = right, l = left, cr = cross, (s)o = (serpent) ornamentation, in = inscription 
od = other decoration, or = other ornamentation, < = smaller, > = larger, = = equal, f = on front, b = on back, os = on the opposite side, as = on an adjacent side. 
41 > Or < indicates whether the images are larger or smaller than the other carving elements (and not the other way round). 
42 > Or < indicates that the images are larger or smaller than the cross (and not the other way round). 
43 Especially compared to the serpent-heads, -tails, and -tendrils, incl. union knot. 
44 Compared to space taken up by inscription as a whole.  
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canine quadruped (dog)   od  x    x     = ss,  
< as 
< 
rider with bird   od  x     x    > ss,  
< as 
=, > 
canine quadruped (dog)   od  x    x     < ss,  
< as 
< 
quadruped (horse)   od   x   x     = ss,  
< as 
<, > 
rider with object   od   x   x     = ss,  
< as 
<, > 
total images            x  >, os  
(key in note45) prominence location surface occupied rel. to carvings46  
stone image cross
47
 i  t e c b t o <¼  ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ o
48
 in
49
 od 
N 68 Christ (star) >, t  cr    x  x    = <, as < 
                                                          
45 i = isolated, t = touching, e = embedded, c = central, t = top, b = bottom, t = top within band, o = outside band, r = right, l = left, cr = cross, (s)o = (serpent) ornamentation, in = inscription 
od = other decoration, or = other ornamentation, < = smaller, > = larger, = = equal, f = on front, b = on back, os = on the opposite side, as = on an adjacent side. 
46 > Or < indicates whether the images are larger or smaller than the other carving elements (and not the other way round). 
47 > Or < indicates that the images are larger or smaller than the cross (and not the other way round). 
48 Especially compared to the serpent-heads, -tails, and -tendrils, incl. union knot. 
49 Compared to space taken up by inscription as a whole.  
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3 riders (Magi) >  od  x      x  > >, as > 
Nativity & Adoration > x    x    x   > >, as > 
horse >  od   x   x    > >, as = 
total images >           x > >, as  
(key in note50) prominence location surface occupied rel. to carvings51  
stone image cross
52
 i  t e c b t o <¼  ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ o
53
 in
54
 od 
N 84 leonine quadruped = c x     x   x   = as, >  
N 228 humanoid: long hair, dress   x     x   x    as, < = 
humanoid: helmet?, cloak  x   x     x    as, < = 
total images            x  as, =  
Nä 34 face    x   x  x    < < < 
bound serpentine 
quadruped 
   x  x    x   < < > 
Ög 181 f: warrior with sword,  =, as  in, od    x   x    > =, > 
                                                          
50 i = isolated, t = touching, e = embedded, c = central, t = top, b = bottom, t = top within band, o = outside band, r = right, l = left, cr = cross, (s)o = (serpent) ornamentation, in = inscription 
od = other decoration, or = other ornamentation, < = smaller, > = larger, = = equal, f = on front, b = on back, os = on the opposite side, as = on an adjacent side. 
51 > Or < indicates whether the images are larger or smaller than the other carving elements (and not the other way round). 
52 > Or < indicates that the images are larger or smaller than the cross (and not the other way round). 
53 Especially compared to the serpent-heads, -tails, and -tendrils, incl. union knot. 
54 Compared to space taken up by inscription as a whole.  
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spear & shield 
f: canine quadruped <, as  in, od  x    x     < <, = 
f: warrior with sword, 
shield 
=, as  in, od  x     x    > >, = 
f: canine quadruped <, as  in, od   x   x     < <, = 
f: ship =, as  in, od   x    x    > =, > 
b: unarmed warrior >, as  in, od    x   x    > > 
b: lupine quadruped =, as  in, od  x    x     > =,>,< 
b: collapsed warrior =, as  in, od   x    x    > =, > 
total images >           x  >  
(key in note55) prominence location surface occupied rel. to carvings56  
stone image cross
57
 i  t e c b t o <¼  ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ o
58
 in
59
 od 
Ög 224 ship with sail os, to, <  in  x      x  > ss = 
os < 
 
                                                          
55 i = isolated, t = touching, e = embedded, c = central, t = top, b = bottom, t = top within band, o = outside band, r = right, l = left, cr = cross, (s)o = (serpent) ornamentation, in = inscription 
od = other decoration, or = other ornamentation, < = smaller, > = larger, = = equal, f = on front, b = on back, os = on the opposite side, as = on an adjacent side. 
56 > Or < indicates whether the images are larger or smaller than the other carving elements (and not the other way round). 
57 > Or < indicates that the images are larger or smaller than the cross (and not the other way round). 
58 Especially compared to the serpent-heads, -tails, and -tendrils, incl. union knot. 
59 Compared to space taken up by inscription as a whole.  
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(key in note60) prominence location surface occupied rel. to carvings61  
stone image cross
62
 i  t e c b t o <¼  ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ o
63
 in
64
 od 
Ög MÖLM1960;230 ship with crossed mast 
(damaged) 
  in     t   x   =/<  
Öl 19 humanoid in snakes    x   x   x   < <  
Sm 133 lupine quadruped t, =  in   x   x    = <  
Sö 40 humanoid with spread 
arms, 2 heads & belt (b) 
as, t, > x     x  x    as, 
c,< 
os, < < 
serpentine quadruped (b) as, t, > x   x     x   as, 
c,= 
os, < > 
quadruped (horse) (b) as, t, > x    x   x    as,c,
< 
os, < > (<) 
humanoid on chair with 
snakes 
t, > x    x   x    < as, < >, < 
                                                          
60 i = isolated, t = touching, e = embedded, c = central, t = top, b = bottom, t = top within band, o = outside band, r = right, l = left, cr = cross, (s)o = (serpent) ornamentation, in = inscription 
od = other decoration, or = other ornamentation, < = smaller, > = larger, = = equal, f = on front, b = on back, os = on the opposite side, as = on an adjacent side. 
61 > Or < indicates whether the images are larger or smaller than the other carving elements (and not the other way round). 
62 > Or < indicates that the images are larger or smaller than the cross (and not the other way round). 
63 Especially compared to the serpent-heads, -tails, and -tendrils, incl. union knot. 
64 Compared to space taken up by inscription as a whole.  
  
361 
total images both sides >          x  > >  
(key in note65) prominence location surface occupied rel. to carvings66  
stone image cross
67
 i  t e c b t o <¼  ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ o
68
 in
69
 od 
Sö 82 bound leonine quadruped tl, >  cr, in, so  x       x > >  
Sö 86 face   in, od     t x    > < < 
hammer   od, or  x      x  > < > 
Sö 95 face >, t  cr  x       x    
Sö 101 Sigurðr, sword in Fafnir   in     b r x    < < =, < 
2 birds in tree with serpent   od  r    x    = < > 
quadruped (Grani)   od  x    x    < < <, > 
Sigurðr roasting heart, 
sucking thumb 
 x   cl    x    < < =, < 
quadruped (otter)   od    l  x    < < < 
decapitated Reginn with   in   l   x    < < =, < 
                                                          
65 i = isolated, t = touching, e = embedded, c = central, t = top, b = bottom, t = top within band, o = outside band, r = right, l = left, cr = cross, (s)o = (serpent) ornamentation, in = inscription 
od = other decoration, or = other ornamentation, < = smaller, > = larger, = = equal, f = on front, b = on back, os = on the opposite side, as = on an adjacent side. 
66 > Or < indicates whether the images are larger or smaller than the other carving elements (and not the other way round). 
67 > Or < indicates that the images are larger or smaller than the cross (and not the other way round). 
68 Especially compared to the serpent-heads, -tails, and -tendrils, incl. union knot. 
69 Compared to space taken up by inscription as a whole.  
  
362 
tools 
total images            x > >  
(key in note70) prominence location surface occupied rel. to carvings71  
stone image cross
72
 i  t e c b t o <¼  ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ o
73
 in
74
 od 
Sö 111 hammer   in, or  x     x   > <  
Sö 112 face/mask <, c   x   x  x    > <  
Sö 122 ship c, <  cr  x    x    = <  
Sö 154 ship c, <  in, cr   x   x    > <  
Sö 158 ship with runic sail   in   x    x    > >   
Sö 164 ship c, >  cr   x   x     <  
Sö 167 face/mask <, as   in   x   x   > <  
Sö 175 humanoid holding snakes    x x       x > >  
Sö 190 warrior with axe   od  l    x    > < < 
serpentine quadruped   od  r     x   > = > 
                                                          
70 i = isolated, t = touching, e = embedded, c = central, t = top, b = bottom, t = top within band, o = outside band, r = right, l = left, cr = cross, (s)o = (serpent) ornamentation, in = inscription 
od = other decoration, or = other ornamentation, < = smaller, > = larger, = = equal, f = on front, b = on back, os = on the opposite side, as = on an adjacent side. 
71 > Or < indicates whether the images are larger or smaller than the other carving elements (and not the other way round). 
72 > Or < indicates that the images are larger or smaller than the cross (and not the other way round). 
73 Especially compared to the serpent-heads, -tails, and -tendrils, incl. union knot. 
74 Compared to space taken up by inscription as a whole.  
  
363 
(key in note75) prominence location surface occupied rel. to carvings76  
stone image cross
77
 i  t e c b t o <¼  ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ o
78
 in
79
 od 
Sö 222 quadruped (horse) 
(damaged) 
 x     x  x    < <  
Sö 226 quadruped (horse) with 
crossed legs & phallus 
 x     x  x    < <  
Sö 237 non-specific quadruped 
(with hooves?) 
  so  x    x    < so <  
Sö 270 bird on cross c, <  cr    x  x    < <  
Sö 301 non-specific quadruped   od, in?  l    x    = < = 
non-specific quadruped   od, in  r    x    = < = 
total images          x   > <  
Sö 304 cervine quadruped c, < x    l   x     <  
Sö 311-313 lupine quadruped a, t, >  in     r x    = <  
                                                          
75 i = isolated, t = touching, e = embedded, c = central, t = top, b = bottom, t = top within band, o = outside band, r = right, l = left, cr = cross, (s)o = (serpent) ornamentation, in = inscription 
od = other decoration, or = other ornamentation, < = smaller, > = larger, = = equal, f = on front, b = on back, os = on the opposite side, as = on an adjacent side. 
76 > Or < indicates whether the images are larger or smaller than the other carving elements (and not the other way round). 
77 > Or < indicates that the images are larger or smaller than the cross (and not the other way round). 
78 Especially compared to the serpent-heads, -tails, and -tendrils, incl. union knot. 
79 Compared to space taken up by inscription as a whole.  
  
364 
(key in note80) prominence location surface occupied rel. to carvings81  
stone image cross
82
 i  t e c b t o <¼  ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ o
83
 in
84
 od 
Sö 322 horizontal humanoid in 
snakes 
<, c   x  x   x    <   
Sö 324 kneeling archer >, as c x   x       x  <, os  
Sö 327 Sigurðr with sword in Fafnir c t, =  in     b x    = < =,<,> 
quadruped (horse Grani)  >  cr, od  x    x    = < = 
tree with serpent >  od, in   r   x    > < > 
Reginn with tools & heart = x     l  x    = < =,<,> 
quadruped (otter) <  in    l  x    < < < 
decapitated humanoid =  so   l   x    = < =,<,> 
bird <  od   c   x    < < < 
total images >           x > >  
Sö 352 ship small, t, >  in   x   x    = <  
                                                          
80 i = isolated, t = touching, e = embedded, c = central, t = top, b = bottom, t = top within band, o = outside band, r = right, l = left, cr = cross, (s)o = (serpent) ornamentation, in = inscription 
od = other decoration, or = other ornamentation, < = smaller, > = larger, = = equal, f = on front, b = on back, os = on the opposite side, as = on an adjacent side. 
81 > Or < indicates whether the images are larger or smaller than the other carving elements (and not the other way round). 
82 > Or < indicates that the images are larger or smaller than the cross (and not the other way round). 
83 Especially compared to the serpent-heads, -tails, and -tendrils, incl. union knot. 
84 Compared to space taken up by inscription as a whole.  
  
365 
(key in note85) prominence location surface occupied rel. to carvings86  
stone image cross
87
 i  t e c b t o <¼  ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ o
88
 in
89
 od 
Sö 367 face/mask small, b   in   x  x     <  
U 35 non-specific quadruped, 
crossed legs 
  in, od  x    x    < < > 
non-specific quadruped, 
crossed legs, no tail 
  od  x    x    < < < 
total images          x   = <  
U 79 non-specific quadruped 
with cross on its back 
t, <  cr, in, so  x    x    < <  
U 160 non-specific quadruped t o, <   x x    x    < so <  
U 171 2 birds in snakes    in   x  x    < <  
U 193 non-specific quadruped t c, <  in    l  x    < <  
carving traces?       r         
                                                          
85 i = isolated, t = touching, e = embedded, c = central, t = top, b = bottom, t = top within band, o = outside band, r = right, l = left, cr = cross, (s)o = (serpent) ornamentation, in = inscription 
od = other decoration, or = other ornamentation, < = smaller, > = larger, = = equal, f = on front, b = on back, os = on the opposite side, as = on an adjacent side. 
86 > Or < indicates whether the images are larger or smaller than the other carving elements (and not the other way round). 
87 > Or < indicates that the images are larger or smaller than the cross (and not the other way round). 
88 Especially compared to the serpent-heads, -tails, and -tendrils, incl. union knot. 
89 Compared to space taken up by inscription as a whole.  
  
366 
(key in note90) prominence location surface occupied rel. to carvings91  
stone image cross
92
 i  t e c b t o <¼  ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ o
93
 in
94
 od 
U 240 non-specific quadruped t, <  in, so  l    x    = < < 
non-specific quadruped < x   r    x    = < < 
serpentine quadruped >  od   x    x   > < > 
U 241 curled up humanoid in 
snakes 
=, ot   x r    x    = < > 
canine quadruped (dog) <   x l    x    < < < 
U 313 humanoid with spread 
arms 
<, as c   x    t r x    > < = 
humanoid with spread 
arms 
<, as c   x    t l x    > < = 
total images > as c         x    <  
U 375  rider   so  x    x    = < > 
                                                          
90 i = isolated, t = touching, e = embedded, c = central, t = top, b = bottom, t = top within band, o = outside band, r = right, l = left, cr = cross, (s)o = (serpent) ornamentation, in = inscription 
od = other decoration, or = other ornamentation, < = smaller, > = larger, = = equal, f = on front, b = on back, os = on the opposite side, as = on an adjacent side. 
91 > Or < indicates whether the images are larger or smaller than the other carving elements (and not the other way round). 
92 > Or < indicates that the images are larger or smaller than the cross (and not the other way round). 
93 Especially compared to the serpent-heads, -tails, and -tendrils, incl. union knot. 
94 Compared to space taken up by inscription as a whole.  
  
367 
bird  x     x  x    < < < 
(key in note95) prominence location surface occupied rel. to carvings96  
stone image cross
97
 i  t e c b t o <¼  ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ o
98
 in
99
 od 
U 448 rider   so, od  r    x    = < < 
bird   od    l   x   = < > 
U 508 face   in     t x     <  
U 548 bird   x     x  x      < 
cervine quadruped  x   x     x     > 
total images           x     
U 590 non-specific quadruped  x     x  x    = < > 
bird   in  l    x    < so < < 
total images          x    <  
U 598 non-specific quadruped t, =  cr, in  l    x    < < = 
non-specific quadruped =  cr, in  r    x    < < = 
                                                          
95 i = isolated, t = touching, e = embedded, c = central, t = top, b = bottom, t = top within band, o = outside band, r = right, l = left, cr = cross, (s)o = (serpent) ornamentation, in = inscription 
od = other decoration, or = other ornamentation, < = smaller, > = larger, = = equal, f = on front, b = on back, os = on the opposite side, as = on an adjacent side. 
96 > Or < indicates whether the images are larger or smaller than the other carving elements (and not the other way round). 
97 > Or < indicates that the images are larger or smaller than the cross (and not the other way round). 
98 Especially compared to the serpent-heads, -tails, and -tendrils, incl. union knot. 
99 Compared to space taken up by inscription as a whole.  
  
368 
total images >         x   > <  
(key in note100) prominence location surface occupied rel. to carvings101  
stone image cross
102
 i  t e c b t o <¼  ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ o
103
 in
104
 od 
U 599 rider  x   x    x    < < = 
bird   so     t x    < < = 
U 629 bird >, t  in, cr, so  x    x    = < > 
humanoid held by serpent =   x  x   x    < < <, = 
humanoid held by serpent =   x  x   x    < < <, = 
U 678 rider with sword (f) >, t  cr, in  x     x   > < = 
rider with spear (b)   band  x     x   > os < = 
total images >           x  >  
U 691 rider with sword on staff, >  od, in  x     x   = < < 
bound serpentine 
quadruped 
>  so, in,  
od 
  x     x  > = > 
                                                          
100 i = isolated, t = touching, e = embedded, c = central, t = top, b = bottom, t = top within band, o = outside band, r = right, l = left, cr = cross, (s)o = (serpent) ornamentation, in = inscription 
od = other decoration, or = other ornamentation, < = smaller, > = larger, = = equal, f = on front, b = on back, os = on the opposite side, as = on an adjacent side. 
101 > Or < indicates whether the images are larger or smaller than the other carving elements (and not the other way round). 
102 > Or < indicates that the images are larger or smaller than the cross (and not the other way round). 
103 Especially compared to the serpent-heads, -tails, and -tendrils, incl. union knot. 
104 Compared to space taken up by inscription as a whole.  
  
369 
total images            x  >  
(key in note105) prominence location surface occupied rel. to carvings106  
stone image cross
107
 i  t e c b t o <¼  ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ o
108
 in
109
 od 
U 692 bird (eagle)  x      asc x    as, < as, < < 
bound serpentine 
quadruped 
   x x       x = > > 
U 746 bird   so     t r x    < < = 
legs non-specific 
quadruped (damaged) 
  so     t l x    < < = 
U 753 bird   in     t x    < < < 
2 bound serpentine 
quadrupeds  
   x x      x  = > > 
U 824 face with tendrils   in, so    x  x    < <  
U 855 bird   in     t x    = < <,=,> 
                                                          
105 i = isolated, t = touching, e = embedded, c = central, t = top, b = bottom, t = top within band, o = outside band, r = right, l = left, cr = cross, (s)o = (serpent) ornamentation, in = inscription 
od = other decoration, or = other ornamentation, < = smaller, > = larger, = = equal, f = on front, b = on back, os = on the opposite side, as = on an adjacent side. 
106 > Or < indicates whether the images are larger or smaller than the other carving elements (and not the other way round). 
107 > Or < indicates that the images are larger or smaller than the cross (and not the other way round). 
108 Especially compared to the serpent-heads, -tails, and -tendrils, incl. union knot. 
109 Compared to space taken up by inscription as a whole.  
  
370 
rider with spear   od  x     x   > = > 
2 canine quadrupeds (dogs)   od  x    x    < < < 
cervine quadruped 
attacked by bird 
  od   r   x    = < <,=,> 
archer on skis   od   l   x    < < <,=,> 
(key in note110) prominence location surface occupied rel. to carvings111  
stone image cross
112
 i  t e c b t o <¼  ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ o
113
 in
114
 od 
U 860 canine quadruped t, < x   l    x    < < < 
non-specific quadruped <  in, od  r    x    < < < 
serpentine quadruped =  cr  l    x    = < > 
human head on animal 
body 
<  in, od  r    x    < < <, > 
total images >          x  > >  
U 904 curled canine quadruped c, <   x   l  x    < < = 
                                                          
110 i = isolated, t = touching, e = embedded, c = central, t = top, b = bottom, t = top within band, o = outside band, r = right, l = left, cr = cross, (s)o = (serpent) ornamentation, in = inscription 
od = other decoration, or = other ornamentation, < = smaller, > = larger, = = equal, f = on front, b = on back, os = on the opposite side, as = on an adjacent side. 
111 > Or < indicates whether the images are larger or smaller than the other carving elements (and not the other way round). 
112 > Or < indicates that the images are larger or smaller than the cross (and not the other way round). 
113 Especially compared to the serpent-heads, -tails, and -tendrils, incl. union knot. 
114 Compared to space taken up by inscription as a whole.  
  
371 
non-specific quadruped <   x   r  x    < < = 
(key in note115) prominence location surface occupied rel. to carvings116  
stone image cross
117
 i  t e c b t o <¼  ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ o
118
 in
119
 od 
U 920 bird (raven) t o, =, c < x      t r x    = <  
U 969 non-specific quadruped t, < (dam)   x r    x    < <  
U 999 spearhead   in  x    x     <  
U 1004 cervine quadruped with 
split tail 
t, >  cr  x      x     
U 1034 face < t  in     t x    < <  
U 1043 humanoid couple  <, t  so  r    x    < <  
U 1052 ship with sail v small c, 
> 
small ct, > 
  in  x    x   < <  
U 1065 humanoid holding serpent >, t + c  in     t x    = <  
                                                          
115 i = isolated, t = touching, e = embedded, c = central, t = top, b = bottom, t = top within band, o = outside band, r = right, l = left, cr = cross, (s)o = (serpent) ornamentation, in = inscription 
od = other decoration, or = other ornamentation, < = smaller, > = larger, = = equal, f = on front, b = on back, os = on the opposite side, as = on an adjacent side. 
116 > Or < indicates whether the images are larger or smaller than the other carving elements (and not the other way round). 
117 > Or < indicates that the images are larger or smaller than the cross (and not the other way round). 
118 Especially compared to the serpent-heads, -tails, and -tendrils, incl. union knot. 
119 Compared to space taken up by inscription as a whole.  
  
372 
(key in note120) prominence location surface occupied rel. to carvings121  
stone image cross
122
 i  t e c b t o <¼  ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ o
123
 in
124
 od 
U 1071 bird c, <  in     t x    < so <  
U 1161 bird attacking serpentine 
quadruped 
   x x      x  = >, 
as < 
ss >,  
as > 
humanoid with spread 
arms on ladder with bird (s) 
  od    x   x   as, < < ss =,  
as < 
rider with sword (s)   od  x     x   as, < < ss =,  
as < 
Þórr ?Ɛ fishing (s)  x    x    x   as, = < ss =,  
as < 
total images on side  
comp to other carvings 
          x  > as > 
os > 
as > 
U 1163 Sigurðr with sword c, <   x   x  x    < < = 
                                                          
120 i = isolated, t = touching, e = embedded, c = central, t = top, b = bottom, t = top within band, o = outside band, r = right, l = left, cr = cross, (s)o = (serpent) ornamentation, in = inscription 
od = other decoration, or = other ornamentation, < = smaller, > = larger, = = equal, f = on front, b = on back, os = on the opposite side, as = on an adjacent side. 
121 > Or < indicates whether the images are larger or smaller than the other carving elements (and not the other way round). 
122 > Or < indicates that the images are larger or smaller than the cross (and not the other way round). 
123 Especially compared to the serpent-heads, -tails, and -tendrils, incl. union knot. 
124 Compared to space taken up by inscription as a whole.  
  
373 
Sigurðr with ring <   x   l  x    < < = 
Valkyrie with horn <   x   r  x    < < = 
total images =         x   = <  
(key in note125) prominence location surface occupied rel. to carvings126  
stone image cross
127
 i  t e c b t o <¼  ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ o
128
 in
129
 od 
U 1175 Sigurðr with sword 
flanked by 2 humanoids 
<, c   x   x  x 
eac
h 
   < 
each 
<  
total images =         x   = <  
U Fv1946;258 humanoid with spread 
arms 
  in     t x    < <  
U Fv1955;219 bird (raven?)  x     x  x      < 
serpentine quadruped,  
crossed front legs 
 x   x      x    > 
                                                          
125 i = isolated, t = touching, e = embedded, c = central, t = top, b = bottom, t = top within band, o = outside band, r = right, l = left, cr = cross, (s)o = (serpent) ornamentation, in = inscription 
od = other decoration, or = other ornamentation, < = smaller, > = larger, = = equal, f = on front, b = on back, os = on the opposite side, as = on an adjacent side. 
126 > Or < indicates whether the images are larger or smaller than the other carving elements (and not the other way round). 
127 > Or < indicates that the images are larger or smaller than the cross (and not the other way round). 
128 Especially compared to the serpent-heads, -tails, and -tendrils, incl. union knot. 
129 Compared to space taken up by inscription as a whole.  
  
374 
total images            x    
(key in note130) prominence location surface occupied rel. to carvings131  
stone image cross
132
 i  t e c b t o <¼  ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ o
133
 in
134
 od 
U Fv1978;226 lupine quadruped   in    x    x   ss =, 
incl. 
as< 
 
Vg 4 leonine quadruped   x   x     x    os, <  
Vg 32 humanoid with belt >, t  in  x      x   <  
Vg 51 ship c, <  in, cr   x    x   = <  
Vg 56 humanoid with animal  
head & snake belt 
  in  x       x  >  
Vg 103 ďŝƌĚ ?ƐŚĞĂĚǁith cross on 
top 
o t, <  cr, in     t r x     <  
Vg 113 hammer   in    x  x     <  
                                                          
130 i = isolated, t = touching, e = embedded, c = central, t = top, b = bottom, t = top within band, o = outside band, r = right, l = left, cr = cross, (s)o = (serpent) ornamentation, in = inscription 
od = other decoration, or = other ornamentation, < = smaller, > = larger, = = equal, f = on front, b = on back, os = on the opposite side, as = on an adjacent side. 
131 > Or < indicates whether the images are larger or smaller than the other carving elements (and not the other way round). 
132 > Or < indicates that the images are larger or smaller than the cross (and not the other way round). 
133 Especially compared to the serpent-heads, -tails, and -tendrils, incl. union knot. 
134 Compared to space taken up by inscription as a whole.  
  
375 
(key in note135) prominence location surface occupied rel. to carvings136  
stone image cross
137
 i  t e c b t o <¼  ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ o
138
 in
139
 od 
Vg 119 building  x     x  x     < =, > 
2 birds   od    x  x     < < 
ship with sail    od  x    x     < = > 
large and small non-
specific quadrupeds 
  od  x    x     < = < 
rider with sword, dogs   od   x   x     < = > 
total images            x  as > 
tot < 
> 
face and shoulders (as)   or   x   x     < <, = 
birds in struggle (os)   in x x       x  ss > 
as > 
tot < 
> 
                                                          
135 i = isolated, t = touching, e = embedded, c = central, t = top, b = bottom, t = top within band, o = outside band, r = right, l = left, cr = cross, (s)o = (serpent) ornamentation, in = inscription 
od = other decoration, or = other ornamentation, < = smaller, > = larger, = = equal, f = on front, b = on back, os = on the opposite side, as = on an adjacent side. 
136 > Or < indicates whether the images are larger or smaller than the other carving elements (and not the other way round). 
137 > Or < indicates that the images are larger or smaller than the cross (and not the other way round). 
138 Especially compared to the serpent-heads, -tails, and -tendrils, incl. union knot. 
139 Compared to space taken up by inscription as a whole.  
  
376 
(key in note140) prominence location surface occupied rel. to carvings141  
stone image cross
142
 i  t e c b t o <¼  ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ o
143
 in
144
 od 
Vg 124 sword   in  x      x   =  
Vg 150 ďŝƌĚ ?ƐŚĞĂĚ   in     t x     <  
Vg 181 bound leonine quadruped t, >   x x     x   > <  
Vs 17 ship with sail (damaged)   in  x      x  > >  
 
                                                          
140 i = isolated, t = touching, e = embedded, c = central, t = top, b = bottom, t = top within band, o = outside band, r = right, l = left, cr = cross, (s)o = (serpent) ornamentation, in = inscription 
od = other decoration, or = other ornamentation, < = smaller, > = larger, = = equal, f = on front, b = on back, os = on the opposite side, as = on an adjacent side. 
141 > Or < indicates whether the images are larger or smaller than the other carving elements (and not the other way round). 
142 > Or < indicates that the images are larger or smaller than the cross (and not the other way round). 
143 Especially compared to the serpent-heads, -tails, and -tendrils, incl. union knot. 
144 Compared to space taken up by inscription as a whole.  
  
377 
APPENDIX 2.B DAMAGED, FRAGMENTARY, AND/OR LOST VIKING AGE RUNESTONES OR EARLY CHRISTIAN GRAVE MONUMENTS WITH IMAGES 
(key in note145) prominence location surface occupied rel. to carvings146  
stone image cross
147
 i  t e c b t o <¼  ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ o
148
 in
149
 od 
DR 119  ship with sail   i ?          <  
DR 120  hammer (within inscription 
band same size as runes) 
   i     x     <  
DR 220 ship   i     x x     <  
DR 258a 
DR 258b 
face   i, ?             
ship                
DR EM1985; 275 Xſƌƌ ?ƐĨŝƐŚŝŶŐ  x   x  x   x      
Gs 2 3 humanoids standing with 
sticks 
<, b  od  ?  ?  x     < = 
(each
) 
bird <  i, od  ?l    x     < < 
                                                          
145 i = isolated, t = touching, e = embedded, c = central, t = top, b = bottom, t = top within band, o = outside band, r = right, l = left, cr = cross, (s)o = (serpent) ornamentation, in = inscription 
od = other decoration, or = other ornamentation, < = smaller, > = larger, = = equal, f = on front, b = on back, os = on the opposite side, as = on an adjacent side. 
146 > Or < indicates whether the images are larger or smaller than the other carving elements (and not the other way round). 
147 > Or < indicates that the images are larger or smaller than the cross (not the other way round). 
148 Especially compared to the serpent-heads, -tails and tendrils, including union knot. 
149 Compared to space taken up by inscription as a whole.  
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Sigurðr with ring <  cr, od   l   x     < = 
humanoid with stretched 
arm 
<  od  ?r    x     < = 
non-specific quadruped <  i  ?r    x     < < 
crossed legs < ?    r   x     < = 
total images >          ?   >?  
(key in note150) prominence location surface occupied rel. to carvings151  
stone image cross
152
 i  t e c b t o <¼  ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ o
153
 in
154
 od 
Gs 18c humanoid with cross staff 
in wagon 
on staff,>  so             
Gs 20 human hands stabbing foot                
N 66 
 
armed? rider   i    x  x     < <,=,> 
house/grotto with holy 
family? 
  i  x    x     < > 
                                                          
150 i = isolated, t = touching, e = embedded, c = central, t = top, b = bottom, t = top within band, o = outside band, r = right, l = left, cr = cross, (s)o = (serpent) ornamentation, in = inscription 
od = other decoration, or = other ornamentation, < = smaller, > = larger, = = equal, f = on front, b = on back, os = on the opposite side, as = on an adjacent side. 
151 > Or < indicates whether the images are larger or smaller than the other carving elements (and not the other way round). 
152 > Or < indicates that the images are larger or smaller than the cross (not the other way round). 
153 Especially compared to the serpent-heads, -tails and tendrils, including union knot. 
154 Compared to space taken up by inscription as a whole.  
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legs with snake-
belt/phallus 
 ?    ?   x     < < 
(key in note155) prominence location surface occupied rel. to carvings156  
stone image cross
157
 i  t e c b t o <¼  ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ o
158
 in
159
 od 
N Tanberg sword in serpent  x        x      
Nä 21  human arms with sword    ?            
Ög 96  non-specific quadruped   i  x      x   <  
Ög 106  lupine? quadruped                
Ög 122  leonine? quadruped t, >  cr  x      x   <  
Ög 196  body non-specific? 
quadruped 
       t x     <  
Ög Hov 22 
Ög Hov 23  
upper body humanoid with 
spear/stick 
  od/(s)o             
lower body rider                
                                                          
155 i = isolated, t = touching, e = embedded, c = central, t = top, b = bottom, t = top within band, o = outside band, r = right, l = left, cr = cross, (s)o = (serpent) ornamentation, in = inscription 
od = other decoration, or = other ornamentation, < = smaller, > = larger, = = equal, f = on front, b = on back, os = on the opposite side, as = on an adjacent side. 
156 > Or < indicates whether the images are larger or smaller than the other carving elements (and not the other way round). 
157 > Or < indicates that the images are larger or smaller than the cross (not the other way round). 
158 Especially compared to the serpent-heads, -tails and tendrils, including union knot. 
159 Compared to space taken up by inscription as a whole.  
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Ög Hov 24  face with 2 birds   od?             
Ög Hov 27  humanoid in snakes   so             
Sm 103 face/mask?     x           
(key in note160) prominence location surface occupied rel. to carvings161  
stone image cross
162
 i  t e c b t o <¼  ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ o
163
 in
164
 od 
Sö 80 leonine quadruped   i  c      x  > <  
Sö 155 legs quadruped   i    ?   ?   >? <  
Sö 235 1 horse + hooves?   i   x   x    =?x <  
Sö 239 rider  ?   ?  ?   x   < <  
Sö 245 bird on cross c? <  cr    x  x     <  
Sö 247 bird on cross c <  cr    x  x     <  
Sö 272 rider  x     x  x    < <  
Sö 290 bird? t = x    x   x    < <  
Sö 303 cervine? quadruped         x     <  
                                                          
160 i = isolated, t = touching, e = embedded, c = central, t = top, b = bottom, t = top within band, o = outside band, r = right, l = left, cr = cross, (s)o = (serpent) ornamentation, in = inscription 
od = other decoration, or = other ornamentation, < = smaller, > = larger, = = equal, f = on front, b = on back, os = on the opposite side, as = on an adjacent side. 
161 > Or < indicates whether the images are larger or smaller than the other carving elements (and not the other way round). 
162 > Or < indicates that the images are larger or smaller than the cross (not the other way round). 
163 Especially compared to the serpent-heads, -tails and tendrils, including union knot. 
164 Compared to space taken up by inscription as a whole.  
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Sö 351 ship c, >  in   x   x    < <  
Sö Sb1965;19 bird? on cross c <  cr    x  x    < <  
U 6 human? legs   od/so          <   
legs (hooves?)   i,od /so          <   
(key in note165) prominence location surface occupied rel. to carvings166  
stone image cross
167
 i  t e c b t o <¼  ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ o
168
 in
169
 od 
U 8 back part, horns? cervine? 
quadruped 
=               
U 31 bird     x ?  ?  x     >  
U 51 non-specific quadruped  x      t x    < < = 
non-specific quadruped  x     x  x    < < = 
total          x   > <  
U 78 face/mask t < x    r   x    < <  
U 128 face/mask, upper body   so   l   x    < <  
                                                          
165 i = isolated, t = touching, e = embedded, c = central, t = top, b = bottom, t = top within band, o = outside band, r = right, l = left, cr = cross, (s)o = (serpent) ornamentation, in = inscription 
od = other decoration, or = other ornamentation, < = smaller, > = larger, = = equal, f = on front, b = on back, os = on the opposite side, as = on an adjacent side. 
166 > Or < indicates whether the images are larger or smaller than the other carving elements (and not the other way round). 
167 > Or < indicates that the images are larger or smaller than the cross (not the other way round). 
168 Especially compared to the serpent-heads, -tails and tendrils, including union knot. 
169 Compared to space taken up by inscription as a whole.  
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U 176 non-specific quadruped  x   x     x   > <  
U 257 bird  ?            >?  
U 485 bird? tc, <  i     t x    < <  
U 521 sitting humanoid   od, so    x  x    <? < = 
bird gripping snakes   i, so, od    r  x    <? < = 
(decapitated?) head   so    l  x    < < < 
(key in note170) prominence location surface occupied rel. to carvings171  
stone image cross
172
 i  t e c b t o <¼  ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ o
173
 in
174
 od 
U 574 bird gripping snake  os, =?  so, cr     x     =? <  
U 576 bird on cross <  cr, i ?     x    < <  
U 588 standing humanoid with 
spread arms 
  so     t x    < <  
U 631 embracing couple with 
cross staff 
on staff > x   x     x   os os  
                                                          
170 i = isolated, t = touching, e = embedded, c = central, t = top, b = bottom, t = top within band, o = outside band, r = right, l = left, cr = cross, (s)o = (serpent) ornamentation, in = inscription 
od = other decoration, or = other ornamentation, < = smaller, > = larger, = = equal, f = on front, b = on back, os = on the opposite side, as = on an adjacent side. 
171 > Or < indicates whether the images are larger or smaller than the other carving elements (and not the other way round). 
172 > Or < indicates that the images are larger or smaller than the cross (not the other way round). 
173 Especially compared to the serpent-heads, -tails and tendrils, including union knot. 
174 Compared to space taken up by inscription as a whole.  
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U 633 bird, see Fv1955;224 ?    x    x    =? <  
U 670 face/mask   i     t  x   = <  
U 694 bound bird                
U 714 quadruped legs   i             
U 713 bird   so    x  <    < <  
U 754 stirrups &spurs  x   ? x    ?      
(key in note175) prominence location surface occupied rel. to carvings176  
stone image cross
177
 i  t e c b t o <¼  ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ o
178
 in
179
 od 
U 874 bird     x    x    =? <  
U 901 non-specific quadruped <, t?  i, cr, so    ?l  <    <? < = 
3 humanoids, 1 with cross 
striking 2nd who holds 3rd 
<  i, cr    ?r  <    =? < = 
U 979 ship >, c?  cr   ?          
U 980 non-specific quadruped  x     x  x    = <  
                                                          
175 i = isolated, t = touching, e = embedded, c = central, t = top, b = bottom, t = top within band, o = outside band, r = right, l = left, cr = cross, (s)o = (serpent) ornamentation, in = inscription 
od = other decoration, or = other ornamentation, < = smaller, > = larger, = = equal, f = on front, b = on back, os = on the opposite side, as = on an adjacent side. 
176 > Or < indicates whether the images are larger or smaller than the other carving elements (and not the other way round). 
177 > Or < indicates that the images are larger or smaller than the cross (not the other way round). 
178 Especially compared to the serpent-heads, -tails and tendrils, including union knot. 
179 Compared to space taken up by inscription as a whole.  
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U 1001 ship with sail  ?              
U 1003 rider   in     x x    < <  
U 1112 bird on cross =  cr             
U 1123 1 +1? non-specific 
quadruped(s) 
to  c, i   x   x    < <  
U 1144 2 non-specific quadrupeds c >  i, c, o   x    x   = < = 
U 1147 hand holding  
pointed object with cross 
on top? 
        ?    <   
(key in note180) prominence location surface occupied rel. to carvings181  
stone image cross
182
 i  t e c b t o <¼  ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ o
183
 in
184
 od 
U 1150 face/mask    x   ?  ?    <   
U Fv1955;222 2 humanoids carrying 
suspended cross 
t <, os t <   cr    x  x    <  < 
                                                          
180 i = isolated, t = touching, e = embedded, c = central, t = top, b = bottom, t = top within band, o = outside band, r = right, l = left, cr = cross, (s)o = (serpent) ornamentation, in = inscription 
od = other decoration, or = other ornamentation, < = smaller, > = larger, = = equal, f = on front, b = on back, os = on the opposite side, as = on an adjacent side. 
181 > Or < indicates whether the images are larger or smaller than the other carving elements (and not the other way round). 
182 > Or < indicates that the images are larger or smaller than the cross (not the other way round). 
183 Especially compared to the serpent-heads, -tails and tendrils, including union knot. 
184 Compared to space taken up by inscription as a whole.  
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ship with sail & 3 
humanoids 
>, >    x     x   >  > 
humanoid with spread 
arms 
>, >  or   ?   x    =  <, > 
U Fv1959;260 quadruped (horse?)   i, so    ?  x    <? ?  
U Fv1973;194 rider c <       x x    <   
Vg 14 lupine? quadruped 
attacking cervine 
quadruped?  
os, >   x x   
x 
   x  > >  
(key in note185) prominence location surface occupied rel. to carvings186  
stone image cross
187
 i  t e c b t o <¼  ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ o
188
 in
189
 od 
Vg 27 human feet   or             
Vg 106 face/mask   i, od?    x       as  
Vs 4 head leonine? quadruped   i    ?  >       
 
                                                          
185 i = isolated, t = touching, e = embedded, c = central, t = top, b = bottom, t = top within band, o = outside band, r = right, l = left, cr = cross, (s)o = (serpent) ornamentation, in = inscription 
od = other decoration, or = other ornamentation, < = smaller, > = larger, = = equal, f = on front, b = on back, os = on the opposite side, as = on an adjacent side. 
186 > Or < indicates whether the images are larger or smaller than the other carving elements (and not the other way round). 
187 > Or < indicates that the images are larger or smaller than the cross (not the other way round). 
188 Especially compared to the serpent-heads, -tails and tendrils, including union knot. 
189 Compared to space taken up by inscription as a whole.  
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TABLE 1. FIGURAL IMAGES COMBINED WITH CROSSES 
image type total combined with cross image(s) > cross c. same size image(s) < cross 
armed rider  7 3 3 (2 on same stone)  0 
unarmed rider  6 1 (Magi) 190 1  0 
standing warrior  6 5 (4 on same stone; 1 on pair stone)  5 (4 on same stone)  0 
Sigurðr  10 6 (2 x 2 on same stone) 3 (2 on same stone) 2 1 
humanoid with spread arms191 9 6 (1 Christ) 5 (2 on same stone; 1 Christ)  1 
humanoid holding snakes 3 1 1  0 
humanoid held by snakes 5 5 (2 on same stone) 4 (2 on same stone)  1 
other humanoid 21 9 7 1 1 
face/mask  19 8 (2 on same stone) 5 (2 on same stone)  3 
horse  7 3 3  0 
cervine quadruped 5 3 (1 with 2 crosses) 2 2nd cross 1 
canine quadruped  8 5 (2 on same stone) 4 (2 on same stone)  1 
lupine quadruped  7 6 (2 on same stone) 5 (2 on same stone) 1 0 
                                                          
190 As composite image on N 68. 
191 Incl. Christ. 
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leonine quadruped 8 5 4 1 0 
serpentine quadruped 9 4 4  0 
non-specific quadruped 19 8 4 (2 x 2 on same stone)  4 
bird  25 6 (incl. 1 head) 2 2nd cross 4 (incl. 1 head) 
ship 16 8 4  4 
hammer  5 0 0  0 
other  8 2  3 (also individually larger)  0 
 202 94 68 5 21 
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TABLE 2. FIGURAL IMAGES COMPARED TO (SERPENT) ORNAMENTATION 
image type total with serpent 
ornamention 
image(s) > ornamentation image(s) c. same size as orn. image(s) < orn 
individual total individual total  
armed rider  7 5 3 (2 on same stone) 2 (1 on a.s.) 0 0 0  
unarmed rider192  6 4 1 (Magi) 3 0 0 0 
standing warrior  6 1 1 0 0 0 0 
Sigurðr  10 10 0 5 (2 x 2 on same stone) 1193 4 (2 x 2 on same stone) 0  
humanoid with 
spread arms194 
8 7 2 (both on U 313) 3 (Christ on N 68; on a.s. 
on Sö 40, U 1161) 
1 (Christ 
on DR 42) 
0 1 
humanoid holding snakes 3 3 1 0 1 0 1 
humanoid held by snakes 5 5 0 4 (2 on same stone; 1 
on adjacent side) 
0 0 1 
other humanoid 21 15 1 12 (1 on adjacent side; 2 
+ 6 on same stone) 
0 1 1 
face/mask  19 6 3 0 0 0 3 
horse  7 5 0 2 0 0 2 
                                                          
192 Incl. the Magi on N 68. 
193 This is on U 1175, on which Sigurðr forms one image with the two smaller figures. 
194 Incl. Christ. 
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cervine quadruped 5 1 0 1 0 0 0 
canine quadruped  8 4 0 3 0 0 1  
lupine quadruped  7 2 0 0 2 0 0 
leonine quadruped 8 5 3 0 2 0 0 
serpentine quadruped 9 8 3 3 (1 on adjacent side) 1 0 1 
non-specific quadruped 19 18 0 10 (3 x 2 on same stone) 0 2 (on same stone) 6 
bird  25 18 0 12 (2 on same stone; 1 
on adjacent side) 
1 0 5 
ship 16 10 6 0 3 0 1 
hammer  5 2 2 0 0 0 0 
other  8 5 1 3 1 0 0 
 202 134 28 65 12 7 23 
   21% 47% 9% 5%  
  100% 68% 14% 18% 
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TABLE 3. PROMINENCE OF THE IMAGE TYPES 
 
i = isolated 
t 1 = touching one other carving element 
ƚA? ?A?ƚŽƵĐŚŝŶŐ ?ŽƌŵŽƌĞŽƚŚĞƌĐĂƌǀŝŶŐĞůĞŵĞŶƚƐ 
e = embedded in other carvings 
c = central  
t = top 
b = bottom 
t = top within band 
o t = on top of the runic band 
o o = other position outside the band 
 
discernability position on the stone proportion of the stone occupied 
tot. image i t 1 ƚш ? e image c b t o t o o image <¼ ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ 
7195 armed rider 1 4 2 0 armed rider 6 1 0 0 0 armed rider 1 6 0 0 
6196 unarmed rider 1 4 1 0 unarmed rider 5 1 0 0 0 unarmed rider 4 1 1 0 
6 standing warrior  0 2 4 0 standing warrior  3 1 2 0 0 standing warrior  2 4 0 0 
10 Sigurðr  1 5 1 3 Sigurðr  1 1 6 0 2 Sigurðr  10 0 0 0 
8 humanoid with 
spread arms 
2 3 0 3 humanoid with 
spread arms 
1 1 3 3 0 humanoid with 
spread arms 
6 1 1 0 
                                                          
195 Incl. with vane on DR 96. 
196 Incl. the Magi on N 68. 
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discernability position on the stone proportion of the stone occupied 
tot. image i t 1 ƚш ? e image c b t o t o o image <¼ ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ 
3 humanoid 
holding snakes 
0 1 0 2 humanoid 
holding snakes 
1 0 1 1 0 humanoid 
holding snakes 
1 1 0 1 
5 humanoid held 
by snakes 
1 0 0 4 humanoid held 
by snakes 
1 4 0 0 0 humanoid held 
by snakes 
5 0 0 0 
21 other humanoid 7 12 1 1 other humanoid 13 5 3 0 0 other humanoid 13 3 1 4 
19 face/mask  4 7 3 5 face/mask197 6 1 8 3 0 face/mask  11 3 2 3 
7 horse  3 3 1 0 horse  2 3 2 0 0 horse  7 0 0 0 
5 cervine 
quadruped 
3 2 0 0 cervine 
quadruped 
2 3 0 0 0 cervine 
quadruped 
2 2 1 0 
8 canine 
quadruped  
1 3 2 2 canine 
quadruped 
6 1 1 0 0 canine 
quadruped  
8 0 0 0 
7 lupine 
quadruped  
0 4 3 0 lupine 
quadruped198 
1 2 2 0 1 lupine 
quadruped 
3 3 1 0 
8 leonine 4 1 1 2 leonine 6 1 1 0 0 leonine 0 4 2 2 
                                                          
197 Plus 1 in an uncertain position on DR 286. 
198 Plus 1 in an uncertain position on DR 286. 
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quadruped quadruped  quadruped 
discernability position on the stone proportion of the stone occupied 
tot. image i t 1 ƚш ? e image c b t o t o o image <¼ ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ 
9 serpentine 
quadruped 
2 3 1 3 serpentine 
quadruped 
6 3 0 0 0 serpentine 
quadruped 
1 3 4199 1 
19 non-specific 
quadruped 
2 6 8 3 non-specific 
quadruped 
15 0 3 1 0 non-specific 
quadruped 
19 0 0 0 
25 bird  6 14 2 3 bird  6 2 8 8 1 bird  21 2 1200 1201 
16 ship 2 10 3 1 ship 5 10 0 1 0 ship 9 4 3 0 
5 hammer  1 2 2 0 hammer  2 0 1 1 1 hammer  3 1 1 0 
8 other  4 3 1 1 other  3 2 3 0 0 other  5 1 1 0 
2 total 44 89 36 33 total + 2  91 42 44 18 5 total 132 39 19 12 
 100% 22% 44% 18% 16% 100% 45% 21% 22% 9% 3% 100% 65% 20% 9% 6% 
 image i t 1 t ш ? e image c b t o t o o image <¼ ¼-½ ½-¾ >¾ 
 
                                                          
199 1 Of these consist of a pair of quadrupeds. 
200 Incl. the quadruped on U 855. 
201 This image consists of a pair of birds. 
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Catalogue 
 
This catalogue contains images of the monuments that are listed in Appendix 1.A-C.  
The monuments are presented here in alphabetical order of their siglum, i.e. they are not divided into different image categories or types of monuments. 
Full-size images, often in colour, are provided on the enclosed disk. 
 
The source of the photo is indicated in its caption (and on the disk in the file-name). Where only a page-, figure-, or plate-number is given, this refers to the 
figure or plate (planche) in the volume of Sveriges runinskrifter or Norges Innskrifter med de yngre Runer that corresponds to the siglum of the monument. 
In addition, the following abbreviations occur: DR = Danmarks runeindskrifter; MS = Photo by Marjolein Stern; RAÄ = Riksantikvarieämbete.  
 
 
 
Please note: The images have been removed from the online 
version of this thesis. A hard-bound copy is available in 
Nottingham University Library, or contact the author. 
